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1.    Introduction. The following notices are intended to assist buyers,
particularly those that are new to our saleroom and internet
bidding platforms. Our auctions are governed by our Terms and
Conditions of Business incorporating the Terms of Consignment,
the Terms of Sale supplemented by any notices that are displayed
in our saleroom, the online catalogue listing or announced by the
auctioneer at the auction. Our Terms and Conditions of Business
are available for inspection at our saleroom and online at
www.forumauctions.co.uk. Our staff will be happy to help you
with any questions you may have regarding our Terms and
Conditions of Business. Please make sure that you read our
Terms of Sale set out in this catalogue and on our website
carefully before bidding in the auction. In registering to bid with
us you are committing to be bound by our Terms of Sale.

2.    Agency. As auctioneers we usually act on behalf of the seller
whose identity, for reasons of confidentiality, is not normally
disclosed. If you buy at auction your contract for the goods is
with the seller, not with us as auctioneer.

3.    Estimates. Estimates are intended to indicate the hammer
price that a particular lot may achieve. The lower estimate may
represent the reserve price (the minimum price for which a lot
may be sold) and cannot be below the reserve price. Estimates
do not include the buyer’s premium, VAT or other taxes and
fees (where chargeable). Estimates may be altered by a
saleroom notice. 

4.    Buyer's Premium. The Terms of Sale oblige you to pay a
buyer's premium on the hammer price of each lot purchased.
All lots are offered under the Auctioneer’s Margin Scheme and
VAT (at 20%) is included within the buyer’s premium. Our rate
of buyer’s premium is 30% of the first £100,000 of the hammer
price, reducing to 24% of the hammer price from £100,001 to
£1,000,000 and then 14.4% of the hammer price in excess of
£1,000,000. Buyers wishing to purchase lots outside the margin
scheme must notify us and will pay a buyer’s premium of 25%
of the first £100,000 of the hammer price, reducing to 20% of
the hammer price from £100,001 to £1,000,000 and then 12%
of the hammer price in excess of £1,000,000, in all cases subject
to VAT at 20% which may be reclaimed as input VAT or in the
event of export outside the Eu.

5.    Items with zero rated VAT. Please note that VAT is not added to
the buyers’ premium on certain goods, such as qualifying books.

6.    Inspection of goods by the buyer. You will have ample
opportunity to inspect the goods and must do so for any lots
that you might wish to bid for. Please note carefully the
exclusion of liability for the condition of lots set out in Clause
11 of our Terms of Sale.

7.    Export of goods. If you intend to export goods you must find out
in advance if 

      a. there is a prohibition on exporting goods of that character e.g.
if the goods contain prohibited materials such as ivory 

      b. they require an Export Licence on the grounds of exceeding a
specific age and/or monetary value threshold as set by the
Export Licensing unit. We are happy to make the submission
of necessary applications on behalf of our buyers but we will
charge for this service only to cover the costs of our time.

8.    Bidding. Bidding. Bidders will be required to register with us
before bidding. Purchases will be invoiced to the buyer’s
registered name and address only. When first registering for
an account with us you will need to provide us with proof of
your identity in a form acceptable to us. IN REGISTERING FOR
ANY SALE YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY OUR TERMS AND
CONDITIONS REGARDLESS OF YOUR METHOD OF BIDDING.

9.    Commission bidding. You may leave commission bids with us
indicating the maximum amount (excluding the buyer’s
premium and/or any applicable VAT, fees or other taxes) you
authorise us to bid on your behalf for a lot. We will execute
commission bids at the lowest price possible having regard only
to the vendor reserve and competing bids. We recommend that
you submit commission bids using your account on our website.

10. Live online bidding. When using our BidFORuM platform to
participate in the auction through your account on our website
there will be no additional charges. If you are using a third party
live bidding platform then additional fees may be applicable.
We will invoice these to you as an additional service and any
applicable VAT will be separated out.

11. Methods of Payment. We accept payments in uK Sterling
securely over our website and accept all major debit and credit
cards issued by a uK or Eu bank, charging an additional 2.5%
for credit cards only. We also accept bank transfers (details
below), cash payments up to €15,000, and cheques if issued
by uK banks only. All funds need to have cleared into our
account before items are collected. For bank transfers, please
quote the Invoice Number as the payee reference:

      HSBC, 16 King St, London WC2E 8JF
      Account name: Forum Auctions Limited
      Account number: 12213079
      Sort Code: 40-04-09
      IBAN: GB07MIDL40040912213079
      BIC: MIDLGB2106D

12. Collection and storage. Please note what the Terms of Sale say
about collection and storage. It is important that you pay for
and collect your goods promptly. Any delay may result in you
having to pay storage charges of at least £1.50 per Lot per day
as set out in Clause 7 of our Terms of Sale and interest charges
of 1.5% per month on the Total Amount Due as set out in
Clause 8 of our Terms of Sale.

13. Loss and Damage to Goods. We are not authorised by the FCA
to provide insurance services. Liability for a lot passes to the
buyer on the fall of the hammer or conclusion of an online
auction (as applicable). In the event that you wish for us to
continue to accept liability for your purchased lots this must be
agreed with us in writing in advance of the sale and any agreed
charges are payable before collection of the goods.

14. Symbols within the catalogue

          a. denotes a lot where Artist’s Resale Right or Droit de
Suite royalty charges may be applicable to the Lot.
Presently these charges are levied on a sliding scale at 4%
of the hammer price up to Euro 50,000; 2% from Euro
50,001 to 200,000; 1% from Euro 200,001 to 350,000; 0.5%
from Euro 350,001 to 500,000; and 0.25% above Euro
500,000 subject always to a maximum royalty charge of
Euro 12,500. We will collect and pay royalty charges on
your behalf and calculate the £ sterling equivalent of the
Euro amount.

      b. denotes that Import VAT at 5% is payable on the
hammer price of the Lot.

      c. denotes that VAT at 20% is payable on the hammer
price,  which may be reclaimable as input VAT.

15. Shipping. We can help you arrange packing and shipping of
your purchases by arrangement with our shipping department.
Please contact shipping@forumauctions.co.uk for a list of
shippers we regularly use together with indicative pricing for
packing and shipping.

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BUYERS AT AUCTION



MORNING SESSION:
Commencing 10.30am 





1
Law.- THe PReSenTMenT oF THe GRAnd JuRy oF BRISToL AT THe GeneRAL
SeSSIonS oF THe PeACe, &C. HoLden THeRe, BeGun MARCH 13. 1682. To
THe RIGHT WoRSHIPFuL, THoMAS eSTon, eSQ; MAyoR; THe RIGHT WoRSHIPFuL
SIR JoHn CHuRCHHILL, KnIGHT, ReCoRdeR..., single sheet, 359 x 219mm.,
printed recto and verso, fold, short tear, chip to margin, soiled, scarce,
printed by H. Hills, Jun. for Charles Allin, book-seller in Bristol: and
published by Ran. Taylor, near Stationers Hall, 1683.

£300 - 400

2
THe CASe oF THoMAS CoSTeR, eSQ; SITTInG MeMBeR FoR THe CITy oF
BRISToL, bifolium, drop-head and docket titles, folds, split to central
fold, lightly browned, [c.1735].

⁂ Rare. eSTC records only 1 copy (Bodleian). ‘Concerning the
separation of Bristol from Gloucester and Somerset, and the
election of mayor, aldermen, sheriff and members of Parliament
for Bristol’ (eSTC). 

£300 - 400

7Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 

THe PRoPeRTy oF THe LATe JAMeS STevenS Cox F.S.A., 
WITH A FeW PoSTHuMouS AddITIonS

James Stevens Cox (1910-1997) was born in Bristol and attended Bristol Grammar School. Two
remarkable masters - Worts and Roberts - inspired a love of english history and literature. As a schoolboy
JSC haunted the bookshop of Tom Matthews and spent his pocket-money on antiquarian volumes.

Approaching the age of eighty Matthews decided to retire and to get married. He offered to sell the
business and stock  to JSC and, thanks to a maternal loan, a deal was struck. In the inner sanctum JSC
discovered books that had been purchased by Matthews [père] in the early victorian era.  Some of the
Jenner volumes here offered were among such stock.

JSC was in his time a wigmaker (the family business), bookseller, archaeologist, publisher. He was elected
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries for his research into the history of Ilchester (Somerset).

Further books from this property will be offered in our online only sale on 14th March.

BRISToL And THe WeST CounTRy
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ARTICLeS AGReed uPon By uS WHoSe nAMeS ARe HeReunTo SuBSCRIBed,
FReeMAn oF THe AnCIenT, oPuLenT, And LoyAL CITy oF BRISToL, undeR THe
denoMonATIon oF THe unIon SoCIeTy, contemporary morocco, richly
gilt with gilt lettering to upper cover, 8vo, 1755.

⁂ unrecorded list of member’s rules and regulations for a Bristol
society. 

£300 - 400

4
Press gang.- A PLAIn nARRATIve oF A WAnTon And ILLeGAL ATTACK on
THe RIGHTS oF THe PeoPLe In THe PeRSon oF MR. CATon oF BRISToL,
bifolium, drop-head title, folds, spotted, unbound, folio, Bristol, no
printer, 1779.

⁂ unrecorded. A narrative of the false imprisonment of a Bristol
citizen, and his eventual release thanks to the influence of
edmund Burke, amongst others. 

£300 - 400

5
Shiercliff (E.) THe BRISToL And HoTWeLL GuIde, folding engraved
frontispiece, contemporary tree calf, gilt, Bristol, 1789 § Manby (G.W.)
Fugitive Sketches or the History and natural Beauties of Clifton,
Hot-Wells, and vicinity, 18 etched and aquatint plates, modern half
morocco, [1802] § Fry (Matilda F.) Paul of Tarsus, A Poem, PRInTed
on veLLuM, presentation copy signed by the author to her daughter,
engraved frontispiece, original blue morocco, gilt, Bristol, Not
Published, 1862 § The Consequences of a new Theatre to the City
of Bristol, marginal water-staining, title soiled, modern half morocco,
Bristol, 1765 § Goldwin (W.) A description of the Antient and
Famous City of Bristol. A Poem, FIRST edITIon, lacking half-title, later
boards, rebacked in cloth (coming unstuck), London & Bristol, 1751;
and 7 others relating to Bristol, v.s. (12)

£300 - 400

6
BRISToL GAoL BILL. BRISToL, AuGuST 4, 1792. oBJeCTIonS To An ACT LATeLy
oBTAIned FoR BuILdInG A neW GAoL WITHIn THe CITy oF BRISToL, drop-head
and docket titles, folds, stitched as issued, folio, Bristol, W. Pine, 1792.

⁂ Rare. eSTC records 1 copy (BL). 

£300 - 400

8 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Broadside.- A LIST oF PeRSonS KILLed And Wounded (AT THe LATe RIoTS
In BRISToL ReSPeCTInG THe BRIdGe ToLLS.) on THe MeMoRABLe evenInG oF
THe 30TH SePTeMBeR, 1793, In ConSeQuenCe oF THe FIRe FRoM THe
MILITARy..., 320 x 195mm., mount stains to corners, folds, little
creasing, no printer, c.1793.

⁂ unrecorded. 

£300 - 400

8
BRISToL CHAnneL doCKS. A neCeSSITy FoR BRISToL. LeTTeR FRoM THe RIGHT
WoRSHIPFuL THe MAyoR, e.S. RoBInSon, eSQ., single sheet, folds and
creases, Bristol, 1867 § Broadside.- Too Many upon one! elisha
against the lot. Pluck v Prejudice! Men of Bristol, Which Side Will
you take?, large lithographed illustration, folds, some creasing and
light soiling, [c.1879]; 18 others, mostly Bristol, including sheet
music and insurance policies, v.s. (20)

£300 - 400

____________________________________

9
WILT THou Be MAde WHoLe: oR, THe vIRTueS And eFFICACy oF THe WATeR
oF GLASTonBuRy, FIRST edITIon, modern sprinkled calf, 1751 § The
Historic & Local new Bath Guide, engraved frontispiece, folding
map, contemporary half calf, Bath, [c.1801] § Izacke (Richard &
Samuel) Remarkable Antiquities of the City of exeter, second
edition, engraved frontispiece, folding plan, folding plate, armorial
illustrations, later burgundy crushed morocco, gilt, by Riviere and Son,
spine very slightly faded, 1724 [but date overprinted to 1752]; and
7 others, including 3 editions of A Guide to Ilfracombe, 8vo (10)

£200 - 300

10
Ilett (P.B., surveyor, of Taunton) MAP oF THe PARISH oF BRoAdWAy
SoMeRSeT, 380 x 655mm., n.d. [c. 1820s]; Map of the Forest
Grounds and Broadway Common... Copied from a Survey made
by Mr Chilcott, 670 x 680mm., 1823, manuscript watercolour estate
maps on vellum, folds, soiled and browned; and 3 others, Broadway
area, v.s., v.d. (5).

⁂ Broadway, near Ilminster.

£400 - 600

9Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Broadside.- THe SoRRoWFuL LAMenTATIon oF CHAS. And MATT. WednoRe,
noW LyInG undeR SenTenCe oF IeATH [SIC.], In TAunTon GAoL, 250 x
179mm., Bristol, John Chapman, 1850 § A Calendar of the
Prisoners for the Michaelmas Session, to be Holden at the Castle,
Taunton on Monday, the 14th day of october, wood-engraved
arms, drop-head title, manuscript recordings of verdicts and
sentences, folds, contemporary drab wrappers, Yeovil, 1833; and 6
others, Somerset, v.s. (8)

£300 - 400

SCIenCe And MedICIne
Including a small but remarkable collection of rare vaccination
items, several with Jenner associations

12
Clinch (William) An HISToRICAL eSSAy on THe RISe And PRoGReSS oF THe
SMALL-Pox, FIRST edITIon, title soiled, text foxed, edWARd JenneR’S CoPy
WITH noTe In PenCIL By JAMeS STevenS Cox “FRoM dR e.JenneR’S LIBRARy,
J.S.Cox...1931” on front free endpaper, another older ink inscription
“E lib ?G.B.B.”, book-label of James Stevens Cox, contemporary
panelled calf, gilt, spine gilt, rubbed, corners and head of spine slightly
worn, split to upper joint, 8vo, for A.R. and sold by T.Warner, 1724.

⁂ Rare.

£1,000 - 1,500

13
Jenner (Edward).- [Hooper (Robert)] THe SuRGeon’S vAde-MeCuM;
containing the Symptoms, Causes, diagnois, Prognosis, and
Treatment of Surgical dieseases, FIRST edITIon, half-title, edWARd
JenneR’S CoPy WITH HIS SIGnATuRe at head of title, 8pp. catalogue at end,
original boards, uncut, rubbed, tears to spine, 8vo, 1809.

£600 - 800

12

13

10 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Jenner (Rev. George Charles) THe evIdenCe AT LARGe, AS LAId BeFoRe
THe CoMMITTee oF THe HouSe oF CoMMonS, ReSPeCTInG dR JenneR’S
dISCoveRy oF vACCIne InoCuLATIon, FIRST edITIon, half-title, PReSenTATIon
CoPy FRoM edWARd JenneR InSCRIBed “THe Revd. MR RoWLAnd HILL, WITH
dR JenneR’S BeST ReSPeCTS” on half-title (last word slightly cropped),
errata leaf at end, with 2 engraved portraits of Edward Jenner bound
in, foxed at beginning, modern blue morocco, 8vo, 1805.

⁂ Rev. George Charles Jenner was edward Jenner’s nephew.

Rev.Rowland Hill (1744-1833), clergyman and evangelical
preacher, and an influential advocate of smallpox vaccination who
proposed inoculating his congregation. The postal reformer,
Rowland Hill, was named after him.

£4,000 - 6,000

15
Jenner (Rev. George Charles) THe evIdenCe AT LARGe, AS LAId BeFoRe
THe CoMMITTee oF THe HouSe oF CoMMonS, ReSPeCTInG dR JenneR’S
dISCoveRy oF vACCIne InoCuLATIon, FIRST edITIon, half-title, errata leaf at
end, an excellent clean copy in the original boards, uncut, papr label
on spine, a little rubbed and soiled, spine slightly faded, 8vo, 1805.

£1,500 - 2,000

16
Jenner (Rev. G.C.).- [Dossie (Robert)] THe eLABoRAToRy LAId oPen,
or, the Secrets of Modern Chemistry and Pharmacy, FIRST edITIon,
lightly browned, G.C.Jenner's copy with his signature dated 1790 on
front pastedown, contemporary sprinkled calf, rubbed, joints split,
corners slightly worn, for J. Nourse, 1758 § L'Amour Glorifié, out Traité
de la Vraie Sagess et du Vrai Bonheur..., a little soiled, tear to C2,
G.C.JenneR'S CoPy WITH HIS InSCRIPTIon "G.C. JenneR, STone, 1818" on
front pastedown, contemporary half calf, rubbed, n.p., 1786, 8vo (2).

⁂ Rev. G.C.Jenner (1767-1846), nephew of edward Jenner.

£150 - 200

11Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Moseley (Benjamin) A TReATISe on THe LueS BovILLA; oR CoW Pox,
1804; another edition, second edition “with considerable additions”,
PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR To FRedeRICK PeRKInS eSQ. inscribed
at head of half-title, 1805; Commentaries on the Lues Bovilla; or Cow
Pox, ?lacking half-title, 1806 Bound WITH [Birch (John)] Fatal effects
(The) of Cow-pox Protection, with Appendix, 2 parts in 1, ?lacking
final blank, 1808, together 4 works in 1 vol., all but the second  FIRST
edITIonS, some leaves soiled, modern half cloth, rubbed, 8vo

⁂ All scarce pamphlets.

£1,500 - 2,000
18
Ring (John) A TReATISe on THe CoW-Pox; ConTAInInG THe HISToRy oF
vACCIne InoCuLATIon, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe
AuTHoR To Rev. GeoRGe CHARLeS JenneR InSCRIBed “Revd. MR. JenneR FRoM
THe AuTHoR” on front free endpaper and with G.C.Jenner’s monogram
stamp at foot of titles, 2 hand-coloured engraved plates mounted on
stubs, also 4pp. leaflet on ‘Cow-pock Inoculation’ by J.T.A.Reed tipped
to stub, some browning to vol.1, some leaves creased soiled at edges,
original boards, uncut, vol.1 with paper label, rubbed, vol. with tear
to spine and boards stained, 8vo, [1801-03].

⁂ Scarce; no auction record since 1972.

£3,000 - 4,000

12 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Woodville (William) RePoRTS oF A SeRIeS oF InoCuLATIonS FoR THe
vARIoLAe vACCInAe, oR CoW-Pox..., first edition, James Phillips & Son,
1799; oBSeRvATIonS on THe CoW-Pox, William Phillips, 1800 Bound
WITH Pearson (George) An exAMInATIon oF THe RePoRT oF THe
CoMMITTee oF THe HouSe oF CoMMonS on THe ReMuneRATIon FoR THe
vACCIne PoCK InoCuLATIon..., stipple-engraved frontispiece printed in
colours, 1802 And Pruen (Thomas) A CoMPARATIve SKeTCH oF THe
eFFeCTS oF vARIoLuS And vACCIne InoCuLATIon..., 1807 And Christie
(Thomas) An ACCounT oF THe RAvAGeS CoMMITTed In CeyLon By SMALL-
Pox, PRevIouSLy To THe InTRoduCTIon oF vACCInATIon, PReSenTATIon CoPy
FRoM THe AuTHoR inscribed on half-title (soiled), Cheltenham, 1811,
together 5 works in 1 vol., FIRST edITIonS, with folding leaf ‘Human
Life’ with text in three columns in English, French and German bound
in between the third and fourth works, first few leaves browned at
margins, final leaf soiled, later tree sheep, gilt, spine gilt, 8vo 

⁂ A collection of scarce pamphlets.

£1,500 - 2,000

____________________________________

20

Chiromancy & Geomancy.- [Rampalle ( Jean Antoine)] LA
CHyRoMAnTIe nATuReLLe de RonPHyLe, title with woodcut device, 6 full-
page engraved illustrations of hands, with the final blank, old ink
inscription to front free endpaper crossed out, loose in binding, Paris,
Jean Ribou, 1665 § [Gherardo da Cremona] and Luc Antoine, Sieur
de Salerne. La Geomancie et nomancie des Anciens..., errata leaf
at end, woodcut diagrams and tables, Paris, chez l’Auteur, 1669, both
lightly browned, contemporary limp vellum, a little rubbed and soiled,
8vo & 12mo (2)

⁂ Geomancy – see also lot 344.  
Chiromancy – see also lot 353.

£300 - 400

21
Cryptography.- Breithaupt (Christian) ARS deCIFRAToRIA SIve
SCIenTIA oCCuLTAS SCRIPTuRAS SoLvendI eT LeGendI, title with engraved
vignette, folding table, woodcut ornaments and one or two
illustrations or diagrams, light foxing and browning, contemporary
limp boards, spine lettered in manuscript, rubbed and soiled, spine
frayed at foot, 8vo, Helmstadt, C.F.Weygand, 1737.

£300 - 400

13Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Freind (John) CHyMICAL LeCTuReS: in which almost all the operations of
Chymistry are reduced to their True Principles, and the Laws of nature, FIRST
edITIon, light water-staining to title and front free endpapers, Macclesfield library
copy with blind-stamp at head of title and bookplates, contemporary panelled
sheep, spine gilt, rubbed, joints split, small wormed patches to lower cover,
[Ferguson I, 291], 8vo, by Philip Gwillim, for Jonah Bowyer, 1712.

£400 - 600

23
Medical Recipes.- [CoLLeCTIon oF ReCIPeS, MoSTLy MedICInAL], manuscript, 132pp.
excluding blanks, in several hands, numerous manuscript recipes (1 in a letter to
Sir Jonathan Coryton) loosely inserted or held in place by pins, slightly browned,
Arms of Amsterdam watermark, loose in original vellum, soiled and yellowed, upper
cover stained and splitting along upper edge, corners worn, sm. folio, n.d., dated
in text 1725 & first half of the 18th century.

⁂ Recipes include: “For ye biting of a mad dog, given me by Mr Parson n.B.: this
receipt was taken out of Cathorp [Caythorpe] Church in Lincolnshire, ye whole
town being bitten by a mad dog, & all that took the medecin did well, & ye Rest
dyed madd”; “To make oyle of Charity”; “A water for ye stone”; “To make ye snaile
wate”; “To prevent Miscaredg”; “For the yellow and Black Jaundies”; “To make ye
deans pouder I had it of Madum Bregintine”; “ffor the Small Pox” etc.

£1,000 - 1,500

24
Newton (Sir Isaac) THe MATHeMATICAL PRInCIPLeS oF nATuRAL PHILoSoPHy, vol.2 only
(of 2), FIRST edITIon In enGLISH, lacking engraved frontispiece, with 22 folding
engraved plates, 2 folding letterpress tables, 2 engraved head-pieces by A.Motte,
with the 13pp. Index and 8pp. Appendix but without the 71pp. ‘The laws of the
moon’s motion according to gravity’ by John Machin usually bound at end,
cropped shaving first engraved head-piece, very light damp-staining to title, last
couple of leaves and 4 folding plates at end, small yellow stain to first leaf,
contemporary ink manuscript notes to front free endpaper, engraved armorial
bookplate (with name scored out), contemporary tree calf, spine gilt, lacking labels,
rubbed, boards a little scuffed, spine ends worn, headband detached, split to upper
joint, [PMM 161], 8vo, for Benjamin Motte, at the Middle-Temple-Gate, 1729.

⁂ First english edition of vol.2 of newton’s Principia, the most important work
in the history of science, and including newton’s System of the World as Book
3. Machin’s work is usually bound at the end of this volume but is occasionally
found at the end of vol.1.

£1,000 - 1,500

14 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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25
Porta (Giovanni Baptista della) de oCCuLTIS LITeRARuM
noTIS..., woodcut device on title, woodcut ornaments and
illustrations including 3 unformed volvelles (central parts
printed on ()8, lacking C3 & 4 at end (alphabets), wear to
foot of title and ()7 causing some loss to imprint and a
few lines of latter, browned and water-stained, old ink
inscriptions to front endpapers, old book-label of M.de la
Place of Mont-Evray, contemporary limp vellum, rubbed,
lacking ties, [Adams P1928], Montbeliard, J. Foillet, 1593
§ [Montfaucon de villars (n.P.H. de)] Le Comte de
Gabalis, ou entretiens sur les Sciences Secretes,
browned, contemporary mottled calf, gilt, rubbed,
rebacked, corners repaired, Cologne, Pierre Marteau, n.d.,
8vo & 12mo (2)

£300 - 400



26
Porta (Giovanni Baptista della) de dISTILLATIone LIB. Ix, FIRST edITIon,
woodcut printer's device on verso of final leaf, epigrams in Hebrew,
Greek, Chaldean, Arabic, Slavonic, and Armenian, each with Latin
translation, full-page engraved portrait of the author within elaborate
frame by Giacomo Lauri, woodcut ornaments and initials and 35
illustrations in text, contemporary ink inscriptions to foot of title,
portrait and facing leaf, portrait slightly shaved, browned, title spotted
and stained with some marginal holes, worming to second leaf of
Proemium (causing hole) and R3-S2 with slight loss, water-staining to
beginning and end, engraved bookplate of George C.Harvey, old half
vellum, spine with red and black roan labels, rubbed and soiled,
[cf.Ferguson II 216, Strasbourg edition of 1609, "the Roman edition is
much the finer book"], small 4to, Rome, Camera Apostolica, 1608.

⁂ Important treatise which represents the most comprehensive
view of the applications of distillation in the sixteenth century. The
distillation process, as applied to every conceivable substance,
was the basis of alchemical research and as such was the
beginning of experimental chemistry. The nine parts of this work
deal with the various kinds of distillation, including methods of
extraction, the preparation of scented distilled waters, oils distilled
from resins, oils distilled from woods, the distillation of corrosive
mineral acids, the properties of these acids, distillation of alcohol
from wine, and the preparation of various ointments.

£1,500 - 2,000

MAGIC And ConJuRInG

27

27
Bennett (John)] THe CAReeR oF An ARTFuL dodGeR, FIRST edITIon, light
spotting, original pictorial boards, very slightly rubbed, George Vickers,
[c.1860] § Stodare (Col.) Stodare’s Fly-notes; or, Conjuring Made
easy, original printed boards, a little rubbed, rebacked in morocco,
1867 § Parlour Magic, frontispiece printed in pink, pictorial title,
original pictorial cloth, 1838 § endless Amusement; a Collection of
nearly 400 entertaining experiments, sixth edition, folding
frontispiece, original cloth, 1834, illustrations, a little rubbed, the third
with faded spine, 8vo et infra (4)

⁂ The first is rare; CoPAC lists only 2 copies (BL and oxford).

£200 - 300

28
Dean (Henry) THe WHoLe ART oF LeGeRdeMAIn; oR, HoCuS PoCuS In
PeRFeCTIon, 132pp., eighth edition, woodcut frontispiece and illustrations,
rather soiled and stained, A6 defective at outer margin with loss of a
couple of letters, near contemporary ink inscription “J.Hooper his book...”
on verso of frontispiece (slightly showing through) and others on front
pastedown, contemporary cloth, rubbed, 12mo, for J.Bew, 1781.

£1,000 - 1,500

29
Dean (Henry) THe WHoLe ART oF LeGeRdeMAIn; oR, HoCuS PoCuS In
PeRFeCTIon, 132pp., ninth edition “corrected, and improved with an
entire new Set of Cuts”,  woodcut frontispiece and illustrations, old ink
inscription “Elizabeth Harvey July 26th 1827” on verso of frontispiece
(very slightly showing through), short tear to head of B1 affecting one
or two lines but no loss, light staining to final leaf, otherwise An
exCeLLenT CLeAn CoPy STITCHed In THe oRIGInAL BLue WRAPPeRS, uncut, spine
frayed and defective, staining to lower wrapper, 12mo, for J.Bew, 1789.

⁂ veRy RARe In THe oRIGInAL WRAPPeRS. eSTC does not list an edition of
1789 but this conforms to that of 1781, with the same woodcuts

£1,500 - 2,000

15Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 



30
Hardy (F.) venTRILoQuISM MAde eASy, ?FIRST edITIon, 32pp., 4pp.
advertisements at end, original printed orange boards, slightly
rubbed, F.Pitman, [c.1865] § endless Amusement...the Art of
making Fire-Works, diverting experiments with the Magic Lantern
and Camera obscura...Tricks and Changes of the Cards..., ?lacking
frontispiece, light foxing, ink inscription on front pastedown, original
printed boards, rubbed and marked, rebacked in cloth, Thorp &
Burch, [1832 or later], 12mo (2)

£150 - 200

31

31
Houdini (Harry).- Maggi (Girolamo) de TInTInnABuLIS LIBeR
PoSTuMuS...de equuleo liber, engraved additional pictorial title, title
in red and black, 21 engraved plates or full-page illustrations, 3
folding, old ink signature to title and with manuscript note to front
free endpaper, HARRy HoudInI’S CoPy WITH PenCIL noTe By JAMeS STeven
Cox “FRoM HARRy HoudInI’S CoLLeCTIon BouGHT 1930 In uSA JSC” on
front pastedown and old typed bookseller’s slip priced $7.50 and
annotated in pencil “Bought from Ted Pullman 1930 USA JSCox”
tipped in at beginning, contemporary calf, spine gilt, marbled edges,
rubbed, slight wear to corners and foot of spine, worming to foot of
lower joint, 12mo, Amsterdam, H. Wetstein, 1689.

⁂ The author was a military engineer who was captured by the
Turks in 1571 while working on fortifications at the fortress of
Famagouste in Cyprus. While in prison in Constantinople he wrote
these two treatises, one on bells, the other on torture. It is intriguing
to speculate on which subject particularly interested Houdini.

£600 - 800

32
[Lewis (Angelo J.)], “Professor Louis Hoffmann”. HoMe
GyMnASTICS FoR younG And oLd, 2 folding plates, 1892; Puzzles old
and new, frontispiece, 4pp. advertisements at end, 1893; King
Koko...A Conjuring entertainment, 32pp. publishers’ catalogue at
end, Hamley’s sticker pasted over imprint on title, bookplate of Prof.
E. Vol Member of the Magic Circle, 1904; Magical Titbits, 1911 §
Bertram (Charles) A Magician in Many lands, with Introduction by
Professor Hoffman, 1911, FIRST edITIonS, plates and illustrations,
original cloth, some pictorial, the last with dust-jacket, most a little
rubbed and/or faded; and 2 others by Robert-Houdin translated
by Hoffmann, 8vo (7)

£200 - 300

16 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



33
[Weiss (Erich)], “Harry Houdini”. HAndCuFF SeCReTS, original
pictorial boards, spine a little worn and chipped, 1910 § Holden
(John Watkins) A Wizard’s Wanderings from China to Peru, original
pictorial limp boards, spine slightly worn at foot, 1886 § Teale (oscar
S.) Higher Magic: Magic for the Artist, New York, Adams Press, 1920
§ Cremer, Jun. (W.H., translator & editor) The Secret out..., John
Camden Hotten, n.d. § Maskelyne ( John nevil) ‘Sharps and Flats’: A
Complete Revelation of the Secrets of Cheating at Games of
Chance and Skill, second edition, InSCRIBed By THe AuTHoR “To
F.M.J.WHITe eSQ. WITH THe AuTHoR’S KInd ReGARdS” on front free
endpaper, light spotting, 1895, all but the last FIRST edITIonS, plates
and illustrations, all but the first two original pictorial cloth, a little
rubbed, the last with faded spine; and 12 others, similar, 8vo (17)

£300 - 400

SPoRT And PASTIMeS InCLudInG Food And dRInK

34
Hutson (Mrs Beulah) [CoLLeCTIon oF ReCIPeS], manuscript, 82pp.
excluding blanks, in at least three hands (most in the hand of Beulah
Hutson), inscribed at beginning: “Mrs Beulah Hutson Her Booke”,
?Strasbourg Lily watermark, foxed and browned, original gilt panelled
calf, rubbed, sm. 4to, n.d. [c. 1680].

⁂ Recipes include: “To Make Paste Royall”; “To Make Custards”;
“orange Tarts in Puff Paste”; “Artificiall Sturgeon”; “To make Rare
Wiggs”; “To make Rasberry Wine”; “To make Quince Cream”; “The
most precious water Called Aqua Mirabilis”; “A drinke to prevent
Miscarrying”; “A Rare drinke to Stopp vomiting”; “A receipt good
against the Gout” etc.

£1,000 - 1,500

35
[CoLLeCTIon oF ReCIPeS], manuscript, 141pp. excluding blanks, in four
hands, slightly foxed and browned, original gilt panelled calf, rubbed,
upper joint splitting but still strong, g.e., sm. 4to, n.d. [c. 1700].

⁂ Recipes include: “To make A Harty Choke Pye”; “To stew
oysters”; “To make Almond Butter”; “To make Lemon Creame”; “To
Sowse a Pigg”; “To make Portingall Cakes”; “To make Chocolate
Cakes”; “To make an oring Puding”; “To make a Bred & Butter
Puding”; “To make Burch wine”; “Mrs Boswells eye Water” etc.
Mentions a cousin called Grace Butler.

£1,000 - 1,500

36
Farrow (Mary) [CoLLeCTIon oF ReCIPeS], manuscript, 80pp. excluding
blanks, in at least three hands (1 hand late 18th century and most
early in a 19th century), foxed and browned, numerous cookery
recipes loosely inserted, original vellum, soiled, upper cover stained,
corners worn, sm. 4to, 1822 & earlier.

⁂ Recipes include: “Rout Cakes”; “A Hunters Pudding”; “Bread
Sauce”; “To Candy Lemon Pies”; “damson Cheese”; “A Charlotte”;
“Blancmange”; “Mince Pies”; “Gingerbread” etc.

£300 - 400

17Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 



37

38

37
Chacon (Pedro) de TRICLInIo, SIve, de Modo ConvIvAndI APud PRISCoS
RoMAnoS, & de ConvIvIoRuM APPARATu, collation: *2, A-M8, N6, second
edition, woodcut device on title, 4 large woodcut illustrations, title
soiled and with old price in ink manuscript at head, lightly browned
and water-stained, modern half calf, spine gilt, g.e., spine very slightly
faded, [Adams C1630; Vicaire 174], 8vo, Heidelberg [Officina
Sanctandreana], 1590.

⁂ Scarce treatise, first published in 1588, on the dining habits of
the Romans.

£300 - 400

38
[Kettilby (Mary, compiler)] A CoLLeCTIon oF ABove THRee HundRed
ReCeIPTS In CooKeRy, PHySICK And SuRGeRy, FIRST edITIon, half-title,
rather browned, light water-staining, contemporary calf, worn, joints
split, spine slightly defective, [Maclean p.79; Oxford p.54; Simon BG
904 (note)], for Richard Wilkin, 1714 § Barra (Pierre) L’usage de la
Glace, de la neige et du Froid, title with woodcut device, browned,
contemporary limp vellum, spine titled in manuscript, Lyons, Antoine
Cellier, 1675 [Wooley (Hannah)] The Accomplish’d Ladies delight,
in Preserving, Physick, Beautifying, and Cookery, seventh edition,
engraved portrait and additional pictorial title, lacking D4, D6 & E1,
browned and stained, cropped with occasional loss, modern half
calf, [Wing W3273], by B.Harris, 1696; and 2 others, cookery, 8vo
et infra (5)

£400 - 600

____________________________________

39
Fowling.- Markham (Gervase) HunGeRS PRevenTIon: oR, THe WHoLe
ART oF FovvLInG By WATeR And LAnd, second edition, woodcut
frontispiece and many illustrations in text, contemporary ink
inscription and small ink stain on title, a little browned, a few stains,
ink signature to front pastedown, contemporary sheep, rubbed and
scuffed, [Poynter 25.2; Wing M657], small 8vo, for Francis Grove...to
be sold by Martha Harrison, 1655.

⁂ First published in 1621 this practical guide was intended,
according to the title, to aid “all those that have anything to doe
with new Plantations”.

£600 - 800

18 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



40
Games.- [Cotton (Charles)] THe CoMPLeAT GAMeSTeR: or
Instructions how to Play...Cards, dice, Billiards, Trucks, Bowls, or
Chess. also the Arts and Misteries of Riding, Racing, Archery and
Cock-fighting..., engraved frontispiece with scenes of billiards,
backgammon, dice, cock-fighting and cards, with accompanying
letterpress leaf of explanatory verses bound at beginning, browned,
contemporary sprinkled sheep, rubbed, rebacked, corners repaired,
8vo, for Charles Brome, 1710.

⁂ eSTC lists 2 copies only (oxford and Cleveland Public Library).

£400 - 600

nATuRAL HISToRy

41
Botany.- Ornamental prints.- [Passe the Elder (Crispin van de,
1564-1637) and Crispin van de Passe the Younger (1593-
1670)]. An ALBuM WITH SIxTy-one PLATeS FRoM “HoRTuS FLoRIduS”, early
proof states before numbering and before text on verso, with
landscapes, several variant impressions in reverse
[?contemporary unrecorded copies], engravings, some excellent
impressions with delicate plate tone, others weakly inked, on various
laid papers with several watermarks [cf. Briquet 1364; 10556 and
10555, all datable to ca. 1580-1590], each sheet approx. 190 x 255
mm. (7½ x 10 in), some printed unevenly and partially off the sheets,
several with insects cut out, some minor later hand-colouring, three
bear publisher imprint of Jan Sadeler I, [circa 1590-1614] Bound WITH
nine plates (of 24) by Adriaen Collaert (1560-1618) from
‘Landscapes with old and new Testament scenes, after Hans Bol
(1534-1593); Bound WITH 11 dutch landscape engravings, one after
Jacob Grimmer (1526-1590), and 5 further plates by Abraham de
Bruyn (1540-1587) of wild animals, including lions and elephants,
engravings, all on sheets approx. 190 x 255 mm. (7½ x 10 in),
occasional loss to plates, nicks and tears, some handling creases,
surface dirt and light browning, limp vellum, very worn, bears
collector’s ink inscription ‘William Lowe/ His Book/ 1784’, oblong 4to,
[circa 1590-1620].

Literature:
(Hortus Floridus) nissen 1494 ii/vi; Hunt 199; 

£700 - 1,000

19Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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42

43

42
Birds.- Gould (John) MonoGRAPH oF THe PITTIdAe, part 1 only (of 2),
FIRST edITIon, 10 hand-coloured lithograph plates, a few minor spots,
original cloth-backed boards, slightly foxed and soiled, modern
morocco-backed cloth drop-back box, [Nissen IVB 377; Fine Bird
Books, p.78], folio, published by the author, 1880.

⁂ A very good copy of this monograph, only part 1 of which was
complete at the time of Gould’s death. Part two appeared in 1881
but contains no plates. The Pittidae, or Pittas, are a colourful
family of about 32 species of forest-dwelling birds from tropical
India, Asia and Australasia (a couple of species live in Africa) and
the plates are taken from Gould’s larger works on the birds of
these areas.

£3,000 - 4,000

43
-. Meyer (Henry Leonard) CoLouRed ILLuSTRATIonS oF BRITISH BIRdS,
And THeIR eGGS , 7 vol. in 2, wood-engraved title-vignettes, 1842-50;
ILLuSTRATIonS oF BRITISH BIRdS, 4 vol., FIRST edITIon, lithographed
throughout, titles, list of contents and 316 hand-coloured plates (313
of birds, 3 of eggs), occasional foxing or spotting, corner of one plate
creased, generally clean and bright, [1835-51], green half morocco,
gilt, spines gilt, g.e., the sets not uniform but going well together,
second set with slight fading to spines and some cracking and repairs
to joints, [Nissen IVB 627; Fine Bird Books, p.123], 8vo and 4to (6)

⁂ A MoST HAndSoMe PAIR oF SeTS oF MeyeR’S IMPoRTAnT oRnITHoLoGICAL
WoRKS. The number of plates varies in most copies, reflecting the
haphazard nature of publication. In his work The Meyers’
Illustrations of Birds, W.G. Hale locates 44 copies; this set has the
first issue title-pages (all undated and without the full-stop after
“Longman & Co”). “With the possible exception of Lord Lilford’s
Birds, this is the finest and most complete atlas of portraits of
British avifauna (with their eggs) ever published.” (Wood, p.462).

£5,000 - 7,000

44
Butterflies.- Lewin (William) THe InSeCTS oF GReAT BRITAIn...with the
natural history of each species, vol.1 only [all published], FIRST
edITIon, FIRST ISSue, titles and text in English and French, 46 hand-
coloured engraved plates, plate 6 bound upside down, a few small
spots and marks, soiling to plate 40 and facing leaf, original green
boards, spine with morocco label, uncut, rubbed, [Lisney 410; Nissen
ZBI 2488], 4to, J. Johnson , 1795.

£800 - 1,200

45
Lovell (Robert) PAnzooRyKToLoGIA [graece]. SIve
PAnzooLoGICoMIneRALoGIA. or a Compleat History of Animals and
Minerals, 2 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon, with blank Kk4 at end of first part
and additional leaf in Index (following 3A4) as usual, titles with
ornamental typographic borders, woodcut initials, first title with old
ink inscription at head and hole causing loss to one letter, a little
soiled, a few rust-spots (one to Ee2 causing smll hole affecting a
couple of letters), tear to lower mragin of N3, modern half morocco,
g.e., rubbed at edges and corners, [Wing L3245 & 3246], 8vo, Oxford,
Hen. Hall for Jos. Godwin, 1661.

£300 - 400

20 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



46
[Perrault (Claude)] THe nATuRAL HISToRy oF AnIMALS containing the Anatomical description
of several Creatures dissected by the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, [translated by
Alexander Pitfield], 2 parts in 1, additional engraved pictorial title and 35 engraved plates (30
of animals, 5 of scientific instruments), one plate misbound, occasional spotting or soiling,
contemporary calf ruled in blind, a little rubbed and marked, corners and spine ends a little worn
with short splits to joints, [Nissen ZBI 3125; Wing P1582a], folio, for R.Smith, 1702.

⁂ The seond part comprises The Measure of the Earth, translated by R[ichard] W[aller].

£500 - 700

ConTInenTAL LITeRATuRe And HISToRy

47
Mela (Pomponius) de ToTIuS oRBIS deSCRIPTIone, collation: a-i8 and 4, woodcut device of Jean
Petit on title and that of Gilles de Gourmont on colophon, initial letters rubricated throughout,
Paris, Gourmont and Tory, 10th January 1507; Bound WITH Stella ( J.) vITe duCenToRuM eT
TRIGInTA SuMoRuM PonTIFICuM, woodcut of St. Peter as Pope on title partially coloured in a
sanguine chalk, initial letters rubricated throughout, foot of final leaf cut away, some water-
staining causing smudging to some rubrication, [Adams S1711], Basel, M. Furter, kalends
September 1507, together 2 works in 1 vol., bookplate of Thomas Ruddiman,18th century
calf, slightly rubbed, 4to, (190 x 130mm.).

£1,000 - 1,500

48
Aldine.- Catullus, Tibullus  & Propertius. CATuLLuS, TIBuLLuS, PRoPeRTIuS, edited by Aldus
Manutius and Girolamo Avancio, collation: A-D8 E10 AA-DD8 EE4 a-i8, italic type, initial spaces
with guide letters, woodcut printer’s device to title, penultimate leaf with colophon, otherwise
blank, final leaf with woodcut printer’s device, otherwise blank, some ink fingerposts and
annotations, corner of one leaf repaired (no loss of text), slight marginal staining towards end,
later calf, rubbed, [Adams C1139; Ahmanson-Murphy 131; Renouard, Alde, 70:1; EDIT 16 CNCE
10358], 8vo (160 x 94mm.), [Venice], House of Aldus & Andrea Torresani], [March, 1515].

⁂ A well-margined copy of the second Aldine edition, with the correct spelling of
“Propertius” to title.

£750 - 1,000

21Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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49
Luther (Martin) SeRMo de vIRTuTe exCoMunICATIonIS, collation: A4,
large woodcut illustration to title, later marbled boards, [Adams
L1959, cites date as 1518], 4to, (185 x 136mm.), Leipzig, Valentinus
Schuman, 1519.

£400 - 600

50
French Poetry.- [Pherotee de la Croix (A.)] L’ART de LA PoeSIe
FRAnCoISe, second edition, small monogram stamp to title, later blue
crushed morocco, gilt, by David, inner gilt dentelles, g.e., Lyon, Thomas
Amaulry, 1681 § deshoulieres (Antoinette) Poesies, FIRST edITIon,
lacking initial and final leaf, later blue crushed morocco, gilt, by
Thibaron-Echanbard, inner gilt dentelles, g.e., Paris, chez la Veuve de
Sebastien Mabre-Cramoisy, 1688, 12mo and 8vo (2)

£600 - 800

51
Voltaire (Francois Marie Arouet de) LA zAyRe, trimmed close with
occasional loss to text at lower and fore-edges, Paris, Jean-Baptiste
Bauche, 1733; Bound WITH 5 other 18th century French plays,
modern red morocco, gilt, 8vo

£300 - 400

52
La Fontaine ( Jean de) ConTeS eT nouveLLeS en veRS, 2 vol.,
“Fermiers Generaux” edition, half-titles, 2 engraved portrait
frontispieces of the author and Charles Eisen after Rigaud and Vispre
respectively, engraved title-vignettes, 2 head- and numerous tail-pieces
by Choffard, 80 engraved plates by Aliamet, Baquoy, Choffard,
Delafosse and others after Eisen, some mostly marginal foxing, 19th
century dark blue morocco, elaborately stamped in gilt and blind, g.e.,
[Cohen de Ricci 558-571], 8vo, Amsterdam [i.e. Paris], 1762.

⁂ A stunning set of this masterpiece of 18th century engraving
and one of the great French illustrated works. “Parmi les livres
illustrés du xvIIIe siècle, cette édition...est le plus beau et le plus
agréable; c’est, en outre, le chef d’oeuvre d’eisen.” (Cohen de
Ricci).This copy has “Le Cas de Conscience” and “Le diable de
Papefiguière” plates both in uncovered state.

£1,500 - 2,000
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53
Mirabeau (Honoré-Gabriel Riqueti, Comte ) eRRoTIKA BIBLIon,
FIRST edITIon, woodcut title-vignette, later green morocco, gilt, by Riviere,
inner gilt dentelles, Rome [but Paris or Neuchatel], l’Imprimerie du
Vatican, 1783 § Solinus (Caius Julius) delle Cose Maravigliose del
Mondo, woodcut decoration and printer’s device to title, modern red
morocco, Venice, Gabriel Giolito de’ Ferrari, 1559 § Claudius ( J. J.)
dissertatio de Salutationibus veterum, title in red and black, foxed
and browned, contemporary red morocco, gilt, with floral border and
central fan device, a little rubbed, Utrecht, 1702 § Rouilly ( J.n.)
Conseils a ma Fille, 2 vol., contemporary red straight-grain morocco,
gilt, Paris, 1813; and 3 others, nicely bound French 17th and 18th
century books, 8vo et infra (8)

£800 - 1,200

enGLISH LITeRATuRe And HISToRy

53A

53A
Mary (Queen of Scots, 1542-87).- [THe TRIAL And exeCuTIon oF MARy
Queen oF SCoTS], manuscript in Secretary hand, 78pp., incomplete at
beginning (affecting sermon which opened the trial), slightly stained
in places, browned, 1 burn hole, stitched, unbound, loosely inserted
in modern wrappers, sm. 4to, n.d. [must be dated after 1605 as
Robert Cecil is referred to as Earl of Salisbury], [c. 1610].

⁂ MuRdeR oF Queen eLIzABeTH. “... for the dispatch of ye usurper,
from the obedience of whom we are by the excommunication of
her made free. There be six noble gent[lemen]... who... will
undertake that tragicall execution.”- Anthony Babington.

An interesting manuscript detailing the trial of Mary Queen of
Scots at Fotheringhay and execution and aftermath. The
manuscript shows the lay out of the court, reproduces some of
the incriminating correspondence between Queen Mary and
Anthony Babington (whose plot was the first to encompass the
death of Queen elizabeth from the beginning), an account of her
apparel and her execution. The work also includes a copy of the
sermon preached to Queen elizabeth after the execution (“the
angell of the Lorde appeared to Josephe in a dreame in egypt” by
Richard Fletcher, dean of Peterborough), the funeral of Queen
Mary at Peterborough Cathedral (her body was moved to
Westminster Abbey by her son James I), a piece on Sir Francis
Walsingham, and at the end, Burghley’s “Precepts to His Son”,
Robert Cecil, originally written in 1584.

Provenance: Modern pencil inscription: “From Shapwick Manor,
Somerset 1950 Strangways family.”

£1,000 - 1,500

54
Hermannus (Hugo) THe SIeGe oF BRedA, translated by Sir Henry
Gage, fine engraved title, 15 engraved plates and maps, some double-
page, occasional light spotting, contemporary vellum, gilt, covers
slightly stained and a little bowed, g.e., [STC 13926; Cockle 110], folio,
[Ghent, Jodocus Dooms], 1627.

⁂ The plates are reused from the original Latin edition, published
a year earlier. The author was chaplain to General Ambrogio
Spinola and was present at the siege, his work being promptly
translated into Spanish, French, english (twice) and Italian.

The translator Sir Henry Gage (1597-1644) was captain of an
english regiment of Horse which served under the Spanish during
the siege. He later died fighting for Charles I at Abingdon.

£400 - 600
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55
Shakespeare (William) MuCH Adoe ABouT noTHInG, with LoveS
LABouR’S LoST, from the 2nd folio, continuous pagination from 101-
144 (but missing one leaf in the second work pp.125/126), inner
margins and corners repaired with loss to ruled border, a couple of
holes to inner margin slightly affecting text, some foxing and soiling,
modern cloth, folio, [1632].

£300 - 400

56
Royal Society.- Glanvill (Joseph) PLuS uLTRA: oR, THe PRoGReSS And
AdvAnCeMenT oF KnoWLedGe SInCe THe dAyS oF ARISToTLe, FIRST edITIon,
imprimatur leaf at beginning and advertisement leaf (torn) at end,
contemporary sheep, slightly rubbed, foot of spine chipped, [Wing
G820], for James Collins, 1668.

⁂ In his argument in favour of the Royal Society, the recently-
elected Glanvill says that the Society has done more to advance
useful knowledge in a few years ‘’than all the Philosophers of the
notional way, since Aristotle opened his shop in Greece’’. 

£300 - 400

57
Milton (John) PARAdISe LoST, FIRST edITIon, 7th title-page with 1669
imprint, with no comma after Helder, and with “Angel” in roman type,
title trimmed and laid down, A2 with “The Printer to the Reader” text
in 5 lines and with leaf repaired to inner margin, most leaves with
fore-margin cropped causing loss of line numbers throughout but not
affecting text, modern red crushed morocco, gilt, by Bayntun, g.e.,
[Wither to Prior 603; Pforzheimer 716], printed by S. Simmons, 1669. 

⁂ Contemporary ink signatures of William Botelow to title. Pencil
note to front endpaper reads “Bound by Mr Gregory personally...”
(presumably George Gregory, whose business George Bayntun
bought in 1920.)

£3,000 - 4,000

58
Nostradamus (Michel de) THe TRue PRoPHeCIeS oR
PRoGnoSTICATIonS..., FIRST edITIon In enGLISH, engraved portrait
frontispiece by W.Dolle, title in red and black, text in English and
French, lacking 3F2-3G4 and with 3M1 & 4 transposed, browned,
marginal staining to title and dedication, a few minor marginal tears
or defects, bookplate of William Chatteris, contemporary sprinkled
calf, rebacked with gilt spine, rubbed, new endpapers, [Wing N1399],
folio, by Thomas Ratcliffe and Nathaniel Thompson, 1672.

£600 - 800
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Cervantès Saavedra (Miguel de) THe HISToRy oF THe MoST
RenoWned don QuIxoTe oF MAnCHA: and his Trusty Squire Sancho
Panza, translated by J[ohn] P[hillips], FIRST ILLuSTRATed edITIon In
enGLISH, engraved frontispiece and 8 plates or full-page illustrations
(each with two illustrations), with 3pp. verses/errata at end, browned,
a few stains, frontispiece and title trimmed to border and remargined,
2 plates reinforced at fore-margin, small rust-hole to Q4 affecting a
couple of letters, shaved at head, 19th century speckled calf, gilt, spine
gilt, a little rubbed, [Wing C1774a], folio, by Tho. Hodgkin,...to be sold
by John Newton at the three Pigeons, 1687.

£2,000 - 3,000

60
Science Fiction.- Cyrano de Bergerac (Savinien) THe CoMICAL
HISToRy oF THe STATeS And eMPIReS oF THe WoRLdS oF THe Moon And
Sun, FIRST enGLISH edITIon, 2 parts in 1, translated by A. Lovell,
engraved frontispiece, blank leaf K7 present at end of part 1 but
lacking “To the Reader” and another preliminary leaf from part 1 and
errata leaf at end of part 2, a couple of leaves with short tears and a
couple of corners defective, one with loss of pagination, some slight
marginal worming and a few headlines in part 2 trimmed, old ink
inscriptions of Dix and Rev. William Coddington, contemporary calf,
rubbed, [Wing C7717], for Henry Rhodes, 1687.

⁂ See also lot 127.

£600 - 800

61
Chamberlen (Paul) Love In ITS eMPIRe, ILLuSTRATed In Seven noveLS,
FIRST edITIon, initial advertisement leaf, some light marginal staining,
contemporary calf, 8vo, for B. Creake &c., 1721.

⁂ very rare, no copy seemingly at auction for over 35 years. eSTC
cites only 5 copies (Bodleian, national Trust, Harvard Princeton
and yale).

£1,000 - 1,500

62
Fielding (Sarah) THe AdvenTuReS oF dAvId SIMPLe, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon,
contemporary calf, gilt, joints cracking, a little rubbed, bookplate of
John Conyers of Walthamstow, 8vo, for A. Millar, 1744.

⁂ Sarah Fielding’s first novel, written with some assistance from
her brother Henry who corrected the manuscript and later added
a preface to the second edition. 

£400 - 600
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Perry (William, sometimes attributed to) THe TeMPLe BeAu; oR THe
ToWn CoQueTS. A noveL, FIRST edITIon, woodcut device on title and tail-
pieces, some minor foxing, contemporary calf, gilt, slightly rubbed,
small nick at foot of spine, 12mo, for W. Owen and E. Baker, 1754.

⁂ Scarce novel, only one copy at auction (1988) in the last 35
years.

£1,000 - 1,500

64
Bindings.- Ovidius Naso (Publius) MeTAMoRPHoSeS ePIToMIzed In
An enGLISH PoeTICAL STyLe, ink annotations to front endpapers, fine
contemporary red morocco, elaborate gilt design made up of  acorns,
leaves, stars and floral devices, spine a little dulled, g.e., 1760; and 4
other 18th century bindings, including 2 wallets (one round an
almanac), 8vo and 12mo (5)

£500 - 700

65
Embroidered binding.- doCuMenT WALLeT, embroidered silk with
silver thread and coloured floral designs, torn at flap hinge and lower
edge but with tassel intact, with “Constantinople 1762” embroidered
beneath flap, soiled, 111 x 202mm., Constantinople, 1762.

⁂ A good example of a typical wallet brought back from
Constantinople as a souvenir. There is no evidence of who this
particular wallet belonged to, but probably a merchant or tourist.

£400 - 600

66
Bindings.- Horatius Flaccus (Quintus) CARMInuM LIBRI QuATuoR,
contemporary green straight-grain morocco, gilt, g.e., a little rubbed,
Birmingham, John Baskerville, 1777 § More (Hannah) The Spirit of
Prayer, contemporary black morocco, elaborately stamped in gilt,
white silk doublures, inner gilt dentelles, g.e., 1836 § Barrett (eaton
Stannard) Woman, A Poem, contemporary dark aubergine morocco,
elaborately stamped in gilt, salmon pink silk doublures, inner gilt
dentelles, g.e., 1819; and 3 others handsomely bound, 8vo (6)

£500 - 700
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67
18th century Commonplace Book.- Major ( John Henniker-,
second Baron Henniker, politician and antiquary, of Stratford
House, West Ham, and Newton Hall, Dunmow, Essex, 1752-1821)
CoMMonPLACe BooK, AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT, 90pp., reverse entries,
browned, original marbled wrappers, ink inscription on upper cover:
“Recipes & Memmos 1784”, rebacked, rubbed, covers loose, 8vo,
1784.

⁂ Includes: “Agreement read to my Coachman... Call the horses
by their names... never alter your pace for any other driving agt.
you... do not drive into the pond on coming home from London...”;
recipes for Curry Powder, Buttered Lobster, “Lord nugent for the
Lumbago”; “A tea spoonful of Gunpowder in a Glass of water or
wine good for strains or bruises taken inwardly”; various, “Monody
on the much lamented Lady Henniker Wife of Sir John  Henniker
in the Morning Chronicle” etc. 

£400 - 600

68
[Lamb (Charles and Mary)] MRS. LeICeSTeR’S SCHooL, FIRST edITIon,
engraved frontispiece offset on title, some light browning and foxing,
contemporary ownership inscriptions of Louisa Gresley, Shenstone
House to title and front pastedown, contemporary sheep, worn,
[Gumuchian 3600; Osborne II, p.905], 12mo, for M.J. Godwin, 1809.

£400 - 600

69
Java.- [Taylor (Thomas William)] THe LAy oF CoRneeLIS: In THRee
CAnToS, FIRST edITIon, central folds, slightly browned, manuscript errata
leaf laid down on front free endpaper, account of the battle and full-
page watercolour map of the battle loosely inserted, bookplate of
Richard Strachey of Ashwick House on front pastedown, original
printed wrappers (creased) bound in contemporary half morocco,
rebacked in modern morocco, gilt spine, 8vo, Calcutta, Printed at the
Telegraph Press, 1812.

⁂ “Col. Gibbs to the right stormed no. 1 which he carried but
which was mined & blown up immediately on its being taken. We
lost many lives at this time. Coll. McLeod proceeded to no 2 which
his party stormed & carried, the Coll being killed in the assault.” -
From the Honble. J.e. elliot.

A poem celebrating Sir Robert Gillespie’s attack on Java in 1811
against the dutch east Indian Company during the napoleonic
Wars. An expedition was dispatched from India in April 1811, while
a small squadron of frigates was ordered to patrol off the island,
raiding shipping and launching assaults against various targets.
Troops were landed on 4 August, and by 8 August the undefended
city of Batavia capitulated. The defenders withdrew to a previously
prepared fortified position, Fort Cornelis, which the British
besieged, capturing it early in the morning of 26 August.

£600 - 800

70
Fore-edge Paintings.- Anacreon. odeS, translated by Thomas
Moore, contemporary red straight-grain morocco, gilt, by Collings’s
Library, Saville Row, Bath (with ticket), fore-edge painting of Ferry
Carrick bridge and castle, County Wicklow, 1815 § Campbell
(Thomas) The Pleasures of Hope, contemporary burgundy straight-
grain morocco, gilt, with vignette of lyre in gilt to covers, fore-edge
painting of ?Lambeth Palace and Thames, 1825, 8vo (2)

£300 - 400
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71
Gothic Horror.- [Polidori (John)] THe vAMPyRe; A TALe, FIRST edITIon,
second issue, with title reset removing Byron’s name, half-title, later
state of p.36 with “a” in “almost” aligned, without 12pp.
advertisements at end, disbound but with original stitching intact,
[Wise p.96; Wolff 5577; Summers p.21], for Sherwood, Neely, and
Jones, 1819.

⁂ FIRST edITIon oF THe FIRST vAMPIRe SToRy In enGLISH, written by John
Polidori, Byron’s friend and later secretary. The first issue with a
Colburn imprint, attributed the work to Byron, who quickly refuted
the attribution in a famous letter to Galignani. The genesis for
Polidori’s tale occurred on the very same evening that Mary
Shelley conceived her own horror masterpiece, Frankenstein,
when Byron proposed an evening of ghost story writing at the
villa diodati in the summer of 1816.

£1,000 - 1,500

72
Pirated edition.- Polidori ( John) THe vAMPyRe; A TALe, pirated
edition, 46pp., half-title, attributed to Lord Byron on title, disbound,
8vo, John Miller, 1819.

£750 - 1,000

73
Keats (John) LAMIA, ISABeLLA, THe eve oF ST. AGneS, And oTHeR PoeMS,
FIRST edITIon, lacking half-title and advertisement leaves, some light
foxing, later full polished calf, gilt, by Root and Son, g.e., [Ashley 3:15;
Grolier/English 167; Hayward 233], 12mo, for Taylor and Hessey,
1820.

⁂ A very good copy of Keats’s last and most important book,
which includes some of his best-loved poems -  “ode to a
nightengale,” “ode on a Grecian urn,” “ode to Psyche,” and “ode
to Melancholy.” Lamia was published in July 1820, less than a year
before his death from tuberculosis in Rome.

£3,000 - 4,000

74
De Quincey (Thomas) ConFeSSIonS oF An enGLISH oPIuM-eATeR, FIRST
edITIon, lacks half-title and advertisement leaf at end, some light
foxing, later calf-backed cloth, 12mo, 1822.

⁂ “The most famous account of drug addiction in english
literature.” (norman).

£400 - 600
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75
Tennyson (Alfred, Lord) PoeMS, CHIeFLy LyRICAL, FIRST edITIon, FIRST
ISSue, with p.91 misnumbered 19 and with “carcanet” correctly spelled
on p.72, errata leaf after title, advertisement leaf at end, some foxing,
original boards, 8vo, Effingham Wilson, 1830.

⁂ A very good copy of Tennyson’s first book published under his
own name, scarce in original boards.

£400 - 600

76
Peterloo Massacre.- Shelley (Percy Bysshe) THe MASQue oF
AnARCHy, FIRST edITIon, half-title, advertisement leaf at end,
contemporary signature of Rd. Langworthy to front free endpaper,
original pink boards, a little soiled, paper spine label rubbed and
soiled, [Wise, Ashley Library, p.89; Tinker 1905], 8vo, 1832.

⁂ An excellent copy of Shelley’s poem inspired by the Peterloo
Massacre in 1819, with a preface by Leigh Hunt. 

£1,000 - 1,500

77
[Browning (Elizabeth Barrett)] PRoMeTHeuS Bound, TRAnSLATed
FRoM THe GReeK oF AeSCHyLuS, FIRST edITIon, half-title with short tear to
inner margin, lacking rear free endpaper, hinges weak, original blue
cloth, slightly marked, paper spine label browned, 8vo, 1833.

⁂ Scarce, especially in original binding.

£200 - 300

78
Tennyson (Alfred, Lord) PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, advertisement leaf
before half-title, original boards, spine ends chipped and label rubbed,
1833; Timbuctoo. A Poem, which obtained the Chancellor’s
Medal..., FIRST edITIon (in Prolusiones Academicae), red half morocco,
gilt, by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, Cambridge, 1829; and copies of Maud
and In Memoriam in original cloth, 8vo (4)

⁂ A good group including his second published work, Timbuctoo,
with the reading “cones” on p.10.

£600 - 800
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Play.- Balfe (Michael William, composer, 1808-70) THe SIeGe oF
RoCHeLLe oR THe TRIALS oF PRInCIPLe, ?autograph manuscript,
presentation copy from the author to Frances Maria Kelly, title and
48pp., slightly browned, original wrappers, sm. 4to, n.d. [c. 1835].

⁂ Inscribed to “Miss Kelly”, but almost certainly Frances Maria
Kelly [Fanny] (1790-1882), actress and singer. Adapted from
Madam Genlis.

£400 - 600

Dickens and the Theatre

80

80
An enTIReLy neW BuRLeTTA, (WRITTen By Boz) CALLed THe STRAnGe
GenTLeMAn [AT] ST. JAMeS’S THeATRe... THIS evenInG, THuRSdAy, nov.3,
1836, printed playbill, appearing with performances of Ataxerxes,
The Miniature, Rossini’s overture to ‘Guillaum Tell’ and The
Tradesman’s Ball, browned, linen-backed, margins chipped and
creased, 415 x 220mm., 3rd november, 1836.

⁂ PLAyBILL FRoM THe deBuT oF dICKenS' FIRST PLAy. The Strange
Gentleman was dickens’ first play to be performed, written with
his friend, the comic actor John Pritt Harley, in mind to play the
title role, as he duly did. The play debuted on 29th September
1836 and was a success, running for sixty nights, dickens himself
was supposed to have once stood in as understudy for the role
of Charles Tompkins during the run.

£400 - 600

81
MR HARLey WILL In THe CHARACTeR oF MR. PICKWICK MAKe HIS FIRST vISIT
To THe ST. JAMeS’S THeATRe, And ReLATe, To A SCoTCH AIR, HIS exPeRIenCeS
oF “A WHITe BAIT dInneR AT BLACKWALL” edITed exPReSSLy FoR HIM By HIS
BIoGRAPHeR “Boz!”... THIS evenInG, MondAy, MARCH 13TH, 1837... AFTeR
WHICH, An oRIGInAL CoMIC BuRLeTTA, In one ACT, WRITTen By Boz, CALLed
IS SHe HIS WIFe? oR, SoMeTHInG SInGuLAR!... THe WHoLe To ConCLude
WITH, (By PARTICuLAR deSIRe) FoR THe 58TH & LAST nIGHT THIS SeASon, THe
STRAnGe GenTLeMAn’, playbill, printed on both sides with central fold,
split along fold, fraying and creasing to margins, 335 x 210mm., 13th
March, 1837.

⁂ A RARe PIeCe oF PICKWICKIAnA, THe FIRST APPeARAnCe oF PICKWICK AS A
THeATRICAL CHARACTeR.

Following the success of The Strange Gentleman, John Harley
requested that dickens write a new piece for theatre. dickens, in
the midst of writing The Pickwick Papers and in the planning stages
for what would become Oliver Twist, declined but instead offered
up a piece he had written some years before named Cross
Purposes which was re-titled Is She His Wife? Or, Something Singular!
and debuted at  St James’s Theatre on 3rd March 1837. Ten days
later a benefit night was held for John Harley at the theatre which
included a specially written monologue (now sadly lost) by dickens
for Harley in character as Pickwick, as well as performances of Is
She Called His Wife? and The Strange Gentleman. 

£600 - 800
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THe FAvouRITe BuRLeTTA (WRITTen By Boz) enTITLed IS SHe HIS WIFe? [AT]
THeATRe RoyAL, ST. JAMeS’S THIS evenInG, THuRSdAy, JAn. 18, 1838, And
duRInG THe WeeK, printed playbill, appearing with performances of
The Musician of venice, The Culprit, Pascal Bruno, and others, light
browning, small hole, not affecting text, minor creasing and chipping
to margins, 410 x 210mm., 18th January, 1838.

⁂ Is She His Wife? was the third and final play written by dickens
for the St. James’s and had met considerable success. By 1838
however the fortunes of the St. James’s Theatre had begun to
decline and later that year the proprietor John Braham
(advertised here as performing in The Musician of Venice) would
be forced to close and flee the country to escape his debts. 

£300 - 400

83
FoR THe BeneFIT oF MR. LeIGH HunT... on MondAy evenInG, JuLy 26,
1847, WILL Be PReSenTed, Ben JonSon’S CoMedy oF eveRy MAn In HIS
HuMouR, [AT THe] THeATRe RoyAL, MAnCHeSTeR, printed playbill, also
performances of ‘the Interlude called A Good night’s Rest; or Two
o’Clock in the Morning’ and ‘Mr. Poole’s Farce of Turning the
Tables’, horizontal fold, browning, minor creasing and chipping, 26th
July, 1847.

⁂ despite having some success as a writer, Hunt found himself
in financial difficulties for much of his life; indeed, Hunt’s
perpetual impecuniosity provided the inspiration for the
character of Harold Skimpole in Bleak House.

dickens met Hunt in 1837 and the two remained friends until the
latter’s death in 1859.  despite having some success as a writer,
Hunt found himself in financial difficulties for much of his life.
dickens’ attempts to raise money for the impoverished writer
eventually led him to set up the Guild of Literature and Art with
Bulwer Lytton (see next lot). The extent of dickens’ involvement
in the endeavour is evident from the playbill - not only does he
appear in all 3 plays on the evening, but he opens proceedings
with an address written for him by Thomas Talfourd. other
notable performers include Frederick and Augustus dickens, John
Forster, Augustus egg, John Leech, douglas Jerrold, Mark Lemon
and George Cruikshank. 

£400 - 600
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85

84
AMATeuR PeRFoRMAnCe... oF eveRy MAn In HIS HuMouR [And] THe MeRRy
WIveS oF WIndSoR [AT] THeATRe RoyAL, HAyMARKeT, on MondAy evenInG,
MAy 15TH, 1848 [And] WedneSdAy evenInG, MAy 17TH, 1848, 2 printed
playbills in red and blue ink with green printed borders, with
performances of ‘Mr Kenney’s Farce of Love, Law, and Physic’ and
‘Mrs. Inchbald’s Farce of Animal Magnitism’, light browning or
soiling, minor creasing and folds, 15th & 17th May, 1848.

⁂ RARe PLAyBILLS FeATuRInG dICKenS And A nuMBeR oF FRIendS And
ASSoCIATeS In AMATeuR PRoduCTIonS To RAISe Money FoR A PeRPeTuAL
CuRAToRSHIP oF SHAKeSPeARe’S HouSe.

dickens began performing amateur theatricals in 1845 in part to
help raise money for good causes and in part to satisfy his long-
held acting ambitions. The performers here include dickens
himself, his brothers Frederick and Augustus, John Leech, George
Cruikshank, the Punch editor Mark Lemon and his friend and
biographer John Forster. dickens had long held an interest in the
preservation of Shakespeare’s birthplace and had assisted in
raising the funds for its purchase in 1846, the two performances
here were held to raise funds for a mooted perpetual curatorship
of the house,.

£400 - 600

85
THe AMATeuR CoMPAny oF THe GuILd oF LITeRATuRe & ART, WILL HAve THe
HonoR oF PeRFoRMInG... A neW CoMedy In FIve ACTS, By SIR edWARd
BuLWeR LyTTon, BART., CALLed noT So BAd AS We SeeM: oF MAny SIdeS
To A CHARACTeR.... THe PeRFoRMAnCe To ConCLude WITH... MR.
nIGHTInGALe’S dIARy, TueSdAy evenInG, MAy 27TH, 1851 [-] FRIdAy
evenInG, AuGuST 27TH, 1852, 5 printed playbills, printed in red and
black, folds, some light browning, minor creasing and chipping, each
c.505 x 250mm., 1851-2.

⁂ A SuPeRB CoLLeCTIon oF RARe PLAyBILLS AdveRTISInG TouRInG
PRoduCTIonS By dICKenS And BuLWeR LyTTon To RAISe Money FoR THeIR
GuILd oF LITeRATuRe And ART, InCLudInG THAT FoR THe FIRST PeRFoRMAnCe
oF MR. nIGHTInGALe’S dIARy. 

dickens and Lytton first conceived of the Guild of Literature and
Art in 1850 as a fund to support struggling artists and writers.
over the next decade they would devote a great deal of time and
energy to promoting and raising money for the cause, each
writing a new farce to be performed to that end. The performers
here include dickens himself, Wilkie Collins (who met dickens for
the first time in early 1851), John Tenniel, Augustus egg, Charles
Knight, Mark Lemon, John Forster and douglas Jerrold. 

£2,000 - 3,000

86
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THe AMATeuR CoMPAny oF THe GuILd oF LITeRATuRe & ART, WILL HAve THe
HonoR oF PeRFoRMInG... A neW CoMedy In FIve ACTS, By SIR edWARd
BuLWeR LyTTon, BART., CALLed noT So BAd AS We SeeM: oF MAny SIdeS
To A CHARACTeR.... THe PeRFoRMAnCe To ConCLude WITH... MR.
nIGHTInGALe’S dIARy, Monday evening, July 21st, 1851 [-] Wednesday,
May 12th, 1852, 3 printed handbills, 1 printed in red and black, the
remainder in black, folds, a few minor chips or tears, light browning
or surface soiling, 330 x 205mm. et infra, 1851-52.

£400 - 600

87
THe AMATeuR CoMPAny oF THe GuILd oF LITeRATuRe & ART... WILL HAve
THe HonouR oF PReSenTInG... uSed uP... To ConCLude WITH MR.
nIGHTInGALe’S dIARy, Friday evening, September, 3rd, 1852, at the
Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool, playbill, printed in red and black, with
a performance of ‘the Historical drama, in Two Acts, by
J.R.Planche, esq. called Charles xII, folds, light offsetting and
browning, some light creasing and minor chipping to margins, 3rd
September, 1852.

⁂ RARe PLAyBILL FoR THe onLy PuBLIC PeRFoRMAnCe By dICKenS oF uSed
uP By dIon BouCICAuLT (the other being a private performance at
Rockingham Castle). dickens took a good deal of pride in his
performance and a portrait of him in character by Augustus egg
hung in his dining room in Tavistock House. other performers
include John Tenniel, F.W. Topham, Mark Lemon, Augustus egg,
Wilkie Collins and Frank Stone.

£400 - 600

88
An enTIReLy neW And oRIGInAL doMeSTIC MeLo-dRAMA, In TWo ACTS, By
MR. WILKIe CoLLInS, noW FIRST PeRFoRMed, CALLed THe LIGHTHouSe [at]
THe SMALLeST THeATRe In THe WoRLd! TAvISToCK HouSe. LeSSee And
MAnAGeR MR CuMMLeS. on Tuesday evening, June 19th, 1855,
playbill, printed in red and black, with a performance of Mr.
nightingale’s diary, light surface soiling, some minor creasing and
chipping to left-hand margin, 385 x 280mm., 19th June, 1855.

⁂ RARe PLAyBILL FoR THe FIRST STAGInG WILKIe CoLLInS’ MeLodRAMA THe
LIGHTHouSe, PeRFoRMed AT dICKenS’ HouSe And WITH BoTH WRITeRS In
LeAdInG RoLeS. 

Wilkie Collins adapted The Lighthouse from an 1853 short story,
Gabriel’s Marriage; he sent the new play to dickens in May 1855
who then took over the production with his usual energy. dickens
had constructed a small theatre at Tavistock House in 1851 in
order to further indulge his love for amateur theatricals and this
therefore became the obvious venue to stage the new play which
ran for four nights from 19th June before it moved for a benefit
performance at Campden House. As ever dickens was closely
involved with almost every aspect of the production: in addition
to his performances he wrote a prologue as well as The Song of
the Wreck, sung by his daughter Kate and PRInTed FoR THe FIRST TIMe
on THIS PLAyBILL. In a self-referential nod dickens credits himself
throughout as ‘Mr. Crummles’ the name of the head of the theatre
troupe in nicholas nickleby. other performers include Mark
Lemon, Augustus egg, Charles dickens Jr., Frank Stone and
members of the Hogarth family. 

£1,000 - 1,500
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An enTIReLy neW RoMAnTIC dRAMA, In THRee ACTS, By MR. WILKIe CoLLInS,
CALLed THe FRozen deeP, [at] TAvISToCK HouSe THeATRe undeR THe
MAnAGeMenT oF CHARLeS dICKenS on TWeLFTH nIGHT, TueSdAy, JAnuARy
6TH, 1857... to Conclude with Mrs. Inchbald’s Farce, in Two Acts,
of Animal Magnitism, playbill, printed in red and black, light surface
soiling, 2 small chips to right-hand margin, 385 x 280mm., 6th
January, 1857.

⁂ RARe PLAyBILL FoR THe PReMIeRe FoR WILKIe CoLLInS’ PLAy THe FRozen
deeP, PeRFoRMed AT dICKenS’ HouSe And STARRInG BoTH WRITeRS. 

Compared to The Lighthouse, Frozen Deep, based on Franklin’s ill-
fated northwest Passage expedition, was a far more collaborative
affair between dickens and Collins, indeed as John C. eckel writes
“The changes were so numerous that the drama almost may be
ascribed to dickens.” other performers include Mark Lemon,
young Charles [Charles dickens Jr.], Augustus egg and dickens’
duaghters, Kate and Mary. A dress rehearsal had been held the
day before for an audience of servants and tradespeople. 

£1,000 - 1,500

90
An enTIReLy neW RoMAnTIC dRAMA, In THRee ACTS, By MR. WILKIe CoLLInS,
CALLed THe FRozen deeP [AT THe] GALLeRy oF ILLuSTRATIon, ReGenT STReeT,
STRICTLy PRIvATe RePReSenTATIon. undeR THe MAnAGeMenT oF MR. CHARLeS
dICKenS. on SATuRdAy evenInG, JuLy 4TH, 1857, AT 9 o’CLoCK... To
ConCLude WITH THe FARCe, In one ACT. TWe o’CLoCK In THe MoRnInG,
playbill printed in red and black with gilt border and the royal coats
of arms embossed in white on gilt at head, light foxing and surface
soiling, 415 x 265mm., 4th July, 1857.

⁂ RARe PLAyBILL FoR THe CoMMAnd PeRFoRMAnCe oF THe FRozen deeP,
PeRFoRMed In THe PReSenCe oF Queen vICToRIA, PRInCe ALBeRT, KInG
LeoPoLd I oF BeLGIuM, PRInCe FRedeRICK WILLIAM oF PRuSSIA, PRInCeSS
vICToRIA, WILLIAM THACKeRAy And HAnS CHRISTIAn AndeRSen AMonGST
oTHeRS.

For the command performance there were a few minor changes
to the cast - Shirley Brooks played the part originally acted by
edward Hogarth and two of the crew members were now played
by Mrs. Francis and Miss Marley. Queen victoria wrote in her
journal that it was “most interesting, intensely dramatic, & most
touching and moving ... The Play was admirably acted by Charles
dickens ...” It was after this performance that dickens famously
twice refused the Queen’s request to see him until he had
changed out of his costume and makeup. 

£1,000 - 1,500

34 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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An enTIReLy neW RoMAnTIC dRAMA, In THRee ACTS, By MR. WILKIe CoLLInS,
CALLed THe FRozen deeP... In ReMeMBeRAnCe oF THe LATe MR. douGLAS
JeRRoLd [AT THe] GALLeRy oF ILLuSTRATIon, ReGenT STReeT, undeR THe
MAnAGeMenT oF MR. CHARLeS dICKenS. on SATuRdAy evenInG, JuLy 11TH,
1857... To ConCLude WITH THe FACe, In one ACT, TWo o’CLoCK In THe
MoRnInG, playbill printed in red and black, CHARLeS dICKenS’ oWn CoPy
WITH HIS InK AnnoTATIonS To ReCTo And veRSo, bottom 1/4 cut off and
re-attached, creases and folds, tipped onto a large page from an
album with ink notes in another hand, playbill 395 x 240mm., 11th
July, 1857.

⁂ RARe PLAyBILL FoR THe FIRST PuBLIC PeRFoRMAnCe oF THe FRozen deeP
WITH dICKenS’ MAnuSCRIPT AMendATIonS.

dickens’ friend and sometime co-star douglas Jerrold died on 8th
June 1857. dickens subsequently devoted a great deal of time and
energy to raising money for his widow and family, including giving
public readings as wells as staging The Frozen Deep in public for
the first time. The cutting off of the bottom of the playbill
(comprising the second performance given that evening) was
likely done by dickens himself or another member of the
production. dickens then crosses through the title of the
proposed performance of Two o’clock in the Morning, adds a
note ‘see back’ and on the verso provides the title and cast for
the play uncle John, comprising himself, Wilkie Collins, Frederick
evans, young Charles (Charles dickens Jr.), Mark Lemon, Miss
Hogarth, Miss Kate and Miss Mary. uncle John would become the
companion piece for this play for the remaining 2 performances
in London as well as the thee given in Manchester, all to raise
money for the family of douglas Jerrold. 

£3,000 - 4,000

92
A neW And oRIGInAL dRAMA In THRee ACTS, By WILKIe CoLLInS, eSQ.,
enTITLed THe FRozen deeP [AT THe] RoyAL oLyMPIC THeATRe [on] MondAy,
deC. 3Rd, 1866 ... The Performance will commence with the Farce
of no!... To conclude with a Popular Burlesque...entitled Faust &
Marguerite, printed handbill, central vertical fold with some chipping,
minor creasing and browning, small ink note in a contemporary
hand, 3rd december, 1866; and 5 others, including 2 early 19th
century playbills featuring Joseph Grimaldi and 2 proof portraits
on dickens on japan paper, v.s. (6)

⁂ A playbill from the first professional run of Frozen deep.

£300 - 400
____________________________________

93
Victorian Poet.- Eagles (Rev. John, art critic and poet, author of
“The Sketcher”, 1783-1855) voLuMe oF PoeMS, AuToGRAPH
MAnuSCRIPTS, SPeCIALLy WRITTen ouT FoR PReSenTATIon To HIS dAuGHTeR
eMMA, 92pp., with a small quantity of other poems and letters bound
in or loosely inserted at end, including letters from Eagles to his
daughter and from John Kenyon, patron of the arts and poet (1784-
1856), slightly browned, bookplate of J.E.H. Graham-Clarke on front
pastedown, handsomely bound in brown morocco decorated in gilt
and with onlay on upper cover: “Rev. J. Eagles to his Daughter Emma
Graham-Clarke”, g.e., 8vo, [c. 1850s].

⁂ Many of the poems dated May 1833/34, from Halberton
vicarage in devon, where eagles was curate for twelve years, and
for five years under the rectorship of  Sydney Smith (1771-1845),
author and wit.

£800 - 1,200

35Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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19th century poetry.- Wordsworth (William) THe PReLude, oR
GRoWTH oF A PoeT’S MInd, FIRST edITIon, 8pp. advertisements (dated
November 1849) bound before front free endpaper, half-title,
advertisement leaf at end with ink annotations to verso, original cloth,
spine slightly faded and with short tear at head of spine and spine
ends nicked, 1850 § Bridges (Robert) The Growth of Love, FIRST
edITIon, original printed wrappers, browned and soiled, old sticker
marks to upper cover, cloth chemise, 1876 § Robinson (Mary) Lyrical
Tales, FIRST edITIon, advertisement leaf at end, contemporary green
straight-grain morocco, spine gilt and with red morocco label, 1800
§ Tennyson (Charles) Sonnets and Fugitive Pieces, FIRST edITIon,
half-title, uncut in original boards, Cambridge, 1830 § Coleridge (S.T.)
The Poems, contemporary aubergine morocco, g.e., a little rubbed,
William Pickering, 1848 § dixon (Richard Watson) Christ’s
Company, FIRST edITIon, PReSenTATIon CoPy InITIALLed By THe AuTHoR To
d.G. RoSSeTTI on front free endpaper, errata slip stuck to verso of half-
title, advertisement slip tipped-in at end, original cloth, rubbed and
soiled, 1861; and 6 others, 19th century poetry, 8vo (12)

£600 - 800

95

95
Rossetti (Christina) GoBLIn MARKeT And oTHeR PoeMS, FIRST edITIon,
frontispiece and title-vignette by D.G. Rossetti, 16pp. advertisements
at end, occasional light spotting, original cloth, gilt, 8vo, Cambridge
& London, 1862.

£300 - 400

96
Patmore (Coventry) odeS, FIRST edITIon, PReSenTATIon CoPy SIGned By
THe AuTHoR, “From the Author” printed leaf before the title, inscribed
“John Leicester Warren with the respect of C. Patmore” at head of title,
original printed wrappers, foxed and soiled, spine flaking and with
inked title, preserved in cloth chemise, 8vo, Privately Printed, 1868.

⁂ A genuine, complete copy of the author’s first book. Hayward 264
(quoting John drinkwater’s note in his copy): “‘The first appearance
of some of... Patmore’s most important work. only 250 copies were
[privately] printed, of which Patmore, having sent some out privately,
destroyed over a hundred of the remainder.’” The recipient of this
copy, John Warren, 3rd Baron de Tabley (1835-1895) was a poet,
botanist, numismatist and authority on bookplates.

£400 - 600

36 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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97
Wilde (Oscar).- THe SHAKeSPeARe BIRTHdAy BooK, signatures of many
authors and artists, including: Austin dobson, John Ruskin, George
Meredith, Mortimer Menpes, George du Maurier, Robert Barrett
Browning, edward Poynter, Andrew Lang, William Holman Hunt,
Henry James, Thomas Hardy, R.d. Blackmore, John everett Millais,
Anne Thackeray Ritchie, W.L. Wyllie, Charles Keene, Walter Crane
(with sketch), edward Burne-Jones, edmund Gosse, Helen Allingham,
oscar Wilde (october 16th, the cataloguer’s birthday!) and W.B.
Richmond, original cloth, embroidered “dust-jacket”, 12mo, 1875.

⁂ A pencil inscription reads “This book belonged to A.C.
Swinburne poet, later it went to Gerald W. Henderson Librarian
of St. Paul’s Cathedral...” Loosely inserted is a receipt for three
books purchased by Swinburne from Bickers and Son in
november 1879, signed by Swinburne.

£1,000 - 1,500

98

98
Stevenson (Robert Louis) TReASuRe ISLAnd, FIRST edITIon, half-title,
map frontispiece, 8pp. advertisements dated 5R-1083, very occasional
foxing, hinges weak, original red cloth, covers damp-mottled, spine
faded, 8vo, 1883.

⁂ With the following early issue points:  “dead man’s chest” not
capitalised on pages 2 and 7; damage to “v” in “vain” last line page
40; lacking “a” in line 6 page 63; numeral “7” overprinted in
pagination on page 127; lacking full-stop line 20 page 178; “worse”
for “worst” line 3 page 197.

£600 - 800

99
Stevenson (Robert Louis) A CHILd’S GARden oF veRSeS, FIRST edITIon,
endpapers browned, original cloth, t.e.g., others uncut, 8vo, 1885.

⁂ A fine copy of the first issue of this classic book of poetry for
children. With the apostrophe on spine like the number ‘7’; ‘of’ on
spine in smaller type; and with no mention of ‘Two Series’ in list
of other works by the author.

£300 - 400

100
Doyle (Sir Arthur Conan) THe MeMoIRS oF SHeRLoCK HoLMeS, FIRST
edITIon, illustrations by Sydney Paget, light spotting, light browning to
endpapers, upper hinge starting, original pictorial cloth, gilt, spine a
little rubbed, light marking to upper cover, g.e., 8vo, 1894.

£400 - 600

101
No Lot
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Hugo de Prato Florido. SeRMoneS de SAnCTIS, collation: A-B6 a-n8

o12+1 p-z8 [et]8 [con]8 A-D8 E6, double column, 254 ff. (of 255, lacking
blank a1), B6 blank, 48-51 lines, Gothic type, capital spaces, 09

contemporary ink marginalia at head,  A1 with tear at foot and small
section missing from outer margin (both without loss of text), blank f.
loose, worming to last few ff., worse to final 2ff. with loss of a few
letters or words, some water-staining and spotting, contemporary
blind-stamped pigskin over wooden boards, covers with triple filets
forming an intersecting triple frame and circular floral and almond
shaped fleuron stamps, lower cover compartments decorated with
fleuron and foliate staff stamps, spine in compartments, soiled and
rubbed, folio (270 x 193mm.), [Ulm], [Conrad Dinckmut], [1486].

⁂ Rare at auction. These sermons are now attributed to the
thirteenth-century Augustinian evrardus de valle Scholarum. It is
interesting to note that the binding on our copy is very similar to
that of the Bodleian copy referenced here, both of which were
likely bound at the Benedictine monastery at Benediktbeuren. 

Literature: Goff H-514; HC 9010; Bod-in H-233; BSB-Ink e-135. 

£2,000 - 3,000

103
Boethius (Anicius Manlius Torquatus Severinus) dI
ConSoLATIone PHILoSoPHICA voLGARe, nuovAMenTe RevISTo eT dI MoLTI
eRRoRI PoRGATo oPeRA AL TuTTo dIGnISSIMA eCCeLLenTe e BeLLA, collation:
A-P8, italic type, title and text of B1 within woodcut criblé decorative
border, woodcut decorative initials, lower margins water-stained,
occasional spotting, some light browning, later yellow limp boards,
8vo (155 x 107mm.), [Venice], [Giovanni Antonio Nicolini da Sabbio
& brothers], [1527].

⁂ A handsomely printed edition of this important philosophical
text., which is rare in commerce. 

Literature: not in Adams; edIT 16 CnCe 6554.

£350 - 450

104
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104
Demosthenes. LoGoI duo KAI exHKonTA [graece]; GRAeCoRuM oRAToRuM
oMnIuM FACILe PRInCIPIS oRATIoneS duAS & SexAGInTA, & in easdem vlpiani
commentarios...Libanii argumenta, 2 parts in 1, collation: a, b, α-ω,
A-T6, Υ8, aa-qq6, rr8, ss-xx6, yy4, woodcut printer’s device on title and verso
of final leaf, woodcut initials, Greek text, title and final leaf a little soiled,
light marginal damp- or water-staining at beginning and end causing
slight fraying to first few leaves, some worming, mostly marginal but
affecting a few head-lines, generally a good copy with wide margins,
19th century half calf, spine gilt, title lettered in early hand along lower
edge, rubbed, boards a little scuffed and with gouge to lower cover,
spine broken, upper joint repaired, [Adams D261; STC German, 238],
folio, (334 x 225mm.), Basle, Johannes Herwagen, 1532.

⁂ Following the first Aldine edition of 1504, but also including for
the first time the commentaries of erasmus, Guillaume Budé and
others.

£800 - 1,200

105
Dante.- Latini (Brunetto) IL TeSoRo, collation: a8 A-Z AA-HH8 II4,
italic type, title within ornate woodcut historiated border, with the
printer’s feline device at foot, woodcut initials, final f. with woodcut
printer’s feline device, otherwise blank, inner margin of title
strengthened, some water-staining at foot, occasional spotting, 20th
century calf-backed decorative boards, gilt spine in compartments
and with red morocco label, 8vo (150 x 93mm.), [Venice], [Marchio
Sessa], 1533.

⁂ A scarce edition of this encyclopaedic work by the guardian and
teacher of dante. 

Literature: Adams L251; edIT 16 CnCe 30002. 

£300 - 400

106
Greek printing.- Aristotle. oeConoMICoRuM, Seu de Re FAMILIARI LIBRI
duo, translated by Bernardino donato, 2 parts in 1, collation: A-C8

α-γ8 δ4, Roman and Greek type, title with woodcut printer’s device,
woodcut head-piece and initials, some staining and spotting, lightly
browned, 20th century binding using old vellum over boards, rare in
commerce, 8vo (152 x 105mm.) Venice, Girolamo Scotto, 1540.

⁂ Literature: not in Adams; edit 16 CnCe 31446.

£300 - 400

106

107
Theophylactus, Archbishop of Ochrida. In QuATuoR euAnGeLIA
enARRATIoneS, collation: a6 A-Z8, a-c8 d-e4, Cologne, [House of Quentel],
1542 bound with Theophylactus, Archbishop of Ochrida. In omnes
divi Pauli epl’as enarrationes, collation: a6 A-Z, Aa-Dd6, Ee-Ff4, errata
f. at end, scored through with contemporary ink note ‘omnia correcta’,
Cologne, [House of Quentel], 1542, together 2 works in 1 vol., both
titles with ornate woodcut historiated borders, woodcut initials,
occasional early ink marginalia, small wormholes within text of 2nd
work, both works water-stained and with some spotting, lightly
browned, 18th century mottled calf, gilt spine in compartments and
with red and black morocco labels, joints splitting, but holding firm,
corners worn, rubbed, folio (304 x 184mm.)

⁂ I: Adams T593; vd 16 B 4618 II: Adams T606; vd 16 B 5008. 

Provenance: Marquess of Headfort (bookplate). 

£300 - 400

39Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 



108
Agriculture.- Cato (Marcus Porcius) & Terentius Varro. LIBRI de
Re RuSTICA, edited by Pietro vettori], 1543 Bound WITH Columella
(Lucius Iunius Moderatus) de re rustica libri xII, 1543 And Palladius
(Rutilius Taurus Aemilianus) de re rustica libri xIIII, 1543 And
[Merula] Alexandrinus (Georgius) enarrationes vocum priscarum
in libris de re rustica..., 1543 And vettori (Pietro) explicationes
suarum in Catonem, varronem, Columellam castigationum, 1543,
together 5 works bound in 2 vol., collation: A-P8; a-z, A-K8, L4; Aa-
Mm8; aa-ii8, ll4; a-i8, all but the last with woodcut printer’s device on
title, the second with some woodcut diagrams, second work lacking
final blank, signature kk of fourth work misbound between kk & ll of
third, some contemporary ink annotations to versos of titles & margins
and many underlinings, cropped with the former and a few side-notes
shaved, first and last leaves in each vol. rather soiled and stained, some
light water-staining to end of vol.1, old ink ownership stamp of
H.G.Doggett to front free endpapers, 18th century calf, red morocco
labels, rubbed, vol.1 with worn patch to upper cover and wear to head
of spine, [Adams S817, C2410, P111, M1358 & V676; Renouard 55, 2;
Schreiber 70, a-e], 8vo, (59 x 100mm.), Paris, Robert Estienne

⁂ Scarce complete set of Robert estienne’s Scriptores rei rusticae,
of which all five parts were issued separately.

£600 - 800

109
Livius (Titus) Le deCHe deLLe HISToRIA RoMAne, collation: �4 1-36 A-Z,
AA-OO8 PP10 QQ-ZZ, AAA-GGG8 HHH6 III-OOO8 PPP6, Roman type,
woodcut printer’s device to title and verso of penultimate f, woodcut
decorative initials, 36 and final f. blank, occasional spotting or
marking, some light marginal staining, 19th century vellum, gilt, folio
(327 x 201mm.), Venice, [Heirs of Luc’antonio Giunta], [March, 1547]. 

⁂ Literature: Adams L1362; edIT 16 CnCe 26894. 

Provenance: ‘J. T. Coleridge, Torrington Square, May 24 1831’ (Sir
John Taylor Coleridge (1790-1876), english judge, second son of
Captain James Coleridge and nephew of Samuel Taylor Coleridge). 

£350 - 450

110
Food & drink.- Cornarius ( Janus) de ConvIvIoRuM veTeRuM
GRæCoRuM, & HoC TeMPoRe GeRMAnoRuM RITIBuS, MoRIBuS AC
SeRMonIBuS, collation: a-m8 n4, italic type, woodcut historiated initials,
final f. with colophon, otherwise blank, a few very small worm holes /
traces to margins of last few ff., occasional spotting or small areas of
marginal staining, modern calf, 8vo (155 x 89mm.), Basel, [ Joannes
Oporinus], [1548].

⁂ First edition. on ancient Greek and contemporary German
banqueting and dining customs, together with the author’s
translations of the Symposia of Plato and xenophon. 

Literature: Adams C2637; vd 16 C 5132; Bitting pp.99-100; vicaire
211. 

£300 - 400

111

Cicero (Marcus Tullius) FAMILIARIuM ePISToLARuM LIBRI xvI, edited by
L.J Scoppa & F. Robertellus, collation: a8 b-z6 A-Cc6 Dd-Ee8, italic type,
title with woodcut of a printer’s shop, woodcut decorative initials, first
few ff. chipped, wormholes in text, varying in number throughout,
lightly browned, occasional staining, new endpapers, 17th century
blind-stamped calf, rebacked, corners worn, rubbed, folio (321 x
205mm.), Paris, [Benoît Prévost for] Jean de Roigny, 1549.

⁂ Rare edition at auction

Provenance: ‘Reverend Thom Mitchell, dona dedit, 1781,
Lamington’; ‘Samuel Wilden [Wildon], Qui dono ..., 1793’ (ink
inscriptions to title); ‘Stephen Medcalf, Blundell’s Bookshop, Lewes
6th March 1973’ (ink inscription to new endpapers). 

Literature: Adams C1951. 

£300 - 400

40 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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112
Aldine.- Catullus (Gaius Valerius) CATuLLuS. eT In euM
CoMMenTARIuS M. AnTonII MuReTI, edited and with commentary by
Marc Antoine Muret, collation: *4 A-Q8 R10,  title with woodcut
printer’s device, initial spaces with guide-letters, penultimate f. errata
with colophon verso, final f. with woodcut printer’s device, otherwise
blank, early ink inscription at foot of title scored through, some foxing
or spotting, later vellum over boards, spine ends chipped, corners
worn, rubbed, 8vo (155 x 93mm.), Venice, Paulus Manutius, 1554.

⁂ First edition of Muret’s commentary. 

Literature: Adams C1145; Renouard, Alde, 162: 19. edIT 16 CnCe
10364

£500 - 700

113
Manutius (Aldus, the younger, editor) eLeGAnze deLLA LInGuA
ToSCAnA e LATInA, collation: A-I8 K10, title with woodcut printer’s device,
capital space with guide-letters, final errata f., verso of title with early
ink writing exercises and a copy of the anchor device recto, early ink
line numbers and scribbles to margins, small part of lower corner of
title repaired, upper corner of errata f. repaired, some marginal ink
or water-staining, occasional spotting or light soiling, 18th century
calf-backed marbled boards, gilt spine in compartments, lacking label,
spine head chipped, rubbed, 8vo (152 x 96mm.), Venice, [Paulus
Manutius], 1556.

⁂ A scarce edition at auction of this anthology of Tuscan phrases
and words, with Latin translations. 

Literature: not in Adams; Ahmanson-Murphy 497; Renouard
167:3; edIT 16 CnCe 56362.

£350 - 450

114
Calvin (John) CoMMenTAIReS de M. IeHAn CALvIn SuR TouTeS LeS ePISTReS
de L’APoSTRe S. PAuL, eT AuSSI SuR L’ePISTRe Aux HeBRIeux, collation: a-z8

A-Z8 Aa-Zz8 AA-HH8 II2, title and woodcut printer’s device within
woodcut ornamental border, woodcut decorative initials, final f. with
colophon, otherwise blank, final f. of index torn and repaired with loss
of text, colophon f. lower margin torn away and repaired, stained,
18th century half calf, spine ends and corners worn, rubbed, 8vo (182
x 114mm.), [Geneva], Conrad Badius, 1561.

⁂ Literature: not in Adams. 

£300 - 400

41Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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Death .- Guichard (Claude) FuneRAILLeS, & dIveRSeS MAnIeReS
d’enSeveLIR deS RoMMAInS, GReCS, & AuTReS nATIonS, TAnT AnCIenneS Que
ModeRneS, FIRST edITIon, collation: ¶4 A-Z, aa-zz, AA-BB4,  title within
woodcut architectural border, woodcut illustrations, head-pieces and
decorative illustrations, some early ink marginalia and underlining,
small worm trace at head, occasionally affecting the odd letter, some
staining and spotting, lightly browned, 17th century polished calf,
sympathetically rebacked, small 4to, (236 x 156mm.), Lyon, Jean de
Tournes, 1581.

⁂ Important study of death and funeral rituals from Greek and
Roman times to the date of publication, including those of the
native Americans. 

Literature: Adams G1545; Alden, “european Americana”, A581/1
(vol.1, p.262); Cartier, de Tournes 616. not in Sabin. 

£350 - 450

116
Chronicle.- Foresti (Giacomo Filippo) SoPPLIMenTo deLLe CRonICHe
unIveRSALI deL Mondo, collation: A-z Aa-Zz Aaa-Zzz Aaaa-Dddd8 Eeee10

A-K8, woodcut illustrations within text, head-pieces and decorative
initials, some staining at head, occasional spotting, contemporary
limp vellum, new ties, soiled and creased, 4to, (206 x 154mm.), Venice,
Altobello Salicato, 1581.

⁂ ‘Cette derniere contient des additions tirees de P. Jove, de
Bembo, de Carion et de Guazzo’ (Brunet). 

Literature: not in Adams; edIT 16 CnCe 19475.

£300 - 400

117
Brant (Sebastian) AFF-GHeBeeLde nARRen SPeeL-SCHuyT, verciert met
meer als Hondert Schoone Figureren..., Gothic letter, title in red and
black with engraved ship of fools vignette, engraved portrait, 105
woodcut illustrations, one full-page, rather soiled and browned, title
laid down, portrait reinforced at edges, marginal water-staining to
last few leaves, a little cropped, modern calf, small 4to, Leiden, Henrick
van Haestens, 1610.

⁂ Rare dutch translation of the famous “ship of fools” by the
German humanist Sebastian Brant.

£1,000 - 1,500

118
[Perez de Hita (Ginés)] HISToRIe vAn GRAnAdA, van de Borgherlijcke
oorlogen...van de Mooren tegens de Christenen..., [translated by
Isaac Jansz.], FIRST edITIon In duTCH, title with woodcut grotesque with
old ink initials “C.P.” at foot, some light browning or soiling, bookplate
of Coker Court, contemporary limp vellum with remains of ties,
rubbed and soiled, split to spine, [Not in BL; Not in Palau], 8vo,
Amsterdam, Jan Evertsz. Cloppenburch, 1615.

⁂ First part of Perez de Hita’s historical novel Historia de los
bandos de los Zegries y Abencerrajes, better known as Guerras Civiles
de Granada, of which the first part was published in 1595 in
Saragossa, and the second part in 1619. It inspired many
imitations including Washington Irving’s Chronicle of the Conquest
of Granada of 1829. The present work includes an account in
dutch verse of the Moorish invasion of Spain.

oCLC records only 4 copies (Göttingen, Herzog August Bibliothek,
Leiden and utrecht).

£600 - 800

42 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



119
Antiphonal.-  AnTIPHonARIuM RoMAnuM JuxTA BRevIARIuM ex deCReTo
SACRoSAnCTI ConCILII TRIdenTInI ReSTITuTuM eT CLeMenTIS vIII AuCToRITATe
ReCoGnITuM, 2 parts in 1, printed in red and black throughout,
woodcut headpieces and initials, attractive contemporary blind-
stamped calf, metal clasps, central gilt arms removed from covers,
head of spine worn and repaired, an attractively printed work, rare at
auction, folio, Antwerp and Tournai, Hieronymus Verdussen and
Adrian Quinque, 1622.

£350 - 450

120
Ovidius Naso (Publius) LeS MeTAMoRPHoSeS d’ovIde, de nouveAu
TRAduITeS en FRAnçoIS. eT enRICHIeS de FIGuReS CHACune SeLon Son SuBIeCT
AveC xv dISCouRS, ConTenAnS L’exPLICATIon MoRALe de FABLeS, [translated
by nicolas Renouard], fine engraved architectural title by I. Briot, 134
fine engraved illustrations after Crispin van de Passe, engraved head-
pieces and decorative initials, lacking 2G3 (provided in good facsimile),
a few ink spots within text towards end, occasional spotting, lightly
browned, handsome antique style red morocco by Flora Ginn, gilt,
spine in compartments and with 17th century red morocco title label,
engraved armorial bookplate of Hill of Gressenhall, folio, Paris, Widow
of M. Guillemot, S. Thiboust & Mathieu Guillemot, [c.1622].

£400 - 600

121
Urfé (Honoré d') L'ASTRée, 7 vol., mixed edition, vol.1 additional
engraved pictorial title with title in red and black, printed title also in
red and black, all other vol. engraved additional pictorial titles, vol.3,
5 and 7 engraved portraits of the author and l'Astrée, vol.6 engraved
portrait of the author, half-title to vol.7, vol.1 lacks F8, vol.2 a few ff.
with part of margins torn away, affecting the odd letter in each
instance, 2X1 hole within text, with loss of a few words, vol. 7 final f.
holed and laid down, with loss of a few letters, all vol. some staining
and spotting, a few tears, occasional browning (mostly light),
uniformly bond in contemporary calf, gilt spines in compartments
and with green and red morocco labels, joints starting, but holding
firm, spine ends and corners worn, rubbed, 8vo, Paris & Rouen,
Mathurin Hénault, Olivier de Varennes, & Adrien Ouyn (Rouen), 1624-
1628. sold not subject to return.

£750 - 1,000

121

122
Boxhorn (Marcus Zuerius) MonuMenTA ILLuSTRIuM vIRoRuM eT
eLoGIA, fine engraved architectural title, 125 engraved plates, engraved
historiated and decorative initials, F1 small section of lower blank
corner torn away, G3 water-stain to outer margin, 2 plates on smaller
sheets, contemporary mottled calf, gilt spine in compartments, spine
ends and corners replaced, rubbed [Berlin Kat. 3674], folio,
Amsterdam, Joannes Janssonius, 1638.

⁂ Handsomely produced compendium of epitaphs of notable
individuals, including virgil, erasmus, dante, Petrarch. and Alciati. 

£400 - 600
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Rossi (Giovanni Battista de, publisher) vITA eT MIRACuLA SeRAPHICI
PATRIS SAnCTI FRAnCISCI, fine engraved pictorial title and 39 engraved
plates, sheet 232 x 170mm., partial outlining to title in ink, some foxing,
a few small stains, lightly browned, 19th century half morocco, rubbed
and scuffed, small 4to, Rome, Apud Io. Baptistam de Rubeis, 1639.

⁂ Scarce. The plates were possibly engraved by Philippe
Thomassin (1562-1622) or an engraver in his circle. Thomassin’s
stock of circa 250 engraved plates ultimately ended up with the
Rossi publishing house (see: Consagra, F., The De’ Rossi Family Print
Publishing Shop: A Study in the History of the Print Industry in
Sixteenth-Century Rome, Baltimore, Md, 1993, Appendix 3, passim.]

£600 - 800

124
Persian.- Xavier (Hieronymus) and Ludovico de Dieu. HISToRIA
CHRISTI PeRSICe ConSCRIPTA, SIMuLQue MuLTIS ModIS ConTAMInATA, parallel
text in Latin and Persian, title in red and black and with woodcut
printer’s device, woodcut head-pieces and decorative initials, some
spotting or light foxing, contemporary vellum, stained, [Willems 490
& 477], small 4to, Leiden, Ex officina Elzeviriana, 1639.

⁂ The first book printed in Persian. The lives of Christ and Saint
Peter were originally written by Jerome xavier, at the request of
Akbar, the Mughal emperor. The Persian versions were then
made with the assistance of Mawlana Abd al-Satir ibn Qasim.
Ludovico de dieu edited and translated both works into Latin, and
to these he appended his own treatise on the Persian language,
which is the first printed Persian grammar. 

£300 - 400

125
Zabaleta (Juan de) eL dIA de FIeSTA PoR LA TARde, FIRST PoRTuGueSe
edITIon, title with woodcut device, woodcut initial, browned, some
water-staining, contemporary panelled calf with elaborate border
stamped in blind, rebacked, corners repaired, 8vo, Lisbon, Domingos
Carneyro, 1666.

⁂ Satirical picture of Madrid in the mid-17th century by the
Spanish playwright zabaleta, written as a companion piece to his
El Dia de Festa por la Manana of 1654.

£300 - 400

126
Divining.- Nicolas (Jean) LA veRGe de JACoB, ou L’ART de TRouveR LeS
TReSoRS, LeS SouRCeS, LeS MIneS, LeS MIneRAux, & AuTReS CHoSeS CACHeeS,
PAR L’uSAGe du BATon FouRCHé, title with woodcut ornament, engraved
plate showing divining with a stick, some staining, lightly browned,
modern morocco-backed marbled boards, 12mo, Lyon, Hilaire
Baritel, 1693.

£300 - 400
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Cyrano de Bergerac (Savinien) Les oeuvres diverses, 2 vol. in
1, 2 engraved portrait frontispieces, titles in red and black and with
woodcut ornament, engraved full-page illustrations, preliminaries
water-stained, some spotting, lightly browned, contemporary vellum,
spotted, [Genesis of Flight 50], 12mo, Amsterdam, Daniel Pain, 1699.

⁂ Includes Histoire comique des estats et empires de la lune, and,
Histoire Comique contenant les empires du soleil, which are
imaginary voyages to the moon and sun respectively. 

£300 - 400

128
Cicero (Marcus Tullius) oRATIoneS, edited by John George
Graevius, 6 vol., engraved frontispiece, contemporary vellum, ink titles
to spines, Amsterdam, P. & I. Blaeu, 1699-1698; and 15 other vol.,
works of Cicero, totalling 14 titles in 21 vol. (a full list available
upon request), uniformly bound with the above set, 8vo (21)

⁂ A good collection of 17th and 18th century editions of Cicero’s
works. 

£350 - 450

129
Propertius (Sextus Aurelius) elegiarum Libri Quatuor, engraved
additional pictorial title, printed title in red and black and with
engraved printer’s device, occasional spotting, 19th century morocco,
with gilt arms of Eton College, spine ends and corners worn, rubbed
and little scuffed, Amsterdam, Henrik & R.G. Wetsten, 1702 § Gellius
(Aulus) noctium Atticarum, engraved additional pictorial title,
printed title in red and black and with engraved vignette, small
Oxbridge ink stamps, some foxing, modern panelled morocco, spine
faded, Leiden, Cornelius Boutesteyn & Johann du Vivié, 1706 §
Aurelius victor (Sextus) Historia Romana, engraved frontispiece,
printed title in red and black and with engraved vignette, engraved
coins within text, contemporary vellum, covers with gilt centre-pieces,
lacking ties, upper joint splitting, but holding firm, corners worn,
rubbed, Amsterdam & Utrecht, 1733; and 10 others 18th century
Latin Classics, v.s. (13)

£350 - 450

130
Music.- Diderot (Denis).- Bemetzrieder (Anton) LeçonS de
CLAveCIn eT PRInCIPeS d’HARMonIe, [edited by denis diderot],  FIRST
edITIon, half-title, approbation/privilege leaf at end, musical notation
in text, occasional spotting, lightly browned, contemporary mottled
sheep, rebacked preserving original spine, corners repaired, covers with
a few scratches repaired, a good copy, 4to, Paris, Chez Bluet, 1771.

⁂ The work was edited by diderot, and has a preface by him.
diderot had engaged Bemetzrieder to teach his daughter the
harpsichord. 

£350 - 450
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Sale catalogue.- Basan (Frederic) CATALoGue RAISonné deS
dIFFeRenS oBJeTS de CuRIoSITéS dAnS LeS SCIenCeS eT ARTS, QuI CoMPoSoIenT
Le CABIneT de Feu MR. MARIeTTe, engraved frontispiece by Choffard after
Cochin fils, engraved decorative title by Moreau le jeune, 3 (of 4)
engraved plates after drawings by Guercino, Perino del Vaga and
Carracci, PRICed And WITH BuyeR’S nAMeS In A ConTeMPoRARy InK HAnd
THRouGHouT, frontispiece trimmed at foot, affecting imprint, some light
blue staining to preliminaries, Paris, Chez l’Auteur & Chez G. Desprez,
1775 Bound WITH Catalogue de Tableaux, dessins, estampes en
Feuilles, en volumes encadrees, Quelques Morceaux en Terre
Cuite par les plus grands Maîtres des écoles Italienne, Flamande
& Françoise, dont la vente se sera le Lundi 8 Mars 1784, & jours
suivans de relevee, a l’Hotel de Buillon, rue Platriere, half-title,
PRICed THRouGHouT In A ConTeMPoRARy HAnd, a few small holes in half-
title, affecting part of 1 letter, Paris, Basan, 1784, together 2 works
in 1 vol., contemporary half calf, spine gilt and with dark green and
orange morocco labels, 8vo

⁂one of the most important sale catalogues of the 18th century,
offering Pierre-Jean Mariette’s renowned collection of old master
prints and drawings.

£400 - 600

132
Carracci (Annibale) PenSIeRI dIveRSI LIneATI eT InTAGLAITI, engraved
throughout, pictorial title by Bloemart, portrait of Caracci, 38 plates
by Bellavia Marcantonio after Carracci, title water-stained and
spotted, portrait spotted, elsewhere some spotting or mostly light
foxing, contemporary limp mottled wrappers, modern paper label to
spine, creased, 4to, [Rome], Venanzio Monaldini, [c.1780].

⁂ A collection of engraved plates after mythological and religious
subjects by Carracci. This edition by venanzio Monaldini (who also
issued engraved suites after Carracci’s designs for the Palazzo
Farnese) has the addition of Carracci’s initials within the platemark. 

£350 - 450

133
Erotica.- Favre ( Jean-Baptiste Castor, l’Abbé de) LeS QuATRe
HeuReS de LA ToILeTTe deS dAMeS, PoëMe éRoTIQue, engraved additional
pictorial title, 4 plates and 4 vignettes by  Leroy, Arrivet, Patas, Le
Grand and Halbou after Pierre-Thomas Leclerc, stained and spotted,
lightly browned, dark blue crushed morocco, gilt, by Leighton, upper
joint just starting, rubbed, g.e., [Cohen-De Ricci 376], 8vo, Paris, Jean-
Emanuel Didier, 1780.

£300 - 400

134
Hebrew Manuscript facsimile.- The Kennicott Bible, 2 vol.
(including commentary), nuMBeR 32 oF 500 CoPIeS, fine facsimile of
illuminated Hebrew manuscript, 453ff., lower hinge broken  and cover
coming loose, original blind-stamped morocco, extremities rubbed,
g.e., commentary vol. with introduction by Bezalel Narkiss and Aliza
Cohen-Mushlin, illustrations, some colour, original blind-syamped
morocco, extremities slightly rubbed, 4to, Facsimile Editions, 1985.

⁂ Fine facsimile of “one of the most sumptuous Hebrew
illuminated manuscripts in existence and a masterpiece of
mediaeval Sephardi art.” (Introduction).

£800 - 1,200
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Persian manuscript.- ‘Adel ibn ‘Ali bin ‘Adel al Shirazi. AL-
ARBA’InAT AL-THALATH, [a compilation of 120 hadith, Sayings of the
Prophet Muhammad], 64pp., manuscript on paper, Arabic and
Persian text written in muhaqqaq and naskhi scripts, illuminated
heading on first page in blue and gold, written in black ink with a few
words in red, most leaves with marginal repairs, occasionally touching
ruled border but generally not affecting text, p.2 with some surface
abrasions causing loss of text, some staining, later limp black
morocco, gilt, foot of spine torn, 8vo 139 x 84mm., probably Shiraz,
?1454

⁂ The compiler and translator al-Shirazi states in the preface that
he picked the 120 Sayings of the Prophet from the two
monumental compilations, Sahih, of the Imams Abi Abdullah
Muhammad bin Isma’il al-Bukhari and Abi al-Husain Musalam bin
al-Hajaj  al-nishaburi.

Provenance:  The inventory number  28470 - 46 written in blue
crayon on the front flyleaf indicates that this manuscript is
probably from the Hagop Kevorkian Collection, new york,
dispersed in the 1970s and early 80s, mainly through Sotheby’s,
London.

£600 - 800

136
Sussex, Westmeston.- CHARTeR By JoHn PeLHAM, WILLIAM PeLHAM &
JoHn Wodye JunIoR, enFeoFF To THe FReeMAn WILLIAM QueToWne And JoAn
HIS WIFe ALL LAndS And TeneMenTS, MeAdoWS And PASTuRe WITH THeIR
APPuRTenAnCeS In THe PARISH oF WeSTMeSTon, witnesses: William
Breche, William Bedyll, James Cook, Simon Fayrgo, John Mayhew
and others, manuscript in Latin, on vellum, 7 lines, in brown ink, 3
red wax seals (1 cracked) with good impressions, folds, slightly
browned, 83 x 298mm., Westmeston, 26th March 1465; and
another, a medieval French document, 1380 (2).

£300 - 400

137
The Kingmaker’s Brother.- Neville ( John, as Earl of
Northumberland, later Marquess Montagu, magnate, c. 1431-
1471).- CHARTeR By MARGAReT SAyvILL, late wife of Thomas Sayvill of
Copley [yorkshire], in her widowhood grants to John neville, earl
of northumberland, Lord Montagu and Warden of the east March
towards Scotland, all her lands in Halifax and Heptonstall [West
Riding] during the minority of her son Henry Sayvill, manuscript in
Latin, on vellum, 9 lines, without seal, yellowed and creased, 99 x
265mm., Halifax, 2nd January 1466; and 5 other medieval
documents relating to the Sayvill family of Skyrcote etc., v.s., v.d.
(6).

⁂ First mentioned neville was the younger brother of Richard
neville, known to history as Warwick the Kingmaker.

£400 - 600

138
[More (Sir Thomas [St Thomas More], lord chancellor,
humanist, and martyr, 1478-1535)] [THe AnSWeRe To THe FyRST PART
oF THe PoySened BooKe, WHyCH A nAMeLeSSe HeReTyKe HATH nAMed THe
SouPeR oF THe LoRde], manuscript in a fine Tudor hand, 1½pp., 1f. only
from a larger work and unfinished at end, one side 39 lines, browned,
disbound, folio, [c. 1530s].

⁂ The Answer to a Poisoned Book was a defence of the orthodox
doctrine of the eucharist, published in 1533, and the last of
More’s religious publications. Written in response to Tyndale’s The
Souper of the Lorde, 1533, which from the above title would
suggest that More was unaware of the author’s name.

£500 - 700
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Heraldry.- Cooke (Robert, herald, d. 1593) THe ARMeS oF THe
noBILITy oF enGLAnd R. CooKe CLARenCIeuSx 1572 xIIII eLIz.,
manuscript, title and 167pp. excluding blanks, 6pp. index, main body
of the work in a fine Elizabethan hand, interpolations in a later hand,
probably late 18th century, section at end recording coats of arms
from the reign of James I, numerous pen and ink drawings of coats of
arms with embellishments, ruled in red throughout, 18pp. of printed
blank shields (19 shields filled in with pen and ink coats of arms)
loosely inserted, [late 17th century], slightly browned, edges chipped,
most Nicolas Lebe watermark and later paper United Provinces
watermark, modern bookplate on front pastedown, 18th century
vellum, yellowed, soiled and marked, spine split with loss, but cords
still holding strong, modern box, folio, 1572-[1800].

⁂ “As well as heraldic compilations, visitations, precedencies,
heraldry treatises, and ordinaries of arms, Cooke wrote ‘The
armorie of nobiliti’ on the english baronage with Robert Glover of
Somerset and Thomas Lant... .” - oxford dnB.

£2,000 - 3,000

140
Italy.- LeTTeR BooK, manuscript in Italian, 189pp., in several hands,
browned, original vellum, creased and soiled, original vellum tie, 114
x 80mm., 1586-1613; and another, 8vo (2).

⁂ First mentioned ncludes some letters to Marietta Corsini telling
her that that he has accounted with Piero di Giovani their worker
in valdarno and that the account and balance is well.

£300 - 400

140

141
Medieval Escheats for Norfolk and Suffolk.- [LIST oF eSCHeATS To
THe CRoWn FRoM THe ReIGnS oF HenRy III To HenRy vI/edWARd Iv (1216-
1460) FoR noRFoLK And SuFFoLK], manuscript, 351pp. excluding
blanks, in two neat legal hands in single columns (most in 1 hand),
margins ruled in red throughout, slightly browned, contemporary full
vellum, gilt arabesque centre ornaments on both covers, single line
gilt borders, holes for ties on covers, slightly soiled, gilt spine with
remains of paper labels, sm. 4to, [c. 1600].

⁂ Written by a legal clerk, this work is an unusually detailed and
precise listing of references to inquisitions carried out by the
Crown’s escheators for norfolk and Suffolk, forming in effect an
index, part at least taken from the Charter Rolls. A few references
are no longer extant, i.e., from the Charter Rolls, today are extant
for 11-17 (not 18), 19-26, (not 27), 28-34 etc. (not 38 & 40) Henry
III.. The work comprises alphabetical lists of places arranged by
regnal years with references to shelf-marks, with at end an index
listing manors, chapels and abbeys and another in regnal order
listing private persons.

“escheats. An ‘incident’ of feudal law, whereby a fief reverted to
the lord when the tenant died without leaving a successor
qualified to inherit under the original grant. Hence, the lapsing of
land to the Crown, or to the lord of the manor, on the death of
the owner intestate without heirs.” - oed.

£400 - 600
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Elizabethan author and Jacobean agent.-
Dickenson (John, author and government
official, c. 1570-1635/6) LIST oF exPenseS
SuBMITTed To THe PRIvy SeAL, InCuRRed
ACCoMPAnyInG THe PRInCeSS eLIzABeTH FRoM
ARnHeM To CoLoGne, and other diplomatic
expenses, signed “John dickenson” and
?”Tenffolke”, manuscript, 1p. with conjugate
blank, folds, foxed and browned, January
1614, bound in an album of miscellaneous
collection of orders, receipts and warrants for
payment issued by the Exchequer, letters to
coachmen etc., including: free franks (to the
India Board and the Board of Trade), receipts,
correspondence relating to payments by
bankers drafts, signed orders and talleys,
treasury receipts, including: Order signed
“Middelsex” by Lionel Cranfield, first Earl of
Middlesex (1575-1645), merchant and
politician to Sir Robert Pye ordering the
payment of a pension awarded in the reign of
Queen Elizabeth, 1623; later document signed
by Robert Walpole etc., letters from Lord
Townshend, Peel, George Bubb Dodington,
Baron Melcombe (1690/91-1762), politician
and diarist, Viscount Sidmouth, Charles Kean
etc., letters to William Leader, coachmaker to
the Prince of Wales [George IV], & Mr Lucas,
both of 37 Liquor Pond Street, Holborn “Lady
Poulett has sent her Coach to Mr Leaders &
beg to know what is absolutely necessary to be
done...”), Samuel Whitbread (1764-1815),
politician (ALs, “The Dashing Iron to my
travelling coach is again broke...”), Richard
Cobden; William Smyth (1765-1849), poet and
historian, “Verses on Charity to the Blind”;
letters to the editor of the Globe Journal etc.,
together c. 150 pieces, most laid down, many
treasury documents cut preserving signatures,
folds, browned, 19th century half calf album,
rubbed, v.s., v.d., 4to album, 1614-1849.

⁂ eSCoRTInG THe WInTeR Queen. Princess
elizabeth (1596-1662), Queen of Bohemia
and electress Palatine, consort of Frederick
v, eldest and only surviving daughter of
James I (1566-1625) and his wife, Anne of
denmark (1574-1619).

“John dickenson his Maties late Agent wth
the Princes possessors of Cleve and Juliers
[princes possessioners of Jülich-Cleves],
humblie craveth allowance... for these
extraordinarie disbursemts... . ffor his expence in travell attending the Lady elizabeth... from Arneham & Curren together wth the
charges of procuring three safe conducts for her highnesse and traine [£]70... .”

John dickenson was probably educated at Clare College, Cambridge in the 1580s. In the 1590s and until the early years of the
seventeenth century he published a number of works, including, Arisbas, 1594, The Shepheardes Complaint, [?1596], and Greene in
Conceipt, 1598, “now remembered for its title-page depiction of Robert Greene scribbling in his winding-sheet” [oxford dnB]. In  1598
dickenson published for Adam Islip a translation of Aristotle’s Politiques and shortly after, perhaps through the influence of Sir Robert
Sidney, became secretary to George Gilpin, Queen elizabeth’s agent at The Hague. Thereafter dickenson became a much valued agent
of the crown in the Low Countries and Germany, undertaking several diplomatic journeys including escorting Princess elizabeth from
Arnhem to Cologne, and later to Sigismund III in Poland. In later years he returned to London and served as a clerk of the privy council
extraordinary, though he still undertook several diplomatic missions abroad. “Learned and analytical, dickenson is in his literary writings
as in his political letters a master of the small details... his ability to unpick the wording of treaties, where ambiguous syntax and
confusions of translation were rife, and his insightful analyses of people and politics, were valued.” - oxford dnB.

£2,000 - 3,000
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17th century Adultery.- PAPeRS ReLATInG To LeGAL CASeS In THe
CHeSTeR AReA, InCLudInG An AduLTeRy CASe AGAInST Ann HooTon,
manuscripts in English and Latin (most in English, 1 pieces in Latin),
several hands, 16pp., folds, browned, some edges chipped, unbound
folio, 1631 (4 pieces).

⁂ First mentioned national Archives reports a divorce case for
an Ann Hooton in that region in the same year.

£300 - 400

144
17th century inventories.- Burnes (John, of Lichfield, d. 1670)
An InvenToRy oF THe GoodS And CHATTeLLS oF JoHn BuRneS LATe oF THe
CITTy oF LICHFIeLd GenT: deCeASed TAKen By PHILIP FFenTon..., manuscript
on vellum, 3 membranes sewn together, a few natural flaws, browned,
slightly soiled, some edges fraying, 1360 x 135mm., 7th August 1647
§ An Inventary indented of all the Goods, Chattells... and
household stuffe which late were John Burnes of the Parish of St.
Marys in Lichfield Gent deceased..., d.s. James Allen, Tho. Minors,
William Pole, edmund Hector & Simon Rolleston, manuscript on
vellum, 2 sheets, folds, browned and soiled, 540 x 205mm., 20th April
1670; and a quantity of others, including a watercolour coat of
arms of John Lansdell of Halsted, Kent, by James Greene,
Bluemantle Pursuivant, pedigrees etc., v.s., v.d. (sm. qty).

£300 - 400

145
Plumtre [Plumptre] (Huntingdon, physician and Latin author,
1601-60) LeGAL CASe BeTWeen HunTInGdon PLuMTRe And THoMAS
CoWPeR, relating to Cowper alleging that Plumtre has “taken away
certaine tithes of severall sortes... belonging to the Rectory of High
Kerton [Kirton, nottinghamshire]... to the value of sixteene
poundes”, signed “Sheffield Stubbs”, manuscript, 2½pp., folds,
slightly browned, circular label of the Cotterill Collection on last f., 31st
October 1650; and 2 others, comprising: a receipt, “Att ye Mermayd
ov agt Hatton House in Holborn... for 4 gallns and a potte of
Canary att 6s y galln - 1l - 7s - 0d... 17th April 1662”, and another
receipt drawn up at the 3 Tuns in Windsor, 1687, v.s., v.d. (3).

⁂ First mentioned: Sheffield Stubbs (c. 1614-66), Register of the
Affadavits of the Court of Chancery.

£300 - 400

146
Dialling.- [Martindale (Adam, nonconformist minister and
mathematics instructor, 1623-86)] A deSCRIPTIon oF A PLAIne InSTRuMenT,
that with much ease and exactness will discover the situation of any
vertical plane, howsoever inclining, reclining, or declining, and how
to draw a diall upon any such plane, or upon the face of any vertical
body how irregular soever, together with several other things
requiset to the arte of dialling, manuscript, 14pp. [ESTC cites 2 copies
only of this work], [c. 1670] bound with [Leybourn (William,
mathematician and land surveyor, 1626-1716)] The Art of dialling
Arithmetically performed: By the Canons; or Tables of Artificiall sines
& Tangents, manuscript, 22pp., [c. 1670], bound in reverse order, 3 pen
and ink drawings of dials, some ff. loose, browned, unbound.

⁂ “In 1668... [Martindale] published The Description of a Plain
Instrument, in which he described the uses of a scientific
instrument designed for geometric and navigational
measurement.” - oxford dnB.

£400 - 600
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Medical.- eLeMenTeS, ou PRInCIPIeS de CIRuGIA, 2 parts in 1,
manuscript in Portugese, 96pp. & 110pp. of related student notes in
two hands at end, first work with decorated titles, some soiling,
browned, hinges weak, original calf, rubbed, spine worn with holes
and extensively rubbed, sm. 4to, [late 17th/early 18th century].

⁂ A medical manual for students at a hospital in Porto.

£300 - 400

148
Kent Estate Map.- Brazier (John, surveyor) A PLAn oF BRAdBouRn
FARM In THe PARISHeS oF SevenoAKS And oTFoRd KenT BeLonGInG To SIR
CHAS. FARnABy RAdCLIFFe BART., manuscript watercolour estate map on
vellum, foxed, browned and slightly creased, on wooden battens at
head and tail, 570 x 380mm., 1702.

⁂ Bradbourne, near the village of east Malling, Kent.

£300 - 400

149
Northumberland Excise.- Bradshaw (R.) noRTHuMBeRLAnd
CoLLeCToR - WooLLeR... enTRy BooK, manuscript, title and 48pp., some
staining and browning, some ff. loose, many edges torn and chipped,
original vellum, later ink inscription on upper cover, rubbed and
soiled, folio, 1726-36.

⁂ “Bewick Cuth Collingwood doe make entry of one Brew House
one Seller Situate at the Back Side of my dwelling House... Wm
Carr... Cuth Collingwood”; Wooller 7 br: 28: 1725 I Geo: Smith doe
enter one Brewhouse and Two Sellers Situate in the dwelling
House where in I now live... Wm Carr... George Smith.”

£200 - 300

150
Evesham.- Moore (R., antiquary) THe HISToRy oF THe MonASTeRy oF
eveSHAM. FRoM An oLd PoPISH MAnuSCRIPT, manuscript in a fine
calligraphic hand, title, 2 subtitles and 94pp., titles ruled, some
staining at head, some foxing, slightly browned, pencil inscription on
front free endpaper and fly-leaf, inner hinges strengthened, original
calf, gilt border and corner pieces, edges slightly rubbed, rebacked in
modern calf, sm. 8vo, [c. 1750].

⁂ dedicated to Mr Ramell, “a Hampton (evesham) man”, this work
is partly original, and partly taken from dugdale. Pencil inscription:
“Purchased from Thorp St Martin’s Lane London WC in July 1916.
This book was brought to my knowledge by Sir edward elgar. eAB
B[arnard].”

£400 - 600
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Essex [now London] Estate Map.- BARKInG. A PLAn oF dun SPRInG
FARM In THe PARISH oF BARKInG & CounTy oF eSSex BeLonGInG To PeTeR
eATon eSQR., manuscript watercolour estate map on vellum, soiled
and browned, on wooden battens at head and tail, 490 x 560mm.,
1763.

⁂ The dunspring Farm estate was one of several large residential
suburbs built privately in the 1930s around Barkingside. Typically,
the old farm tracks and field boundaries were incorporated into
the layouts of the new streets and houses, and the shape of the
former farms can therefore still be read today. The dunspring
Farm estate was offered for sale by Randalls estate agents of
Ilford in 1936.

£300 - 400

152
Mathematics.- Hutton (Charles, mathematician, 1737-1823)
dAy BooK [FoR THe SCHooLMASTeR’S GuIde], manuscript, 70pp., several
tears, last f. loose and margin torn, first f. soiled, browned, disbound,
folio, [c. 1764].

⁂ The Schoolmaster’s Guide features a “day Book” as a part of the
appendix, but this manuscript encompasses more than the
printed version, featuring Hutton’s various mathematical formulas
as well. Perhaps a compilation of pages for the work as a whole.

£300 - 400

153
Winchester College.- Stevens (Thomas Horton, student at
Winchester College, 1755-71) THe oRdeR oF MoRnInG And evenInG
PRAyeR, SenTenCeS oF SCRIPTuRe, oR MoRe, To Be ReAd By THe MInISTeR,
AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT SIGned And dATed at end, title and headings in
longhand and text in shorthand, 248pp., text ruled, slightly browned,
ink ownership inscription on front free endpaper “T.H. Lowth Winch:
Coll:”, Phillipps manuscript 2720 with ink stamp on free endpaper
and pencil class mark on front pastedown, original reversed calf,
corners bumped and rubbed, paper label “2720” Phillipps no. at tail
of spine, edges uncut, 8vo, Winchester College, 1768.

⁂ A poignant manuscript indicative of the Christian faith
promulgated at one of england’s leading public schools. Stevens
died at Winchester College in his sixteenth year, and the volume
is next recorded as being owned by Thomas Henry Lowth (1754-
78), a fellow pupil from the same year. Lowth, the son of a famous
bishop of London, became a student and fellow of new College,
oxford, before dying young himself in 1778.

£300 - 400

154
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Donellan (John, poisoner, 1737/8-81).- Boughton (Lady Anna,
mother of Sir Theodosius Boughton, poisoned by John Donellan)
12 AuToGRAPH LeTTeRS SIGned To edMund HARRIS, Attorney at Law,
Rugby, 21pp., 8vo & 4to, Lawford Hall, 30th January 1775 - 27th
January 1781, relating to the financial affairs of her daughter,
Theodosia donellan and her husband, John donellan, “Mr
donnallan is very desirous of having my daughters fortune placed
in Government Security now Stocks are so very low as much as
we can; as soon as possible therefore if you go to Town soon will
you be so good as to bye into the 3 per cent reduced Annuities:
the Seven hundred pound which was paid into Mr Clays hands by
Mr Pearson and take care the stock is bought, in the names of Sir
William Wheler Bart: and myself as trustees and Guardians for
the same”, and occasional personal news, “my Grand daughter
has got the Smallpox”, creased and browned, some tears where
opened, some along folds ; Poor Law Statute for Bilton, Rugby, “for
the setting to work all the Poor within your Parish”, d.s., printed
with manuscript insertions, 2 small wax seals, 17th April 1746; and
3 other letters, 2 from William Cardale and 1 from Thomas
Skipwith relating to the trial of donellan, pasted down and bound
with a printed work by Joseph Gurney, “The Trial of John donellan,
esq. for the Wilful Murder of Sir Theodosius... Boughton”, 1 page
torn with small loss, all manuscript items tipped-in, foxed and
browned, ink signatures of two later members of the Harris family on
front pastedown, contemporary half calf, rubbed, upper cover
detached, remains of tape along spine, v.s., v.d., folio.

£400 - 600

155
Chatterton (Thomas, poet, 1752-70).- ?dRAFT oF THe PReFACe To
CHATTeRTon’S PoeMS, manuscript, 1p. with conjugate blank, folds,
slightly browned, Britannia watermark, sm. 8vo, n.d. [1777].

⁂ Part of the preface, with a few changes, first printed in 1777,
and credited as having been written by Chatterton’s friend George
Calcott. 

£300 - 400

156
Yorkshire Auction.- To Be SoLd... A MeSSuAGe oR TeneMenT, BARn,
STABLeS, GRAnARy, And oTHeR ouTBuILdInGS... ALL LyInG In THoRnHILL... In
THe oCCuPATIon oF MR. THoMAS BInGLey, printed handbill, browned,
small tear starting along central fold, edges uncut, 170 x 155mm.,
9th November 1778; and c. 15 other pieces, manuscripts,
including: a marriage settlement relating to 18th century brewers,
correspondence with wine merchants etc., v.s., v.d. (c. 15 pieces).

£300 - 400

157
Songs.- ReCeuIL de CHAnSonS, manuscript in French, title and 118pp.
(including lower pastedown), 1½pp. musical notation, browned, some
ink marks, some ff. working loose, ?ink name Oliarnier on front
pastedown, original calf, rubbed, corners and edges worn, spine torn
with loss at head of spine, sm. 8vo, 1780.

⁂ A collection of songs with one put to music. Titles, include: “la
lumiere la plus pure”; “Chanson le loup Garoux”; “Mahomet”;
“L’amour”; “venus Pelerine”; “Chanson de la Laitiere” etc.

£200 - 300

158
Quebec.- [Maseres (Francis, attributed to)] CoPy oF A PeTITIon
FRoM THe BRITISH InHABITAnTS oF THe PRovInCe oF QueBeCK, To THe
CoMMonS HouSe oF PARLIAMenT In GReAT BRITAIn, 24pp., slightly
browned, disbound, 8vo, 1784.

£300 - 400

53Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable vAT are explained on p.4 
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East India Company.- Read (Alexander,
officer in the East India Company, c. 1753,
d. 1804) RePoRT 1ST. oF THe CoLAR [KoLAR,
MySoRe] dISTRICT [To CHARLeS eARL
CoRnWALLIS], manuscript copy, 155pp.
(incomplete at end), numerous tears, c. 40pp.
torn right across leaves, browned, edges
chipped, unbound, lge. 4to, Bangalore, 1791.

⁂ Read was appointed superintendent of
the Baramahal, and had worked in the
intelligence and supply unit during the
Third Mysore War, arriving in India in 1772
after receiving a commission as an officer
cadet in 1770. He was the oldest but
illegitimate son of a customs sloop officer
from dundee. Returning to Britain in
1800, only his failing health had
persuaded him to leave India, where he
spent all of his adult life. However, arriving
in London after thirty years in India and
finding that the climate did not suit him,
he left for Malta, where he died in 1804.
He never married but had one son and
three daughters by two different women.

£300 - 400

IReLAnd
See also lots 494 – 583

160
Bookplates.- CoLLeCTIon oF C. 90 IRISH
BooKPLATeS, loosely inserted in a 19th century
album, original blind-stamped morocco, g.e.,
[18th century - 20th century]; and another
album of mostly Irish bookplates, sm. 4to
& folio (2).

⁂ Includes: elizabeth Corbet yeats,
dromore Reading Society 1794, Lord
Farnham etc.

£400 - 600

161
Antrim.- A MAP oF PART oF THe BARony oF
LoWeR dunLuCe In THe CounTy oF AnTRIM [&]
A Map of Part of the Baronies of upper
and Lower Glenarm, pen and ink and
watercolour folding map, laid down on linen,
some offsetting, folds into 8vo contemporary
boards, gilt, 500 x 1210mm., n.d. [c. 1820].

£300 - 400

162
Co. Down.- vALuATIon oF THe PARISH oF SAuL
[&] KILMeGAn, 2 vol., manuscript, together
128pp. excluding blanks, printed pages with
manuscript insertions, original roan, 1 vol.
repaired with tape, sm. 4to, 1839; and 3
others, including: a printed valuation, and
2 printed Council Books of youghal and
Kinsale, v.s., v.d. (5).

£300 - 400

54 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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163
[TouR oF IReLAnd], manuscript, 247pp., map of Ireland tipped-in at
front and 2pp. of newspaper cuttings at end, slightly browned, last f.
edges chipped, original green morocco, gilt, gilt spine slightly faded,
g.e., sm. 4to, 3rd June - 20th November 1840.

⁂ “Achill Island... a Printing Press has been established two years,
every thing under the denotion of Mr nangle [Rev. edward nangle
& the Achill Island Mission, 1800-83]... I out to the schools with
much interest, and saw all the Children at dinner on Potatoes &
Meat gruel and their bed rooms very clean and comfortable. I
attended evening Prayers, read by Mrs nangles assistant a
Lecture on being re-born of the spirit as necessary for eternal
Salvation I though too deep for the Congregation.”

An account of an englishman touring Ireland in 1840, firstly travelling
through england (Castle Ashby, Birmingham etc.) to Liverpool and
then to Palmerstown, dublin, Slane, Bangor, Larne, Ballycastle,
Bushmills, Londonderry, Ballyshannon, Lisadell, Rockingham, Achill
Island, Killarney, Cork, Lismore, Cashell, Clonmell etc. 

£600 - 800

164
Dublin Police.- Flint (John, Police Inspector and Secretary to the
Police Grievance Association) THe duBLIn PoLICe, And THe PoLICe
SySTeM..., printed text, manuscript text and Memorials by John Flint to
the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and the Lord Mayor of London [Sir Arthur
Guinness], manuscript 84pp., letter from Flint tipped-in at end, slightly
browned, bookplate of Lady Ardilaun on front pastedown, original cloth,
gilt, spine slightly faded, modern slip-case, sm. 4to, 1847.

£400 - 600

165
Children’s Songs & Nursery Rhymes.- Cather (Margaret, of
Newtonlimavady, fl. 1850s) [CoLLeCTIon oF TRAdITIonAL CHILdRen’S
SonGS And nuRSeRy RHyMeS] MARGAReT HeLen TyLeR FRoM HeR ATTACHed
CouSIn MARGAReT CATHeR, AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT, calligraphic title and
11pp., 10 original illustrations (5 watercolour illustrations, 5 pen and
ink illustrations and watercolour “Finis” decoration at end and),
original yellow wrappers with pen and ink illustrations on upper cover,
slightly soiled, 8vo, 5th April 1853.

£400 - 600

166
Education .- Foster (Vere Henry Louis, philanthropist and
educationist, 1819-1900) veRe FoSTeR’S CoPy BooKS, original designs
for the “National School Copy Books”, c. 180pp. of italic specimens to
be copied, and 27pp. of Roman, italic, Irish and ornamental
alphabets and penmanship, manuscript insertions, some pages with
editorial markings, slightly soiled and stained, inner hinges
strengthened, original cloth, gilt, rebacked, modern slip-case, oblong
8vo, n.d. [c. 1865]. 

⁂ “[Foster] designed and organized the printing of a series of
writing and drawing copybooks, which were the mainstay of Irish
education for half a century. Profits from the sales of these books
were channelled back into educational charities.” - oxford dnB.

£300 - 400
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167

Lighthouses.- Callwell (Robert, Commissioner of Irish Lights,
author of “A Short History of the Lighthouses of Ireland”, fl. 1860-
71) [LIGHTHouSeS And ISLAndS oF IReLAnd], C. 125 ACCoMPLISHed dRAWInGS
oF THe IRISH CoAST And LIGHTHouSeS, most monochrome watercolour wash,
a few with small tears in margins, browned some soiling to edges, loose
in a modern box, average 355 x 258mm. and smaller, 1860-67; and 6
other watercolours and sketches, including a signed pencil drawing
of Sattherthwaite Lighthouse by Hugh Thomson (qty).

⁂ A very fine collection of drawings of Irish lighthouses and the
coast of Ireland by the influential commissioner, Robert Callwell,
whose expertise was cited in numerous journals and works of the
time.

£6,000 - 8,000
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Donegal.- Shane (Elizabeth, pseudonym of Gertrude Elizabeth
Heron Hind, poet, musician and dramatist, 1877-1951) 2 ALBuMS
oF WATeRCoLouR vIeWS oF doneGAL, 46 watercolours (all but two laid
down), manuscript captions, manuscript inscription name and
address of Hind at her Bath address, original card wrappers, stitched
as issued, preserved in a modern cloth portfolio, 130 x 179mm. & v.s.,
n.d. [c. 1910].

£300 - 500

169
Folklorist.- Bigger (Francis Joseph, antiquarian and folklorist,
1863 - 1926) AneAS o’HAuGHAn oR, THe ouTLAW oF SQuIRe’S HILL,
AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT SIGned introduction and printed proof with
autograph manuscript corrections, illustrations, foxed and browned,
letters to Bigger tipped-in at end, original cloth wrappers, 1895; and
3 other pieces including another corrected proof of the same
story, modern cloth portfolio, 4to (4 pieces).

£400 - 600
____________________________________

170
Glover (George, Archdeacon of Sudbury, Commissary of Norfolk,
Vicar of Gayton and Rector of Southrepps, 1778-1862) ARCHIve oF
LeTTeRS And PAPeRS ReLATInG To GeoRGe GLoveR, letters to Glover
concerning ecclesiastical preferments, theological, political and
personal including letters from Henry Bathurst (bap. 1744, d.
1837), Bishop of norwich, certificates, documents (land tax for
Cromer etc.) etc., folds, browned, some letters torn where opened,
v.s., 1802-43 (c. 85 pieces).

£400 - 600

171
Irish Cookery Recipes.- [CoLLeCTIon oF ReCIPeS, MoSTLy deSSeRTS],
manuscript, 85pp. excluding blanks, stain at head of first 16pp.,
slightly browned, pp. looseor working loose, ink recipe for making 18
gallons of beer loosely inserted, contemporary calf, rubbed, spine split,
8vo, dated in text 1813.

⁂ Recipes, include: “To make a Carrot Pudding Miss B”; “To make
a boil’d Custard Pudding”; “A Butter Milk Pudding - Mrs Scott”; “To
make a baked Rice Pudding”; “To make an Apple Pudding”; “A good
Bread Pudding Mrs. eyre”; “A Potatoe Pudding - Mrs. Pigott”; “A
Plumb Pudding - Mrs eyre”; “oatmeal Pudding”; “A charlott of
apples - Mrs Bates”; “To Make a French Cheese”; “Lemon Cream
in clear Jelly”; “To Make a Floating Island Mrs. eyer”; “Fancy Work -
To make best Spirit varnish... Mem - there is no place in dublin
so certain of getting the ingredients, free from adulteration, as
the Apothecaries Hall, in Mary’s Street - for if there is the Least
Adulteration  the varnish will never mix - or if there is least
Compliment of any thing more - than what is mention’d” etc. 

£300 - 400
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Irish Methodism.- Lutton (Anne, Wesleyan Methodist preacher,
of Moira, Co. Down, 1791-1881) AuToGRAPH LeTTeRS SIGned “Anne
LuTTon” oR “AL” To eLIzA “BeTTy” STevenSon oF GRove, KILMoRe, c. 194
letters, numerous pp., folds, browned, some wear with slight loss, all
laid down in an album, copy of the “The Church Catechism, lock of
?Lutton’s hair and engravings loosely inserted original boards, rubbed
and marked, upper covers partially repaired, rebacked in modern
cloth, folio, n.d. & 1817-31.

⁂ “...let this ever give you courage and confidence. God is on your
side! what can harm injure or destroy?” - Anne Lutton.

“Anne Lutton’s life is a fascinating record of that brief period of
female public activism within the Methodist movement, perhaps
more unusual in Ireland than in england. Her letters to family and
friends, spanning a fifty-year period, provide rare insight into
female piety and local religious practice in nineteenth-century
Ireland.” - oxford dnB.

£600 - 800

____________________________________

173
Fry (Elizabeth, penal reformer and philanthropist, 1780-1845)
AuToGRAPH LeTTeR SIGned To “deAR FRIend”, 3½pp., Plashet House [East
Ham, London], 1821, sympathising with her on the illness of their
son, and her current itinerary, “I still propose being at Brixton House
of Correction on 4th day I suppose I may have admission. My
brother Moore is likely to accompany me...”, folds, browned; loosely
inserted in a 2 vol.,Memoir of the Life of Elizabeth Fry, 1847 (3).

£300 - 400

174
Browsholme Hall, near Clitheroe, Lancashire.- ACCounT BooK
ReLATInG To THe PARKeR FAMILy oF BRoWSHoLMe HALL, LAnCASHIRe,
manuscript in 2 hands (mostly 1 hand), c. 160pp., a few pieces of
related ephemera loosely inserted, original vellum, soiled, folio, 1833-
40; and 2 others, including, The Charter of Hereford in English [&]
King William ye Third Confirmation, [18th century], v.s., v.d. (3).

⁂ First mentioned: “d.r edw. Parker for Monies received on and
since his taking possession of Browsholme the 24th August 1833.”

£300 - 400
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Pennsylvania Farm Boy.- Taylor (Eli, of a farm at East Bradford,
Chester County, Pennsylvania, 1814-1903) dIARy, AuToGRAPH
MAnuSCRIPT, c. 175pp., 1f. half torn away, extensively water-stained,
small hole repaired affecting numerous pp., browned, contemporary
pictorial card wrappers, rubbed and browned, upper cover detaching,
sm. 4to, 1833-34.

⁂ eli Taylor manages, at best two or three months of school in
Winter, and spends the rest of the year on his parents farm in
Chester County, Pennsylvania. Taylor records a barn being built,
a well being dug, thatching, digging potatoes, visits to the Mill and
to the Smith etc. Also details of cider making, to the Mill for
sausage making and a cheese being pressed at a neighbour’s.

£300 - 400

176

176
Switzerland & Italy.- Milford (John, traveller, fl. 1818-30s)
PoSTSCRIPTuM... exCuRSIon To CHAMounI [TouR oF oF SWITzeRLAnd &
FRAnCe, 1834] & ITALy & SWITzeRLAnd Re-vISITed FRoM AuGuST To deCeMBeR
1836... RoMe, unPuBLISHed MAnuSCRIPTS (In TWo HAndS, one AuToGRAPH),
165pp. & 312pp., slightly browned, bound at the end of vol. I & 2 of
“Observations, Moral, Literary, and Antiquarian, Made During a Tour
Through the Pyrenees, South of France, Switzerland, the Whole of Italy,
and the Netherlands”, 1818, JoHn MILFoRd’S CoPy with his bookplate on
front pastedowns, slightly foxed and browned, contemporary marbled
boards, modern half calf, 8vo, 1818, 1834 & 1836.

⁂ An accomplished travel writer’s accounts of tours across europe
in the first half of the 19th century. Crossing the Channel, “Madame
vestris [Lucia elizabeth vestris (1797-1856), actress and opera
singer] was one of our fellow passengers, she looked ghastly pale,
having left her rouge  box at home”, Mont Blanc, “... in front of us
was the Col du Geant, an enormous mountain with its jagged Ridge
broken into every form imaginable, - Its summit being quite clear
and forming pinnacles (Aguilles) or needles... We now left the Jardin,
a spot where I should recommend all my readers, who have any
regard for their safety, never to venture”, Rome, “We now hastened
to the Pantheon... A clever young neapolitan artist perched on a
small scaffolding... was copying an exquisite entablature, &
mouldings, about 100 feet from the base of the building”, naples,
“The ascent of vesuvius was not very fatiguing. We roasted some
eggs and toasted our bread in a hole in the lava which was nearly
red hot we could scarcely bear our hands there for a moment...
from the great increase in smoke, our guide informed us, he
expected there would soon be another eruption. After the noise
cleared, volumes of smoke followed. We had seen the base of the
volcano to great advantage, and had witnessed the commencement
of an eruption, the purple gas, issuing from its inmost recesses, not
yet being sufficiently strong to form a new crater.” - Milford.

£2,000 - 3,000

177
US to Santo Domingo [Haiti].- Thompson (J.S., Captain of Brig
Kentucky) SeAMAn’S JouRnAL. JouRnAL oF A voyAGe FRoM PoRTSMouTH
To GonIveS ST doMInGo [GonAIveS, HAITI] KePT on BoARd THe BRIG
KenTuCKy CoMMAnded By J.S. THoMPSon..., ship’s log printed with
manuscript insertions, title and 53pp. excluding unused pp., title
working loose, browned throughout, loose within original marbled
wrappers worn, folio, 29th January - May 1835.

⁂ “Wednesday 11 March 1835 I have some reason to think Mr
Haly has deserted - I learn from the crew, that a boat came long
side about 9 oclock... under pretensions of getting a drink of
water... Friday 13 March 1835 no news of the Mate I am still
fearful he is drownd.”

£400 - 600
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Australian & Batavian merchants.- CoRReSPondenCe oF dAvId
WALLACe oF Sydney (lastly at Clarence River) to Alexander Simpson
in Lombock, Ampanan, Sulawesi, Batavia [Ampana, Indonesia],
relating to various shipping matters, also some accounts, numerous
pp., folds, browned, v.s., v.d., 1839-45 (c. 40 pieces).

⁂ “Sydney 27th May 1840. I can easily conceive that you will feel
very dull in such an outlandish place as your present abode shut
up amongst a host of savages & what to me seems worse
exposed to an infernal climate. I trust however that you will soon
be enabled to bid goodbye to Lombock & bend your steps
towards this Australian Paradise this giant empire which by the
bye I do not think is quite as pleasant an abode as the land of the
mountain & the heather.” - ALs from Wallace to Simpson in
Lombock. 

£400 - 600

179
Brussels, Waterloo & the Rhine.- Boger (Walter Deeble,
Barrister-at-Law, High Sheriff of Cornwall, of Wolsdon, Antony,
Cornwall, married Amelia Harriet Bosworth, b. 1832) [JouRnAL oF
An eIGHT MonTH STAy In BRuSSeLS], AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT, 213pp. excluding
blanks, numerous pen and ink sketches in the text, a letter from the
Commissionaire of Police in place of a passport for travelling in the
Rhine, printed programme of a concert at Académie Royale, Brussels,
tipped-in, and a printed programme of a Fêtes to celebrate Belgian
Independence September 1849 tipped-in, a few pp. of expences, last f.
in pencil, 1f. loose, browned, original boards, slightly rubbed, rebacked
in modern morocco, sm. 4to, 30th April - 14th December 1849.

⁂ A young expatriate englishman living for eight months in
Brussels in the middle of the nineteenth century.

Battle of Waterloo. “Wednesday 28th September [1849]. We went to
Waterloo. We went over the ground with a guide called Martin Pirsor
successor to Sergeant Major Cotton, who described the battle & the
positions of the troops & as he was describing he mentioned the
name of General Maitland [Sir Peregrine Maitland (1777-1854),
commander of the 1st brigade of guards in 1815 at Quatre Bras and
Waterloo], & said that’s where he was stationed & a gentleman in
another party just behind us smiled & said ‘yes you’re right. There’s
where I was.’ It was General Maitland himself who went over the field
& explained to his son who was with him the whole battle. At least
we saw him pointing out different places.” - W.d. Boger.

Acquaintance of the Brontës in Brussels. “Mr Jenkins the Clergyman
of the Protestant Church called this afternoon. I have heard a very
bad character of him that he is imprisoned for debt generally once
a month, when the Protestants club together to get him out, that
he is fond of his bottle & that last Sunday instead of preaching he
wished to marry all the people. He is the queerest looking old fellow
I ever saw & it was by the greatest efforts I managed to restrain my
laughter at many things he said.” - W.d. Boger. [The Jenkins family
played an important role in the Brontë Brussels story, introducing
emily and Charlotte to the Hegers and their Pensionnat].

other items recorded in the journal, include: Princess Hohenloh
[Hohenlohe] on the steamer from dover; saw Houdin perform at
the Theatre St Hubert; reads Martin Chuzzlewit; taught art by
François Stroobant (1819-1916), Belgian painter, engraver,
draftsman , lithographer and watercolourist; visits Clairefontaine;
visits the Palais de Justice to watch a trial with large pen and ink
sketch of the courtroom; visits Treves (Triers) in Germany and
Arlon with pen and ink map of Arlon; visits Metz and nancy; met
Jean-Baptiste Henri-dominique Lacordaire (1802-61), French
ecclesiastic, preacher, journalist, theologian and political activist;
visits the Rhine, travels to Coblentz, receives a letter from “Mr
Coleridge”; fete day in Brussels, tumblers, soldiers etc.

£400 - 600
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Unpublished Poetry.- THe FAIRy BRIde [&] oTTo And HIS WIFe, A
BAvARIAn LeGend And oTHeR PoeMS, manuscript, title and 74pp., 2pp.
poetry loosely inserted, browned, original paper wrappers, slightly
marked and soiled, sm. 4to, n.d. [c. 1850].

£200 - 300

181
Unpublished Play.- Taylor (Charles Western, actor and
dramatist, wrote one of the first stage adaptations of “Uncle
Tom’s Cabin”, c. 1800-74) RoSALInd oR THe CoTTAGe oF Love A CoMedy
In THRee ACTS, written expressly for Miss Mary Wells by C.W. Taylor
esq.,, AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT SIGned, title and 76pp., ruled in red, some
ff. loose and working loose, slightly browned, endpapers loose,
perforated stamps on various ff. and bookplate on front pastedown
of Brooklyn Public Library, original half roan, worn, morocco label on
upper cover, lacks spine, folio, 1853.

⁂ Included with this lot is a printed email from Brooklyn Public
Library giving permission to sell this work.

£300 - 400

182
[Shelley (Lady Jane, née Gibson, married Sir Percy Florence
Shelley, son of Percy Bysshe Shelley and Mary Shelley, 1820-99)]
dIARy: [CRuISe To SCoTLAnd]; 2nd CRuIze oF THe GuIneRvA; ouR FIRST
CRuIze In THe FLIRT, AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT, 95pp., excluding blanks, also
2pp. of an unpublished poem by Jane Shelley signed “J.S.”, 2pp. poem
“Shadows on the Water - Written by Florence Trevor at the age of 18”,
1848, and “Lines Written at Boscombe” by Richard Garnett, friend of
the Shelley’s, illustrated WITH 20 WATeRCoLouR SKeTCHeS, most in text,
some laid down, 1 loose, and 1 pen and ink illustration in the text, 1
pressed flower “gathered from Sir John Moore’s tomb given to me by
little Floss [the Shelley’s adopted daughter Bessie Florence Gibson
(1852-1934), a few ff. excised at beginning, slightly browned, original
morocco, rubbed, brass clasp with key, spine rubbed, tail of spine torn
with small loss, sm. 4to, 1853 & 1860.

⁂ JAne SHeLLey’S SPIRITuALISM. “Tuesday oct 16th [1853] After lessons
Percy, Madlle Kitty, went on shore - Floss & self remained to walk
about the deck they returned late for dinner - devoted some few
hours to spiritual drawing - this astonishes me more & more -
read Swedenborg & letters on the character of Mary
Wollestonecraft - Percy brought me a little paper knife & book
keeper with a view of Mount edgecumbe.” - Jane Shelley. 

Jane Shelley was intensely interested in spiritualism and spent a
great deal of time practising automatic writing in which she would
attempt to contact Mary Shelley who would give approbation to
her own view of the Shelley’s posthumous reputations.

Percy Florence Shelley was a keen sailor like his father, and was a
member of the Royal yacht Squadron. These cruises, mainly
about the Mediterranean include visits to: Gibraltar, Messina,
naples, Palermo, Corfu, Athens, Constantinople etc.

£1,500 - 2,000
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Herefordshire Diary.- Biscoe (Annie Elizabeth, of Whitbourne,
Herefordshire, daughter of the Rev Robert Biscoe, rector of
Whitbourne, b. 1834) Diary, 3 vol., AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT, 280pp.,
slightly browned, original roan, 1 vol. spine with small surface wear,
8vo, 1855-57; and 4 other manuscript diaries, 3 by edie Still, of
Addington near Croydon (mentioning the Smith family of downe
Court) & 1 by her companion, Mary Lee, 1888, 1889, 1891 & 1895
(7). 

⁂ oxford. “early breakfast & off with Cissey F[reeman] to the
theatre, got good seats, beautiful light: Prince Albert... then
afterwards to luncheon at All Souls... .”

First mentioned the diary of a young woman living in the rectory
at Whitbourne, Herefordshire. Biscoe visits her brother, vincent,
an undergraduate at Christchurch College, oxford. Pursuits
include: going to a dance at her Aunt’s in Malvern (a failure as no
men came), visits London (Kew Gardens, zoological Gardens,
Crystal Palace), walking in Badley Woods, walking to Gaines,
meetings with the Palmer and dorney families, visits to
Knightwick, edvin, Worcester, Malvern, local cricket matches,
Captain Inglis taking photographs, long visit to Boulogne and
shorter visit to Paris, papa taking John with 2 policeman to the
Abergavenny Lunatic Asylum etc.

£200 - 300

184

184
Victorian Ironworks.- Cochrane (Joseph Bramah, of Pedmore
Hall, near Stourbridge, proprietor of Woodside Iron Works,
Dudley, Cochrane & Co. Woodside Iron Works, New Brancepath
Collieries Co. Durham and Ormesby Ironworks Middlesborough,
son of Alexander Brodie Cochrane, 1840-1908) CASH BooKS,
LedGeRS & noTeBooK, 20 vol., AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPTS, numerous pp.,
18 vol. original leather, rubbed, 2 vol. original wrappers, slightly
browned, v.s., v.d., 1859-1906.

⁂ Cochrane supplied in London, the Holborn viaduct,
Westminster Bridge, Cannon Street Railway Bridge and Station,
and Charing Cross Railway Bridge and Station, also the ironwork
for the Crystal Palace. His firm also erected for the London and
north Western Railway the Runcorn Bridge over the Mersey; and
they removed the Hungerford Suspension over the Thames, and
re-erected it as the Clifton Suspension Bridge at Bristol,
strengthening it as required for its new position.

£300 - 400

185
Poetry.- Cook (Eliza, poet and journalist, 1812-89) PoeMS By eLIzA
CooK, manuscript fair copy, title and 354pp., slightly browned, hinges
a little weak, original morocco-backed marbled boards, rubbed, sm.
4to, [c. 1860]; and 3 other manuscripts, comprising a manuscript
concerning ailments in horses and cattle in derbyshire, 1830s,
and a child’s manuscript hand-writing book exercise book, [early
19th century] etc., v.s., v.d. (4).

⁂ First mentioned a substantial manuscript collection of Cook’s
verse, 141 poems in total.

£300 - 400
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Longfellow (Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, poet, 1807-82).- 2
vICToRIAn SCRAP BooKS, c. 580pp., numerous manuscript poems and
prose, and engravings (some hand-coloured), original red morocco,
gilt, slightly rubbed, folio, 1844-65.

⁂ Includes an autograph signed poem by Longfellow, beginning,
“The night shall be filled with music”, and decorated with leaves
from the tombs of Goethe and Schiller.

£400 - 600

187
Ladies of Llangollen.- THe RIGHT HonRBL LAdy eLeAnoR BuTLeR &
MISS PonSonBy. THe LAdIeS oF LLAnGoLLen... [By]... J.F.G., pencil drawing,
1866, in an album compiled by Mary Burton of Clifden House,
Corofin, Co. Clare, numerous pen and ink and watercolours,
manuscript poetry, together c. 130pp., including a watercolour of
Lady Hester Stanhope and a watercolour by Sir Frederick William
Burton, Director of the National Gallery of London, original emerald
straight-grained morocco, gilt, slightly rubbed, gilt spine, g.e., sm. 4to,
1833-66.

£400 - 600

188
Italy, France & Switzerland.- JouRnAL oF TWo TouRS To ITALy And
FRAnCe & SWITzeRLAnd, manuscript, 27pp. excluding blanks, 30
photographs (7 loose), slightly browned, original cloth-backed boards,
slightly rubbed, oblong 4to (230 x 310mm.), 1873; and another,
manuscript commonplace book by J.H. Barland and mentioning
dr Payne of newhill Hall, yorkshire, v.s., v.d. (2).

⁂ A journal, probably by a British army officer based in Malta, of
two tours in 1873, including: Syracuse, Messina, naples, vesuvius,
Capri, Pompeii, “you enter by the old gate in the old wall by the
road paved with large irregular blocks of lava. It is terrible to see
the bodies though they are very shapeless the attitudes are
expressive of fearful agony & terror”, Interlaken, Lauterbrunnen,
Grindelwald, the Reichenbach Falls etc.

£300 - 400

189
Italy (Bellagio, Florence, Naples and Rome).- ?Hearn (W.,
companion to the Misses Drake’s, of 16 Charles Terrace,
?London) dIARy oF A TouR To ITALy, autograph manuscript, 178pp., 2ff.
loose, slightly browned, original morocco wrappers, 8vo, 1879-80.

⁂ The detailed diary of a young woman working as a companion
to Julie drake and another Miss drake as they make a tour
through Turin, Lugano, Bellagio (Lake Como, where she spots a
local looking at the keyhole of her bedroom), Bologna, Florence,
“In Florence there is a long established order of Bretheren  called
the Misericordia or Brothers of Mercy who are frequently seen in
the streets garbed in their black robes with cowls covering the
head & leaving apertures for the eyes only while engaged in their
missions of mercy... they were really horrible to behold... when
they got to the door they put down their beir & instead of being
a coffin which they had carried it was a cosy little bed covered
with black oil silk in which they were going to carry sick person to
the Hospital”, naples and Rome. 

£300 - 400
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Grace (William Gilbert [W. G.], cricketer and medical
practitioner, 1848-1915).- PeTTIT’S oCTAvo FoR dIARy..., manuscript,
368pp., slightly browned, original roan-backed printed boards, spine
rubbed, 8vo, 1879.

⁂ “Monday, January 13, 1879. W.G. Grace the Cricketer lunched
here & went down with me to the Hospital.”

A diary written by a doctor working in London, and with several
mentions of W.G. Grace who was in his final year as a medical
student. 

£300 - 400

191
Sullivan (Sir Arthur Seymour, composer and conductor, 1842-
1900).- Dremel (Charles Henry, youngest child of Maximilian
Auguste Dremel, wine merchant of 22 Basinghall Street and 4
Durham Place, Chelsea, and his wife (m.1854) Millicent Chandos
Pole (b.1821), daughter of Edward Sacheverell Chandos Pole of
Radbourne Hall, Derbyshire, 1864-89) oFFICIAL dIARy, AuToGRAPH
MAnuSCRIPT, c. 165pp. excluding unused pages (many entries less than
half a page), many entries in purple ink, a few in pencil, printed
questionnaire with manuscript insertions by Bertie Sullivan and
Dremel, some slight foxing and browning, original cloth, gilt, 8vo,
1888 § Behnke (Dr Emil, voice trainer, 1836-92) & Dr Lennox
Browne, founder of the Central London Throat and Ear Hospital,
1841-1902.- Soden (Florence Nightingale, of Larkbere,
Thornton Road, Clapham Park, married in 1890 Harry Benn
Borradaile, army officer, wounded at the battle of Loos, 1860-
1948, b. 1866) dIARy InCLudInG A vISIT To ITALy, AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT,
c. 220pp., a few ff. excised and some cut, a few botanical specimens
tipped-in, slightly browned, original half morocco, paper label on
upper cover, remains of 3 wax seals on covers, sm. 4to, 1883-84 (2).

⁂ Firtst mentioned: “Wednesday 11 April 1888. Gertrude, George
Walsh, [Sir Arthur] Sullivan & Bertie [Arthur Sullivan’s nephew]
dined with us and we had a capital little dinner which went off
capitally.” - dremel.

dremel was the son of an affluent wine merchant who was a
friend of Sir Arthur Sullivan. Much of the diary is written in
Brighton where dremel, his mother Millicent and his youngest
sister Minnie are staying in rented lodgings over the winter.
dremel is terminally ill, probably with tuberculosis, and much of
the diary is concerned with his health. However, he still contrives
to lead a fairly active social life, which includes dining with his close
friend, Herbert “Bertie” Sullivan, nephew, heir and biographer of
the composer Arthur Sullivan, 1868-1928, and attends the Savoy
Theatre to see The Mikado. Another friend was Kate Coulson,
actress, who he sees acting on the stage and frequently dines with
dremel and family.

Second mentioned: dr emil Behnke & dr Lennox Browne. “Mr.
Behnke commenced his lecture on “Science and Singing”. We saw
numbers of photos of his larynx taken by himself & dr. Lennox
Browne some of them quite untouched but merely enlarged from
the negatives. He also explained the method of taking them &
showed two or three pictures illustrating it. I don’t think I ever
heard a lecturer more scientific who at the same time so
thoroughly understood the art making himself clear to his
auditers we were all sorry when he brought his lecture. to a close,
as it seemed a topic on which he might have spoken much more.
dr. Lennox Browne made a very good speech about the interest
they took in each others work & their love for their science which
they had studied together for so many years when engaged in
writing their book that no one could but feel they were no
“charlatans” or “quacks” but clever new roughly understanding
this business.” - Soden.

£400 - 600

190

191

192
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Germany.- Bagley (E.T.) JouRnAL oF A TouR To GeRMAny, manuscript,
161pp., numerous pen and ink sketches, slightly browned, inner
hinges weak, original morocco, gilt, rubbed and slightly faded, g.e.,
8vo, 1888; and another, a manuscript diary by Joyce Watney,
daughter of norman Watney, head of the brewery firm, of valence
House, Westerham, Kent, v.s., v.d.(2).

⁂ Places visited, include: Cologne, Bonn, Liebenstein, Bingen,
Heidelberg Castle, Baden Baden etc. Includes an account of
German students duelling clubs, under the headings, “Students
colours” and “Lager beer exploits”.

£300 - 400

193
Stained Glass.- Woodroffe (Paul Vincent, 1875-1954) An ALBuM
oF 22 FIne oRIGInAL deSIGnS FoR STAIned GLASS, including 16
contemporary photographs of the completed designs, some
shown in situ, one original design with armorial devices
representing the four elements, the remainder all of biblical
subjects, pen and black ink, watercolours, some traces of graphite,
many neatly arranged and affixed as collage on various coloured
papers, some with pen and ink and wash borders, many with artists
name inscribed verso, various sizes from 112 x 44 mm. (4⅜ x 1¾ in)
to 340 x 220 mm. (13½ x 8¾ in), a few with inscribed details, mounted
or loosely inserted into album, half morocco, titled ‘Stained Glass’ on
spine, folio, [early 20th century]; together with a loose group of
ten stained glass designs by other hands, one signed ‘e.W. Carter’,
four from the studio of Abbott & Co. Ltd., watercolours, pen and
ink, some graphite, various sizes from 130 x 120 mm. (5⅛ x 4¾ in) to
340 x 190 mm. (13½ x 7½ in), occasional surface dirt and light
browning, loose, unframed, [early 20th century] (qty.).

⁂ Born in India, Woodroffe was educated at Stonyhurst, following
which he went to the Slade School of Art from 1893 to 1896, and
became a pupil of Christopher Whall until 1901. one of his most
important commissions was for fifteen windows in St Patrick’s
Cathedral, new york.

Locations (where listed) for the completed stained glass designs
in the present album are as follows: Roehampton; Saint
Sylvester’s Church, elgin; [?]Ross on Wye; Rawdon nr. Leeds; All
Saints Church, Forest Gate;  Church nr. Bath; ‘Four Beeches’
denbridge Rd.; St Francis xavier Church, Liverpool; Church nr.
Goudhurst; with several inscribed ‘not carried out’. 

£600 - 800

194
Heraldry & Genealogy.- Burke (Sir Henry Farnham, as
Somerset Herald, 1859-1930) AnCeSToRS oF ALexAndeR HASLoP LeIGH,
manuscript on vellum, title and 69pp., large watercolour coat of arms
at beginning and numerous small coats of arms, some heightened
with gold, large folding pedigree at end, wax seal in metal skippet
appended, slightly browned, handsomely bound in red morocco, gilt,
upper cover very slightly scuffed, housed in a modern custom made
box, folio, 3rd August 1902.

£600 - 800

195
Suffragette Postcards.- A CoLLeCTIon oF 49 ASSoRTed CoLouR CoMIC
PoSTCARdS, including: “A Suffragette and a Fooligan”; “I don’t Want
a vote but I will have Home Rule”; “The Suffragette Hubby”; “I Want
the vote”; “Mummy’s a Suffragette” etc., most postally used, minor
marks but generally good condition, 1908-14; and c. 30 others
relating to the 1926 Paris exposition and the Health Insurance
Act, 8vo, v.d, (c. 79).

£750 - 1,000
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Reid (Forrest, novelist and literary scholar, 1875-1947) 27
AuToGRAPH LeTTeRS SIGned & 16 AuToGRAPH PoSTCARdS SIGned “FoRReST
ReId” & “FR” To R.J. WRIGHT, some in pencil, letters 40pp. (some
envelopes), postcards 16 sides, Belfast & elsewhere, 5th September
1915 - 22nd January 1945, on a variety of subjects, “I got what I
think must be the Le Fanu you saw - checkmate ...”, “Thank you
ever so much for your congratulations... . The prize was most
unexpected [FR won the James Tait Black memorial prize in 1945],
& what made it pleasanter was that, apart from the official
communication, I had an extremely nice private letter from dover
Wilson, who made the final choice”; “I am getting the Conrad for
review for the Irish Statesman & they seem to want me to do
other stuff” etc., , folds ; and a small quantity of others, including
an Autograph note by Reid, letter from Stephen Gilbert, J.n. Hart,
on the Forrest Reid exhibition 1954, 2 ink sketches by R.J. Wright
etc., v.s., v.d. (sm. qty).

⁂ Robert “Bob” J. Wright, friend and correspondent of Forrest
Reid; illustrator of Kenneth’s Magazine.

£400 - 600

197
Aristocratic Socialist.- Warwick (Frances Evelyn [Daisy]
Greville, countess of, society beauty and socialist, mistress of
Edward Vii as Prince of Wales, 1861-1938) We MuST Go, TyPeSCRIPT
SIGned “Frances e Warwick”, title (loose) and 8pp., some manuscript
corrections and crossings out, folds, slightly browned, unbound, 4to,
[1917]; and 11 pieces of correspondence from Lady Margaret
Sackville (poet and children’s writer, 1881-1963) to Charles F
Cazenove, literary agent, v.s., v.d. (12 pieces).

⁂ Published with the subtitle Why the State should Own the Land,
on 12 April 1917, in the Daily Chronicle, and reprinted in May, in
the journal Land Values, this piece reflects Lady Warwick’s ardent
but hazy views on Socialism.

£300 - 400

198
Shepard (Ernest Howard, painter and illustrator, 1879-1976)
PReLIMInARy STudy FoR “THe KInG’S BReAKFAST” FRoM “WHen We WeRe veRy
younG”, by A.A. Milne. pencil sketch unsigned, small stain in right
margin, 160 x 210mm., [c. 1925].

£750 - 1,000

199
Jazz.- Armstrong (Louis) BLACK And WHITe PHoToGRAPH SIGned “BeST
WISHeS LouIS ARMSTRonG”, in black ink at foot, [1940s] § ellington
(edward Kennedy “duke”) Black and white photograph signed
“duke ellington”, in black ink at foot, [1940s], each 255 x 205mm. (2)

£300 - 400
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200
Luther (Martin) A CoMMenTARIe...uPon THe ePISTLe oF S. PAuLe To THe
GALATHIAnS, FIRST enGLISH edITIon, woodcut anchor device on title, lacks
*2 (blank), title and *2 torn and repaired with paper, title slightly
marked, small wormhole in inner margins affecting title and all to B5
not affecting text, R1 tear slightly affecting text, 2D2 small piece of
corner torn away, slightly browned, 19th century ink signature on front
free endpaper, later tree calf, corners bumped, gilt spine, red morocco
label on spine, [STC 16965], sm. 4to, Thomas Vautroullier, 1575.

£1,000 - 1,500

201
Holinshed (Raphael) THe FIRSTe voLuMe oF THe CHRonICLeS oF enGLAnd,
SCoTLAnde, And IReLAnde. ConTeynInG, THe deSCRIPTIon And CHRonICLeS oF
enGLAnd, FRoM THe FIRST InHABITInG vnTo THe ConQueST, vol.1 only (of 2),
3 parts in 1, black letter, double column, titles within ornate woodcut
borders, woodcut arms of author to verso of each title, woodcuts within
text, decorative initials, errata f. for books 1 and 2, duplicate of f. P4,
lacking a8, b*6, H6, I1-2 and [K]1 (final errata), 2E3 and E6-8 cancels,
first title torn at lower corner with some loss, laid down, N1 torn at lower
corner with some loss of text, closely trimmed at head, occasionally just
touching a headline, some tears and creasing, water-stained, 18th
century tree calf, gilt spine in compartments and with red morocco
label, joints split, but holding firm, corners worn, rubbed and scuffed,
[STC 13568], folio, Imprinted [by Henry Bynneman] for Lucas Harrison,
1577. sold not subject to return.

£800 - 1,200

202
Bancroft (Richard) A SuRvAy oF THe PReTended HoLy dISCIPLIne, lacks
E4, title creased, soiled and laid down, some ff. soiled and stained,
browned, margins trimmed, numerous ink underlining and
fingerposts in the text, later ink signature of “Jo: Crewe” on front
pastedown and other notes at beginning and end, bookplate of
United College, Bradford on front pastedown, inner hinges
strengthened, contemporary calf, gilt, gilt coat of arms on both covers,
slightly rubbed, ink inscription on upper cover, rebacked in modern
calf, gilt, [STC 1352], sm. 4to, Iohn Wolfe, 1593.

£400 - 600

203
Forset (Edward) A CoMPARATIue dISCouRSe oF THe BodIeS nATuRAL And
PoLITIQue. vvHeReIn ouT oF THe PRInCIPLeS oF nATuRe, IS SeT FoRTH THe
TRue FoRMe oF A CoMMonWeALe, WITH THe duTIe oF SuBIeCTS, And THe RIGHT
oF THe SoueRAIGne, first leaf blank, title with woodcut printer’s device,
woodcut head-pieces and decorative initials, water-stained, mostly at
end, upper corner of penultimate f. repaired, final f. with hole within
text and margins torn, both repaired, with loss of a few letters, modern
half morocco, [STC 11188], small 4to, Printed for John Bill, 1606.

⁂ A contribution to the monarchist theory of the ‘king’s two
bodies’ and ‘body politic’, which likened a nation to a corporation. 

£300 - 400
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Charles I.- Malvezzi (Virgilio) IL dAvIde PeRSeGuITATo dAvId
PeRSeCuTed..., translated by Robert Ashley, engraved portrait
frontispiece by W. Marshall of Charles I as King David, title within
ornamental woodcut border, ink signature partially removed from
head of title, browned, later endpapers, 19th century boards, rubbed,
paper label on upper cover, [Wing M357], 12mo, Humphrey Mosely,
1647 [1648].

£300 - 400

205
Play.- Corneille (Pierre) THe CId, A TRAGICoMedy, ouT oF FRenCH MAde
enGLISH: And ACTed BeFoRe THeIR MAJeSTIeS AT CouRT, And on THe CoCK-
PIT STAGe In dRuRy-LAne By THe SeRvAnTS To BoTH THeIR MAJeSTIeS, second
edition, title with small woodcut ornament, woodcut head-pieces and
decorative initials, D3 lower blank corner torn and repaired, some
spotting and staining, modern half morocco, spine gilt, [Wing C6309;
Greg II, 525(b)], 12mo, printed by W. Wilson for Humphrey Moseley,
at the signe of the Princes Armes in St. Pauls Church-Yard, 1650.

£300 - 400

206
Turkey.- [Sadeddin (Hoca)] The Reign of Sultan orchan second
King of the Turks, translated by William Seaman, some Arabic text,
title within woodcut typographic border, woodcut head-pieces and
decorative initials, some water-staining at foot, [Atabey 1117; Wing
S225], Printed by T[homas]. R[atcliffe]. and E[dward]. M[ottershed].
and are to be sold by John Sherley at the golden Pelican in little Britain,
1652 Bound AFTeR Judaica.- Leone (Modena) The History of the
Rites, Customes, and Manner of Life, of the present Jews,
throughout the World, translated by edmund Chilmead, title within
woodcut typographic border, woodcut head-pieces and decorative
initials, some worming to lower corners, touching text, [Wing L1099],
printed by J[ohn]. L[egate]. and are to be sold by Jo: Martin, and Jo:
Ridley, at the Castle in Fleet-street, by Ram-Alley, 1650., together 2
works in 1 vol., contemporary calf, worn, early English printed ff. from
a legal work used as endpapers, 8vo 

⁂ ‘Seaman was chief arabic scholar in england 1660-1670. In
about 1630 he travelled to Constantinople in the service of the
ambassador Sir Peter Wyche. Seaman published a Turkish
grammar in 1670, a translation of the epistle of St. John into
Turkish, 1659, and a translation of the new Testament into
Turkish, 1666.’ (Attabey). 

£600 - 800

207
Cotton (John) A BRIeFe exPoSITIon WITH PRACTICALL oBSeRvATIonS uPon
THe WHoLe BooK oF eCCLeSIASTeS, FIRST edITIon, advertisements at end of
last f. present, title torn and repaired in margins and laid down, lacks
final leaf T4 with vertical half-title on recto, some ff. misbound, browned
throughout, later endpapers, modern half calf, gilt spine, [Sabin 17049;
Wing C-6413], 8vo, by T[homas] C[hilde] for Ralph Smith, 1654.

£300 - 400
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Book of Common Prayer in Latin.- LITuRGIA, Seu LIBeR PReCuM
CoMMunIuM..., translated by John earle and Jean durel, 50 engraved plates,
1 plate part of outer margin torn away, A1 blank, ruled in red throughout,
slightly browned, ink inscription of William Hamilton 1734 and remains of
bookplate on verso of title, remains of engraved bookplate on verso of last f.,
ConTeMPoRARy BLACK MoRoCCo SoMBRe BIndInG with blind-stamped inlaid
panels with centre ornament surrounded by a straight line hatched panel on
both covers, gilt two line borders, corners very slightly bumped, gilt panelled
spine, g.e., [Wing B3637A], London, Roger Norton for Samuel Mearne, 1670.

⁂ First edition of the Latin translation of the Book of Common Prayer
called for by the Act of uniformity and made under the direction of the
Convocation.

£600 - 800

209
Flatman (Thomas) PoeMS And SonGS, FIRST edITIon, 2nd f. blank, except for
sig. A recto, A3 cancelled, sig. (a) bound after sig. ***, second f. with repair to
lower margin, trimmed at head, affecting some headlines, some soiling and
spotting, modern half morocco, spine gilt, [Wing F1151], printed by S. and B.
G[riffin]. for Benjamin Took at the Ship in St. Pauls Church-yard, and Jonathan
Edwin at the three Roses in Ludgate Street, 1674.

£300 - 400

210
Restoration binding.- Allestree (Richard) THe GenTLeMAn’S CALLInG,
additional engraved title, contemporary black morocco by John Harding,
border and panel of a double gilt fillet, strawberry and flower corner tool at
the inner angles of the panel, same tools arranged to form central lozenge,
the whole covered with a design of volutes, tulips, rosettes, acorns, leaves,
stars and bunches of grapes, gilt spine in compartments, g.e., preserved in
modern half calf over marbled board drop-back box, [Wing A1126], 8vo, by
R. Norton, for Robert Pawlet, 1677.

⁂ A SuPeRB exAMPLe oF A BIndInG By THe London BIndeR JoHn HARdInG. Born
near Chester, Harding was apprenticed to Jeremy Lamas in 1653 and
appointed to the Stationers’ Company in 1677. Although the box and a
note by dublin bookseller Falkner Greirson attribute the binding to Samuel Mearne, it is so similar in tools and style to one attributed
by Maggs to John Harding (Bookbinding in the British Isles, catalogue 1212, item 60), that we are confident in our re-attribution. 

Provenance: Shane Leslie (ex-libris to front endpaper and inscription “From the library at Golagh presented to Lady Constance Leslie
by Mrs Woodwright.”)

£1,000 - 1,500
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211
Maimbourg (Louis) THe HISToRy oF THe LeAGue, translated by John
dryden, FIRST edITIon In enGLISH, engraved frontispiece, slightly
browned, new endpapers, modern half morocco, gilt spine, edges
uncut, [Wing M292; Pforzheimer 132], M. Flesher for Jacob Tonson,
1684 § Gurney ( Joseph) The Trial of John Motherhill, for
Committing a Rape on the Body of Miss Catharine Wade, The
Second Edition, small tear in title, slightly browned, disbound, G.
Kearsley and M. Gurney, 1786; and 4 others, v.s., v.d. (6).

£300 - 400

212
Brevint (Daniel, Dean of Lincoln) MISSALe RoMAnuM oR THe dePTH
And MySTeRy oF THe RoMAn MASS, last f. blank, slightly browned, ink
signature at head of title, contemporary calf, rubbed, paper label on
spine, [Wing B4422], 12mo, for E. Taylor, 1686.

⁂ An attack on the Roman Catholic understanding of the Mass.

£300 - 400

213
Food & drink.- M[eriton] (G[eorge]) THe PRAISe oF yoRK-SHIRe ALe
WHeReIn IS enuMeRATed SeveRAL SoRTS oF dRInK, WITH A dISCRIPTIon oF THe
HuMoRS oF MoST SoRTS oF dRunCKARdS. To WHICH IS Added, A yoRK-SHIRe
dIALoGue, In ITS PuRe nATuRAL dIALeCT, AS IS noW CoMMonLy SPoKen In THe
noRTH PARTS oF yoRK-SHIRe, 3 parts in 1, third edition, woodcut
typographic head-pieces, A2 trimmed at foot, affecting signature,
small repairs to a few corners, including title, some spotting, lightly
browned, 19th century polished calf, gilt, rebacked, preserving original
backstrip in compartments and with red morocco label, corners worn,
rubbed, [Wing M1810cf. Simon BG 1046 (1685 edition)], rare at
auction, 8vo, Printed by J. White, for Francis Hildyard at the signe of
the Bible in Stone.Gate, 1697.

⁂With a glossary of yorkshire words and phrases at end. 

Provenance: William ormerod (engraved armorial bookplate). 

£750 - 1,000

214
Defoe (Daniel) THe ConSoLIdAToR: oR, MeMoIRS oF SundRy TRAnSACTIonS
FRoM THe WoRLd In THe Moon. TRAnSLATed FRoM THe LunAR LAnGuAGe, By
THe AuTHoR oF THe TRue-BoRn enGLISH MAn, FIRST edITIon, half-title, some
mostly light browning, occasional spotting, contemporary speckled
calf, richly gilt spine in compartments, spine neatly repaired,
[Rothschild 737], 8vo, Printed: and are to be sold by Benj. Bragg, at
the Blue-Ball in Ave-Mary-Lane, 1705.

⁂ ‘Though ‘this prose satire contains the first hints of many of the
ideas which Swift afterwards embodied in Gulliver’ (Lowndes. art.
defoe) there is no positive evidence that Swift ever read or
possessed a copy of The Consolidator. 

Provenance: Rolle (engraved armorial bookplate). 

£300 - 400
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Sydney Smith’s set.- The Works, 6 vol., FIRST oCTAvo And FIST
ILLuSTRATed edITIon, Sydney SMITH’S SeT, engraved portrait frontispiece
and 11 plates, some pencil notes, some spotting and foxing, lightly
browned, contemporary calf, rebacked in 20th century calf, gilt,
preserving earlier leather labels, vol.2 covers detached, all vol. corners
worn, rubbed, 8vo, printed for J. Walthoe, M. Wotton, J. Nicholson, J.
Sprint, G. Conyers, B. Tooke, D. Midwinter, T. Ballard, B. Cowse, J.
Tonson, and W. Innys, 1716.

⁂ Provenance: Rev. Sydney Smith (1771-1845), english wit, writer
and cleric (engraved armorial bookplates and ink signature to title
of vol.1). 

£500 - 700

216
Newton (Sir Isaac) THe CHRonoLoGy oF AnCIenT KInGdoMS AMended,
FIRST edITIon, engraved head-piece and initial, 3 folding engraved
plates, some light marginal water-staining, some spotting and soiling,
bookplate of Airedale College Library, contemporary calf, rebacked,
corners worn, 4to, for J. Tonson and J. Osborn and T. Longman, 1728.

£400 - 600

217
Shakespeare (William) THe CoMedy oF eRRoRS, engraved
frontispiece, for J. Tonson, 1734; The Merchant of venice, engraved
frontispiece, for J. Tonson, 1734; Julius Cæsar. A Tragedy. As is acted
at the Theatre Royal in drury-Lane by His Majesty’s Servants,
engraved frontispiece, for J. Tonson, 1734; Pericles, Prince of Tyre,
engraved frontispiece, for J. Tonson, 1734; Much Ado About nothing,
lacking frontispiece, for J. Tonson, 1734; Hamlet, Prince of denmark:
A Tragedy, engraved frontispiece, title printed in red and black, for W.
Feales, 1737; The History of Sir John oldcastle, The Good Lord
Cobham, engraved frontispiece, for J. Tonson, 1734, together 7
works in 1 vol., occasional spotting, some light browning,
contemporary calf, gilt, rebacked, 12mo

⁂ often the Tonson printings of the plays are the first separate
editions. 

£300 - 500

218
Shakespeare.- English School (probably 19th century) PoRTRAIT
oF WILLIAM SHAKeSPeARe (1564-1616), BuST-LenGTH, In A BLACK CoAT And
WHITe CoLLAR, oil on panel, 184 x 152 mm. (7¼ x 6 in), some partial
old labels on reverse, unframed.

⁂ The present portrait appears to based on the aggrandized
“Chesterfield Portrait” of Shakespeare, which was an early
variation on the Chandos portrait, perhaps by the dutch painter
Pieter Borseler, who worked in england in the 1660s and 1670s.
The original now hangs in the Shakespeare Centre, Stratford-
upon-Avon.

£700 - 1,000
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Utopian novel.- Berington (Simon) THe MeMoIRS oF SIGnoR GAudenTIo dI LuCCA...MAKInG
A dISCoveRy oF An unKnoWn CounTRy In...AFRICA..., FIRST duBLIn edITIon, woodcut ornaments,
Contents leaf bound at end, contemporary ink inscription of J.D.Nesbitt at head of title, a
little stained, contemporary calf, slightly rubbed, rebacked, corners repaired, 8vo, Dublin, for
George Faulkner, 1738.

⁂ Rare account of an imaginary voyage to “Mezzorania” in “the midst of the vast desarts
of Africa”, first published the precious year and for many years believed to have been
written by Bishop Berkeley, ensuring its popularity. The author claimed to have found
the manuscript in St. Mark’s Library in venice. eSTC records only 7 copies of this edition
(BL, Cambridge, oxford & the rest in dublin).

£300 - 400

220
[Divine of the Church of England].- A LAdy’S ReLIGIon. In TWo LeTTeRS To THe HonouRABLe
My LAdy HoWARd, browned, later bookplate on front pastedown, contemporary red morocco,
gilt Harleian style binding of a central diamond pattern made from various tools and ornate
gilt border, rebacked, some slight surtface wear, corners rubbed, g.e., [Gaskell 112; this
edition not located at the BL or National Library of Scotland], 12mo, Glasgow, R. and A.
Foulis, 1748.

£400 - 600

221
Silk Printing in a miniature book.- Pindar. [odeS In GReeK]. TA Tou PIndARou oLyMPIA,
Ex editione Oxoniense, text in Greek, printed on silk, last f. blank, slightly browned but the
silk in excellent condition, Dutch floral endpapers, contemporary red morocco, the covers
tooled in gilt, the spine tooled and lettered in gilt with raised bands, 80 x 55mm., Glasgow,
R. and A. Foulis, 1754; and c. 15 others, miniature and small books including an 1844
facsimile reprint of The New England Primer, v.s., v.d. (c. 15).

⁂ This work is the first of four Foulis publications of Pindar in miniature between 1754
and 1758 and is from an unknown but surely small group printed on silk. While a few
copies on silk are known institutionally they are rare at auction, with ABPC reporting
only two copies sold. These are the Houghton copy (Christie’s 1979) and the Irene
Winterstein copy (Christie’s South Kensington 2000) which was described as “somewhat
worn, upper cover detached.” Gaskell, 274; eSTC T134376; Brunet Iv, 660; Mikrobiblion
192.

£600 - 800
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222
Scots Gaelic.- Westminster Assembly.
THe ConFeSSIon oF FAITH. LonGeR And SHoRTeR
CATeCHISMS... TRAnSLATed InTo THe IRISH
LAnGuAGe By THe Synod oF ARGyLe, The Third
Edition, lacks last f. blank, C9 and M3 very
small piece of corners torn away not affecting
text, browned, 19th century ink inscription on
front free endpaper, contemporary calf,
rubbed, corners bumped, 12mo, Glasgow,
John Orr, 1757.

⁂ Although the title page states that this is
an Irish translation, it is, in fact, a translation
into Scots Gaelic

£300 - 400



223
O’Loghlen (Terence) THe MARIne voLunTeeR, 2 folding engraved
plates at end, ink inscription on title and other inscriptions and
scribbling on several other pp., browned, contemporary calf, rubbed,
corners bumped, rebacked in modern calf, red and gilt morocco label,
8vo, for the Author, 1766.

⁂ A guide to the duties of a battalion of marines on shore and
on board a man of war.

£400 - 600

224
Rousseau (Jean-Jacques) THe MISCeLLAneouS WoRKS..., 5 vol., FIRST
CoLLeCTed edITIon In enGLISH, browned, bookplates of Thomas
Courtenay Warner, first Baronet (1857-1934), MP on front
pastedowns, contemporary speckled calf, slight rubbing to edges and
corners, spines repaired and regilded, red and black green labels on
spines, 12mo, T. Becket & P. A. de Hondt, 1767.

£500 - 700

225
[Johnson (Richard)], “Master Tommy Littleton, Secretary to
the Court”. JuvenILe TRIALS FoR RoBBInG oRCHARdS, TeLLInG FIBS, And
oTHeR HIGH MISdeMeAnouRS, FIRST edITIon, woodcut frontispiece,
woodcuts within text, some inner gutters strengthened with tape,
causing browning, “Dutch” floral boards, rebacked in cloth, tape
marks, corners worn, rubbed, [cf. Osborne p.270], 12mo, Printed for
T. Carnan, At Number 65, St. Paul’s Church-yard, 1772.

⁂ Rare. This first edition not listed in eSTC. Carnan entered the
work at Stationer’s Hall on 18th december, 1771. 

Provenance: ‘John Anthony Whitaker, March 1, 1773’ (ink
inscriptions to front free endpapers).

£700 - 900

226
Meditations at Sea.- G[reenway] (R[ichard]) SHoRT SenTenCeS
WoRTHy oF SeRIouS ConSIdeRATIon, And A Good APPLICATIon, BeInG THe
MedITATIonS oF R.G. WHen AT SeA, [translated by Anton Wilhelm
Böhm], 15pp., 2 ink signatures at head of title, ink library stamp on
last f., title trimmed at tail, [ESTC lists 2 copies only; not in BL], for the
Editor, 1774 bound with [nativité ( Jean de la)] Life of Armelle
nicolas, Commonly Called the Good Armelle, advertisements at
end, ink library stamp at head of title, [ESTC lists 2 copies only; not in
BL], Darton and Harvey, [?1795] bound with Memoirs of Mrs.
elizabeth A. ulyat... of Sutton St. nicholas, Lincolnshire, [not in BL],
Boston, 1823, together 3 works in 1 vol., bound in differing order,
slightly browned, contemporary tree calf, edges slightly rubbed, gilt
spine, red and gilt morocco label on spine, 12mo.

£300 - 400
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American War of Independence.- Adams (Samuel) An oRATIon
deLIveRed AT THe STATe-HouSe, In PHILAdeLPHIA... 1776... MeMBeR oF THe
GeneRAL ConGReSS oF... AMeRICA, 46pp., half-title, [Howes A72; Sabin
344; ESTC lists 3 copies of this edition only; not in BL or the National
Library of Ireland], Philadelphia Printed and Dublin Re-Printed by J.
Exshaw, 1776 bound with Price (John) observations on the nature
of Civil Liberty, the Principles of Government, and the Justice and
Policy of the War with America, folding table, [Howes P-586], Dublin,
J. Exshaw and others, 1776 bound with [Colonial Taxation].-
[Ferguson (Adam)] Remarks on a Pamphlet Lately Published by dr.
Price..., 72pp., Dublin, Messrs. Whitestone and others, 1776, together
5 pamphlets in 1 vol., bound in differing order, slightly browned,
contemporary tree calf, gilt, gilt spine, split but holding, 12mo.

⁂ First mentioned a spurious work, Adams did not make this
speech and it was not delivered to the Congress.

£800 - 1,200

228

228
Cypher pattern book.- Lockington (John) BoWLeS’S neW And
CoMPLeTe BooK oF CyPHeRS: deSIGned And enGRAved on TWenTy-FouR
CoPPeR-PLATeS...InCLudInG A CuRIouS PRInT oF THe eMPeRoR CHARLeMAGne’S
CRoWn, engraved title and 24 plates, some foxing and staining,
contemporary calf, gilt, covers detached, spine ends and corners worn,
rubbed, oblong small 4to, Carrington Bowles, 1777.

⁂ Although the title calls for 24 plates, some records show copies
sold with 25 plates. 

£300 - 400

229
Scottish Binding.- Bible, English. THe HoLy BIBLe, ConTAInInG THe
oLd And neW TeSTAMenTS, 1 vol. in 2, general title and titles for NT and
Psalms, double column, margins trimmed, browned, ink ownership
inscriptions at head of titles of Dorothea Josepha Potter married
Alexander Miller, of Downpatrick, Co. Down, 20th century bookplates
on fly-leaves, marbled free endpapers cut away, HAndSoMeLy Bound In
ConTeMPoRARy BRoWn PoLISHed GILT deCoRATed CALF dePICTInG A CHIneSe
SPeARMAn STAndInG on A CoLuMn FLAnKed on eACH SIde By A BIRd on A
CoLuMn And undeRneATH A CAnoPy oF FLoWeRS And PoMeGRAnATeS, some
very slight surface wear, corners bumped, gilt decorated spines,
rubbed, g.e., by ?James Scott of Edinburgh, [Herbert 1267], 12mo,
Edinburgh, Alexander Kincaid, 1778.

£2,000 - 3,000
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Smith (Adam) An InQuIRy In THe nATuRe And CAuSeS oF THe WeALTH oF
nATIonS, vol. 2 only (of 2), second edition, half-title, first 100pp. with
worming to foot, not affecting text, closed tear to 2A2, very occasional
scattered spotting, but overall a clean, wide-margined copy,
occasional pencil notes to margins, contemporary ink ownership
inscription, contemporary tree calf, gilt, splitting to upper joint but
holding firm rubbed, [Goldsmiths' 11663; Kress B.154; cf.PMM 221,
first edition], 4to, W. Strahan; and T. Cadell, 1778.

⁂ The second edition is the rarest of the early editions of Wealth
of nations, of which only 500 copies were printed. A number of
these sheets for this edition may well have been used from the
first edition of 1776.

£2,000 - 3,000

231
Bunyan (John) THe WATeR oF LIFe, woodcut frontispiece, title slightly
foxed, browned throughout, later endpapers, 19th century blind
stamped calf, [ESTC lists the BL copy only], 12mo, Sold by D. Baxter,
T. Doolittle, and W. Burkit, 1779.

£300 - 400

232
[Fenn (Lady Eleanor)], “Mrs. Teachwell.” SCHooL oCCuRRenCeS
SuPPoSed To HAve ARISen AMonG A SeT oF younG LAdIeS undeR THe
TuITIon oF MRS. TeACHWeLL..., second edition, slightly foxed and
browned, ink juvenile inscribed “Mary Ann Hammont 1788” on lower
pastedown, contemporary roan-backed boards, rubbed, spine
chipped at head, 12mo, John Marshall, [c. 1788].

£300 - 400

233
Newcastle Binding.- Bion (of Phlossa, near Smyrna) [BIonIS eT
MoSCHI], edited by Gilbert Wakefield, Greek title and text, slightly
browned, later pencil inscription at beginning, engraved bookplate of
Sir Francis Macnaughton on front pastedown, handsomely bound in
full red morocco with ornate gilt borders made up of floral tools, by
R. Miller of Newcastle with bookticket on front free endpaper, some
edges very slightly rubbed, g.e., 4to, T. Bensley, 1795.

⁂ Provenance, pencil inscription: “This copy sold at Sotheby at
the Brockett sale for 1-11-6.”

£400 - 600
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CeReMonIAL FoR THe nuPTIALS oF HIS RoyAL HIGHneSS THe PRInCe oF WALeS,
WITH THe PRInCeSS CARoLIne oF BRunSWICK, AT ST. JAMeS’S, 4pp.,
contemporary marginalia, naming participants, trimmed at head,
affecting border, no printer, [1795].

⁂ Rare. eSTC records 3 copies (2 BL). 

£300 - 400

235
Blake (William).- Catullus (Gaius Valerius) THe PoeMS oF CAIuS
vALeRIuS CATuLLuS, In enGLISH veRSe, [translated and edited by Dr. John
Nott], 2 vol., half-titles, engraved frontispieces by William Blake, 2
errata ff., light offsetting on titles, some spotting, front free endpaper
becoming loose (vol. 1), 19th Century manuscript notes loosely
inserted, occasional marginal pencil markings, contemporary calf,
slight bumping to corners and extremities, [Bentley 441], 8vo, Printed
for J. Johnson, 1795.

⁂ First edition of the first attempt to publish a complete english
translation of Catullus, with plates by William Blake. 

£250 - 350

236
Malthus (T. R.) An eSSAy on THe PRInCIPLe oF PoPuLATIon; oR A vIeW oF
ITS PAST And PReSenT eFFeCTS, 2 vol., third edition, half-titles, spotted,
some foxing, contemporary ink signatures of ‘Rob. Chaloner’ to titles,
original boards, covers detached or detaching, spines worn, but solid,
corners worn, lightly soiled, 8vo, Printed for J. Johnson, 1806.

£300 - 400

237
Broadside.- IndIAn JuGGLeRS. deSCRIPTIon oF THe PeRFoRMAnCeS, double
column, 305 x 183mm., trimmed at foot, with loss of imprint, laid
down, creased, some staining,  [c.1814].

⁂ unrecorded. 

£300 - 400
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Owen (Robert) A neW vIeW oF SoCIeTy: oR, eSSAyS on THe FoRMATIon
oF THe HuMAn CHARACTeR PRePARAToRy To THe deveLoPMenT oF A PLAn FoR
GRAduALLy AMeRLIoRATInG THe CondITIon oF MAnKInd, second edition,
preliminaries, stained, spotted, original boards, remains of original
paper label to spine, spine ends split, stained, corners worn, rubbed,
[Goldsmiths’ 21679; Kress B6768; cf. PMM 271], 8vo, 1816.

⁂ owen lays down the principles which had guided his ‘Lanark
experiment’ in which he had greatly improved the living and
working conditions of the workers at his new Lanark cotton mills.
owen’s central thesis was that man’s character was made not by
him but by circumstances beyond his control and that the
formation of upright responsible citizens would result from
individuals being placed under proper physical, moral and social
influences from the earliest age.

Provenance: ‘Wm. Furmage, London Tavern, Poole’, landlord of
said tavern c.1839-c.1855 (ink inscription to upper board). 

£400 - 600

239
Music.- Mendelssohn (Felix ) FIRST TIMe oF PeRFoRMAnCe In THIS
CounTRy, ST. PAuL, An oRAToRIo, CoMPoSed By FeLIx MendeLSSoHn
BARTHoLdy, WITH An AuToGRAPH SIGned MuSICAL noTATIon By
MendeLSSoHn, text marked and numbered in red ink, lacking title,
?Liverpool, [1836] Bound WITH 4 programmes for the Liverpool
Musical Festival, 1836, contemporary half morocco, rebacked, corners
little worn; and a bound volume of 7 programmes for the
Manchester Grand Music Festival, 8vo & 4to (2)

⁂ An excellent association copy of the libretto for the first english
performance of Mendelssohn’s St. Paul , op. 36 (in German
Paulus). Both volumes were owned by the english contralto Mary
Shaw (1814-1876), who performed in this premiere, and for
whom Mendelssohn had the utmost respect as a performer. In
1838-1839 Shaw travelled to Germany to work as soloist with the
Leipzig Gewandhaus orchestra, under the baton of Mendelssohn.
The composer hailed Shaw, and her Leipzig predecessor Clara
novello, as the two ‘best concert singers we have heard in
Germany for a long time’. 

The inscription reads ‘Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, 27 Berners
St., 10th September, 1837’. 

Provenance: Mrs. Mary Shaw (née Postans) (ink ownership
inscriptions). 

£3,000 - 4,000
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[Coleridge (Sara)] PHAnTASMIon, FIRST edITIon, half-title, 16pp. William
Pickering publisher’s catalogue at beginning, worming in margins of
publisher’s catalogue, ink signature of Pearson on title, original green
cloth, slightly discoloured, corners bumped, spine browned, printed
paper label on spine torn with small loss, edges uncut, 8vo, William
Pickering, 1837.

⁂ Scarce. A fairy tale, mingled with verse, by Samuel Taylor
Coleridge’s daughter.

£400 - 600

241

241
Wellington (Arthur Wellesley, first duke of Wellington, army
officer and prime minister, 1769-1852).- ARTHuR duKe oF
WeLLInGTon, exTRA-ILLuSTRATed By THe InSeRTIon oF nuMeRouS ITeMS And
A nuMBeR oF ARTIFACTS ReLATInG To WeLLInGTon, including: 3 ALs.s. and
1 autographed envelope by Wellington, a piece of Wellington’s marble
sarcophagus, a medallion commemorating Wellington, a piece of the
Guard chain of Wellington (these 3 artifacts inset into gilt morocco
doublure at beginning), admission ticket to Wellington’s funeral,
double-page lithograph of Copenhagen, manuscript pedigree,
watercolour of the sarcophagus, print of the catafalque, 5 more
medallions inset in lower doublure etc., original morocco, gilt, upper
cover slightly scuffed, g.e., 4to, 1852.

£400 - 600

242
Slavery.- Brown (William Wells) THRee yeARS In euRoPe, oR, PLACeS
I HAve Seen And PeoPLe I HAve MeT, FIRST edITIon, lacking portrait
frontispiece, half-title, patch of browning to rear pastedown, original
pictorial cloth, gilt, spine a little browned, spine ends and corners a
little bumped, a little rubbed, g.e., an excellent copy, 8vo, 1852.

⁂ SCARCe. William Wells Brown (1814-84) was a prominent Africa-
American abolitionist lecturer, novelist and historian. He was born
into slavery in Kentucky but escaped the north in 1834. He
journeyed to London in 1849 and remained there until 1854, also
travelling throughout europe during this period. Three years in
europe provides his account of this period including his
confrontation with American slaveholders in the grounds of
Crystal Palace. A year after the publication of Three years in
europe, Brown made history by becoming the first African-
American to publish a novel, Clotel (1853).

£300 - 400
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Bunyan (John) THe PIGRIM’S PRoGReSS, The Elstow Edition, frontispiece
and plates, some slight foxing, slightly browned, oRIGInAL MoRoCCo-
BACKed oAK BoARdS TAKen FRoM eLSToW CHuRCH PRevIouS To ReSToRATIon
In 1880 and with a portrait of Bunyan laid down on upper board,
gilt, morocco edges slightly rubbed, half-title, ink inscription on front
free endpaper, g.e., 8vo, 1881.

⁂ Bunyan was born in elstow and worshipped in the parish
church.

£200 - 300

244
[Machen (Arthur)], “Leolinus Siluriensis”. THe AnAToMy oF
ToBACCo, PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon “WITH THe AuTHoR’S CoMPLIMenTS WITH
MoST SInCeRe THAnKS” to front free endpaper, title browned and with
ink inscription, ink ownership inscription and bookplate, original
vellum, darkened and soiled, 1884; The Bowmen, original pictorial
boards, spine a little creased, spine ends chipped, 1915; The Great
Return, second issue, bookplate, original pictorial boards, rebacked,
1915; Precious Balms, one oF 250 CoPIeS SIGned By THe AuTHoR,
bookplate, original cloth, spine faded, 1924; and 9 others, Machen,
8vo (13)

£250 - 350

245
James (M.R.).- James (Gilbert) oRIGInAL LeTTeRInG And ARTWoRK FoR
TITLe-PAGe oF THe FIve JARS, pen and ink with traces of graphite, on
paper with card onlays, a few small spots, c.290 x 200mm., framed
and glazed, 1922.

⁂ oRIGInAL ARTWoRK FoR M.R. JAMeS’ onLy noveL. 

James is here credited as “dr. M.R. James. Provost of eton College.”
in the published edition both his title and his role as provost are
not mentioned, a possible indication of James’ desire to separate
his roles as writer and academic. 

£300 - 400

246
Booth (Charles), Hubert Llewyllyn Smith and others. neW
SuRvey oF London LIFe And LABouR, 9 vol. including 2 map vol.,
frontispieces, plates, some folding, tables and illustrations, 13 large
maps folding into pockets, ink library stamps to vol.5 and vol.7, not
affecting text or maps, original cloth, rubbed, vol.1 and 2 with dust-
jackets, spines darkened, spine end sand corners a little chipped, 8vo,
1930-35.

⁂ RARe. Hubert Llewyllyn Smith surveyed working class
households in London from 1928 to 1932 in order to measure
poverty in London and the changes that had occurred since
Charles Booth’s famous survey of 1889.

£400 - 600
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Adams (Douglas) [The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy series],
5 vol., FIRST edITIonS, comprising The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy, second state jacket, spine faded, 1979; The Restaurant at
the end of the universe, 1980; Life, the universe and everything,
1982; So Long, and thanks for the all the fish, 1984; Mostly
Harmless, usual light toning to text margins, jacket price-clipped,
1992, original boards, dust-jackets, near-fine overall, 8vo.

£300 - 400

248
Christie (Agatha) THe SeCReT AdveRSARy, cheap edition reprint, light
toning to margins, jacket with minor chipping and creasing to head
and foot, 1933; Murder on the orient express, sixth impression,
jacket with minor chipping to spine ends and corners, 1935; Peril at
end House, third impression, light scattered foxing, jacket spine a little
spotted, spine ends and corners a little chipped, publisher’s original
wraparound band, 1933; death in the Clouds, second impression,
light scattered foxing, endpapers browned, jacket with closed tear to
foot of spine, minor chipping and creasing to head and foot, 1935;
The Man in the Brown Suit, half-crown series edition, jacket with
closed tear to foot, minor chipping and creasing to head and foot,
1936, original cloth, dust-jackets, generally excellent example overall;
and 4 others by the same, 8vo (9)

⁂ A Good CoLLeCTIon oF eARLy RePRInTS In THeIR oRIGInAL JACKeTS In
exCeLLenT CondITIon. 

£400 - 600

249
Crofts (Freeman Wills) 12:30 FRoM CRoydon, 1935; Found Floating,
1938 § Grierson (Francis d.) The empty House, ink ownership
inscription, 1934 § Chesterton (G.K.) The Scandal of Father Brown,
light foxing, ink ownership inscription, 1936 § eberhart (M.G.) While
the Patient Slept, ink ownership inscription, remains of publishers
wraparound band, 1931 § Cain ( James M.) Serenade, New York,
1939 § east (Roger) Murder Rehearsal, 1934, reprints, original cloth,
dust-jackets, some chipping and creasing to spine ends and corners
but mostly excellent or near-fine examples; and 13 others, golden-
age crime fiction reprints in dust-jackets, 8vo (20)

£300 - 400

The Property of a Lady

250
Farrell ( J.G.) A MAn FRoM eLSeWHeRe, FIRST And onLy edITIon, SIGned
PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR “BuT THe STRAWBeRRIeS WeRe
oK! Love JIM, JuLy 1968” to front free endpaper, original boards, dust-
jacket, minor rubbing and creasing to head and foot, but a near-fine
example otherwise, 8vo, New Authors Limited, 1963.

⁂ J.G. FARReLL’S RARe FIRST BooK eSPeCIALLy So InSCRIBed. Farrell came
to dislike his first book and it was never reprinted, We CAn TRACe no
oTHeR SIGned CoPy AT AuCTIon. 

The recipient was Sandy ellis, Farrell's girlfriend from 1966-68. The
strawberries remark refers to an unsuccessful pâté ellis had
prepared for a recent meal the two had had together. 

£750 - 1,000
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251
Farrell ( J.G.) THe LunG, unCoRReCTed PRooF CoPy, A.C.S. FRoM THe
AuTHoR To SAndy eLLIS loosely inserted, pencil corrections and
alterations to margins, newspaper clippings affixed with old tape to
prelims, ink ownership inscription to front free endpaper, original
wrappers, light discolouration to spine and covers, spine a little
creased, 1965; and a paperback of A Girl in the Head with Farrell
pictured on the upper cover anda small group of articles and
newspaper clippings regarding Farrell, v.s. (2)

⁂ A Good ASSoCIATIon CoPy oF THIS RARe PRooF.

£300 - 400

252

Farrell (J.G.) THe LunG, FIRST edITIon, SIGned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon
FRoM THe AuTHoR “FoR SAndy WITH Love FRoM JAMeS FARReLL, JAn 23Rd
1966” to front free endpaper, original boards, dust-jacket, minor
chipping and creasing to spine ends and corners, light surface soiling
to rear panel, excellent otherwise, 8vo, 1965.

⁂ FARReLL’S SCARCe SeCond WoRK, We CAn TRACe no oTHeR SIGned CoPy AT
AuCTIon. 

£400 - 600

Other properties

253
Fleming (Ian) CHITTy CHITTy BAnG BAnG, 3 vol., FIRST edITIonS,
illustrated by John Burningham, small ink ownership inscription to
vol.1 endpaper, original pictorial boards, spine ends and corners a
little bumped, vol.3 with spotting and surface soiling, dust-jackets,
spine ends and corners a little chipped, light rubbing and creasing to
head and foot, vol.2 price-clipped, surface soiling to vol.3 and with
small port of loss of foot of upper panel, slip-case, 8vo, 1964-65.

£350 - 450

254
Goudge (Elizabeth) THe LITTLe WHITe HoRSe, FIRST edITIon, illustrations
by C. Walter Hodges, map endpapers, front free endpaper clipped,
original cloth, slight shelf-lean, spine faded, dust-jacket, spine
browned, spine ends and corners chipped, creasing to head and foot,
rubbing and surface soiling, 1946 § dahl (Roald) The BFG, light
toning to text margins, small ink ownership inscription to front free
endpaper, original boards, dust-jackets, minor chipping and creasing
to head and foot, 1982 § Hill (Susan) The Woman in Black,
illustrations by John Lawrence, front free endpaper clipped, original
boards, dust-jacket, minor chipping to spine ends and corners, 1983,
FIRST edITIonS; and 3 others, dahl, 8vo (6)

£300 - 400
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255
Graves (Robert) Good-Bye To ALL THAT, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue,
frontispiece, plates, original cloth, spine darkened, spine ends and
corners a little bumped, dust-jacket, spine browned, spine ends and
corners a little chipped, a few minor sympathetic repairs and
restorations at extremities, still in effect an excellent example, 8vo,
1929.

⁂ The first issue, with the reference to Spiritualism on p.290 and
the unauthorised transcription of a poem from Sassoon to Graves
on pp.341-3, subsequently removed at Sassoon’s request and
reintroduced in the second edition. 

£600 - 800

256
Greene (Graham) THe MAn WITHIn, FIRST edITIon, SIGned By THe AuTHoR
on front free endpaper, lower hinge tender, original cloth, spine slightly
browned, spine ends and corners a little bumped, short split to foot
of spine, first issue dust-jacket priced at 7/6, spine browned, spine ends
and corners a little chipped, short splits to lower joint, a few small
minor repairs to centre of spine and extremities, light rubbing and
surface soiling, a good copy overall, preserved in custom drop-back
box, 8vo, 1929.

⁂ GReene'S FIRST noveL, THe SuCCeSS oF WHICH ALLoWed HIM To PuRSue A
FuLL-TIMe CAReeR AS An AuTHoR, An eSPeCIALLy RARe WoRK To FInd SIGned.  

£4,000 - 6,000

257
Greene (Graham, editor) THe oLd SCHooL, FIRST edITIon, scattered
spotting, bookplate, original cloth, dust-jacket, unobtrusive tape
repairs to verso, spine browned, spine ends and corners chipped,
splitting along upper fore-edge, ink ownership inscription to head of
upper panel, rubbing and light surface soiling, 8vo 1934.

⁂ A scarce piece of early Greeneiana, especially so in the dust-
jacket, including contributions by W.H.Auden, H.e.Bates,
L.P.Hartley and Anthony Powell.

£400 - 600

258
Heaney (Seamus) deATH oF A nATuRALIST, FIRST edITIon, SIGned
PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR To noRMAn TodHunTeR “To
SeT THe dARKneSS eCHoInG” to title, original cloth, minor rubbing to tips
of spines and corners, dust-jacket, spine faded, spine ends and corners
a little chipped, still an excellent example overall, [Brandes & Durkan
A2a], 8vo, 1966.

£750 - 1,000
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259
Heaney (Seamus) deATH oF A nATuRALIST, FIRST edITIon, SIGned By THe
AuTHoR on front free endpaper, endpapers spotted, original cloth,
shelf-lean, spine ends and corners bumped, extremities, a little rubbed
and faded, 1966; [Another copy], FIRST PAPeRBACK edITIon, SIGned By
THe AuTHoR on front free endpaper, ink ownership inscription, original
stiff wrappers, rubbed and a little creased, 1969; Poems, 1965-1975,
reprint, SIGned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR WITH TWo LIne
QuoTATIon FRoM BLAKe’S AuGuRIeS oF InnoCenCe to front free endpaper,
minor spotting to fore-edge, original stiff wrappers, small crease to
upper cover, light marking, slip-case, 1986, [Brandes & Durkan A2a;
A2c]; and 10 others, Heaney, including A.L.s. from Heaney to Liam
Miller, 8vo & 4to (13)

£400 - 600

260
Heaney (Seamus) dooR InTo THe dARK, FIRST edITIon, SIGned By THe
AuTHoR on title, very minor spotting to fore-edge, original cloth, dust-
jacket, spotted, minor rubbing to tips of spine and corners, still an
excellent copy overall, [Brandes & Durkan A5a], 8vo, 1969.

£400 - 600

261
Heaney (Seamus) PReoCCuPATIonS, SeLeCTed PRoSe 1968-1978,
jacket with light discolouration to spine, minor chipping to spine ends
and corners, 1980; Sweeney Astray, Derry, 1983; The Burial at
Thebes, 2004; district and Circle, one oF 300 CoPIeS, slip-case, 2006,
FIRST edITIonS, SIGned By THe AuTHoR, original boards, all but the last
with dust-jackets, [Brandes & Durkan A27a; A34a]; and 9 others,
Heaney, 8vo (13)

£400 - 600

262
Heaney (Seamus) THe TRee CLoCK, nuMBeR 2 oF 20 CoPIeS PRInTed on
HAnd-MAde PAPeR, SIGned By THe AuTHoR And WITH An AuToGRAPH PoeM
‘THe PoInT’, from an edition limited to 870, prospectus loosely inserted,
original half cloth, light foxing to spine, uncut and unopened, original
slip-case, [Brandes & Durkan A48a], sm. folio, Belfast, The Linen Hall
Library, 1990.

£1,500 - 2,000
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263
Heaney (Seamus) A TRIBuTe To MICHAeL MCLAveRTy, nuMBeR 107 oF
250 CoPIeS SIGned By THe AuTHoR WITH PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon BeLoW,
illustration by Sydney Smith, original stiff marbled wrappers, paper
label to upper cover, a fine copy, preserved in folding card chemise
and slip-case, Belfast, 2005 § Heaney (Seamus), Ted Hughes,
d.J.enright and others. Poems for Alan Hancox, one of 350 copies,
SIGned By HeAney below his poem, original cloth-backed boards,
[Brandes & Durkan B136], Lower Marston, The Whittington Press,
1993; and 11 others, Heaney, including an incomplete Poem of
the Month Club set with poems signed by Heaney, Philip Larkin,
John Betjeman, W.H.Auden, C.day Lewis and others, v.s. (13)

£400 - 600

264
Kokoschka (Oscar).- Hoffmann (Edith) KoKoSCHKA. LIFe And WoRK,
FIRST edITIon, SIGned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe ARTIST To HIS SISTeR
“FoR My BeLoved SISTeR BIBoSCHL, AT xMAS 1947 WITH THouSAnd KISSeS
FRoM HeR BRoTHeR, oSKAR, London, 16.xII.47” to front free endpaper,
tipped-in colour plates, illustrations, original cloth, spine a little
darkened, dust-jacket, spine slightly faded, chipped and creased at
head and foot, a few small chips and lihe surface soiling to lower
panel, 8vo, 1947.

⁂ A LoveLy ASSoCIATIon CoPy oF THe BIoGRAPHy oF THIS IMPoRTAnT
exPReSSIonIST PAInTeR And WRITeR.

£300 - 400

265
Le Carré ( John) TInKeR TAILoR SoLdIeR SPy, CuT SIGnATuRe oF THe
AuTHoR loosely inserted, jacket spine faded, 1974; The Honourable
Schoolboy, CuT SIGnATuRe oF THe AuTHoR to title, 1977; Smiley’s
People, CuT SIGnATuRe oF THe AuTHoR to title, jacket spine faded, 1979;
The Little drummer Girl, douBLe-SIGned By THe AuTHoR on title, slight
shelf-lean, jacket spine slightly faded, 1983; A Perfect Spy, 1986; The
Russia House, 1989; The Secret Pilgrim, 1991; The night Manager,
1993; our Game, CuT SIGnATuRe oF THe AuTHoR to title, 1995; The
Tailor of Panama, 1996; Single & Single, 1999; Sarratt and the
draper of Watford, 1999; The Constant Gardener, 2001; Absolute
Friends, 2003; The Mission Song, 2006; A Most Wanted Man,
2008; our Kind of Traitor, 2010; A delicate Truth, 2013; A Legacy
of Spies, 2017; [Another copy], one oF 250 CoPIeS, slip-case, 2017,
FIRST edITIonS, FIRST PRInTInGS, ALL SIGned By THe AuTHoR unless where
mentioned, original cloth, all but the last with dust-jackets, excellent
or near-fine copies, 8vo (20)

⁂ A superb and unbroken run of the author’s works from the first
book in the Karla Trilogy to last year’s A Legacy of Spies. Including
the rare first printing of Our Game, designated for uK export and
airport bookshops due to the author’s dislike of the jacket design. 

£800 - 1,200

266
[Lewis (C.S.)], “N.W.Clerk”. A GRIeF oBSeRved, endpapers browned,
jacket price-clipped, spine browned, spine ends and corners chipped,
1961 § Clarke (Arthur C.) Childhood’s end, light browning to
endpapers, jacket with repairs and restorations to head of spine and
upper fore-edge, creased at head and foot, 1954; Sebald (W.G.) The
emigrants, translated by Michael Hulse, bookplate and ownership
stamps of Rubio Tapani Lindroos, 1993 § Waugh (evelyn) vile
Bodies, pictorial title, spine browned, spine ends bumped, 1930, FIRST
oR FIRST enGLISH edITIonS, original cloth, all but the last with dust-
jackets; and 3 others, similar, 8vo (7)

⁂ The first mentioned provided the basis for the film
Shadowlands. 

£300 - 400
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267
Martin (George R. R. ) [A SonG oF ICe And FIRe], 5 vol., FIRST edITIonS,
comprising A Game of Thrones, 1996; A Clash of Kings, jacket spine
faded, 1998; A Storm of Swords, 2000; A Feast for Crows, 2005; A
dance with dragons, 2011, original boards, dust-jackets, fine copies,
8vo, Harper Voyager.

*⁂ A SuPeRB SeT oF MARTIn’S WILdLy SuCCeSSFuL noveLS, THe BASIS FoR
THe HuGeLy PoPuLAR GAME OF THRONES TeLevISIon SeRIeS. The english
issue predates the American and is far more uncommon. 

£400 - 600

268
Milne (A. A.) WHen We WeRe veRy younG, FIRST edITIon, second issue
with roman numerals ‘ix’ and ‘x’ to contents pp., illustrations by E.H.
Shepard, light browning to endpapers, original pictorial cloth, gilt,
spine slightly faded, minor cockling to covers, else fine, dust-jacket,
sympathetic repairs and restorations to spine ends, corners and a few
small patches on front and rear panels, a little rubbed, but in effect a
sharp and excellent example, 8vo, 1924.

£1,000 - 1,500

269
Oppenheim (E.Phillips) THe MILAn GRILL RooM, 1940 § Fletcher
(J.S.) The Man in no. 3, scattered foxing, 1931 § Masterman (Walter
S.) The yellow Mistletoe, [1930] § Footner (Hulbert) dead Man’s
Hat, 1932 § Bush (Christopher) The Case of the April Fools, 1933,
FIRST edITIonS, original cloth, dust-jackets, some minor chipping or
creasing to spine ends and corners, but largely excellent or near-fine
overall; and 6 others, crime thrillers, 8vo (11)

£300 - 400

270
Plath (Sylvia) ARIeL, FIRST edITIon, original cloth, dust-jacket spine
browned, minor chipping to spine ends and corners, original
publisher’s wraparound band, an excellent copy, 8vo, 1965.

⁂ An excellent example of Plath’s second collection of poetry,
published two years after her death and containing many of her
best known poems, especially scarce with the original
wraparound band.

£350 - 450
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271
Powell (Anthony) AFTeRnoon Men, FIRST edITIon oF THe AuTHoR’S FIRST
noveL, ink library stamp to p.79, scattered spotting, original cloth,
slight shelf-lean, spine darkened, spine ends and corners a little
bumped, small patch of staining to upper cover, 1931; and 4 first
editions from the dance to the Music of Time series, 8vo (5)

£300 - 400

272
Rowling  (J.K.) HARRy PoTTeR And THe PHILoSoPHeR’S STone, FIRST edITIon,
FIRST PRInTInG, [one of 500 copies], usual light browning to text margins,
occasional light corner creasing, light marking and ownership
inscriptions to endpapers, original pictorial boards, very light fading
to spine, wear to spine with backstrip becoming loose at lower joint,
spine ends and corners bumped, extremities rubbed, 8vo, 1997.

⁂ THe AuTHoR’S FIRST BooK And THe FIRST In THe HARRy PoTTeR SeRIeS, A
ModeRn CoRneRSTone oF CHILdRen’S LITeRATuRe. Rare in any condition.

£6,000 - 8,000

273
Sadleir (Michael) PRIvILeGe, endpapers browned, 1921; obedience,
SIGned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR “To H.G.TeRRy, WHo
KnoWS MoRe oF THe HISToRy THAn Any MAn ALIve - THIS ILL-FATed MeMBeR
oF THe AdvAnCe GuARd oF THe noBLeST ?LAdy to front free endpaper,
dust-jacket, spine faded, spine ends and corners a little chipped, 1925;
These Foolish Things, SIGned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR
“To H.G.TeRRy, WITH THe AuTHoR’S BeST ReGARdS And THAnKS FoR HIS
CoLLABoRATIon” to front free endpaper, dust-jacket, spine ends and
corners a little chipped, 1937, FIRST edITIonS, original cloth; and
another inscribed by the same, 8vo (4)

⁂ A nice collection of scarce early works warmly inscribed by the
novelist and bibliophile.

£300 - 400

274
Thomas (Dylan) TWenTy-FIve PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, [one of 750 copies],
light scattered spotting, original boards, dust-jacket, a fine copy, 1936;
and 2 others by the same, 8vo (3)

£300 - 400
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275
Waugh (Evelyn) SWoRd oF HonouR, FIRST CoLLeCTed edITIon, SIGned
PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR “WITH AFFeCTIonATe ReGARdS”
To MAuRICe BoWRA on front free endpaper, bookplate of Maurice
Bowra to pastedown, original cloth, slight shelf-lean, spine ends a little
bumped, 8vo, 1965.

⁂ A Good ASSoCIATIon CoPy. 

Sir Maurice Bowra (1898-1971), classical scholar at Wadham
College oxford, where he taught Waugh. He is believed to be the
model for the academic Mr. Samgrass in Brideshead Revisited.

£600 - 800

276

276
Wells  (H.G.) THe TIMe MACHIne, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue with 16pp
advertisements including those for ‘The Manxman’ and ‘The Naulahka’,
contemporary ink ownership inscription to half-title, endpapers
browned, original buckram with letter and design in purple to covers
and spine, spine browned very minor bumping to spine ends and
corners, but a bright and excellent example overall, [Wells 4], 8vo, 1895.

⁂ An excellent example of Wells’ most famous work, a
cornerstone of any science fiction collection.

£1,000 - 1,500

277
Wells  (H.G.) JoAn And PeTeR. THe SToRy oF An eduCATIon, FIRST edITIon,
SIGned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR “A.T.S. WITH Love FRoM
H.G.” to half-title, light spotting to fore-edge, endpapers a little spotted
and browned, original first issue blind-stamped cloth, lettered in gilt,
spine slightly faded, dust-jacket, spine browned, spine ends and
corners a little chipped, an excellent example overall, 8vo, 1918.

⁂ An exCeLLenT PReSenTATIon CoPy oF WHAT WeLLS ReGARded AS “one oF
THe MoST AMBITIouS” oF HIS noveLS.

A.T.S. is Arthur Thomas Simmons (1865-1921), met Wells when
the two were students and became a close friend and regular
correspondent.  “After Simmons’s death [Wells] helped his family
with financial assistance. The description of the death of
Barnstaple’s old friend in Men Like Gods (chapter 7, section 3)
reflects the reaction of [Wells] to Simmons’s death.”  - J.R.
Hammond, An H.G. Wells Chronology.

£400 - 600
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278
White (T.H.) THe SWoRd In THe STone, FIRST edITIon, scattered spotting,
endpapers browned, ink ownership inscription, original cloth, spine
faded, spine ends and corners a little bumped, dust-jackets, spine
browned, spine ends and corners chipped with some small loss to
spine letter and imprint, minor chipping and creasing to head of
upper panel, still very good overall, 8vo, 1938.

£350 - 450

279
Wodehouse (P.G.) MIKe, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue without
advertisements or date to title verso, half-title, frontispiece and 11
plates by T.M.R. Whitwell, many loose or becoming so, pulling to
gathering with some becoming loose, ink ownership inscription,
original pictorial cloth, gilt lettering to spine, spine ends and corners
a little bumped, rubbed, [McIlvaine A12a], 8vo, A & C Black, 1909.

£400 - 600

280
Yeats (William Butler) ReveRIeS oveR CHILdHood And youTH, 2 vol.,
including portfolio of plates, FIRST edITIon, number 84 of 425 copies,
printed in red and black, 1915 § yeats ( Jack B.) Passages from the
Letters... Selected by ezra Pound, one of 400 copies, dust-jacket,
chipped and browned, 1917 § Tynan (Katherine) Twenty one
Poems... Selected by W.B.yeats, one of 200 copies, light browning
to endpapers, 1907, original cloth-backed boards, a little rubbed and
darkened, Cuala Press; and another from the press, 8vo (5)

£300 - 400

281
Yeats (William Butler) A vISIon, FIRST edITIon, one oF 600 CoPIeS
SIGned By THe AuTHoR, plates and illustrations, scattered spotting to
fore-edge, ink ownership stamp, original boards, spine browned, spine
ends bumped, slip-case, 8vo, 1925.

£300 - 400
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282
Beardsley (Aubrey).-  oRIGInAL AdveRTISInG PoSTeR FoR THe yeLLoW
BooK, voL. II, JuLy, 1894, printed on yellow paper in blue, 385 x
293mm., illustration of a lady by Aubrey Beardsley, small light stain
in hair of lady, some light marking and creasing, but overall in a
remarkable state of preservation, Elkin Mathews & John Lane, 1894,
framed & glazed. 

⁂ Contributors to this volume include Aubrey Beardsley, Henry
James, Max Beerbohm, Walter Crane, Walter Sickert and Austin
dobson. 

£400 - 600

283
Cuneo (Terence) THe MouSe And HIS MASTeR, one oF 250 CoPIeS
SIGned By THe AuTHoR, WITH An AddITIonAL PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM
THe AuTHoR And A dRAWInG oF A BuLL CHASInG A MouSe, illustrations
throughout, original morocco-backed boards, rubbed, g.e., slip-case,
oblong folio, 1977.

£400 - 600

284
Giraldon (Adolphe, illustrator).- Vergilius Maro (Publius) LeS
eGLoGueS de vIRGILe, number 109 of 280 copies, THIS WITH CoPy WITH
An oRIGInAL WATeRCoLouR By GIRALdon, WITH A SIGned PReSenTATIon
InSCRIPTIon To PAuL eudeL ‘pour mon vieil ami P. Eudel, août 1903, A.
Giraldon’, hand-coloured wood-engraved illustrations by Giraldon,
original limp vellum wrappers, gilt, housed in original cloth portfolio
gilt, soiled, [Carteret IV, 403; Ray 306], folio, Paris, 1906; and 5
original bookplate designs by the artist, his inscribed visiting card
(probably relating to the bookplate designs), and 2 other unsigned
watercolours, possibly not by Girladon,also 2 printed items
relating to Alfed de Musset’s Les Nuits, v.s. (10)

⁂ ‘His most considerable accomplishment as an illustrator...The
grace and elegance of its title page set the standard for the book
as a whole’. (Ray). 

£300 - 400

285
Juvenilia .- eLLen, oR THe nAuGHTy GIRL ReCLAIMed, A SToRy, exeMPLIFIed
In A SeRIeS oF FIGuReS, nine loosely inserted hand-coloured aquatint
card cut-outs with interchangeable head and 2 head-pieces (?only, of
5), contemporary ink gift inscription to front endpaper, small portion
of loss to rear endpaper, occasional minor spotting, original printed
wrappers, a little darkened at head, original printed slip-case (light
surface soiling and short split to head), 16mo, for S. and J. Fuller, 1811.

£300 - 400
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286
Rackham (Arthur).- Dodgson (Charles Lutwidge) ALICe'S
AdvenTuReS In WondeRLAnd, nuMBeR 673 oF 1,130 CoPIeS, 13 tipped-in
colour plates and other illustrations in text by Arthur Rackham,
captioned tissue-guards, pictorial endpapers, browning to endpapers,
original pictorial cloth, gilt, light finger-soiling, minor marking to spine,
still an excellent, sharp copy overall, t.e.g., others uncut, 4to, [1907].

£800 - 1,200

287
Rackham (Arthur).- Stephens ( James) IRISH FAIRy TALeS, one oF
520 CoPIeS SIGned By THe ILLuSTRAToR, plain illustrations and 16 tipped-
in colour plates by Arthur Rackham, captioned tissue-guards, spotting
and browning to endpapers, original vellum-backed boards, gilt, spine
a little mottled, spine ends and corners a little bumped, light rubbing
and abrading to covers, t.e.g., others uncut, preserved in custom drop-
back box, 4to, 1920.

£500 - 700

ART And ARCHITeCTuRe

288
Blake (William) THe WoRKS oF WILLIAM BLAKe..., edited by edwin John
ellis and William Butler yeats, 3 vol., frontispieces, numerous
illustrations and lithographed facsimiles, slightly browned, bookplates
on front pastedowns, bound in half green morocco, gilt, t.e.g., others
uncut, by Bumpus, very slight rubbing to joints, modern slip-case, a
handsome set, tall 8vo, Bernard Quaritch, 1893

£400 - 600

289
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289
CounTRy LIFe, a complete run, profusely illustrated, the vast majority
bound in contemporary or modern green cloth, a few issues in
original wrappers, occasional wear or soiling, folio, 1897-2017.

⁂ A complete run, almost to date, of one of Britain’s most iconic
weekly magazines - covering a vast array of subjects relating to rural
affairs, architecture, interior design, gardens and garden design,
country society and pursuits. From its inception the magazine
extensively covered the property market - still today one of its major
features, with many of the uK’s most expensive and desirable
houses and estates featured in the opening pages. Many of the
pre-war properties are now no longer in existence or have been
altered out of all recognition, making those earlier issues of the
magazine a highly important archival record of both the interior
and exterior look and feel of some of Britain’s country houses. 

Please note, this lot will be available for viewing at Queenstown
Road only, viewing times in the catalogue or by appointment. A
selection will be taken to the Westbury Hotel. 

£3,000 - 5,000

290
Gardens.- [Dezallier d’Argenville (Antoine Joseph)] & Jean
Baptiste Alexandre Le Blond. LA THeoRIe eT LA PRATIQue du
JARdInAGe..., third edition, 38 engraved plates by Mariette, most double-
page, 5 folding, some light foxing and soiling, contemporary tree calf,
rubbed, rebacked, corners and lower edges of boards repaired, [cf.
Henrey 950; Hunt 471; Fowler 170, first edition of 1709], Paris, Jean
Mariette, 1722 § Liger (Louis) Le Jardinier Fleuriste et
Historiographe, ou la Culture universelle, 2 vol. in 1, second edition,
titles in red & black, 20 folding engraved plates, woodcut illustrations,
lightly browned and offset, particularly to vol.2, contemporary sheep,
spine gilt, spine worn and chipped, joints split, [cf. Henrey 989; Hunt
412],  Amsterdam, Estienne Roger, 1706, 4to & 12mo (2)

⁂ The first is an important and influential work on French formal
garden design, inspired by the work of Le nôtre, and treating the
subject from an architectural perspective. This was the first
edition to be attributed to the architect Le Blond, who designed
the plates and edited the work, although the text was written by
dezallier d’Argenville.

£400 - 600

291
Gayet (Albert) L’ART ByzAnTIn d’APRèS LeS MonuMenTS de L’ITALIe, de
L’ISTRIe eT de LA dALMATIe, 4 vol., engraved portrait and 119
lithographed plates by Charles Errad, many colour and heightened
in gilt, ex-library with perforated stamps to titles, and ink stamps to
foot of some prelims, some hinges broken or weak, bookplates, library
cloth, vol.3 rather worn, folio, Paris, [1909-11].

£600 - 800

292
Greaves (John) PyRAMIdoGRAPHIA: or a description of the Pyramids
in egypt, FIRST edITIon, with the intitial blank, 2 folding engraved plates,
engraved illustrations in text, 2 full-page, some text in Arabic, some
light soiling, modern blue morocco, [Wing G1804], 8vo, for George
Badger, 1646.

⁂ John Greaves (1602-52) was a mathematician, astronomer and
antiquarian who spent 1636-40 travelling in Italy and the Levant,
with six months in egypt carrying out the first detailed survey of
the pyramids at Giza.

£750 - 1,000
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Middleton (Charles) THe ARCHITeCT And BuILdeR’S
MISCeLLAny...containing original Picturesque designs in
Architecture, FIRST edITIon, 60 charming etched plates and plans,
many with aquatint, all but a few plans hand-coloured, some plates
misbound, occasional soiling, name in pencil at head of title,
contemporary speckled calf, slightly rubbed, rebacked, corners
repaired, one bumped, [Berlin Kat. 2310; Not in Abbey], 8vo, for the
Author, 1799.

⁂ delightful architectural pattern book with unusual plates by a
pupil of James Paine, from primitive huts to grand mansions. The
designs include Gothic cottages, Regency villas, Chinese and
Turkish garden buildings.

£400 - 600

294

294
Moxon (Joseph) MeCHAnICK exeRCISeS: oR, THe doCTRIne oF HAndy-
WoRKS. Applied to the Art of Bricklayers-Works, 8 engraved plates,
one folding (slightly creased at fore-edge), joiner’s old ink inscription
in outer margin of title (cropped), old book-label “R.Roberts, Burton,
Bradstock” on front pastedown, contemporary panelled sheep,
rebacked, corners repaired, [Wing M3015; cf. Harris 581], J.Moxon,
1700 § Salmon (William) The London and Country Builder’s vade
Mecum: or, the Complete and universal estimator, fifth edition,
engraved frontispiece by B.Cole of gentleman supervising workmen
felling trees, contemporary ink inscription “E Libris Amb. Seward” to
front pastedown, contemporary sprinkled sheep, upper cover a little
worn, joints split, spine ends chipped, [Harris 792], for S.Crowder...and
B.Collins, 1773, both rubbed, a few stains; and another on lime and
cement, 4to & 8vo (3)

⁂ The first was issued separately to accompany Moxon’s
Mechanick Exercises concerning smithing, carpentry, joinery,
turning, dialling and printing. The second, by a master carpenter
of Colchester, was the first to compile a universal price-guide of
building tradesmen.

£400 - 600

295
Oakley (Edward) THe MAGAzIne oF ARCHITeCTuRe, PeRSPeCTIve, &
SCuLPTuRe, second edition, lacking engraved frontispiece (supplied in
facsimile) but with engraved title, coat-of-arms on dedication and 95
plates by Benjamin Cole (the last two unnumbered), a little soiled and
stained, some plates torn and repaired, several leaves reinforced at
edges, with old annotated front free endpaper mounted on new front
endpaper, modern calf ruled and stamped in blind, spine slightly
faded, [Harris 605], folio, for the Author...& B.Creake, 1733.

£300 - 400
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297

296
Palladio (Andrea) TRAICTé deS CInQ oRdReS d’ARCHITeCTuRe, desquels
se sont seruy les Anciens...Augmenté de nouuelles inuentions
pour l’Art de bien bastir par le Sr. Le Muet, engraved throughout
with 2 titles (second bound after H2 with additional pictorial title), and
numerous illustrations and diagrams, many full-page, lacking initial
blank and first additional pictorial title but with all other blanks as
called for, contemporary ink inscription “Ex libris Caroli Tardif
Cadomensis” at foot of title, rather soiled, some staining to last few
leaves, mostly marginal, contemporary vellum, rubbed and stained,
[Berlin Kat. 2595; Fowler 216; cf. Millard, French 128, second edition
of 1647], 8vo, Paris, F.Langlois, 1645.

⁂ Comprising the first edition of Le Muet’s free translation of
Palladio’s treatise and the second edition of Le Muet’s L’Art de Bien
Bastir, first published in 1623.

£400 - 600

297
Pennethorne (John) THe GeoMeTRy And oPTICS oF AnCIenT
ARCHITeCTuRe, 55 plates (12 double-page, 11 coloured), ex-library with
perforated stamps to title, pp.i, 49 and final f., ink stamps to pp.i, 249,
first p. of preface and part 3 plate 4, occasional finger-soiling but
generally clean otherwise, bookplate, modern library cloth, rubbed,
folio, 1878.

£1,000 - 1,500

298
Pre-Raphaelites.- After Dante Gabriel Rossetti (1828-1882) A
GRouP oF 11 WoRKS AFTeR dRAWInGS And PAInTInGS, platinum prints, by
Frederick Hollyer (1837-1933), various sizes, largest 485 x 405 mm.
(19 x 16 in), 7 laid onto thick green laid paper support with black ink
inscribed titles, minor cockling, but otherwise only light rubbing, all
unframed, [circa 1890]; with three others after edward Burne-
Jones (1833-1898), various sizes, all unframed, [circa 1890], (14).

⁂ Frederick Hollyer came from a family of engravers, and as a
young man he began to develop an interest in photography. He
later collaborated closely with several artists in the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood, notably Burne-Jones, Rossetti, and Lord Leighton,
and is now regarded as an important advocate in visually
promoting their work through the dissemination of his platinum
prints, or platinotypes. Hollyer preferred the platinotype process
due to the complex depth of tone that one was able to achieve.

£500 - 700
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300

299
Piroli (Tommaso) Le AnTICHITA dI eRCoLAno, 7 vol. only (of 9, lacking
vol. 5 and the second vol. of Bronzes), 6 engraved frontispiece
portraits and 420 plates, engraved initials and vignette head- and tail-
pieces, occasional light spotting, occasional damp-staining, mostly
restricted to margins, contemporary speckled calf, rubbed and worn,
[Brunet I, 314], folio, Naples, 1757-92; sold not subject to return.

£1,800 - 2,200

300
Troili (Giulio) PARAdoSSI PeR PRATTICARe LA PRoSPeTTIvA SenzA SAPeRLA, 3
parts in 1 vol., 68 full-page woodcut illustrations within ornamental
borders, diagrams, numerous woodcut ornaments and decorations,
light damptstain to first title, light spotting, original stiff wrappers, tear
to upper cover and some loss to spine [Berlin Kat. 4722; cf. Fowler
347], folio, Bologna, Gioseffo Longhi, 1683.

£300 - 400

301
Vignola (Giacomo Barozzi da) ReGoLA deLLI CInQue oRdInI
d’ARCHITeTTuRA, engraved throughout with architectural title and 36
numbered plates including privilege and dedication, n.p., n.d.; Alcune
opere d’Architettura, edited by Francesco villamena, engraved
architectural title and 8 unnumbered  plates including folding plan
and double-page birds-eye view of Caprarola (some copies have title
& 12 or 17 plates), Rome, 1617, together 2 works in 1 vol., foxing,
wormhole to lower inner edge of plates with occasional slight loss to
image, modern half sheep, spine faded, folio

£300 - 400
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303

302
Wierix (Jan “Johannes”, 1549-1620) THe vIRGIn And CHILd WITH THe
MonKey, AFTeR ABReCHT düReR (1471-1528), engraving on laid paper
with indistinct armorial watermark, a richly inked impression, sheet
188 x 120 mm. (7⅜ x 4¾ in), trimmed just within the platemark, light
even browning, unframed, circa 1566 and later.

Literature:
Hollstein 991

⁂ This copy of dürer’s famous engraving was executed when the
artist was aged only seventeen.

£300 - 500

303
Circle of Agostino Carracci (1557-1602) ST JeRoMe, AFTeR
FRAnCeSCo vAnnI (1563-1610), engraving, an excellent impression, on
laid paper without watermark, platemark 262 x 200 mm. (10¼ x 7⅞
in), sheet 280 x 210 mm. (11 x 8¼ in), some pen and brown ink
corrections to halo, inscribed ‘Caracci’ in pencil lower right, some
spotting and browning, [circa 1590s].

Literature:
Bartsch 74 [copy]

⁂ Scarce. A reverse copy after Agostino Carracci’s engraving. The
British Museum hold another variant contemporary copy that is
also in reverse after Carracci’s design, probably executed by a
student [see v,3.40]. It is possible that the present sheet was also
produced in Carracci’s workshop by a pupil. We have been unable
to trace any other copies. 

£250 - 350

304
Saenredam (Jan Pietersz, 1565-1607) THe SToRy oF AdAM And eve,
AFTeR ABRAHAM BLoeMAeRT (1564-1651), the set of six, etchings, on
laid paper, each tipped onto support, plate six with watermark of a
coat of arms, lettered states, four plates with numbers, most trimmed
with thread margins or to the platemark, each sheet approx. 280 x
198 mm. (11 x 7¾ in), unframed, circa 1604, (6).  

Literature:
Hollstein 1-6

£300 - 500
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Gandini (Alessandro, fl. 1545-1565) THe vIRGIn And CHRIST CHILd
SeATed SuRRounded By SAInTS, AFTeR GIRoLAMo dA TRevISo (C. 1497-
1544), chiaroscuro woodcut, printed from three blocks in olive-brown
and ochre, sheet 368 x 256 mm. (14½ x 10⅛ in), a very good
impression with minor nicks and tears, unframed, ca. 1545-1565,
but 1610. 

⁂ SCARCe. A mathematician living in Bologna, who tried his hand
at producing woodcuts after the master drawings he had access
to. Six prints have been attributed to him (see: Jan Johnson,
‘Alessandro Gandini: uncovering the identity of a chiaroscuro
woodcutter’, Prints Quarterly xxx, March 2013, pp. 1-13). The
present composition is after a painting executed circa 1531-3 for
the Fasanini chapel in San domenico, Bologna, and is now in the
national Gallery, London (nG 623).

£600 - 800

306

306
Mellan (Claude, 1598-1688) THe HoLy FACe, oR THe veIL oF ST
veRonICA, engraving, second state (of two) with lettering, a good
impression, on laid paper with watermark of ‘Vanderley’, platemark
430 x 315 mm. (16⅞ x 12½ in), sheet 480 x 335 mm. (18⅞ x 13¼ in),
good margins, light central horizontal fold with small repaired split
in left margin, repaired tear to upper right margin, minor surface dirt,
[circa 1649 and later].

Literature:
LeBlanc 33

⁂ Mellan’s masterpiece, achieved through a single continuous
spiral line, showcases the technical brilliance of the engraver.

£800 - 1,200

307
Piranesi (Giovanni Battista, 1720-1788) TeATRo dI MARCeLLo,
etching and engraving, Hind’s fifth state (of seven) with price erased,
on laid paper without watermark, platemark 405 x 550 mm. (16 x
21¾ in), sheet 520 x 780 mm. (20½ x 30¾ in), full margins, minor
surface dirt, unframed, circa 1757 and later; together with ‘veduta
dell’ insigne Basilica vaticana coll’ ampio Portico, e Piazza
adjacente’ and ‘veduta interna della Basilica di S. Pietro in
vaticano’, etchings and engravings, both final states, on wove paper
with ‘Regia Calcografia di Roma’ blindstamp, platemarks 475 x 715
mm. (18¾ x 28¼ in) and 410 x 605 mm. (16¼ x 23¾ in), respectively,
some spotting and surface dirt, all unframed, [1748-1778 but
impressions c. 1870-1945], (3).

Literature:
Hind 33 v/vii; 120 iii/iii; 4 vi/vi 

£300 - 500

308
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Piranesi (Giovanni Battista, 1720-1788) veduTe deLL’ ARCo dI
CoSTAnTIno e deLL’ AnFITeATRo FLAvIo, deTTo IL CoLoSSeo, etching, 1760,
on cream laid paper with watermark of fleur de lys within a double
circle (Hind 3), a richly inked and detailed impression, good margins,
platemark 405 x 545 mm. (16 x 21½ in), sheet 435 x 580 mm. (17⅛
x 223/4 in), unframed.

Literature:
Hind 56 iii/vi

£500 - 700

309
Piranesi (Giovanni Battista, 1720-1788) veduTA deL PAnTHeon
d'AGRIPPA, FRoM: vedute di Roma, etching and engraving, second state
(of five) with price erased, an excellent impression, platemark 470 x
690 mm. (18½ x 27¼ in), good margins, [1761]; together with SAn
PAoLo FuoRI Le MuRA: InTeRIoR, etching and engraving, fourth state (of
seven) with price erased, platemark 410 x 615mm. (16⅛ x 24¼ in),
with good margins, [1749], (2).

Provenance:
Colnaghi, London

Literature:
Hind 60 ii/v; 7 iv/vii

£500 - 700

310
Piranesi (Giovanni Battista, 1720-1778) veduTA deLLA GRAn PIAzzA
e BASILICA dI S. PIeTRo, FRoM: veduTe dI RoMA, etching and engraving,
first state (of 3) before numbers, an excellent impression,
platemark 460 x 705 mm. (18⅛ x 27¾ in), good margins, [1772].

Provenance:
Colnaghi, London

Literature:
Hind 102

£600 - 800

311
Goya (Francisco, 1746-1828) ySeLe QueMA LA CASA, PL. 18 FRoM ‘LoS
CAPRICHoS’, FIRST edITIon, etching and aquatint, an excellent detailed
impression, on cream laid paper, without watermark, platemark 215
x 153 mm. (8½ x 6 in), sheet 315 x 220 mm. (12⅜ x 8⅝ in), full
margins, minor surface dirt and spotting, 1799.

Literature:
Harris 53; delteil, 55 

£500 - 700

312
Kolbe the Elder (Carl Wilhelm, 1759-1835) THe CoW In THe SWAMP,
etching, an excellent rich impression, with clear detail and depth to
printing, on laid paper without watermark, platemark 302 x 415 mm.
(11⅞ x 16¼ in), sheet 340 x 452 mm. (13½ x 17¾ in), small repaired
tear to upper margin, not affecting image, several very small pin holes
visible with raking light, [circa 1800-1803].

Literature:
Martens 89 iv

£400 - 600
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Attenborough (David) THe LIvInG PLAneT, ink ownership inscription
to pastedown, 1979; The Living Planet, 1984; The Trials of Life, 1990;
The Private Life of Plants, 1995; The Life of Birds, 1998; The Life of
Mammals, 2002; Life in the undergrowth, 2005; Life in Cold Blood,
2008; Life Stories, 2009, FIRST edITIon, ALL SIGned oR WITH SIGned
PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIonS FRoM THe AuTHoR, numerous illustrations,
original boards, dust-jackets, minor creasing to head and foot, spines
slightly faded, but excellent or near-fine examples overall, 8vo (9)

⁂ A SuPeRB Run oF SIGned WoRKS By THe WoRLd-FAMouS nATuRALIST And
BRoAdCASTeR, InCLudInG ALL 8 voLuMeS oF HIS LIFE ON EARTH SeRIeS.

£600 - 800

314

314
Fishes.- Salviani (Ippolito) AQuATILIuM AnIMALIuM HISToRIAe, liber
primus, cum eorumdem formis, aere excusis, collation: �, A-Z, AA-
II8, FIRST edITIon, engraved architectural title incorporating portrait of
the author (dated 1554), 98 engravings of fish and marine animals
on 81 sheets (numbered 1-99, no 54 as usual), woodcut initials and
printer’s device on verso of final leaf, engravings on O8v, R2r, V4v,
AA8v & BB2r all with letterpress cancel slips pasted over engraved
labels, contemporary ink inscription at foot of title, water-stained
throughout, sometimes heavily, title with tear to upper outer corner
(repaired), O1, 3 & 6 all shorter and loose (supplied from another copy
but stained so some time ago), bookplate of Baron Hambro pasted
over printer’s device at end, contemporary vellum, worn and stained,
upper cover detached, lower becoming so, spine defective, [Adams
S190; Mortimer 454; Nissen ZBI 3555], folio, Rome, Ippolito Salviani,
1554 [colophon Jan.1558]; sold not subject to return

⁂ Important work on ichthyology by a professor of medicine at
Rome, illustrated with fine engravings of fish, octopus, squid etc.,
and with tables of the names in Latin, Greek and the vernacular.
It is one of the earliest uses of engraving for scientific illustration;
Salviano is supposed to have collected the specimens in the fish
markets of Rome.

£1,500 - 2,000

315
Fossils.- PALeonToGRAPHICAL SoCIeTy. [AnnuAL voLuMeS], 35 vol., vol.
31-33; 36-64 and 66-68, plates, mostly lithographed, some colour,
occasional spotting, original half cloth, original printed paper labels
to covers and spines, some chipped or torn with loss of text, spines
worn to varying degrees, 4to, 1877-1914. 

⁂ Includes A. Leith Adams on British Fossil elephants; Henry
Woodward on British Carboniferous Trilobites; T. Rupert Jones and
dr. Henry Woodward on British Palaeozoic Phyllopoda; Wheelton
Hind on The British Carboniferous Lamellibrachiata; Arthur H.
Foord on the Carbiniferous Cephalopodia of Ireland, and Arthur
Smith Woodward on the Fossil Fishes of the english Chalk. 

£1,500 - 2,000
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Herbal.- Hill ( John) THe BRITISH HeRBAL: An HISToRy oF PLAnTS And
TReeS, nATIveS oF BRITAIn, CuLTIvATed FoR uSe, oR RAISed FoR BeAuTy,
engraved frontispiece by Roberts after Samuel Wale, engraved title-
vignette and coat-of-arms of Duke of Northumberland at head of
dedication, 75 engraved plates after Darly & Edwards and others,
printed in double-column, title a little browned and soiled, frontispiece
and first 6 gatherings with worming to outer margin, touching image,
plate 70 frayed at margin and becoming loose, final plate with sheet
laid down to verso providing 19th century provenance, bookplate to
title verso, 19th century ink ownership inscription to frontispiece recto
and verso of some plates, front free endpaper detached,
contemporary calf, covers reattached with old leather hinges, rubbed
and worn, [Henrey 799; Hunt 557; Nissen BBI 881], folio, T. Osborne
and J.Shipton..., 1756.

£600 - 800

317
Jardine (Sir William) THe nATuRALIST’S LIBRARy, 40 vol., half-titles, 40
engraved portrait frontispieces, additional engraved vignette titles
(some hand-coloured) and 1280 engraved plates (of 1282, lacking
one from vol.1 Entomology, but another duplicate plate inserted, and
lacking one from vol.3 Ichthyology), the vast majority hand-coloured,
a few loose, all with tissue-guards and thus generally clean, original
cloth, some hinges broken and bindings loose, two spines defective,
several others worn or torn, 8vo, Edinburgh & London, 1833-43.

£1,000 - 1,500

318
Lilford (Thomas Littleton Powys, Baron) CoLouRed FIGuReS oF THe
BIRdS oF THe BRITISH ISLeS, 7 vol., 7 vol., photogravure portrait
frontispiece, 422 chromolithographed or hand-coloured lithographed
plates, mainly after Archibald Thorburn and  J. G. Keulemans, mounted
on linen stubs, vol. 4 with additional unnumbered plate, occasional
faint foxing and off-setting, one or two plates with faint surface
abrasion, plates and pages numbered in pencil by hand, contemporary
half morocco by R. W. Porter, lightly faded spines, 8vo, 1885-97.

£1,800 - 2,200

319
Lydekker  (Richard) WILd oxen, SHeeP, & GoATS oF ALL LAndS LIvInG And
exTInCT, FIRST edITIon, nuMBeR 172 oF 500 CoPIeS, SIGned By THe PuBLISHeR,
28 hand-coloured lithographed plates, illustrations, errata slip, a few
marks, later green half morocco, gilt, spine in compartments, [Nissen
ZBI 2614; Wood, p.444], a very good copy, 4to, 1898.

£1,000 - 1,500
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321

320
Lydekker  (Richard) THe deeR oF ALL LAndS. A HISToRy oF THe FAMILy
CeRvIdæ LIvInG And exTInCT, FIRST edITIon, nuMBeR 418 oF 500 CoPIeS
SIGned By THe PuBLISHeR, 24 hand-coloured lithographed plates,
illustrations, occasional spotting, or light foxing, later green half
morocco, gilt, spine in compartments, [Nissen ZBI 2604; Wood, p.444],
4to, 1898.

£1,000 - 1,500

321
oRnITHoLoGIA novA: oR, A neW GeneRAL HISToRy oF BIRdS, 2 vol., titles
and first leaf of introduction in vol.1 in red and black, woodcut
illustrations throughout, water-staining, vol.1 with very slight worming
to first few leaves and small tear to U1 (no loss), R3 in vol.2 defective
at corner with loss to pagination and R4 torn, contemporary sprinkled
sheep, spines gilt, worn, [Nissen IVB 699], 12mo, Birmingham, by
T.Warren, 1743-45. 

⁂ Rare work with charming illustrations; eSTC records only 4
copies (Birmingham, BL, natural History Museum, and oxford).

£300 - 400

322
[Perrault (Claude)] THe nATuRAL HISToRy oF AnIMALS, ConTAInInG THe
AnAToMICAL deSCRIPTIon oF SeveRAL CReATuReS dISSeCTed By THe RoyAL
ACAdeMy oF SCIenCeS AT PARIS, translated by Alexander Pitfield and
Richard Waller, FIRST enGLISH edITIon, fine engraved frontispiece and
35 plates, a bright, clean copy, ink ownership inscription of David
Skene to title, contemporary half calf, upper cover detached, rubbed
and a little worn, folio, R.Smith, 1702.

⁂ Ink ownership inscription likely that of david Skene (1731-
1770), doctor and naturalist, correspondent of Linnaeus and
founder, along with George Campbell and John Gregory, of the
Aberdeen Philosophical Society.

£400 - 600
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BRITISH SPoRTS And SPoRTSMen, 16 vol., each one of 1,000 copies,
numerous photographic and engraved plates, tissue-guards, original
publisher’s red morocco, gilt, covers and spines lettered in gilt, inner
gilt dentelles, light fading to spines, otherwise a bright, immaculate
set, g.e., large 4to, [1908-35].

⁂ An excellent set of this extensive sporting series comprising:
Sportsmen of the Past Part I; Sportsmen of the Past Part II;
Athletic Sports, Tennis, Rackets and other Ball Games; Big Game
Hunting and Angling; Hunting; Racing, Modern Flat-Racing,
Steeplechasing, Point-To-Point Racing, Coursing and Greyhound
Racing; Shooting and deerstalking; Commerce and Industry;
Breeding and Agriculture, Country-Life Pursuits; Golf, Athletic and
Winter Sports; Cricket and Football; Modern Commerce,
Transport, Motoring and Aviation; The Story of Shipping; yachting
and Rowing; Polo and Coaching.

£600 - 800

324
Crealock (Col. Henry Hope) AMonG THe Red deeR, SKeTCHeS FRoM
nATuRe In THe FoReST, 80 plates on 28 sheets (67 numbered), [1870];
The Happy Hunting Grounds of Loch Luichart, 55 plates on 21
sheets (26 numbered, 14 titled by hand), [1871]; In the Forest of
Balmacaan, First Series, 27 plates on 15 sheets (22 numbered),
[1872]; In the Forest of Balmacaan, Second Series, 77 plates on 29
sheets, some numbered by hand, some titled, [1874], together 4
works in 1 vol., illustrated titles, occasional faint spotting,
contemporary half morocco, morocco gilt label to upper cover,
rubbed, slight bumping to corners and extremities, folio, George
Hogarth Turner

⁂ Colonel Henry Hope Crealock was a soldier, artist and author,
who served in the Crimea, India, China and zululand. This, his first
published work, appeared as 4 portfolios of prints, mainly
showing his experiences in Luichart and Balmaccan during the
early 1870’s. This is scarce.

£5,000 - 8,000
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325
BALL GAMeS, advertisement to front pastedown torn with loss, some
staining and light browning, original pictorial boards, little bowed,
rubbed, little chipped, 1867; and The Football Annual for 1882, 8vo (2)

⁂ Rare. It also includes Cricket, Croquet, Rackets, and Sevens. 

£300 - 400

326
oFFICIAL PRoGRAMMe ASTon vILLA v CRySTAL PALACe, AT CRySTAL PALACe,
SATuRdAy, noveMBeR 30TH, 1895, single sheet, printed on recto and verso,
190 x 283mm., advertisements, central fold, red ink lines to verso, 1895.

⁂ A rare survival, especially in such a good state of preservation.

£400 - 600

327
Corinthians at Queen’s Club.-  3 TICKeTS FoR MATCHeS AT Queen’S CLuB, 1
printed on buff paper and 2 on blue paper, each 115 x 153mm., that on
buff with paper adhesion mark to verso, all with light spotting, 1895.

⁂ A superb group of tickets for Corinthians matches, in a remarkable
state of preservation. The matches are against Middlesborough (26th
october, 1895); notts Forest (2nd november, 1895) and Sunderland
(7th december, 1895). The Corinthians club was founded on 28
September 1882 by n. Lane Jackson, Assistant Secretary of The
Football Association. Between 1898-1907 they played in the Sheriff of
London Charity Shield nine times, winning three, and in the 1927 FA
Charity Shield against FA Cup winners Cardiff City, lost 2-1 at Stamford
Bridge. In all they had 86 england Internationals, 12 Welsh
Internationals, 8 Scottish Internationals and 2 Irish Internationals. 

£300 - 400

328
Varsity match at Queen’s Club.- A TICKeT FoR THe 22nd FeBRuARy, 1896
MATCH oxFoRd v CAMBRIdGe, printed on light blue paper, 115 x 151mm.,
1896; and a printed scorecard for oxford v Cambridge cricket at
Lord’s, 30th June to 2nd July, 1892, (2)

£250 - 350

329
Rugby Football.-  RouTLedGe’S HAndBooK oF FooTBALL, advertisements at
end and to endpapers, occasional spotting, original pictorial boards,
rubbed at extremities, some marking, 1867 § Arnold (e.C.) Hints on Rugby
Football, occasional spotting, original blue limp cloth, gilt, slightly frayed
at edges, Eastbourne, 1914, 8vo (2)

£300 - 400
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330
Adams (George) eSSAyS on THe MICRoSCoPe, second edition, half-title,
engraved allegorical frontispiece, slightly browned, some scattered
foxing, contemporary calf, rubbed, joints splitting, gilt spine, rubbed,
morocco label on spine, for the Editor; and for W. and S. Jones, 1798;
Plates for the essays on the Microscope, FIRST edITIon, 32 engraved
plates, new endpapers, modern morocco-backed boards, label on
spine, Printed for the author, by Robert Hindmarsh, 1787, 4to and
oblong folio (2).

£400 - 600

ALCHeMy

331

331
Bacon (Roger) and others. Le MIRoIR d’ALQuIMIe ; des Choses
Merveilleuses en nature... ; de l’Admirable Pouvoir et Puissance
de l’Art, & de nature... ; L’elixir des Philosophes, autrement l’Art
Transmutatoire..., together 4 parts in 1, collation: A-H8, I4 ; a-m8 ; a-
f8 ; a-m8, n8, FIRST edITIon In FRenCH, woodcut device on titles, ornaments
and initials, lacking B1 & C1 in first part and m8 in fourth part, all
supplied in neat 18th century manuscript, first part with otherwise
blank colophon leaf at end but fourth lacking final blank (n8), part 4
with woodcut illustrations, some ink underlinings, a little browned, a
few stains, cropped shaving a few leaves, slight marginal worming to
part 3, part 4 with small hole to m3 affecting a couple of letters and
n3 frayed at lower outer corner, engraved armorial bookplate of
P.N.Hemey, 18th century calf, gilt, spine gilt with morocco label,
rubbed, corners, joints and head of spine worn, [Not in Adams; Caillet
624], small 8vo, Lyons, Macé Bonhomme, 1557.

⁂ very rare collection of works on alchemy, issued in four parts,
each with a separate title-page. This was the first work by Bacon
to be printed, first appearing in Latin in nuremberg in 1541 and
the first edition in english in 1597. nicolas Bernard translated
parts one and four, and Jacques Girard parts two and three.
Caillet mentions the last copy at auction being the yemeniz copy
in 1867 when it fetched 85 francs.

£1,500 - 2,000

332
Bacon (Roger) de ARTe CHyMIAe SCRIPTA. Cui accesserunt opuscula
alia eiusdem authoris, second edition, title with woodcut device and
early ink inscriptions at head and foot, a few ink annotations and
many underlinings & markings to margins, browned, some water-
staining, cropped with occasional loss to last lines, catchwords or
signatures, near contemporary calf, a little rubbed, rebacked, some
corners repaired, [Ferguson I p.63], 12mo, Frankfurt, Johann Saur for
J.T. Schönwetter, 1603.

£600 - 800
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Barlet (Annibal) Le vRAy eT MeTHodIQue CouRS de LA PHySIQue
ReSoLuTIve vuLGAIReMenT dITe CHyMIe... PouR ConnoISTRe Le THeoTeCHnIe
eRGoCoSMIQue, C’eST à dIRe, L’ART de dIeu, en L’ouvRAGe de L’unIveRSe, FIRST
edITIon, woodcut frontispiece, 36 woodcuts in the text (one double-
page) and 2 double-page tables (one of chemical symbols), woodcut
initials, head- and tail-pieces, ink stain to upper corner, largely
restricted to extreme margins and first half of book, C,D and 2V-3C
with worming, occasionally affecting letters with a few words supplied
in manuscript facsimile,D3 woodcut torn and repaired, frontispiece
lower margins backed and repaired with some loss (not affecting
image), occasional spotting or browning, upper hinge tender,
contemporary vellum, darkened and soiled, lower cover repaired, later
endpapers, [cf. Duveen 44; Ferguson I, 72&73; Caillet I, 730], 4to,
Paris, N. Charles, 1653.

⁂ This richly illustrated work was intended to accompany lectures
which Barlet gave in his laboratory at Paris, attended by John
evelyn in 1649. 

£2,000 - 3,000

____________________________________

334
Anatomy.- Blasius (Gerard) zooToMIAe Seu AnAToMeS vARIoRuM
AnIMALIuM PARS PRIMA [all published], second edition, additional
engraved pictorial title of a dissection, 18 engraved full-page
illustrations, 7 folding engraved plates and 8 engraved slips cut up
from larger plates and bound in at relevant page, light soiling, a little
cropped shaving a few illustrations, later half calf, rubbed, 8vo,
Amsterdam, Abraham Wolfgang, 1676 [engraved title dated 1677].

⁂ The first comprehensive manual of comparative anatomy.

£500 - 700

335
-. Harvey (William) exeRCITATIoneS AnAToMICAe, de MoTu CoRdIS &
SAnGuInIS CIRCuLATIone, additional engraved pictorial title, 2 engraved
plates, contemporary ink signature at head of title (partly offset to head
of engraved title), light soiling, P1 slightly defective at lower outer corner
of margin (repaired), later sheep, morocco labels, a little rubbed, [Wing
H1089], 12mo, R. Daniel, 1660 [engraved title dated 1661].

⁂ Pioneering work on the motion of the heart and the circulation
of the blood.

£400 - 600
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[Apianus (Petrus)] CoSMoGRAPHIAe InTRoduCTIo cum quisdam
geometriae ac astronomiae principiis ad eam rem necessariis,
woodcut illustrations and diagrams throughout including an
armillary sphere encompassing a globe on title and full-page
illustration on verso, woodcut printer’s device on verso of final leaf,
Venice, Pietro Nicolini for Melchiorre Sessa, 1551 Bound WITH [Robert,
of Chester.] Astrolabii quo primi mobilis deprehenduntur canones,
diligentia Petri Cattena mathematicae rei in gymnasio Patavino,
woodcut initial and printer’s device on final leaf, [Houzeau & Lancaster
3274], Padua, Giacomo Fabriano, 1549, together 2 works in 1 vol.,
lightly soiled and stained, first title and following few leaves a little
frayed at fore-edge, contemporary limp vellum, rather worn, stained
and slightly defective, especially spine, small 8vo

⁂ TWo RARe WoRKS ReLATInG To GeoGRAPHy And ASTRonoMy. The first is
a scarce edition of the popular abridgment of Apian’s
Cosmographicus liber of 1524 and introduces readers to
geography including the poles, meridian, Arctic & Antarctic circles,
tropics, latitude & longitude etc., and mentions the discovery of
America by Amerigo vespucci on C1r & C2v, calling it a “fourth
part” of the world. This is the fourth venetian edition published
by Sessa, after those of 1533, 1535 & 1541. It is not in Sabin and
CoPAC records only one copy (university College, London).

The second work, a treatise on the planispheric astrolabe for
astronomers and navigators, is a later edition of THe eARLIeST BooK
on Any SCIenTIFIC InSTRuMenT. It is now ascribed to Robert of Chester
who worked in Segovia and London and wrote a treatise on the
universal astrolabe, produced tables for the meridian of London,
and translated al-Kwarizmi’s Algebra. It was first printed in Perugia
c.1477-79 but was edited by Pietro Catena and published in
venice in 1512. It describes the astrolabe and how to use it to
locate astronomical bodies, determine local time and establish
latitude and longitude. It is not listed on CoPAC; WorldCat lists 2
copies only (Leiden and Michigan).

£750 - 1,000

337
Astronomy.- Reynolds (James, publisher) ASTRonoMICAL dIAGRAMS,
14 hand-coloured engraved diagrams of astronomical phenomena,
all on card, some with tissue paper to be held up to the light, loose as
issued in original gilt-lettered cloth covers, spine lacking, 4to, c.1846.

⁂ The copy sold in these rooms in october 2017 as part of the edge
Hall library had 13 plates, 2 of which were on paper rather than card.
This copy has all those present in the edge Hall copy but with an
additional plate entitled Chart of the Heavens (plus a duplicate
thereof). The other plates are: Telescopic view of the Moon,
Transparent Solar System, The Seasons and Signs of the zodiac, The
Planets, Transparent diagram of the Phases of the Moon, Methods
of Ascertaining the Longitude, eclipses and the Theory of the Tides,
Methods of Ascertaining the Latitude, The earth and its
Atmosphere, The Sun and Solar Phenomena, The earth’s Annual
Revolution round the Sun, Comets, diagram of Meteorology.

£600 - 800

338
Cuthbertson (John) PRACTICAL eLeCTRICITy, And GALvAnISM, containing a
series of experiments, FIRST edITIon, half-title, 9 folding engraved plates,
5pp. publisher’s catalogue of books and 4pp. catalogue of the author’s
scientific instruments at end, contemporary half diced russia, spine ruled
in gilt, an excellent copy, 1807 § Cavallo (Tiberius) A Complete Treatise
on electricity, in Theory and Practice..., second, revised & expanded,
edition, 4 folding engraved plates (lightly offset), contemporary ink
inscription of Henry Hamilton on title, contemporary calf, spine gilt with
red roan label, slightly rubbed and marked, 1782, 8vo (2)

£400 - 600
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339
Davy (Sir Humphry) I. on THe FIRe-dAMP oF CoAL MIneS, And on
MeTHodS oF LIGHTInG THe MIneS So AS To PRevenT ITS exPLoSIon,
november 9, 1815; II. An account of an invention for giving light
in explosive mixtures of fire-damp in coal mines, consuming the
fire-damp. January 11, 1816, extract from Philosophical
Transactions, 24pp., folding engraved plate, foxing and offsetting,
modern half calf over marbled boards, 4to, 1815-16.

£300 - 400

340
Electricity.- Desaguliers ( John Theophilus) A dISSeRTATIon
ConCeRnInG eLeCTRICITy, FIRST edITIon, half-title with advertisements
verso, final advertisement f., woodcut head- and tail-pieces, some
spotting and staining, modern diced calf over old marbled boards,
corners worn, rubbed, [Mottelay p.167; Wheeler Gift 306], 8vo, W.
Innys, and T. Longman, 1742.

⁂ The earliest work in english entirely devoted to electricity. Boyle
had published a tract on the subject as part of a collection in 1675. 

Provenance: ‘T. L. effingham, June the 21st’ (contemporary ink
inscription to verso of title). 

£2,000 - 3,000

341
Fireworks & Mines.- Jones (Capt. Robert) ARTIFICIAL FIReWoRKS,
IMPRoved To THe ModeRn PRACTICe, second edition, corrected, 11 folding
engraved plates, 1p. advertisements at end, lacking initial and final
blanks, title cropped at foot with loss of date, contemporary ink
inscription of Henry Case of Suffolk with manuscript notes concerning
fireworks on front free endpaper, browned, pencil annotations to
plates, lightly offset and with one or two stains, contemporary tree calf,
rubbed, for J.Millan, 1776 § Barba (Albaro Alonso) A Collection of
Scarce and valuable Treatises upon Metals, Mines, and Minerals,
second edition, engraved frontispiece (offsetting from title), 1p.
advertisements at end, contemporary sprinkled calf, spine gilt with red
morocco label, [Ferguson I p.170; Norman 115], for J.Hodges, 1740,
8vo & 12mo.

⁂ The manuscript notes in the first list the cost of fireworks
including rockets and roman candles. It also includes sections by
Belidor and valliere on mines. The second work is the second
collected edition of “the first significant treatise on metals to be
written in Spanish” (norman). It includes Gabriel Plattes’s Discovery
of subterraneal treasure and Houghton’s Compleat Miner.

£400 - 600
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Galen.- Fuchs (Leonhart) MeTHoduS Seu RATIo CoMPendIARIA
PeRvenIendI Ad veRAM SoLIdAMQue MedICInAM, MIRIFICe Ad GALenI LIBRoS
ReCTe InTeLLIGendoS uTILIS, collation: †8 2†8 α-γ8 A-Z AA-NN8, woodcut
decorative initials, 17th century ink marginalia and underlining,
water-stained at foot, occasional spotting, lightly browned, 19th
century marbled wrappers, 16mo (113 x 71mm.), Paris, Charles
Guillard, 1546.

⁂ A rare edition of Fuchs’ commentaries on Galen. uSTC lists only
3 copies (only 1 uK, Wadham, oxford).

Provenance: ‘ex libris Joij [?] Michaelij eineder, Medici Anno 1691’
(ink inscription to foot of title). 

£300 - 400

343
Gardiner ( John) A dISCouRSe ConCeRnInG THe CIRCuLATIon oF THe
BLood..., FIRST edITIon, title soiled and with repaired tears, some upper
margins trimmed, occasionally touching pagination, some light
browning, modern half calf, [ESTC cites only 5 copies, 2 in UK 3 in
USA], 4to, for Tho. Parkhurst, 1702.

⁂ very rare at auction - no copy traced for at least 35 years.
Copies located by eSTC at BL and Bodleian, Folger, Library Co. of
Philadelphia and university of Chicago. 

£400 - 600

344
Geomancy.- Cattan (Christophe) LA GeoMAnCe...Livre non moins
plaisant & recreatif, que d’ingenieuse invention...avec la Roüe de
Pythagoras, [edited by Gabriel du Preau], collation : à4, è4, A-Z, Aa-
Yy4, FIRST edITIon, title with woodcut printer’s device, woodcut
ornaments, initials, illustrations, diagrams and tables, à2 & 3
misbound after è signature, rather soiled and stained, especially è1
(reinforced at inner margin), ink stains to upper margins (causing
some holes to one leaf), modern half vellum over marbled boards,
slightly rubbed, [Caillet 2093; cf. Adams C1128, Gilles issue, same
collation], 4to, Paris, Jean Corrozet, 1558.

⁂ one of the most important works on geomancy, astrology,
magic and “secrets”; the variant issue with Corrozet imprint.
Geomancy is the practice of divination from markings on the
ground, a medieval practice which became popular in the
Renaissance. The work contains tables for casting horoscopes
and a Pythagoras wheel. It was extremely influential and three
more editions were published by 1577, with the first edition in
english in 1591. 

Geomancy – see also lot 20.

£600 - 800

345
Hales (Stephen) LA STATIQue deS véGéTAux, eT L’AnALySe de L’AIR,
translated by G.L.L. de Buffon, FIRST edITIon In FRenCH, PReSenTATIon
CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR, 20 engraved plates on 10 sheets, water-stained,
some light browning (including title\), occasional spotting,
contemporary speckled calf, gilt spine in compartments, corners little
worn, rubbed, [Pritzel 3700], 4to, Paris, Chez Debure, 1735.

⁂ The inscription reads ‘ex dono authoris, ?Cynot de Charancin’. 

£300 - 400
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Industrial Espionage.- JAGuAR MK. vII, FILe oF PHoToGRAPHS And
deTAILed InFoRMATIon CoMPILed FoR SenIoR RoLLS RoyCe STAFF, 33
photographs, all numbered, many captioned, 22ff. typed text plus
charts and diagrams, together in loose leaf folder, a typed leaf tipped
in to front inner cover lists 7 people (initials or abreviated names) to
whom copies of this report were circulated with another longer list (“If
anyone in the second list is interested will they please borrow a copy
from the Central file or the Experimental Test Office”), the final typed
leaf is signed L.G.Ward (presumably the main compiler), original
wrappers with car details on 2 labels to upper cover and marked
“Central File” upper right in white ink, small folio, 1953.

⁂ Presumably Rolls Royce acquired an example of the Jaguar Mk.
vII (3.5 litre, 5 seater saloon), considering it a competitor to their
own car. This report would have been compiled following
extensive and detailed analysis of the Jaguar, covering both
strengths and weaknesses of all aspects. The photographs show
exterior, interior and details of the engine and other parts.

£300 - 500

MedICIne

347
Codronchi (Baptista) de MoRBIS veneFICIS, AC veneFCIIS, libri quattuor,
title with woodcut architectural border, woodcut initials, with the final
blank, light staining to title and first few leaves, contemporary limp
vellum with loops but lacking toggles, a little stained, 8vo, Milan, Jo.
Bapt. Bidellius, 1618.

⁂ Scarce.

£300 - 400

348
Cordus (Valerius) dISPenSAToRIuM, HoC eST PHARMACoRuM
ConFICIendoRuM RATIo, collation: a-z, A-G8, woodcut printer’s device on
title, woodcut initials, with final blank, contemporary ink manuscript
note in English at end of contents and another longer in Latin on front
free endpaper, some underlinings in red, light water-staining, slight
worming to lower margin, contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges,
lacking ties, a little rubbed and soiled, [Not in Adams], 16mo, Lyons,
Theobaldus Paganus [Thibaud Payen], 1556.

⁂ Rare early edition of essentially the first pharmacopoeia, first
published in 1535.

£600 - 800

349
Digby (Sir Kenelm) CHoICe And exPeRIMenTed ReCeIPTS In PHySICK And
CHIRuRGeRy, as also Cordial and distilled Waters and Spirits,
Perfumes, and other Curiosities, FIRST edITIon, with the rare
longitudinal title but without engraved portrait, a little soiled and
browned, some stains, particularly to C2, near contemporary calf,
ruled in blind, a little rubbed, rebacked, lower edges of boards
repaired, [Wing D1423a], 8vo, for the Author, 1668.

⁂ Collection of medical remedies, assembled by George
Hartmann, digby’s laboratory assistant, from digby’s papers after
his death. There are several variant title-pages, but not all variants
or copies appear to have been issued with a portrait. This variant
on  eSTC mentions a portrait but lacks the half-title.

£400 - 600

350
Phlebotomy.- Corti (Matteo) QueSTIo de PHLoBoToMIA In PLeuReSI,
collation: A-E8, FIRST edITIon, title with ornamental woodcut border of
putti and foliage, large woodcut printer’s device on otherwise blank
final leaf, a little browned, some light water-staining, later vellum,
spine gilt with black roan label, a few spots, boards a little splayed,
very slight worming to outer edge of upper board, [Not in Adams],
8vo, Venice, Giovanni Padovano & Venturino Ruffinelli, 1534.

⁂ Scarce treatise on phlebotomy or blood-letting for the
treatment of pleurisy, by the professor of medicine at Bologna
university. He met vesalius, who was studying medicine in Padua,
in 1538 but they had different opinions regarding blood-letting.
vesalius advocated the ancient Greek method of drawing blood
from a point near the ailment while Corti followed the Muslim and
medieval practice of taking it from a distant part of the body.

£300 - 400
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Newton (Sir Isaac) exCeRPTA QuædAM e neWTonI PRInCIPIIS
PHILoSoPHIæ nATuRALIS, CuM noTIS vARIoRuM, edited by John Jebb,
Robert Thorp, and George Wollaston, FIRST edITIon, list of
subscribers, 12 folding engraved plates, occasional spotting, antique
style brown morocco by Flora Ginn, gilt, spine in compartments with
red morocco and floral decoration, [Babson 15], 4to, Cambridge, J.
Bentham, 1765.

⁂ A very good copy of this scarce first edition. 

£750 - 1,000

352
Priestley (Joseph) HeAdS oF LeCTuReS on A CouRSe oF exPeRIMenTAL
PHILoSoPHy, PARTICuLARLy InCLudInG CHeMISTRy, for J.Johnson, 1794
Bound AFTeR Berkenhout ( John) First Lines of the Theory and
Practice of Philosophical Chemistry, 2 folding letterpress tables, 7
engraved plates, 2 folding, advertisement leaf at end, title very slightly
soiled, for T.Cadell, 1788, together 2 works in 1 vol., FIRST edITIonS,
contemporary ink inscription of Domk. D’Arcy of 18th Lt. Dragoons
to front free endpaper, contemporary tree calf, spine ruled in gilt with
red roan label, a little rubbed, small nick to corner of label, spine worn
at foot, 8vo 

⁂ The first is a series of lectures, mostly on chemistry, given at
the new College in Hackney.

£500 - 700

353
Physiognomy.- [Della Rocca (Bartolomeo)], “Cocles”. LA
PHySIonoMIe nATuReLLe eT LA CHIRoMAnCe, numerous woodcuts of faces
and hands, 2 full-page, a little soiled and stained, bookplate of George
Charles Bright M.D., contemporary sprinkled calf, spine gilt, rubbed,
spine worn and slightly defective, Rouen, Jean-B. Besongne, 1698 §
Mimique: L’Art de connaitre els Hommes sur leurs attitudes, leurs
gestes et leurs démarches, d’après Lavater, second edition, 32
hand-coloured engraved plates, half-title with pencil signature and
soiled, manuscript verses to inside rear cover, original wrappers,
uncut, lacking upper wrapper, spine worn, Paris, 1813, 12mo (2)

⁂ The first is a guide to physiognomy and chiromancy, the arts
of determining character and temperament through the study of
faces and hands respectively. 

George Charles Bright (1840-1922), physician, son of Richard
Bright who identified the disease named after him.

Chiromancy – see also lot 20.

£300 - 400

354
Salmon (William) SePLASIuM. THe CoMPLeAT enGLISH PHySICIAn: or, the
druggist’s Shop opened, FIRST edITIon, half-title, with a4 leaf (blank
but for table on verso for pasting over table on p.304), contemporary
ink inscription of Robert Parker at head of title and with engraved
bookplate of Edward Parker of Browsholme, Yorks., occasional soiling,
a few minor marginal defects, contemporary calf, rubed, spine ends
worn, [Wing S452], for Matthew Gilliflower, 1693 § Medicina curiosa:
or, a variety of new Communications in Physick, Chirurgery, and
Anatomy..., no.2 only (of 2), drop-head title, with another title-page
supplied in old ink manuscript at beginning, ?lacking table, one or
two ink annotations (one cropped), a little soiled, small ink stain to
final leaf, modern morocco, Tho. Basset, 1684, 8vo & 4to (2)

⁂ The second is the second part of the first english medical
periodical, only two numbers were issued. It includes several
cures for diseases including the “French pox”.

£350 - 450
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Steam Engines.- [Marshall (W.P.)] deSCRIPTIon oF THe PATenT
LoCoMoTIve STeAM enGIne oF MeSSRS. RoBeRT STePHenSon And Co., FIRST
SePARATe edITIon, 4 large folding engraved plates, illustrations, original
cloth, paper label on upper cover, spotted and faded, 1838 §
Partington (C.F.) An Historical and descriptive Account of the
Steam engine, 8 folding or double-page engraved plates,
contemporary half russia, joints split, spine chipped at head, 1822 §
Alderson (M.A.) An essay on the nature and Application of
Steam..., 18 lithographed plates, 5 folding, illustration in text (plate
XIX), with issue no.2840 of ‘The Globe’ dated January 23rd 1812
containing account of Woolf’s Patent Steam Engine loosely inserted,
original cloth-backed boards, uncut, paper label chipped, 1834, FIRST
edITIonS, some spotting and offsetting, all rubbed, 4to & 8vo (3)

⁂ The first was originally published as part of Tredgold’s The
Steam Engine but then issued separately. The Stephenson Co.
patent was taken out in 1833, using six wheels rather than the
more usual four and setting the standard of locomotive design
for many years. 

£400 - 600

356

356
Toxicology.- Nicander, of Colophon. THeRIACA. eIuSdeM
ALexIPHARMACA [graece]. Interpretatio innominati autoris in
Theriaca..., collation: [Aa]2, Bb-Oo4, title in Greek and Latin, text in
Greek, 1530; Theriaca et Alexipharmaca, cum scholiis, edited by
Joannes Lonicer, collation: a-p4, with final blank, Latin text, 1531, 2
works in 1 vol., titles with woodcut device, with enlarged version on
final leaf of first work, large woodcut historiated initials, some spotting
and browning, particularly to second work, contemporary limp vellum
with ties (all but one lacking), rubbed and a little stained, pastedowns
from a manuscript Italian Latin Bible (Book of Jeremiah Ch.29 & 30,
c.1400) written in rounded Gothic hand, [Adams N209-210], 4to,
Cologne, J.Soter

⁂ Two famous 2nd century Greek poems, the first works on
toxicology, both third editions. Both describe the symptoms of
poisoning: Theriaca concerning the bites of venomous animals,
Alexipharmaca poisons and their antidotes.

£500 - 700

357
Willis (Thomas) de AnIMA BRuToRuM QuAe HoMInIS vITALIS AC SenSITIvA
eST, exeRCITATIoneS duAe, 8 engraved folding plates, light damp-staining,
title soiled at foot, contemporary vellum, slightly soiled, [cf. Norman
2244], 12mo, Amsterdam, J. a Someren, 1674.

⁂ early printing of the earliest english work on medical
psychology. 

£300 - 400
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358
Barrow (John) TRAveLS InTo THe InTeRIoR oF SouTHeRn AFRICA, 2 vol.,
second edition, half-title in vol.2 only (as issued), 8 hand-coloured
aquatint plates, 9 folding engraved maps and plans, 3 with partial
hand-colouring (all with severe offsetting and to adjacent leaves),
Directions to Binder and advertisement leaves at end, light offsetting
from plates, bookplate of Baron Hambro, contemporary calf, gilt,
spines gilt with black and green roan labels, rubbed, some worn
patches to covers, joints split, [Abbey, Travel 322; Tooley 85], 4to, 1806.

⁂ The second and best edition, including plates by daniell, not
present in the first edition.

£500 - 700

359
Beechey (Capt. F.W. and H.W.) PRoCeedInGS oF THe exPedITIon To
exPLoRe THe noRTHeRn CoAST oF AFRICA, FRoM TRIPoLy eASTWARd; in
MdCCCxxI. and MdCCCxxII..., FIRST edITIon, PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM
THe AuTHoR inscribed on front free endpaper, engraved folding map
and 8 plans, 13 engraved plates (mostly fine aquatints after
H.W.Beechey, one folding, 2 hand-coloured), with errata slip bound in
at begnning and advertisement slip for Beechey’s African Views loosely
inserted, wide margins, light water-staining to upper margin towards
end and occasional light damp-staining, original boards, uncut,
rubbed, joints split, spine detached, [Abbey, Travel 305], 4to, 1828.

⁂ Beechey, famous for his explorations in the Pacific ocean and
the Arctic, undertook this expedition after having served with
Franklin and Parry. 

£300 - 400

360
Campbell ( John) TRAveLS In SouTH AFRICA, undertaken at the
request of the London Missionary Society, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, half-
title in vol.1, hand-coloured aquatint frontispieces and 10 plates,
tissue guards, folding hand-coloured engraved map, Directions to
Binder and 3pp. advertisements at end of vol.1, some light spotting
and offsetting, mostly to guards, water-staining to last few leaves in
vol.2, modern morocco, gilt, g.e., spines slightly faded, [Abbey Travel
328], 8vo, 1822.

£300 - 400
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361
Harris (William Cornwallis) THe WILd SPoRTS oF SouTHeRn AFRICA,
third edition, additional hand-coloured lithographed pictorial title and
25 hand-coloured lithographed plates, folding lithographed map with
route supplied in red, light spotting or soiling to some plates, modern
half morocco, t.e.g., spine slightly faded, 8vo, 1841.

£300 - 400

362
Latrobe (Rev. Christian Ignatius) JouRnAL oF A vISIT To SouTH
AFRICA, In 1815, And 1816. With Some Account of the Missionary
Settlements of the united Brethren, near the Cape of Good Hope,
FIRST edITIon, folding engraved map with routes supplied by hand in
red and blue, 4 engraved outline panoramas and 12 hand-coloured
aquatint plates, advertisement leaf at end, title with some offsetting
and light spotting, occasional other foxing and offsetting, modern
dark blue morocco, gilt, spine ruled in gilt, t.e.g., spine very slightly
faded, [Abbey, Travel 325; Tooley 292], 4to, 1818. 

£750 - 1,000

363
[Lobo (Jeronimo)] A SHoRT ReLATIon oF THe RIveR nILe, of its Sourse
and Current; of its overflowing the Campagna of Aegypt...,
translated by Sir Peter Wyche, second English edition, initial
imprimatur leaf, pencil signature of C.Waring at head of title with
several marginal and notes on rear free endpaper, a little browned,
contemporary mottled calf, rubbed, rebacked, corners repaired, new
endpapers, [Wing L2734], small 8vo, for John Martin, 1673.

⁂ Account of a Jesuit missionary’s travels in ethiopia from 1625
to 1633; originally written in Portuguese it was translated from
the manuscript by Sir Peter Wyche for the Royal Society. It
includes descriptions of Lake Tana, the source of the Blue nile,
Arab shipping, Prester John and “the famous unicorne”.

£750 - 1,000

364
Paterson (Lt. William) A nARRATIve oF FouR JouRneyS InTo THe
CounTRy oF THe HoTTenToTS And CAFFRARIA, FIRST edITIon, without pp.vii-
viii as usual, with 17 engraved plates (mostly botanical or natural
history subjects), folding engraved map at end, some light foxing and
offsetting, original boards, uncut, a little worn and stained, rebacked,
new label, 4to, 1789.

⁂ one of the earliest descriptions in english of the interior of
southern Africa, particularly important for the botanical
specimens collected.

£1,000 - 1,500
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365
Salt (Henry) A voyAGe To ABySSInIA, And TRAveLS InTo THe InTeRIoR oF
THAT CounTRy..., FIRST edITIon, half-title, 7 engraved maps, 5 folding and
one hand-coloured, 27 engraved plates and engraved head- & tail-
piece, most folding maps laid down on linen, occasional spotting, wide
margins, engraved bookplate of Agnew Bart. of Lochnaw,
contemporary calf, rubbed, some worn patches to upper cover, spine
a little faded, upper cover detached, 4to, 1814.

⁂ Salt was sent on a mission to the King of Abyssinia by the British
Govenment. The work also contains information on Arabia, the
Portuguese settlements on the east coast of Africa and
vocabularies of the tribal languages.

£300 - 400

366
Sulivan (Capt. George Lydiard) dHoW CHASInG In zAnzIBAR WATeRS
And on THe eASTeRn CoAST oF AFRICA: nARRATIve oF FIve yeARS’
exPeRIenCeS In THe SuPPReSSIon oF THe SLAve TRAde, FIRST edITIon, folding
hand-coloured map, 12 wood-engraved plates, wood-engraved
illustrations, lacking half-title and advertisements at end, short tear
to upper margin of p.165/166, a few spots, contemporary half
morocco, by Scopes of Ipswich, spine gilt, cloth boards a little damp-
stained, 8vo, 1873.

£500 - 700

AMeRICAS

367
Benzoni (Girolamo) LA HISToRIA deL Mondo nuovo, collation: A-Y8,
Z4, second edition, woodcut printer’s device on title, woodcut portrait
medallion of the author, ornaments, initials and 18 illustrations in
text, with final colophon leaf, contemporary ink inscription at foot of
title crossed out, A-H signatures a little browned, a few stains, cropped
affecting some head-lines, later tree sheep, spine gilt with red roan
label, slightly rubbed, [Adams B688; Sabin 4791], 8vo, Venice, Pietro
& Francesco Tini, 1572.

⁂ Account of the Spanish new World by an Italian merchant,
first published in 1565, with descriptions of the customs and
religions of the native Americans. Benzoni spent fourteen years
travelling through the Caribbean, Central America and Peru and
was critical of the Spanish treatment of the inhabitants. The
woodcuts include natives in canoes, growing cacao for drinking
chocolate (which he found distasteful), making bread and wine,
dancing, fishing, worshipping the sun atop a pyramid, and gold-
& silver-smithing. 

£1,500 - 2,000

368
Berquin-Duvallon (Pierre-Louis) vue de LA CoLonIe eSPAGnoLe du
MISSISSIPI, ou les Provinces de Louisiane et Floride occidentale...,
FIRST edITIon, half-title, 2 folding hand-coloured maps, 3pp. errrata at
end (one leaf with hole to margin), a little spotting and soiling, light
water-staining, mostly marginal, old ink library stamp to half-title,
modern half blue morocco, by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, spine gilt, t.e.g.,
others uncut, [Sabin 4962], 8vo, Paris, Imprimerie Expéditive, 1803.

⁂ First-hand account of life in new orleans and Louisiana at the
time, with descriptions of the theatres, dances, Creoles,
commerce etc.

£800 - 1,200
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369
Bossu (Jean Bernard) nouveAux voyAGeS dAnS L’AMéRIQue
SePTenTRIonALe, FIRST edITIon, half-title, engraved coat-of-arms on
dedication leaf to Philippe de Limbourg, 4 engraved plates after G. de
St.Aubin, one folding, handsome contemporary mottled calf, gilt, a
little rubbed, neatly rebacked preserving old gilt spine, corners
repaired, [Sabin 6470], 8vo, Amsterdam [Paris], Changuion, 1777.

⁂ Bossu, a French army officer, made two trips to Louisiana
which he described in his first book Nouveaux Voyages aux Indes
Occidentales, published in 1768. This scarcer title is an account of
his third trip and was published with the imprint of Amsterdam
as he had previously got into trouble with the authorities after
criticising the governor of new orleans.

£300 - 400

370
British American Land Company. InFoRMATIon ReSPeCTInG THe
eASTeRn ToWnSHIPS oF LoWeR CAnAdA...for the Sale and Settlement
of Lands..., FIRST edITIon, folding lithographed map with partial hand-
colouring, folding table (bound in tightly so that unable to fold out),
1833 Bound WITH Grainger (James) An eSSAy on THe MoRe CoMMon
WeST-IndIA dISeASeS; And...SoMe HInTS on THe MAnAGeMenT, &C oF
neGRoeS, second edition, lacking half-title, 8pp. publishers’ catalogue
and additional advertisement leaf for the author’s poetical works at
end, some light foxing, Edinburgh, 1802, together 2 works in 1 vol.,
modern morocco-backed marbled boards, spine slightly faded, 8vo 

⁂ Both scarce. The second work, originally published in 1764, was
by a physician and poet who also wrote The Sugar Cane, a long
poem describing the cultivation of sugar. The present work was
highly regarded for its humane proposals for slave-management
and this edition includes at the end a list of West Indian plants
Grainger recommended for medical purposes, with their
Linnaean names.

£400 - 600

371
Buccaneers.- Ravenau de Lussan (Sieur de) JouRnAL du voyAGe
FAIT A LA MeR de Sud, AveC LeS FLIBuSTIeRS de L’AMeRIQue en 1684..., title
with woodcut device and old ink inscription at foot (slight loss from
cropping/fraying), rather soiled and stained, small tear to C5, one or
two other minor marginal defects, book-label of James Stevens Cox,
modern dark blue morocco, by Rivière & Son, uncut, [Sabin  67984],
12mo, Paris, Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1690.

⁂ First published the previous year, with the same imprint. de
Lussan was a well-born Parisian who took to buccaneering in
pursuit of adventure but insisted on his crew attending Mass
before plundering a town.

£300 - 400

372
Chappell (Lt. Edward) voyAGe oF HIS MA JeSTy’S SHIP RoSAMond To
neWFoundLAnd And THe SouTHeRn CoAST oF LABRAdoR, engraved folding
map and 2 plates only (of 3), advertisement leaf at end, spotting and
soiling, old library label, original cloth-backed boards, uncut, joints
split, spine worn, 1818 § Lyell (Charles) Travels in north America;
with Geological observations on the united States, Canada, and
nova Scotia, 2 vol., folding chromolithographed frontispiece of
Niagara Falls, folding hand-coloured engraved geological map,
folding map, 3 folding lithographed plates, wood-engraved plate,
contemporary ink signature at head of titles, some light soiling,
original blind-stamped cloth, spines slightly faded, 1845, FIRST edITIonS,
[Sabin 12006 & 42761], 8vo (3)

£400 - 600
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373
Forster ( John Reinhold) A CATALoGue oF THe AnIMALS oF noRTH
AMeRICA..., FIRST edITIon, engraved frontispiece of falcon by R.Murray
after M.Griffith, interleaved, contemporary ink signature of William
Strickland on title and with several notes to text and interleaves,
cropped, frontispiece trimmed close at outer edge and lightly offset
on title, modern morocco-backed boards, [Sabin 25133], 8vo, by
B.White, 1771.

⁂ very rare early catalogue of American fauna including several
previously unknown species, and with directions for collecting and
preserving specimens at end. only 2 copies appear to have been
sold at auction in the last 100 years, in 1993 and an inscribed
copy in 2010.

?William Strickland, 6th Baron Boynton (1753-1834), gentleman
farmer from yorkshire, who travelled to America in 1794-95 to
make a survey of American agriculture, published as Observations
on the Agriculture of the United States of America in 1801.

£1,000 - 1,500

374
Hind (Henry Youle) nARRATIve oF THe CAnAdIAn Red RIveR exPLoRInG
exPedITIon oF 1857 and of the Assinniboine and Saskatchewan
exploring expedition of 1858, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, half-titles, 20 wood-
engraved plates printed in colours, 7 engraved hand-coloured maps
and plans, 2 folding, and folding hand-coloured geological cross-
section, wood-engraved illustrations, margins of plates oxidised, vol.1
lacking front free endpaper, endpapers browned, handsome
contemporary calf, by Bickers & Son, spines gilt with green and red roan
labels, marbled edges, [Abbey, Travel 630; Sabin 31934], 8vo, 1860.

⁂ Account of the Cree and Chippeway tribes of native
Americans, amongst whom the author lived for several months.

£300 - 400

375
[Hollingsworth (Samuel)] An ACCounT oF THe PReSenT STATe oF novA
SCoTIA, FIRST edITIon, half-title, light foxing, short tear to H2 touching
edge of text but no loss, contemporary marbled boards, rebacked in
calf, [Sabin 32543], 8vo, Edinburgh, for William Creech, and
T.Longman, 1786.

⁂ Concerning the commercial potential of the colony, also
navigation, fisheries, settlement and native Americans.

£300 - 400

376
Koster (Henry) TRAveLS In BRAzIL, FIRST edITIon, 8 hand-coloured
aquatint plates, 2 engraved maps, advertisement leaf at end, text a little
foxed, plates offset, original boards, uncut, rubbed and spotted, joints
cracked, spine a little worn at head, [Abbey, Travel 704], 4to, 1816.

£600 - 800
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377
Laet ( Johannes de) L’HISToIRe du nouveAu Monde ou deSCRIPTIon deS IndeS
oCCIdenTALeS, FIRST edITIon In FRenCH, title in red and black and with woodcut printer’s
device, without the 2pp. dedication to Richelieu (as often), with 14 fine double-page
maps after Hessel Gerritsz mounted on stubs, numerous woodcut illustrations in
text, mostly of fauna and flora, exTRA-ILLuSTRATed WITH 6 enGRAved MAPS oF AMeRICA
By n.SAnSon (5 FoLdInG) And A FoLdInG enGRAved PLATe oF THe FuneRAL oF THe KInG oF
MeCHoACAn By F.dooSBuRGH, all bound in, title soiled and laid down, some light
browning and occasional marginal waters-staining, map of Straits of Magellan
slightly defective at fore-edge just touching border, Caher bookplate, contemporary
sprinkled calf, joints split, spine ends a little worn, [Sabin 38558],  folio, Leiden,
Bonaventure & Abraham Elzevier, 1640.

⁂ The second printed atlas of the Americas with some of the most accurate
maps of the continent of its time, including showing California as part of the
mainland, not as an island.

The additional maps by Sanson are: Amerique Septentrionale, Floride,
Grenade, Perou & Amazone, Chili, and destroit de Magellan.

£3,000 - 4,000

378
Le Jeune (Paul) ReLATIon de Se QuI S’eST PASSé en LA nouveLLe FRAnCe en L’Anné 1636
enuoyée au R.Pere Provincial de la Compagnie de Iesus en la Province d France,
FIRST edITIon, title with woodcut device, lightly browned, O3 defective at outer margin
just touching a few letters, upper hinge broken, contemporary limp vellum, a little
rubbed and stained, 8vo, Paris, Sebastien Cramoisy, 1637.

⁂ very rare and important relation concerning the Jesuit missionaries in
Canada, including the death of Champlain and Brébeuf’s account of the
mission to the Huron. The Jesuit Relations, as they are called, appeared
annually from 1625-79 and are among the most important of all the
publications extant relating to the discovery and settlement of new France.
This volume, one of two variants that year, corresponds to the Lamoignon copy,
and does not appear to have been offered at auction since 1965. An almost
complete set of 42 volumes (36 first editions) sold for $3600 in 1884.

£2,000 - 3,000
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Middleton (Christopher) A vIndICATIon oF THe ConduCT oF CAPTAIn
CHRISToPHeR MIddLeTon, in a Late voyage on Board His Majesty’s
Ship the Furnace, for discovering a north-West Passage...in
Answer to certain objects and Aspersions of Arthur dobbs, esq.,
FIRST edITIon, half-title, with 48pp. ‘Logg Journal’ at end, A3, M3 & 2C4
torn without loss, a little browned in parts, light worming to lower
inner margin towards end, contemporary sprinkled calf, rubbed, splits
to joints, spine worn at head and lacking label, [Sabin 48858], 8vo,
by the Author’s Appointment, 1743.

⁂ RARe; the first published work in the Middleton-dobbs
controversy, a series of attacks and rejoinders between the
merchant Arthur dobbs, who was an advocate of a north-West
Passage, and Captain Middleton, who was sent by the Hudson’s
Bay Company to discover it. Middleton found only an inlet and
endured great hardship, but on his return dobbs accused him of
concealing the discovery of the passage to ensure a trading
monopoly for the Company, instigating a bitter exchange through
books and pamphlets.

£3,000 - 4,000

380
Ligon (Richard) A TRue & exACT HISToRy oF THe ISLAnd oF BARBAdoeS,
second edition, folding engraved map, 6 plates of natural history and
3 folding plates concerning sugar processing with the accompanying
letterpress explanatory leaf (sometimes bound at end but bound here
as directed), Contents leaf (Ii2) bound after title as often, short tear to
inner margin of title and to map and folding plates, light soiling,
staining to a few leaves particularly signatures R-T, engraved
bookplate of Hickman Barr, contemporary sprinkled sheep, gilt,
rubbed, covers splayed, corners worn, rebacked preserving old black
and green roan labels, [Goldsmiths’ 2039; Sabin 41058; Wing L2076],
folio, by Peter Parker...and Thomas Guy, 1673.

⁂ Including an account of the sugar industry.

£800 - 1,200

381
Long (John) voyAGeS And TRAveLS oF An IndIAn InTeRPReTeR And TRAdeR,
describing the Manners and Customs of the north American
Indians..., FIRST edITIon, folding engraved map, list of subscribers,
errata leaf, dedication misbound after errata, map and title lightly
soiled and with faint offsetting, old ink signature and inscription of
William Clibbett and Richard Clibbett Hicks on front free endpaper,
contemporary tree calf, spine gilt with red morocco label, rubbed,
wormed patches to lower cover, spine ends a little worn, a good wide-
margined copy, [Sabin 41878], 4to, for the Author, 1791.

⁂ First-hand account of native American life and the fur trade of
north America, with vocabularies of several languages. The author
spent nearly twenty years living amongst the natives as a fur
trapper and trader for the Hudson’s Bay Company.

£1,500 - 2,000
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382
Mackenzie (Alexander) voyAGeS FRoM MonTReAL, on THe RIveR ST.
LAWRenCe, THRouGH THe ConTInenT oF noRTH AMeRICA, to the Frozen
and Pacific oceans..., FIRST edITIon, half-title, engraved portrait, 3
folding engraved maps, one with routes supplied by hand in red and
yellow, errata leaf at end, portrait offset on title, browned, occasional
spotting, two folding maps a little creased or frayed at edges, one with
tear, handsome contemporary mottled calf, gilt, spine gilt with red
roan label, very slightly rubbed, upper joint split at head, small stain
to lower cover, [Sabin 43415], 4to, 1801.

⁂ Important account of the first expedition across north West
America, including a history of the fur trade and vocabulary of
several native languages.

£1,000 - 1,500

383
Skinner (Capt. Joseph) THe PReSenT STATe oF PeRu, FIRST edITIon, 20
hand-coloured stipple-engraved plates, tissue guards, lacking
dedication leaf, text foxed and browned, plates very lightly browned,
contemporary half diced russia, uncut, rubbed, joitns rubbed,
rebacked preserving old gilt spine, corners repaired, [Abbey, Travel 723;
Colas 2751; Sabin 81615], 4to, R.Phillips, 1805.

⁂ Including depictions of the Inca King and Queen, other tribal
figures, inhabitants of Lima, llamas, a bull-fighter and a Peruvian
giant.

£400 - 600

384
STATe oF THe BRITISH And FRenCH CoLonIeS In noRTH AMeRICA, with
respect to number of People, Forces, Forts, Indians, Trade and
other Advantages, FIRST edITIon, text finishes on verso of title, without
folding map (as usual), contemporary ink signature of Thomas Smith
on title and with a few corrections/annotations in ink to text, title and
final leaf lightly soiled, later panelled calf, gilt, by Sawyer, spine gilt in
compartments with roan label, t.e.g., joints a little rubbed and cracked,
slight wear to head of spine, [Sabin 90601], 8vo, for A.Millar, 1755.

£800 - 1,200

385
Wallace (Alfred Russel) A nARRATIve oF TRAveLS on THe AMAzon And
RIo neGRo, with an Account of the native Tribes..., FIRST edITIon,
tinted lithographed frontispiece, lithographed map and 8 plates,
folding letterpress table of vocabularies, without advertisements at
end, light foxing to frontispiece and title, a few pencil annotations to
final leaf, bookplate of J.C.Hawkshaw, contemporary half morocco,
spine gilt, t.e.g., slightly rubbed, upper joint cracked, 8vo, 1853.

⁂ The author’s first work, which established his reputation.

£1,000 - 1,500
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386
Bock (Carl) THe HeAd-HunTeRS oF BoRneo: A narrative of Travel up
the Mahakkam and down the Barito..., second edition, PReSenTATIon
CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR To PRoF. BLAKe inscribed at head of half-title,
folding map, chromolithographed plates, illustrations, some spotting,
original pictorial cloth, a little rubbed, large 8vo, 1882.

£250 - 350

387
Hall (Capt. Basil) ACCounT oF A voyAGe oF dISCoveRy To THe WeST
CoAST oF CoReA, and the Great Loo-Choo Island...and a vocabularly
of the Loo-choo Language by H.J.Clifford, FIRST edITIon, half-title, 12
engraved aquatint plates, 10 hand-coloured, 5 engraved maps, 2
folding, some light spotting and offsetting, original boards, paper
label, uncut, a little rubbed, [Abbey, Travel 558; Tooley 241], 4to, 1818.

£400 - 600

388
[Nicolas (Gervaise)] An HISToRICAL deSCRIPTIon oF THe KInGdoM oF
MACASAR, FIRST enGLISH edITIon, contemporary ink signature of James
Hamilton on title, light browned, a little worming, mostly to upper
inner margin but affecting some text, modern panelled calf, for Tho.
Leigh, and D.Midwinter, 1701.

⁂ Scarce description of Makassar by a missionary who spent four
years in Siam.

£400 - 600

389
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389
Ogilby (John) ASIA, THe FIRST PART, BeInG An ACCuRATe deSCRIPTIon oF
PeRSIA...the vast empire of the Great Mogol, and other Parts of
India..., [all published], FIRST edITIon, engraved frontispiece, title in
red and black, 28 engraved plates (12 double-page) and 4 double-
page maps (without the large folding map of Asia, not called for in
list of plates and not found in all copies), woodcut initials and head-
& tail-pieces, engraved illustrations in text, lacking blank B1 (as usual)
but with directions to binder leaf at end, title lightly soiled and
stained, plates foxed, text a little browned, some stains (particularly
to CC & DD signatures), tear to Z1 repaired,18th century engraved
bookplate of William Horton Esq. of Chaderton, contemporary
mottled calf, spine gilt with red morocco label, rubbed, corners and
spine ends a little worn, splits to joints, [Wing O166], folio, printed by
the Author, 1673.

£1,000 - 1,500

390
Raffles (Sir Thomas Stamford) THe HISToRy oF JAvA, 2 vol., FIRST
edITIon, 65 engraved plates, many aquatint, 10 hand-coloured after
William Daniell, one plate folding, 2 folding letterpress tables,
engraved vignettes, lacking half-titles and large folding engraved map,
occasional spotting or light browning, contemporary calf, a little
rubbed and scratched, rebacked preserving old gilt spines, new
morocco labels, [Abbey, Travel 554; Tooley 391], 4to, 1817.

£750 - 1,000

391
Barrow (John) TRAveLS In CHInA, FIRST edITIon, 5 hand-coloured
aquatint plates, 3 engraved plates, 2 folding (foxed), some light
offsetting from plates, occasional spotting, 2 leaves becoming loose,
contemporary marbled calf, gilt, spine gilt with black roan label,
rubbed, head of spine slightly worn, [Abbey, Travel 531; Tooley 84],
4to, 1804.

£400 - 600

392
Dass (Munshi Bulaqi) A HISToRy oF THe eMPeRoRS oF deLHI In THe
MuGHAL FAMILy, 56 mounted photographs of portraits of “Shahan and
begmats”, each within ornamental frame printed in red and with
numbered caption mounted at foot, light spotting to text,
contemporary cloth, gilt, 8vo, [?Delhi, Mayor Press], [c.1870].

£300 - 400
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393
Gonzalez de Mendoza (Juan) HISToRIA de LAS CoSAS MAS noTABLeS,
RIToS y CoSTuMBReS, deL GAn Reyno deLA CHInA...con un Itinerario del
nuevo Mundo, collation: (, ((, A-Z, Aa-Dd8, Ee4, with blank ((8, FIRST
edITIon, title with woodcut device and faint contemporary ink
inscriptions, woodcut initials, ((1 slightly defective at lower outer corner
(repaired), one or two other minor marginal defects, occasional
spotting or browning but generally very clean, book-label of James
Stevens Cox, modern black straight-grain morocco, double-fillet gilt
border, spine gilt, [Adams G864; Cordier 8; Sabin 27775], 8vo, Rome,
Vincentio Accolti, 1585.

⁂ An excellent copy of one of the earliest works on China and the
first european book to contain Chinese characters. It also
contains an account of Mexico.

£3,000 - 4,000

393 (detail)

394
Teichman (Eric) TRAveLS oF A ConSuLAR oFFICeR In noRTH-WeST CHInA,
FIRST edITIon, half-title, frontispiece, maps and plates, 2 folding maps
in pocket at end, old library label on front pastedown but not stamps
or numbers, original cloth, uncut, spine very slightly faded, a good
copy, 8vo, Cambridge, 1921.

£500 - 700

395
Williamson (Rev. Alexander) JouRneyS In noRTH CHInA, MAnCHuRIA,
And eASTeRn MonGoLIA: with some acount of Corea, 2 vol., FIRST
edITIon, 7 wood-engraved plates, wood-engraved illustrations, 2
folding maps, one spotted and with tear to fold, the other colour with
short tear to edge, occasional other spotting, PeTeR HoPKIRK’S CoPy with
his book-label, original pictorial green cloth, gilt, a little rubbed, gouge
to upper cover of vol.1, 8vo, 1870.

£300 - 400
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396
Atlantic.- Beatson (Maj.-Gen. Alexander) TRACTS ReLATIve To THe
ISLAnd oF ST.HeLenA; written during a Residence of Five years, FIRST
edITIon, lacking half-title, with engraved plan and 6 aquatint views by
William Daniell after Samuel Davis, occasional foxing, some light
water-staining, mostly marginal, title defective at lower inner corner
not affecting text (repaired), exTRA-ILLuSTRATed WITH 4 HAnd-CoLouRed
AQuATInT PLATeS (noS.2-5 oF 5) FRoM PoCoCK’S ‘FIve vIeWS oF ST.HeLenA’
WITH ACCoMPAnyInG 12PP. oF TexT Bound In (text oblong folio, folded),
contemporary calf, rubbed, rebacked, corners repaired, [Abbey, Travel
312 & 310; Tooley 381, Pocock], 4to, 1816.

⁂ Beatson was governor of St.Helena from 1808 to 1813 and
despite his strict measures, including suppressing a mutiny in
1811, he made many improvements to the island particularly
regarding agriculture and self-sufficiency. 

Pocock was a naval lieutenant and the son of a marine artist. His
work is very rare with a subscription of only 58 copies including
12 proof copies. It is without the title, list of subscribers and the
double-page general view but all the text is present. only one
copy has been sold at auction since the 1930s, the Quentin
Keynes copy in 2004.

£1,000 - 1,500

397
Europe.- Taylor (Thomas, publisher) THe GenTLeMAnS PoCKeT
CoMPAnIon, for Travelling into Foreign parts, 2 parts in 1, FIRST
edITIon, engraved title and 19 tables of distances, 9 folding hand-
coloured engraved maps, with 28pp. ‘Three Dialogues in Six European
Languages’ dated 1723 at end, title lightly soiled, contemporary
sprinkled calf, spine gilt, rubbed, corners and spine ends worn, joints
split, 8vo, Thomas Taylor, 1722-23.

⁂ Scarce; eSTC lists only 5 copies in the uK (BL, Cambridge, 2 in
oxford, and Winchester) and 6 others, 5 in America.

£400 - 600

398
Levant.- Willyams (Rev. Cooper) A voyAGe uP THe MedITeRRAneAn In
HIS MAJeSTy’S SHIP THe SWIFTSuRe, FIRST edITIon, engraved dedication with
hand-coloured coat-of-arms, folding hand-coloured aquatint map
with vignettes, hand-coloured plan and 40 hand-coloured aquatint
plates, tissue guards, title foxed, some spotting, mostly to guards,
modern half calf, spine gilt, [Abbey, Travel, 196], 4to, 1802.

⁂ In 1798 Willyams served as chaplain of the Swiftsure, a ship in
the squadron under the command of nelson. He was present at
the Battle of the nile and according to dnB his is “the first, the
most particular, and the most authentic account of the battle”.
The work includes views of Sicily, egypt and Gibraltar.

£400 - 600

399
Middle East.- Chardin (Sir John) THe TRAveLS...InTo PeRSIA And THe
eAST-IndIeS..., FIRST edITIon, engraved portrait by D.Loggan and
additional pictorial title, engraved title-vignette, head- & tail-pieces and
initials, folding engraved map and 16 plates, most double-page and/or
folding, with Directions to Binder leaf at end of main text and half-title
to Coronation of Solyman III, some light soiling or browning, folding
map and plate of Kashan torn, marginal tear to plate of Teflis at fold,
plate of Sultanie shaved at edges, engraved bookplate, contemporary
mottled calf with central gilt arms, rubbed, corners worn, rebacked,
new endpapers, [Wing C2043], folio, for Moses Pitt, 1686.

⁂ Published concurrently with the French edition. Chardin was
born in Paris but emigrated to england with the persecution of
the Protestants, where he became court jeweller to Charles II. 

£750 - 1,000
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400
Polar.- Franklin (Sir John) nARRATIve oF A JouRney To THe SHoReS oF
THe PoLAR SeA, in the years 1819, 20, 21, and 22, FIRST edITIon, FIRST
ISSue with text ending on p.768, lacking half-title and 8pp.
advertisements at end but with errata slip, with 4 folding engraved
maps and 30 engraved plates by Edward Finden and J.Curtis after
Curtis, George Back & Robert Hood, 11 hand-coloured (mostly
aquatints), contemporary ink signature at head of title, some foxing
and soiling, mostly marginal, occasional offsetting, light water-
staining to upper margin of a few leaves and a couple of plates,
contemporary half calf, spine gilt, rubbed, 1823; nARRATIve oF A
SeCond exPedITIon To THe SHoReS oF THe PoLAR SeA, in the years 1825,
1826, and 1827, FIRST edITIon, 31 engraved plates by Edward Finden
after George Back & E.N.Kendall, 6 folding engraved maps, errata leaf
at end, some spotting, with Prospectus for ‘North American Views’
bound in at beginning, original cloth, uncut, rubbed and faded,
rebacked preserving original backstrip with paper label, corners
repaired, new endpapers, 1828, [Abbey, Travel 635; Sabin 25624 &
25628], 4to (2)

⁂ Accounts of Franklin’s first and second expeditions. The first
included a 5500 mile overland journey exploring the Arctic coast
and back across the Barren Lands in appalling conditions of cold
and hunger. Many of the expedition died as a result and one was
murdered by a previously-friendly Iroquois voyageur. The second
expedition was undertaken in conjunction with Beechey’s voyage
to the Bering Strait.

£500 - 700

401
-. Kerguelen-Trémarec (Yves Joseph de) ReLATIon d’un voyAGe
dAnS LA MeR du noRd, FIRST edITIon, title in red and black with engraved
vignette, engraved head-pieces, 18 engraved maps and plates, some
folding, 3pp. approbation/privilege and directions to binder at end,
occasional foxing or browning, one plate slightly defective at lower
margin, engraved Sorberio bookplate, handsome contemporary
mottled calf, spine gilt with red morocco label, slightly rubbed, a good
copy, [Sabin 37616], 4to, Paris, Prault, 1771. 

⁂ Account of an expedition to the coasts of Iceland, Greenland
and norway.

£1,000 - 1,500

401

402
-. Rae (John) nARRATIve oF An exPedITIon To THe SHoReS oF THe ARCTIC
SeA In 1846 And 1847, FIRST edITIon, 2 folding engraved maps hand-
coloured in outline, without the 10pp. advertisements at end, maps
foxed and offset onto facing leaves (including title), large map with
short tear at edge (repaired), some other foxing, mostly at beginning
and end, ex-library copy with ink stamp to title, verso of maps and
one or two other leaves, contemporary half calf, later black roan label,
a little rubbed, [Sabin 67428], 8vo, 1850.

⁂ Rae was sent by the Hudson’s Bay Company to survey the
north coast of Canada. The work provides much information on
the natives of the area and also lists the fauna and flora. on a
later journey he discovered the fate of Sir John Franklin and his
expedition.

£3,000 - 4,000
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403
Russia.- Coxe (William) ACCounT oF THe RuSSIAn dISCoveRIeS BeTWeen
ASIA And AMeRICA. To which are added, The Conquest of Siberia, and
the History of the Transactions and Commerce between Russia
and China, FIRST edITIon, 4 engraved folding maps and folding plate,
advertisement leaf at end, foxing, bookplate of Robert Henry Lee
Warner, contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, red morocco
label, rubbed, joints cracked, spine ends repaired, [Sabin 17309], by
J.Nichols, for T.Cadell, 1780. 

£300 - 400

404
-. [Krasheninnikov (Stepan Petrovich)] THe HISToRy oF
KAMTSCHATKA, And THe KuRILSKI ISLAndS, translated by James Grieve,
FIRST edITIon In enGLISH, errata leaf, 2 folding engraved maps by
Thomas Jefferys, 5 engraved plates, 2 folding, very occasional soiling
to upper margin, contemporary ink signature of W.Hawker to front
free endpaper, an excellent clean copy in contemporary sprinkled calf,
spine gilt, red morocco label, rubbed and scuffed, spines ends slightly
worn, [Sabin 38301], 4to, Gloucester, R. Raikes for T.Jefferys, London,
1764.

⁂ Krasheninnikov joined Bering’s second expedition. Chapter Iv,
on America, is one of the earliest printed narratives in english
relating to Alaska and the Aleutian Islands.

£600 - 800

405
Spain.- Honan (Michael Burke) THe AndALuSIAn SKeTCH-BooK,
second edition, 12 fine hand-coloured lithographed plates by M.Gauci
after Becquier, printed by Hullmandel, musical notation, some very
light browning or offsetting, final leaf lightly soiled and creased (laid
down), contemporary green morocco, gilt, g.e., rubbed, [Tooley 269;
Not in Abbey], 4to, John Macrone, 1837.

£300 - 400

406
Voyages.- Barrow (John) A voyAGe To CoCHInCHInA, in the years
1792 and 1793, FIRST edITIon, preface misbound after other
preliminaries, 19 fine hand-coloured aquatint plates after Alexander
and Daniell (1 double-page, 2 of fruit printed in colours and finished
by hand), 2 double-page engraved charts with partial hand-colouring,
both with offseting, light offsetting from plates, bookplate of
Serjeantson of Hanlith,  contemporary tree calf, gilt, spine gilt with
black roan label, slightly rubbed, [Abbey, Travel 514; Tooley 86], 4to,
1806.

⁂ The first illustrated english work on what was then Cochin
China, now known as vietnam. The voyage visited Madeira, the
Canary Islands, Rio de Janeiro and Tristan da Cunha, reaching
Cochin China via Batavia on Java. The volume is also of Cook
interest as it describes finding Captain Cook’s Resolution
transformed into a smuggling whaler under the French flag. The
supplementary article covers an overland expedition from Cape
Town to the interior of South Africa and the “Booshuana nation”.

£750 - 1,000
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407
-. Bougainville (Louis-Antoine, Comte de) voyAGe AuTouR du
Monde, par la Frégate du Roi La Boudeuse et la Flûte L’étoile, FIRST
edITIon, half-title, woodcut device on title, initials, head- & tail-pieces,
20 engraved maps (18 folding) and 3 plates, 3pp. errata/directions to
binder/privilege at end, contemporary ink signature of H.Sloane to
title, light staining to Oo1 and one plate, otherwise a very good clean
copy, contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt with red morocco label,
joints split and spine worn at head, [Sabin 6864], 4to, Paris, chez
Saillant & Nyon, 1771. 

⁂ Account of the first French circumnavigation of the globe,
which began as an expedition by Bougainville to secure the
Falkland Islands (Îles Malouines) and Patagonia for the French.
The expedition was also notable for losing only seven out of the
two hundred men who began the expedition and for carrying the
first woman on a circumnavigation (the mistress of the ship’s
botanist, disguised as his valet).

£1,000 - 1,500

408
-. [Clerke (C.)] A voyAGe Round THe WoRLd, In HIS MAJeSTy’S SHIP THe
doLPHIn, commanded by the Hon. Commodore Byron, engraved
frontispiece and 2 plates, advertisement leaf at end, some spotting
and soiling, engraved bookplate of John Jamesz Mosco, contemporary
sprinkled calf, gitl, spine gilt, a little worn, joints split, lacking label,
[Sabin 9732], 8vo, for J.Newbery...and F.Newbery, 1767.

⁂ Account of a voyage by John Byron, grandfather of the poet
Lord Byron, to South America, through the Straits of Magellan and
on round the world.

£300 - 400

409
West Indies.- 18th century Packet Boat to Barbados.-
Golightly (Robert, Commander of the Ship Newcastle, fl. 1756)
JouRnAL BooK... “FRoM BRISToL ToWARdS BARBAdoeS”, manuscript ship’s
log, 9pp. excluding blanks, slightly browned, pen and ink compass
drawing loosely inserted at end, 8 watercolours of ships loosely
inserted, original wrappers, manuscript title on upper cover, ink
stained and slightly marked, 1756; and another manuscript ship’s
log, ship St. George to Bristol to the Cape of Good Hope, 1840,
folio (2).

⁂ First mentioned: “Monday Febry. ye 2d 1756 at four in the
morning ... Sail for ye Island of Barbadoes in Company wth. 30
sails for different Ports at 8: P:M a Brest a Pawlock [Porlock] at
10... dicharg’d the Pilot. fine pleasant breezes.”

£400 - 600

408

409
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410
World.- Moll (Herman) THe CoMPLeAT GeoGRAPHeR: oR, THe
CHoRoGRAPHy And ToPoGRAPHy oF ALL THe KnoWn PARTS oF THe eARTH, 2
parts in 1, third edition, engraved allegorical frontispiece, main title
in red and black, separate title to part 2, folding engraved map of
world and 45 engraved maps in text, engraved illustrations of sphere
& astronomical systems, woodcut of compass, some leaves severely
browned (as often), L1 with 2 holes causing loss of a few letters, one
or two maps shaved at fore-edge touching border, bookplate of Coker
Court, contemporary panelled calf, rubbed and slightly stained, a few
worn patches to lower board, rebacked with gilt spine, slight wear to
head, folio, for Awnsham and John Churchill...and Timothy Childe,
1709.

⁂ Including 9 maps of the Americas, and showing California as
an island.

£1,000 - 1,500

411
-. Olearius (Adam) THe voyAGeS And TRAveLLS oF THe AMBASSAdoRS
...ConTAInInG A CoMPLeAT HISToRy oF MuSCovy, TARTARy, PeRSIA...whereto
are added the Travels of John Albert de Mandelslo...into the east-
Indies..., translated by John davies, 2 parts in 1, second edition,
additional engraved title incorporating portraits, 2 engraved portraits
and 5 folding or double-page maps only (of 6, lacking map of River
Volga), engraved illustration of scripts, frontispiece with short tear to
lower edge just extending into image, folding maps both laid down,
small rust-hole to E1 with loss of a couple of letters, later calf ruled in
blind, gilt, spine with red roan labels, a little rubbed, [Wing O270],
folio, for John Starkey and Thomas Basset, 1669.

£750 - 1,000

412
-. Rizzi-Zannoni (Giovanni Antonio) ATLAS GeoGRAPHIQue
ConTenAnT LA MAPPeMonde eT LeS QuATRe PARTIeS AveC LeS dIFFeRenTS
eTATS d’euRoPe, engraved throughout with hand-coloured allegorical
frontispiece, title with hand-coloured pictorial border, 2pp. Table,
double-page hand-coloured diagram of Ptolomy’s sphere and 30
hand-coloured double-page maps mounted on stubs, no text, faint
contemporary ink signature at head of title, attractive contemporary
red morocco, gilt, spine gilt with black roan label, g.e., very slightly
rubbed, small chip to head of spine, 12mo, Paris, 1762.

£500 - 700

Other properties
AFRICA

413
Arrowsmith (Aaron) AFRICA, large folding map of the continent,
with decorative allegorical title cartouche lower left with lions,
elephants and egyptian artefacts, and dedication upper right,
engraved map with outline hand-colouring, 1270 x 1470 mm. (50 x
57⅞ in), dissected into 24 sections and laid on linen, with turquoise silk
border, folding with blue endpapers with Wyld’s printed label, worn,
some loss to endpapers, map with some light offsetting and browning,
spotting and surface dirt, some corners slightly peeling off linen, James
Wyld, 1 november 1802 § Juta & Co. ( J.C.) JuTA’S MAP oF SouTH AFRICA,
FRoM THe CAPe To THe zAMBeSI, lithographed map printed in colour, 955
x 1240 mm. (37½ x 48¾ in), dissected and mounted in linen, folding
with yellow endpapers, in contemporary cloth-covered slipcase with
printed label, rubbed, Edward Stanford, 8vo, 1899; and with A MAP
oF nyASSALAnd, CoMPILed FoR GeoRGe CAWSTon, eSQ., lithographed map
printed in colour, 1330 x 520 mm. (52½ x 20½ in), dissected and
mounted on linen, folding into cloth covered boards with printed label,
some loss, rubbed, Edward Stanford, 8vo, 1891; and with G.W.
Bacon’s neW MAP oF THe BALKAn PenInSuLA, lithographed map folding
into boards, small 8vo, [?early 20th century], (4).

£2,000 - 3,000
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414
Big Game.- Powell-Cotton (Maj. P.H.G.) In unKnoWn AFRICA. A
nARRATIve oF TWenTy MonTHS TRAveL And SPoRT In unKnoWn LAndS And
AMonG neW TRIBeS, FIRST edITIon, half-title, title in red and black, 2
folding maps (1 linen-backed), 29 plates (2 colour), photographic
illustrations, modern dark blue straight-grain morocco, gilt spine in
compartments and with red morocco label, [Czech p.134], a very good
copy, 8vo, 1904.

£250 - 350

415
Burton (Sir Richard Francis) FIRST FooTSTePS In eAST AFRICA; oR, An
exPLoRATIon oF HABAR, first edition, second issue (without Appendix IV,
on female circumcision), chromolithographed frontispiece and 3
plates, 2 engraved maps, illustrations, ink inscription to title, [Penzer
pp.60-63], 8vo, 1856.

⁂ An account of Burton’s first expedition to Somalia and his
exploration of the forbidden city of Harar.

£500 - 700

416
Caillié (René) TRAveLS THRouGH CenTRAL AFRICA To TIMBuCToo; And
ACRoSS THe GReAT deSeRT To MoRoCCo, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon In enGLISH,
mounted lithographed portrait frontispiece on india paper, folding
aquatint view, 2 folding lithographed maps and 4 wood-engraved
plates, half-title in vol. I only, slightly foxed and browned, plates slightly
stained, occasional spotting, vol. I some text a little creased, both vol.
head of front free endpapers torn or cut at head, vol. I ink inscription
at head of title, original boards, corners worn, joints splitting, printed
paper labels on spines, spines splitting and rubbed, 8vo, 1830.

£300 - 400

417
Drummond (William Henry) THe LARGe GAMe And nATuRAL HISToRy
oF SouTH And SouTH-eAST AFRICA, FIRST edITIon, plates, map and
illustrations, original pictorial cloth, neatly recased with repairs and
restorations to joints, corners and spine ends Edinburgh, 1875 §
Hindlip (Lord) Sport and Travel: Abyssinia and British east Africa,
FIRST edITIon, portrait frontispiece, plates, 2 folding maps,
contemporary half calf, spine faded, rubbed, [Czech p.76], 1906 §
davey Cooper (Reginald) Hunting and Hunted in the Belgian
Congo, FIRST edITIon, folding map, plates, half-title browned, modern
half morocco, [Czech p.40], 1914; and another, east Africa, 8vo (4)

£450 - 550
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Egyptology.- Pettigrew (Thomas Joseph ) HISToRy oF eGyPTIAn
MuMMIeS, And ACCounT oF THe WoRSHIP And eMBALMInG oF THe SACRed
AnIMALS oF THe eGyPTIAnS, FIRST edITIon, 13 engraved or lithographed
plates, 4 hand-coloured, 2 heightened with gold, errata leaf,
frontispiece offset on to title, contemporary dark green morocco, gilt,
rubbed at extremities, a good copy, 4to, 1834.

⁂ Ten of the thirteen plates are by George Cruikshank and that
of beetles by J.o.Westwood. 

£300 - 400

419
Junker  (Dr. Wilhelm) TRAveLS In AFRICA duRInG THe yeARS 1875-1878
[1879-1883; 1882-1886], 3 vol., FIRST edITIon In enGLISH, half-titles to
vol. 2 & 3, 3 portrait frontispieces, 4 folding maps, plates, illustrations,
a few splits to folds of maps, modern red crushed morocco, gilt spines
in compartments, 8vo, [1890-1892].

£500 - 700

420
Pananti (Filippo) nARRATIve oF A ReSIdenCe In ALGIeRS,
Comprising...Anecdotes of the late War; observations on the
relations of the Barbary States with the Christian Powers, edited
by edward Blaquiere, FIRST edITIon, hand-coloured aquatint
frontispiece, engraved map and plan, without half-title and 4pp.
advertisements at end, light foxing, 3 text ff. with small section of lower
corner torn away, occasional marking or spotting, contemporary half
calf, spine in compartments and with black leather label, spine
repaired, corners restored, [Abbey, Travel 320], 4to, 1818.

£350 - 450

421
Simpson (William) A PRIvATe JouRnAL KePT duRInG THe nIGeR exPedITIon,
FIRST edITIon, very lightly browned, marginal tear to dedication (no loss),
original brown cloth, spotted, 1843 § Burton (Capt. Richard Francis,
translator & editor) The Lands of Cazembe. Lacerda’s Journey to
Cazembe in 1798, folding map with routes supplied in colours (torn
and repaired), original blue cloth, small stains to upper cover but a
good copy, 1873 § Gregory ( J.W.) The Great Rift valley...,
chromolithographed frontispiece, 2 folding colour maps, plates and
illustrations, contemporary tree calf prize binding, gilt, spine gilt, joints
rubbed, 1896 § Baker (Sir Samuel W.) The nile Tributaries of
Abyssinia, third edition, engraved portrait frontispiece, 2 colour maps,
one folding, plates, original pictorial blue cloth, gilt, rubbed and
stained, rebacked in morocco, corners repaired, 1868, all but the last
FIRST edITIonS; and a Stanford’s map of West Africa, 8vo (5)

£400 - 600
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422
Stanley  (Henry Morton) In dARKeST AFRICA, oR THe QueST, ReSCue,
And ReTReAT oF eMIn, GoveRnoR oF eQuAToRIA, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon,
edITIon de Luxe, nuMBeR 74 oF 250 CoPIeS SIGned By THe AuTHoR , 3
folding coloured maps, 2 linen-backed, 6 signed etched plates by
Montbard, 40 further plates, one leaf of facsimile, illustrations, light
browning to plates, occasional spotting, but generally crisp and clean,
original half morocco over pictorial vellum, gilt, vellum marked and
rubbed, t.e.g., others uncut, 4to, 1890.

£2,000 - 3,000

423
Waddington (George) and Rev. Barnard Hanbury. JouRnAL oF A
vISIT To SoMe PARTS oF eTHIoPIA, FIRST edITIon, lithographed frontispiece,
2 folding engraved maps, 15 lithographed plates (one folding), some
foxing and offsetting, original green cloth, spine ends repaired, corners
little worn, rubbed, 4to,1822.

⁂ The authors were two Cambridge fellows. Includes visits to the
pyramids. 

£600 - 800

424 (detail)

ALPS

424
Altmann (Johann Georg, editor) L’eTAT eT LeS deLICeS de LA SuISSe,
4 vol., folding engraved frontispiece, titles in red and black, the first
with engraved vignette, 9 folding engraved maps and 70 plates, 53
folding, RoBeRT SouTHey’S CoPy WITH HIS neAT InK InSCRIPTIon “RoBeRT
SouTHey PARIS 20 MAy 1817” in ink at foot of title to vol.1, several
plates from vol.3 bound in vol.2, first map in vol.1 torn & repaired
and frayed at fore-edge, first few leaves of vol.2 with light water-
staining to lower margin slightly affecting first two maps, one or two
tears repaired, one plate reinforced at inner margin, modern panelled
calf, morocco labels, [Perret 3814], 12mo, Amsterdam, Wetsteins &
Smith, 1730.

⁂ Compiled by Altmann from two books published in 1714:
Abraham Ruchat’s Delices de la Suisse and Abraham Stanyan’s An
Account of Switzerland. 

Robert Southey (1774-1843), Romantic poet, who was travelling
on the Continent in 1817 and in Paris met Annette vallon and her
daughter (the child of William Wordsworth). Southey left Paris on
21st May, the day after he bought this book. Following his death
it was part of lot 812 in the sale of Southey’s books in May 1844.

£800 - 1,200

425
Beattie (William) SWITzeRLAnd, 2 vol. in 1, FIRST edITIon, 2 additional
engraved vignette titles and 106 engraved plates after W.H.Bartlett,
ALL HAnd-CoLouRed, folding engraved map at end, washed but colours
still bright, contemporary burgundy morocco elablorately stamped in
gilt with central figure of a knight supporting an eagle on his arm,
g.e., rebacked with gilt morocco spine, 4to, 1836.

£400 - 600
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426
Brockedon (William) ILLuSTRATIonS oF THe PASSeS oF THe ALPS..., 2 vol.,
FIRST edITIon, LARGe PAPeR CoPy WITH PRooF PLATeS on IndIA PAPeR, 96
engraved plates by E. Finden & others after Brockedon and 12 maps
with route supplied by hand in yellow, all on india paper and
mounted, each with small unobtrusive blind-stamp of artist’s initials
at edge, engraved general map (foxed), wide margins, some foxing
(occasionally heavy) but mostly to text, plates generally clean but for
marginal spotting, some staining to text from pressed leaves,
bookplate of Oscar V.Viney, contemporary blue cloth, morocco spine
labels, uncut, rubbed and slightly stained, spines faded and worn at
ends, [Neate B170; Perret 0723], folio, 1828-29.

⁂ Brockedon (1787-1854) was a painter who travelled through
the Alps by numerous different passes nearly sixty times during
his research, originally with the idea of tracing Hannibal’s route.
The work was issued in several different formats; this appears to
be neate’s issue of “Royal 4to proofs on India paper” but it has
very wide margins and is larger than usual (c.440 x 295mm.).

£600 - 800

427

427
Burnet (Gilbert) SoMe LeTTeRS, ConTAInInG An ACCounT oF WHAT
SeeMed MoST ReMARKABLe In TRAveLLInG THRouGH SWITzeRLAnd,
ITALy...written...to the Hoble. R[obert] B[oyle], second edition,
contemporary sprinkled calf, [Wing B5918], Rotterdam, Abraham
Archer, 1687 § [Stanyan (Abraham)] An Account of Switzerland...,
FIRST edITIon, contemporary panelled calf, rebacked, for Jacob Tonson,
1714 § Coxe (William) Sketches of the natural, Civil, and Political
State of Swisserland..., second edition, with Postscript leaf and 32pp.
publisher’s catalogue at end, contemporary calf, spine gilt, joints split
and spine ends worn, 1780 § Moore ( John) A view of Society and
Manners in France, Switzerland, and Germany, 2 vol., third edition,
contemporary calf, spine gilt, 1780 § Brockedon (William) Journals
of excursions in the Alps, FIRST edITIon, half-title, folding engraved
map (short tear repaired), advertisement leaf at end, modern
morocco-backed marbled boards, uncut, 1833, all but the last
rubbed, 8vo (6)

£400 - 600

428
Charpentier ( Jean de) eSSAI SuR LeS GLACIeRS eT SuR Le TeRRAIn
eRRATIQue du BASSIn du RHone, FIRST edITIon, errata leaf, folding hand-
coloured engraved map, 8 lithographed plates, 3 folding, light foxing,
contemporary roan-backed marbled boards, spine gilt and a little
faded, [Perret 0955], Lausanne, 1841 § Murith (L.-J.) Le Guide du
Botaniste qui voyage dans le valais, avec un Catalogue des
Plantes..., FIRST edITIon, errata leaf at end, contemporary boards,
spotted, Lausanne, Henri Vincent, 1810 § Raoul-Rochette (d.) Lettres
sur la Suisse, 3 vol., second edition of vol.1-2, vol.3 FIRST edITIon, half-
titles, engraved title-vignettes, folding aquatint frontispiece and 25
plates after König, Lory and others, occasional spotting or soiling,
modern half calf, [Meckly 152; Perret 3585], Paris, 1823-26, the first
two rubbed, 8vo & 4to (5)

⁂ Charpentier’s pioneering work on glaciology was published a
year after Louis Agassiz’s Études sur les Glaciers of 1840 despite
the latter being influenced by Charpentier and his theory of large
rocks being moved by ice.

£350 - 500
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429
Cockburn (Major James Pattison) SWISS SCeneRy, engraved vignette
title, 60 plates and tail-piece after Cockburn, ALL WITH ATTRACTIve HAnd-
CoLouRInG, light offsetting from plates, contemporary roan, rubbed,
new endpapers, large 8vo, 1820.

£400 - 600

430
CoLLeCTIon deS CoSTuMeS de LA SuISSe, engraved title with hand-
coloured floral border, 24 hand-coloured aquatint plates, tissue
guards, contemporary morocco-backed glazed orange boards, gilt,
spine gilt, g.e., very slightly rubbed, spine neatly repaired at head,
Zurich, Keller et Fussli,  [c.1820] § eyriès ( J.B.B.) La Suisse, ou
Costumes, Moeurs et usages des Cantons Suisses, 21 hand-
coloured aquatint plates, tissue guards, light spotting and soiling,
contemporary roan-backed glazed red boards, rubbed, Paris, Gide
Fils, [c.1825], [Colas 660 & 1017], 12mo & large 8vo (2)

£400 - 600

431
Grüner (Gottlieb Sigmund) HISToIRe nATuReLLe deS GLACIeReS de
SuISSe, translated by M.Kéralio, FIRST FRenCH edITIon, half-title,
engraved frontispiece, 2 folding maps and 18 plates, 4 folding, and
folding table, with final blank leaf, occasional foxing, light water-
staining to inner margin at beginning and end, bookplate of Oscar
V.Viney, modern roan, spine gilt, slightly rubbed at edges, [Perret
2072],  4to, Paris, Pancoucke, 1770. 

⁂originally published in 1760 as Die Eisgebirge des Schwezerlandes
this was the first attempt to describe the Swiss Alps in detail and
includes a section on glaciers and geology. According to Perret
plate xIII features the earliest known panoramic view of Mont
Blanc.

£600 - 800

432
Hügi (Franz Josef) nATuRHISToRISCHe ALPenReISe, FIRST edITIon,
engraved frontispiece and additional vignette title, 9 folding tables, 16
lithographed plates (5 folding) and 2 folding hand-coloured maps,
lightly browned, a few small stains, p.347-8 torn at lower outer corner,
modern half morocco, [Perret 2293], 8vo, Solothurn & Leipzig, 1830.

⁂ Hügi (1791-1855) was a geologist and professor of natural
sciences in Solothurn and spent much time from 1827-30
studying geology from a cabin in the lower Aar glacier. In 1829 he
attempted to climb the Finsteraarhorn but stopped short of the
summit although it was reached by his guides.

£300 - 500
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433
Leschevin (Philippe-Xavier) voyAGe A Genève eT dAnS LA vALLée de
CHAMounI, en SAvoIe, FIRST edITIon, half-title, engraved portrait of de
Saussure after St.Ours, pp.21-22 slightly defective at outer margin
where carelessly opened with loss of a couple of letters (neatly
repaired), modern morocco-backed boards, uncut, [Meckly 111; Perret
2646], 8vo, Paris, A.A.Renouard, & Geneva, Guers, 1812.

⁂ Travels of a mineralogist, describing early attempts on Mont
Blanc and with a bibliography of works relating to the Savoie,
including item xxvIII (p.17): an account by dr. Paccard of 1786
(probably never published) of the first ascent of Mont Blanc.

£350 - 500

434
Reinhardt (Johann Christian) A CoLLeCTIon oF SWISS CoSTuMeS, In
MInIATuRe, second English edition, titles and text in English and French,
30 finely hand-coloured aquatint plates, occasional spotting but
generally clean, later half crushed red morocco, by Bayntun Rivière,
spine gilt in compartments, t.e.g., others uncut, spine very slightly
faded, [Colas 2531; Not in Abbey], 4to, James Goodwin, [1828, some
plates water-marked 1822].

⁂ Colas regards this edition as superior to the first of 1822, the
paper is heavier and the colouring “plus beau”.

£600 - 800

435
Roth (Abraham) THe doLdenHoRn And WeISSe FRAu, ascended for
the first time by Abraham Roth and edmund von Fellenberg, FIRST
enGLISH edITIon, half-title, 11 chromolithographed plates (1 double-
page), 2 tinted wood-engraved plates and folding chromolithographed
map, wood-engraved illustrations, some light foxing, mostly to text,
without the additional wood-engraved title found in some copies but
a good copy in the original printed wrappers, uncut, rubbed and soiled,
spine ends a little worn and chipped, [Neate R77; Perret 1602], 8vo,
Coblenz, Karl Baedeker, London & Edinburgh, 1863.

⁂ Including accounts of earlier attempts, particularly by von
Fellenberg and Philip Gosset who both provided the sketches for
the plates.

£400 - 600

436
Saussure (Horace-Bénédict de) voyAGeS dAnS LeS ALPeS, précédés
d’un essai sur l’Histoire naturelle des environs de Geneve, 4 vol.,
mixed edition, vol.1 & 2 later editions, vol.3 & 4 FIRST edITIonS, half-
titles, engraved title vignettes and head-pieces, 2 folding engraved
maps and 22 plates on 21 sheets, all but one folding, some browning,
stab-hole/tear to lower margin towards end of vol.1, attractive
contemporary half mottled calf, spines ruled in gilt with red & blue
roan labels, a little rubbed, small wormed patch to upper joint of
vol.1, slight damage to one label of vol.4, [Mckley 169; Perret 3911],
4to, Neuchatel, Louis Fauche-Borel, 1803-04-1796-96.

⁂ Saussure was almost single-handedly responsible for drawing
attention to the Alps and particularly Mont Blanc.  He first visited
Chamonix in 1760 and established a prize for the first ascent of
Mont Blanc, which was achieved in 1786. Saussure reached the
summit himself the following year and published Relation abregée
d’un Voyage a la Cime du Mont-Blanc, the first published account
of the ascent of the mountain. The present work was his magnum
opus,  the first volume of which first appeared in 1779.

£800 - 1,200
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437
Scheuchzer ( Johann Jacob) nATuR-GeSCHICHTe deS
SCHWeITzeRLAndeS, samt seinen Reisen über die Schweitzerische
Gebürge, edited by Johann George Sulzer, 4 parts in 1, second
edition, first title in red and black, titles to parts 1, 2 & 4 with engraved
vignette, large folding engraved map and 32 plates, 12 folding, lower
margin of Hh1 in part 1 torn and repaired, modern half pigskin
preserving old roan label on spine, [Perret 3945], small 4to, Zurich,
David Gessner, 1746.

⁂ Important work on the mountains of Switzerland, first
published in 1706-08 and revised and extended for this edition
by J.G.Sulzer in four parts. The first part describes the natural
history and topography of Switzerland and the second contains
details of Scheuchzer’s Swiss travels including his nine mountain
ascents. The final and shorter two parts comprise Sulzer’s
researches on the origins of mountains and his own travels in
Switzerland in 1742. 

£600 - 800

438

438
SouvenIR de BeRne eT SeS envIRonS: Lac de Thune, l’oberland etc., no
text, 16 aquatint plates, tissue guards, original printed green boards,
rubbed, spine worn and frayed, Zurich, R.Dikenmann, [c.1850] §
Souvenir de l’oberland Bernois, no text, 12 tinted lithographed
plates, tissue guards, some marginal foxing, original cloth-backed
printed boards, rubbed, upper cover stained, Lucerne, Jos.
Schürmann, [c.1860], oblong 8vo & oblong 4to (2)

£500 - 700

439
Studer (Gottlieb) ToPoGRAPHISCHe MITTHeILunGen AuS deM
ALPenGeBIRGe, I. die eiswüsten und selten betretenen Hochalpen
und Bergspitzen des Kantons Bern..., [all published], 2 vol.
including Atlas, second edition, text with additional lithographed title
with vignette, light foxing, Atlas with 8 folding lithographed
panoramas, 4 tinted or colour, some browning, original pictorial blue
boards, a little rubbed and marked, text with spine ends neatly
repaired, Atlas lacking ties, [Perret 4157], 8vo, Bern & St. Gallen, Huber
und Comp., 1844.

⁂ Studer (1804-1890) was a pioneer of climbing and exploration
in Switzerland and a founding member of the Swiss Alpine Club.
This work was first published the previous year in 1843. It contains
details of Studer’s travels and ascents in the Bernese Alps with
panoramas of the Jungfrau, the Aegischhorn and other peaks.

£400 - 600
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440
Stumpf (Johann Rudolph) GeMeIneR LoBLICHeR eydGnoSCHAFFT STeTTen, LAnden und vöLCKeRn CHRonICWIRdIGeR THAATen BeSCHReIBunG, 13 parts
in 1, collation: **8, †-††6, †††4, ††††6, a-z, A-Z, Aa-Zz, AA-ZZ, AAa-ZZz, AAA-GGG6, third edition (second folio edition), title in red and black with
woodcut printer’s device, with blank **8, 5 double-page woodcut maps of Europe, Germany, France, Switzerland and the Eydgnoschafft mounted
on stubs, 13 part-titles with woodcut armorial borders, numerous woodcut illustrations in text (maps, town views, military scenes, portrait
medallions, animals & birds, coats-of-arms etc.), some light soiling and browning but generally clean, title a little soiled and with small holes
not affecting text, ink stain to g2, contemporary ink inscriptions to front pastedown, some crossed out or erased, contemporary alum-tawed
pigskin over wooden boards, elaborately stamped in blind with central panels surrounded by borders of the Christian virtues, with brass clasps,
paper label on spine in ink manuscript, a little rubbed and soiled, [Perret 4160; Not in Adams], folio, Zurich, Froschauer, 1586.

⁂ An excellent copy of the important Swiss chronicle, first published in 1548, also by Froschauer (plus an abridged 8vo edition titled
Schwytzer Chronika in 1554). A large part of the work is devoted to the valais, with some descriptions of valleys and mountains.

£3,000 - 4,000



441
Yosy (Ann) SWITzeRLAnd, AS noW dIvIded InTo nIneTeen CAnTonS...with
Picturesque Representations of the dress and Manners of the
Swiss, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, half-titles, 50 hand-coloured aquatint plates
of costumes, 2pp. engraved musical notation, occasional very light
offsetting, Brent Gration-Maxfield’s copy with his neat ink inscription
and pencil notes, near contemporary half red morocco, spines gilt,
g.e., slightly rubbed, an excellent copy, [Colas 3102], 8vo, 1815.

⁂ Including a 6pp. ‘Short Guide to Travellers’ at end of vol.2.

£400 - 600

AMeRICAS

442
Canada.- Hind (Henry Youle) exPLoRATIonS In THe InTeRIoR oF THe
LABRAdoR PenInSuLA the country of the Montagnais and nasquapee
Indians, 2 vol. in 1, FIRST edITIon, half-titles, 2 folding engraved maps
hand-coloured in outline, 12 chomolithographed plates, wood-
engraved plates and illustrations, light foxing to plates, mostly
marginal, some leaves becoming loose, upper hinge weak and lacking
front free endpaper, original blue cloth, gilt, spine gilt, a little rubbed
and marked, [Sabin 31933], 8vo, 1863.

⁂ Interesting work with much information on the native
Americans illustrated with superb chromolithographs.

£300 - 400

443
Canada.- John (Augustus Edwin, 1878-1961) STudy oF A CAnAdIAn
SoLdIeR, black chalk on cream wove paper with watermark date of
‘1916’, sheet 455 x 298 mm. (17⅞ x 11¾ in), inscribed on reverse in
pen and ink: ‘I certify that this drawing is/ by Augustus John and from
his studio./ Caspar John.’, minor surface dirt and light browning,
unframed, circa 1917.

⁂ After being deemed physically unfit by the British Army to
become an official War Artist, Augustus John volunteered with the
Canadian War Memorials Fund. By 1917 John was in France
behind the lines held by the Canadian forces. The present drawing
would have been an original study for John’s unfinished large-
scale work ‘The Canadians opposite Lens’, the cartoon of which
is now in the national Gallery of Canada, ottawa. 

£1,200 - 1,800

444
California.- Shelvocke (Captain George) A voyAGe Round THe
WoRLd By THe WAy oF THe GReAT SouTH SeA, FIRST edITIon, engraved title-
vignette, engraved folding twin-hemisphere map (with short repair), 4
engraved plates, 2 folding, and a duplicate of the final plate, H2 with
repair, contemporary panelled calf, rebacked, [Cowan pp.581-2; Hill
pp.272-3; Howes S383], 8vo, for J. Senex, 1726.

⁂ Scarce account of Shevlocke’s privateering adventures through
the Pacific and with what Cowan calls “the fullest account of
California, the natives and their features, of any of the old
voyagers.” The map depicts California as an island and two of the
plates show natives of California. It has also been suggested that
Shevlocke’s account of the passage around Cape Horn inspired
Coleridge’s Rime of the Ancient Mariner.

£1,000 - 1,500

445
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445
Mexico.- Beaufoy (Mark) MexICAn ILLuSTRATIonS..., FIRST edITIon,
PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR inscribed to Burr Jackson Esq. on
front free endpaper, double-page engraved map, 6 plates, most
engraved, wood-engraved illustrations, browned, some spotting, lacking
rear free endpaper, original boards, uncut, rebacked in calf, 1828 §
Lyon (Capt. G.F.) Journal of a Residence and Tour in the Republic of
Mexico..., 2 vol. in 1, a few illustrations, some spotting, original cloth-
backed boards, uncut, paper label on spine (faded), 1828 § Ruxton
(George F.) Adventures in Mexico and the Rocky Mountains, FIRST
AMeRICAn edITIon, light foxing, contemporary half roan, New York, 1848,
FIRST edITIonS, [Sabin 4169; 42852 & 74501], 8vo (3)

⁂ The first includes observations on slavery and the West Indies,
visited on the author’s outward voyage.

£400 - 600

446
North America.- Shaw (Pringle) RAMBLInGS In CALIFoRnIA...being the
Five years’ experience of a Gold digger, FIRST edITIon, half-title, paper
flaw tear to L1 & 4 with slight loss, original blind-stamped green cloth,
a little rubbed, small ink spot to upper cover, spine slightly browned
and worn at ends, Toronto, James Bain, [c.1856] § [Blane (William
newnham)] An excursion through the united States and Canada
during the years 1822-23, FIRST edITIon, 2 folding engraved maps, one
of east coast hand-coloured in outline, folding letterpress table of
commerce, lacking errata slip, some annotations (cropped), foxing and
offsetting, bookplate of Sir Hugh Seymour Blane Bt., modern morocco-
backed cloth, 1822 § Sansom (Joseph) Travels in Lower Canada,
FIRST enGLISH edITIon, engraved plate of Quebec, foxed, modern
morocco-backed cloth, 1820, [Sabin 79954, 5872 & 76707], 8vo (3)

⁂ The first is a scarce account of prospecting for gold in the yuba
district of California.

£400 - 600

447
West Indies.- Edwards (Bryan) THe HISToRy, CIvIL And CoMMeRCIAL,
oF THe BRITISH CoLonIeS In THe WeST IndIeS, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon BuT WITH
An AddITIonAL 24PP. And THe PLATeS FRoM THe SeCond edITIon Bound In,
lacking half-titles, with 2 engraved frontispieces, large folding general
map in 2 sections, 8 engraved maps (one folding of Jamaica), 5
engraved plates, 6 folding letterpress tables, some foxing and
offsetting, particularly to folding maps, one folding map torn, title to
vol.2 slightly defective at corners, a few plates with imprint shaved,
engraved bookplate, contemporary blue roan, gilt, spines gilt with red
roan labels, g.e., rather scuffed and faded, [Sabin 21901], 4to, for John
Stockdale, 1793.

⁂ The second edition of 1794 is generally regarded as the best
edition as it includes plates, the first edition normally being issued
with only the large map and the tables (although Sabin does call
for 16 plates). The present work includes all the maps and plates
from the second edition and an additional 24pp. comprising list
of plates, preface to second edition and catalogue of plants (A-C4).

£400 - 600
____________________________________
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448
Atlantic.- Falkland Islands.- Pernety (Antoine) HISToIRe d’un
voyAGe Aux ISLeS MALouIneS, fait en 1763 & 1764; avec des
observations sur le detroit de Magellan, et sur les Patagons, 2
vol., second edition, 18 folding engraved plates and maps, several of
fauna, some printed on pale blue paper, bookplate of Anthony Morris
Storer, contemporary mottled sheep, gilt, spines gilt with blue roan
labels, rubbed, vol.1 with joints split and spine worn at head, [Sabin
60996], 8vo, Paris, Saillant & Nyon and Delalain, 1770.

⁂ Account of the Falkland Islands, known to the French who
claimed them on this expedition led by Bougainville as les Isles
Malouines. They were then ceded to the Spanish in 1767, as Islas
Malvinas, who in turn ceded them to the British.

£300 - 400

449
Australia.- Stoney (Capt. Henry Butler) ReSIdenCe In TASMAnIA:
WITH A deSCRIPTIve TouR THRouGH THe ISLAnd, FRoM MACQuARIe HARBouR
To CIRCuLAR HeAd, FIRST enGLISH And FIRST ILLuSTRATed edITIon, tinted
lithographed frontispiece and 7 plates, engraved title vignette, double-
page lithographed map, engraved vignettes, contemporary polished
calf, gilt, richly gilt spine in compartments and with burgundy
morocco label, [Ferguson 16295], 8vo, 1856.

⁂ An excellent copy of this important account of the island,
including early settlement, penal stations, and a list of Tasmanian
birds. Stoney served with the 99th Regiment and arrived in
Tasmania in 1853. The work was first published without
illustrations in 1854 in Hobart Town. 

Provenance: earl of eldon (ink inscription on his leaving eton). 

£250 - 350

450
Austria.- Moleville (Antoine François Bertrand de) THe CoSTuMe
oF THe HeRedITARy STATeS oF THe HouSe oF AuSTRIA, FIRST edITIon, title
and descriptive text in English and French, 50 fine hand-coloured
aquatint plates, some slight offsetting, a little browned, foxing and
marking to endpapers, contemporary straight-grained morocco,
gilt,corners bumped, gilt spine rubbed at spine and joints, an
attractive copy, [Abbey Travel 71; Colas 2112], folio, William Miller,
1804.

£300 - 400

451
Central America.- Gage (Thomas) nouveLLe ReLATIon, ConTenAnT
LeS voyAGeS de THoMAS GAGe dAnS LA nouveLLe eSPAGne, SeS dIveRSeS
AvAnTuReS; & Son ReTouR PAR LA PRovInCe de nICARAGuA, JuSQueS A LA
HAvAne, 2 vol., 2 engraved frontispieces and 16 plates and maps
(folding or double-page), a few plates / maps with short splits to folds
and a little creasing, some spotting and light staining, lightly browned,
contemporary calf, gilt spines in compartmentsand with red and black
morocco labels, 1 label worn, vol.2 upper joint splitting, but holding
firm, [Alden & Landis, 695 : 80; Chadenat, 74; Hill 665], 12mo,
Amsterdam, Paulk Marret, 1695-1694.

⁂ ‘Gage spent twelve years in Central America : Mexico,
Guatemala, nicaragua and Panama. The work was translated in
French, dutch, and German, but its purpose was to urge the
english to seize the Spanish territories in the new World. during
Cromwell’s tenure, he was appointed Chaplain to the armed
forces which captured Jamaica, where he died in 1656’ (Hill). 

£350 - 450
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China.- Big Game.- Sowerby (Arthur de Carle) A SPoRTSMAn’S
MISCeLLAny, FIRST edITIon In BooK FoRM, half-title, frontispiece, 81 plates,
tissue guards, some spotting, lightly browned, original light blue
pictorial cloth, spine ends repaired, corners bumped, lightly marked,
[Cordier, Sinica, 3386], 4to, Tientsin, The Tientsin Press, 1917.

⁂ Accounts of hunting parties in China for bear, leopard, boar,
deer, and others, originally published in the China Illustrated
Weekly and Peking & Tientsin Times. 

£250 - 350

453

453
Europe.- Moryson (Fynes) An ITIneRARy...ConTAInInG HIS Ten yeeReS
TRAveLL through the Twelve dominions of Germany, Bohmerland,
Sweitzerland, netherland, denmarke, Poland, Italy, Turky, France,
england, Scotland, and Ireland, 3 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon,  double-
page title, first word of title within woodcut entablature, second leaf
of title in first state with contents of parts in roman and with
imprimatur surmounted by royal arms on verso, 8 woodcut maps
and plans within text, woodcut historiated initials and head- & tail-
pieces, lacking initial and final blanks, contemporary ink signature of
“Ric.Blount” on title, a few leaves slightly short and probably supplied
from another copy (O3 & 4, S6, T2 & 5, X1, 2F2, 2Q1, 2R5, 2T5, 3A5,
3H6, 3K1, 3T2, 3Y6 & 3Z2), some light soiling or browning, first leaf
of title torn and laid down, two small holes to K6 with loss to a couple
of letters, 2Z6 defective at lower outer corner not affecting text
(repaired), a few other marginal tears repaired, early nineteenth
century diced russia, gilt, g.e., rubbed, joints worn and split, [Atabey
841; Blackmer 1159; STC 18205], folio, by John Beale, 1617.

⁂ “Moryson was one of the most important of the elizabethan
travellers; he made two long journeys to various countries of
europe between 1591 and 1595, and to the Levant from
november 1595 to July 1597.”(Atabey). The woodcut maps depict
venice, naples, Rome, Genoa, Paris, Jerusalem and
Constantinople. 

£1,000 - 1,500

454
Germany.- Gerning (Johann Isaak von) A PICTuReSQue TouR ALonG
THe RHIne, from Mentz to Cologne, FIRST enGLISH edITIon, list of
subscribers, 24 hand-coloured aquatint plates after C.G.Schutz, tissue
guards, folding engraved map with routes hand-coloured at end,
some spotting or light offsetting, mostly to text or guards, frontispiece
and title a little marked, contemporary half diced russia, rebacked,
rubbed, [Abbey, Travel, 217; Tooley 234], 4to, 1820.

£400 - 600
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Greece.- Moncel (Théodose du) de venISe A ConSTAnTInoPLe A TRAveRS LA GRèCe et Retour par
Malte, Messine, Pizzo et naples, FIRST edITIon, 2 tinted lithographed pictorial titles, lithographed
map and 47 tinted lithographed plates only by Auguste Bry after du Moncel and others (of 51,
lacking plates 4, 18, 23 & 24: Corfu, Temple of Jupiter, Panorama of Athens & Monastery of Daphne,
but with plate 36bis), one folding, a few plates with more than one image, text with wood-engraved
illustrations, advertisement leaf at end printed in red, lightly foxed, folding panorama with tear to
upper margin, Greek bookplate, contemporary roan-backed gilt-decorated cloth, spine gilt, g.e.,
rubbed, spine worn and defective, upper cover faded and detached, [Not in Atabey or Blackmer],
oblong folio, Paris, [c.1845].

⁂ Rare. du Moncel travelled in Greece and Turkey in 1843-44 and published three works as
a result, all of which are scarce. This one covers mostly Greece but includes fine views of
venice, Corfu, Athens, Corinth, Constantinople and Malta.

£6,000 - 8,000
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456

455
Himalayas.- Eden (Hon. Ashley) and others. PoLITICAL MISSIonS To
BooTAn, CoMPRISInG THe RePoRTS oF THe Hon’BLe ASHLey eden, 1864, CAPT.
R.B. PeMBeRTon 1837, 1838 WITH dR. W. GRIFFITHS’S JouRnAL And THe
ACCounT By BABoo KISHen KAnT BoSe, FIRST edITon, 2 folding lithographed
maps, 1 hand-coloured in outline and in pocket at end (linen-backed),
ink ownership inscription to title, water-stained, contemporary half
morocco, gilt spine in compartments, rubbed, [Yakushi E15], 8vo,
Calcutta, Printed at the Bengal Secretariat Office, 1865.

⁂ Scarce. Accounts of various missions to Bhutan. eden was
instructed to obtain a treaty, but his position was hopeless, only
managing to escape by a series of forced marches. In 1865 there
followed a punitive war against Bhutan, resulting in the cession
of land to the British, putting them in direct contact with Tibet in
the Chumbi valley.

£1,200 - 1,800

456
Hungary.- Tänzel ( Johann Wilhelm Friedrich) HunGARIA Seu
dISPuTATIoneS MISCeLLAneæ de nATuRA HunGARIæ, FIRST edITIon, fine
engraved frontispiece of the Emperor being shown a map of Hungary
by the goddess of Nature and 3 fine engraved plates by Leonhard
Heckenauer after Johann Degeller, later boards, spine browned, some
staining, rubbed, folio, Dillingen, Joannes Caspar Bencard, 1700.

⁂ on the geology, hydrology and climatology of Hungary, each
section with a fine allegorical plate, the first depicting mining,
smelting and minting. 

£300 - 400

IndIA

457
Big game.- Lydekker (Richard) THe GReAT And SMALL GAMe oF IndIA,
BuRMA & TIBeT, nuMBeR 4 oF 250 CoPIeS SIGned By THe PuBLISHeR, 9 hand-
coloured lithographed plates, each with key f. opposite, illustrations,
some full-page, plates and key ff. lightly browned, the latter with some
offsetting, contemporary green half morocco, gilt, spine in
compartments, slightly rubbed, a very good copy, 4to, Rowland Ward,
Limited, 1900.

£1,000 - 1,500
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458
Himalayas.- [Mazuchelli (Nina Elizabeth)], “A Lady Pioneer”.
THe IndIAn ALPS And HoW We CRoSSed THeM, FIRST edITIon, half-title,
folding lithographed map, chromolithographed frontispiece and 9
plates, tissue guards, half-title and frontispiece loose, foxing to
margins of plates, offsetting, some spotting, original red and black
pictorial cloth, gilt, rebacked, preserving chipped original backstrip,
corners worn, rubbed, 4to, 1876.

£250 - 350

459
Pearce (Robert Rouiere) MeMoIRS And CoRReSPondenCe oF THe MoST
noBLe RICHARd MARQuIS WeLLeSLey. K.P.; K.G.; d.C.L., 3 vol., half-title to
vol.3 only, offsetting, engraved portrait frontispieces, these foxed,
contemporary polished calf, gilt, richly gilt spines in compartments
and with red and green morocco labels, some fading, a scarce set,
8vo, 1846. 

⁂Wellesley was Governor-General of India between 1798-1805,
and later Foreign Secretary and Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. 

£250 - 350

460
No Lot

____________________________________

ITALy

461
Amici (Domenico) nuovA RACCoLTA deLLe veduTe AnTICHe e ModeRne
dI RoMA, engraved pictorial title (without “Nuova”) and 42 plates, some
foxing, mostly marginal, original printed wrappers, soiled, frayed at
edges, oblong folio, Rome, Gui. Raffaelli, [c.1835].

£300 - 400

462
Lear (Edward) JouRnALS oF A LAndSCAPe PAInTeR In SouTHeRn CALABRIA,
2 parts in 1,  FIRST edITIon, SIGned PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR,
half-titles, 2 lithographed maps and 20 tinted lithographed plates,
some spotting, later cloth, spine gilt, stamp removed from foot of
spine, [Abbey, Travel, 175], contemporary polished calf, gilt, spine in
compartments and with green morocco label, spine faded, a few scuff
marks, corners bumped, rubbed, 8vo, 1852.

⁂ Provenance: edward Lear (ticket with manuscript shelf-mark
L/3 on front pastedown); Sir Julian Goldsmid, Bart. (1838-96,
author’s presentation inscription on half-title ‘Julian Goldsmid with
the Author’s kind regards & thanks. edward Lear. 15 Stratford
Place. oxford St. Jany 1. 1864’.); Peter & diana opie (ex opie
collection ink stamp to front free endpaper).

£2,000 - 3,000
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463
Rome.- Schenk (Peter) RoMA AeTeRnA...SIve IPSIuS AedIFICIoRuM
RoMAnoRuM, engraved throughout, including title, dedication f., index
f., and 100 fine plates by Peter Schenk, plates 20 and 21 stained, some
spotting and lighter staining elsewhere, but generally good rich
impresssions, contemporary half calf, upper cover detached, spine
and corners worn, rubbed, oblong 4to, [Amsterdam], [Peter Schenk],
[1705].

£2,500 - 3,500

464
Rossi (Giacomo Giovanni) PATRIMonTo dI S. PIeTRo, oLIM TuSCIA
SuBuRBICARIA, regional map of Tuscany, with large decorative title
cartouche upper left, etching and engraving on four sheets,
unjoined, excellent clean impressions, each on laid paper with
watermark of an encircled fleur-de-lis, each platemark approx. 440 x
570 mm. (17⅜ x 22½ in), sheets approx. 470 x 675 mm. (18½ x 26½
in), minor drying creases visible, light spotting and surface dirt,
unframed, rolled, 1696; together with the four sheet map IL LAzIo
..., etching and engravings, each on laid paper with watermark of
an encircled fleur-de-lis, each platemark approx. 435 x 570 mm.
(17¼ x 22½ in), all with full margins, light spotting and surface dirt,
unframed, rolled, 1693, (2 maps, 8 sheets).

⁂ excellent impressions of Rossi’s scarce regional maps of Italy.

£500 - 700

LevAnT

465
Dapper (Olfert) nAuKeuRIGe BeSCHRyvInG vAn GAnTSCH SyRIe, en
PALeSTyn oF HeILIGe LAnT, 2 parts in 1, first title in red and black,
additional engraved title and 37 maps and plates only (of 39), many
folding or bouble-page including the large folding panorama of
Jerusalem, engraved illustrations in text, 2l3 holed slightly affecting
text, a few tears, some marginal repairs, contemporary vellum,
rebacked preserving original spine, folio, Amsterdam, Jacob van
Meurs, 1677 [1678].

£750 - 1,000

466
Hayes ( James) TRAveLS In SeveRAL PARTS oF TuRKey, eGyPT, And THe
HoLy LAnd, engraved frontispiece and plate, very light offsetting,
contemporary sheep, rather worn, [Koç 142; not in Atabey ], 8vo, for
the Author, 1774.

⁂ First and only edition of this scarce travel account. 

£600 - 800
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467
Roberts (David) THe HoLy LAnd, 6 vol. in 3, tinted lithographed
portrait frontispiece, 6 tinted lithographed titles, 241 tinted
lithographed plates, 2 maps, plate guards, plates 112 and 126
margins cut down, some foxing but mostly clean, new endpapers,
contemporary half morocco, gilt, slightly rubbed, gilt panelled spines,
g.e., 4to, 1855-56.

£2,000 - 2,500

468
Thévenot (Jean de) THe TRAveLS oF MonSIueR de THevenoT InTo THe
LevAnT. In THRee PARTS. vIz. InTo I. TuRKey II. PeRSIA. III. THe eAST-IndIeS,
3 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon In enGLISH, engraved portrait frontispiece
and 3 plates, 1 sheet of ‘Malabar Alphabet’ and 1 sheet of ‘Malabar
Cyphers’, some water-staining, occasional spotting, lightly browned,
contemporary calf, gilt spine in compartments and with red leather
label, spine repaired, [Atabey 1217; Blackmer 1650 (first edition); Wing
T887], folio, Printed by H. Clark, for H. Faithorne, J. Adamson, C.
Skegnes, and T. Newborough, 1687. 

⁂ ‘Thevenot’s travels mark the beginning of the grand epoch of
travel and exploration in the Levant’ (Blackmer). 

£1,000 - 1,500

____________________________________

469
Mediterranean.- Corsica.- Lear (Edward) Journal of a
Landscape Painter in Corsica, FIRST edITIon, SIGned PReSenTATIon CoPy,
half-title, 40 wood-engraved plates and 40 wood-engraved
illustrations, preliminaries foxed, some spotting, original cloth, gilt,
lightly stained, large 8vo, 1870.

⁂ An excellent presentation copy. 

Provenance: ‘To Hubert Leigh Bennett esq & Mrs. Leigh Bennett,
from edward Lear. Sanremo April the twentytooth 1879.’ Beneath
his printed name on the title Lear has also added ‘Author of
Journals in Italy, Calabria, & Albania: of the “Book of nonsense”,
“More nonsense”, “Laughable Lyrics” &c’; Peter & diana opie (ex
opie collection red ink stamp tn front free endpaper).

£2,000 - 3,000

470
-. Wright (Rev. George Newenham) THe SHoReS And ISLAndS oF THe
MedITeRRAneAn, additional engraved title, folding map and 63
engraved plates, spotted, some light browning, contemporary half
morocco, spine gilt, label removed from upper cover, corners worn,
rubbed, 4to, Fisher, Son & co., [1840].

£250 - 350
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471
Middle East.- Brindesi (Jean) [SouvenIRS de ConSTAnTInoPLe], five
loose plates only (of 20), lithographs on wove paper, each sheet
approx. 380 x 500 mm. (15 x 19¾ in), with full margins, some spotting
and browning, Paris, [Lemercier, 1845].

⁂ Plates include: ‘Bateau (Kaiq)’; ‘voiture Turque, (Talica)’; ‘voiture
Turque (Kotchi)’; ‘vue du Bosphore environs de Bebek’; ‘Palais du
Sultan et Bateau de Parade’.

£300 - 500

472
-. Niebuhr (Carsten) TRAveLS THRouGH ARABIA, And oTHeR CounTRIeS
In THe eAST, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon In enGLISH, 3 folding engraved maps
and 10 plates, half-titles and errata leaf at end of vol.1, slightly
browned, ink stencil ownership marks of C. Randolph, contemporary
calf, corners bumped, spines slightly rubbed, 2 modern red morocco
labels, gilt, 8vo, Edinburgh, 1792.

£800 - 1,200

473
New Zealand.- Barraud (Charles Decimus) and W.T.L.Travers.
neW zeALAnd: GRAPHIC And deSCRIPTIve, FIRST edITIon, additional
lithographed decorative title with mounted oval chromolithographed
vignette, list of subscribers, map, 24 mounted chromolithographed
plates after Barraud, 6 plates of tinted lithographs, wood-engraved
illustrations, occasional marginal spotting to plates, a few with
staining to lower edge, final tinted lithograph torn at inner margin
(rather crudely repaired), text with light offsetting from plates and a
few marginal tears, some leaves a little frayed or chipped at edges,
dedication becoming loose, original half morocco over pictorial gilt
cloth, rubbed, folio, 1877.

⁂ Including scenes of Wellington, Auckland, Tarawera Lake, the
geothermal terraces of Rotomahana, and Mount Cook.

£500 - 750

PoLAR

474
McClintock (Admiral Sir Francis Leopold).- THe HoLy BIBLe,
AdMIRAL MCCLInToCK’S CoPy InSCRIBed on FRonT FRee endPAPeR “THIS BIBLe
WAS uSed By Me duRInG My voyAGe on BoARd THe ARCTIC SeARCHInG yeCHT
Fox. 1857, 8 + 9. F. L. MCCLInToCK”, contemporary reversed calf,
stamped in blind and lettered in gilt “Presented by the Society for
Promoting Christian Knowledge” to foot of upper cover, rubbed, large
8vo, Oxford, 1854.

⁂ McClintock was born near dundalk in 1819 and after joining
the Royal navy as a Gentleman volunteer had a distinguished
maritime career. In 1857 he was given command of the yacht Fox
and sponsored to search for Sir John Franklin, whose ill-fated
expedition in search of the north-West Passage had been lost.
McClintock’s search lasted three years and he did find evidence
of the fate of Franklin and his men - objects which belonged to
Franklin himself, large fragments of the Terror, taken by the Inuit
to make huts and also two brief notes, one of which revealed that
Franklin had died on 11th June 1847 while the ships were
icebound at the northern tip of King William Island. 

£600 - 800
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475

476

477

475
Parry (William Edward) JouRnAL oF A voyAGe FoR THe dISCoveRy oF A
noRTH-WeST PASSAGe FRoM THe ATLAnTIC To THe PACIFIC, second edition,
20 engraved maps and plates, some folding, some aquatint, 1821;
JouRnAL oF A SeCond voyAGe, FIRST edITIon, 39 engraved maps and
plates, some folding, some aquatint, 1824, together 2 vol., some
offsetting and foxing, uniformly bound in gorgeous aubergine
straight-grain morocco, stamped in gilt and blind, g.e., 4to

⁂ A stunning set of Parry’s voyages in Hecla and Griper, then Fury
and Hecla.

£600 - 800

476
Ross (Capt. Sir James Clark) A voyAGe oF dISCoveRy And ReSeARCH
In THe SouTHeRn And AnTARCTIC ReGIonS, duRInG THe yeARS 1839-43, 2
vol., FIRST edITIon, 8 lithographed plates (1 folding), 8 engraved maps
(3 folding), unpaginated contents ff. to each chapter, most with wood-
engraved vignette, wood-engraved illustrations, some spotting or
foxing, school prize inscription to front free endpaper of vol.1,
contemporary polished calf, gilt, rebacked, preserving original gilt
spines in compartments and with red and green leather labels,
spotted, rubbed, 8vo, [Ferguson 4636; Sabin 73367; Spence 993;
Taurus Coll. 9], 8vo, 1847.

⁂ Ross was the nephew of Sir John Ross and accompanied him
on his first Arctic voyage in search of a northwest Passage in
1818. He also took part in four Arctic expeditions under Sir
William Parry between 1819 and 1827, and again served under
his uncle on his second Arctic voyage from 1829 to 1833.
Between 1839 and 1843, Ross commanded an Antarctic
expedition comprising the vessels HMS erebus and HMS Terror
and charted much of the coastline of the continent. Joseph dalton
Hooker was the assistant surgeon on the expedition. In 1841,
James Ross discovered the Ross Sea, victoria Land, and the
volcanoes Mount erebus and Mount Terror, as well as the low,
flat-topped ice shelf they called the victoria Barrier, later named
‘Ross Ice Shelf’ in his honour.

£1,000 - 1,500

477
Scott (Capt. Robert) THe voyAGe oF THe dISCoveRy, 2 vol., FIRST
edITIon, SIGned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR To dR. H. R.
MILL to vol.1 half-title, half-titles, titles printed in red and black,
frontispieces, plates, some double-page or colour, 2 folding maps in
pockets at rear, publisher’s printed slip tipped onto front free
endpaper, scattered light foxing, ink stamps and deaccession stamps
of the Scott Polar Instituted to titles and endpapers, original blue
cloth with gilt stamped medallions to upper covers, recased, spine
ends and joints repaired and restored, a little rubbed, 8vo, Smith,
Elder, & Co., 1905.

⁂ A LoveLy ASSoCIATIon CoPy oF SCoTT’S ACCounT oF HIS FAMouS voyAGe.

Hugh Robert Mill (1861-1950), Scottish geographer and
meteorologist. Mill was secretary to the Royal Geographical
Society during its involvement with British Antarctic expeditions,
and a friend to Scott, Shackleton and Spiers Bruce. He also wrote
the introduction to Shackleton’s 1909 The Heart of the Antarctic,
as a well as a biography of Shackleton in 1923.

£2,500 - 3,500
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478
Shackleton (Sir Ernest).- SouTHWARd on THe QueST, SHACKLeTon’S
LAST AnTARCTIC exPedITIon, 8 captioned photogravure plates, browned,
some juvenile scribbling on verso of last plate, original printed paper
wrappers, stitched as issued, central fold affecting plates and
wrappers, oblong 4to, Scala Souvenir, n.d. [c. 1922].

⁂ A photographic record of Shackleton’s last voyage to the
Antarctic; he died of a heart attack at Grytviken, South Georgia,
and is buried there.

£500 - 700
____________________________________

479
Pyrenees.- Arrowsmith (Aaron) A MAP oF THe PyReneeS And THe
AdJACenT PRovInCeS By RouSSeL, And BLoTTIeRe WITH AddITIonS FRoM
ToRFIño, And LoPez, map of the Pyrenees and envrions, orientated
with north to the bottom right, published when the French army
had been driven back through Spain to the borders of France
during the Peninsular War, engraving, on two sheets, each approx.
1010 x 1090 mm. (39¾ x 42⅞ in), both dissected and mounted on
linen, minor offsetting and light surface dirt, folding into tree calf-
backed book-style slipcase, with roan gilt title label to spine, rubbed
4to, January 1809.

£400 - 600

480
Russia.- Guthrie (Mrs. Maria) A TouR PeRFoRMed In THe yeARS 1795-
6, THRouGH THe TAuRIdA, oR CRIMeA, THe AnTIenT KInGdoM oF BoSPHoRuS,
THe onCe-PoWeRFuL RePuBLIC oF TAuRIC CHeRSon..., FIRST edITIon, 2
folding engraved maps (1 a frontispiece and hand-coloured in
outline), 3 engraved plates, 8 wood-engraved plates of coins, wood-
engraved illustrations of coins within text, first plate water-stained,
some marginal water-staining, some spotting, later calf-backed
marbled boards, spine gilt and with new red morocco label, corners
restored, 4to, 1802.

£300 - 400

481
South Africa.- [Lumley (Lt. Graham) and Lt. Hugh Robinson.]
SCeneS In KAFIRLAnd, And InCIdenTS In THe KAFIR WAR oF 1851-2-3, from
Sketches by Two officers of the 43rd Lt.-Infantry, FIRST edITIon, 21
hand-coloured tinted lithographed plates on 18 sheets, title a little
spotted and creased, plates with very occasional marginal soiling,
offset onto paper guards, bookplate of Edward Knox, contemporary
cloth with gilt-stamped roan label to upper cover, rubbed and faded,
rebacked and recornered in morocco, spine ruled and titled in gilt,
[Abbey, Travel 344], folio, 1854.

⁂ “...The following Sketches give some idea of the appearance
and duties of the British soldier in Kafirland, as well as of the
enemy he has to contend with...”. Preface

£500 - 750
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482
Spain and Portugal.- Mentelle (Edme) and Pierre Gregoire
Chanlaire. neW MAP oF SPAIn And PoRTuGAL, Peninsular War-period
map, engraving with hand-colouring, 850 x 1260 mm. (33½ x 49⅝
in), dissected and mounted on linen, minor spotting and browning,
presented in tree calf-backed book-style slipcase, roan gilt title label
to spine, rubbed, 4to, sold by Faden, published by John Stockdale,
1808 § Jefferys (Thomas) MAPPA ou CARTA GeoGRAPHICA doS ReInoS
de PoRTuGALe ALGARve, second edition of Jefferys’ map of Portugal
and part of Spain, with large dedication cartouche lower left, and
tables in english and Spanish, engraving, on three sheets, not joined,
each approx. 575 x 920 mm. (23⅝  x 26¼ in), dissected and mounted
on linen, some spotting and browning, presented in matching tree
calf-backed book-style slipcase as above, with roan gilt title label to
spine, rubbed 4to, published and sold by William Faden, 1790, (2).

⁂ Two uncommon maps in uniform book-style slipcases. 

£300 - 500

483
St. Helena.- Beatson (Alexander, Major-General) TRACTS ReLATIve
To THe ISLAnd oF ST. HeLenA, engraved map and 6 aquatint plates by
William Daniell after Samuel Davis, half-title, some slight foxing and
browning, ink inscription on title, contemporary cloth, rubbed, faded
and stained, corners worn, later printed label on spine, [Abbey, Travel,
312], 4to, 1816.

£300 - 400

484
Tibet.- Bruce (C.G.) TWenTy yeARS In THe HIMALAyA,  FIRST edITIon, half-
title, photogravure frontispiece, folding panorama and map, 20 pp.
advertisements at end, occasional light foxing, presentation bookplate
from the Ladies Apline Club to Miss Dalling in 1956 to front
pastedown, original pictorial cloth, gilt, very slightly rubbed, [Yakushi
B591; Neate B199], 1910 § Wellby (Capt. M.S.) Through unknown
Tibet, half-title, frontispiece portrait, plates and illustrations, 4 folding
maps in pocket at rear, original pictorial cloth, rebacked preserving
most of original backstrip, corners bumped, rubbed, 1898 §
[Mazuchelli, Mrs. elizabeth Sarah] The Indian Alps and How we
Crossed them. Being a narrative of Two years’ Residence in the
eastern Himalaya and Two Months’ Tour into the Interior, folding
map, 10 chromolithographed plates, spotting and offsetting, prize
bookplate, contemporary red calf prize binding, gilt, rubbed and
darkened, corners bumped, 1876, 8vo & 4to (3)

£400 - 600

485
-. Sherring (Charles A.) WeSTeRn TIBeT And THe BRITISH BoRdeRLAnd,
photogravure frontispiece of Mount Kailas, 2 folding colour maps,
illustrations, many full-page, light marginal spotting, original pictorial
blue cloth, gilt, very slightly rubbed at edges, an excellent copy, 1906
§ Holdich (Sir Thomas) Tibet, the Mysterious, PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM
THe AuTHoR To WILLIAM HoPe HALL with the latter’s bookplate, folding
colour map, plates, spotting, original pictorial green cloth, gilt, uncut,
[1904] § Kingdon-Ward (Capt. Frank) Plant Hunting in the Wilds,
plates, ink inscription on front pastedown, bookplate of H.S.Dewar,
original cloth, faded, [1931], FIRST edITIonS, 8vo (3)

£400 - 600
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486
Turkey.- Baudier (Michel) HISToIRe GeneRALe du SeRRAIL, eT de LA
CouR du GRAnd SeIGneuR, eMPeReuR deS TuRCS, 2 parts in 1, fourth
edition, woodcut device on titles to each part, woodcut initials and
head-pieces, full-page engraved illustration of a giraffe, second part
with marginal staining to upper outer corner, contemporary limp
vellum, lacking ties, a little rubbed and marked, slight wear to lower
edges, [cf. Atabey 70-72, various editions; Blackmer 94], small 8vo,
Rouen, Jean Osmont le Jeune, 1638.

⁂ Popular account of Turkish customs, first published in 1624; it
is one of two Rouen issues in the same year, the other bearing
the imprint of Jean Berthelin. The second, shorter, part concerns
the Imperial court of China.

£400 - 600

487
Voyages.- Anson.- Pascoe (Thomas) A TRue And IMPARTIAL JouRnAL
oF A voyAGe To THe SouTH-SeAS, And Round THe GLoBe, FIRST edITIon, list
of subscribers, bookplate of Geffrie O’Hara, contemporary calf, gilt,
spine ends neatly repaired, [Sabin 95437; Hill 1693; Palau 331781],
8vo, S. Birt, 1745.

⁂ very good copy of the first edition of this scarce account which
precedes the official account by 3 years.

£400 - 600

488
-. Cook (James) [THIRd voyAGe] A voyAGe To THe PACIFIC oCeAn, 4 vol.
(including separate Atlas), FIRST duBLIn edITIon, folding table in vol.3,
Atlas vol. with portrait of Cook by Halpin after Dana (not called for in
list of plates in vol.1), large folding engraved map on 2 sheets, and 25
other folding or double-page engraved maps, charts and views,
bound tightly and a few with tears and/or soiling at folds, some light
water-staining, mostly marginal, contemporary tree calf, gilt, rebacked
with gilt spines, 8vo, Dublin, 1784.

⁂ unusual to find the maps bound separately.

£500 - 700

489
West Indies & South America.- Las Cassas (Bartolome de)
ReLATIon deS voyAGeS eT deS de’CouveRTeS Que LeS eSPAGnoLS onT FAIT
dAnS LeS IndeS oCCIdenTALeS, 3 parts in 1, engraved frontispiece by B.
Picart, first title in red and black, some spotting, lightly browned,
contemporary speckled calf, richly gilt spines in comaprtments,
corners worn, a good copy, 8vo, Amsterdam, J. Louis de Lorme, 1698.

⁂ Second edition of the abbreviated French translation by J.B.
Morvan de Bellegarde of parts of Las Casas’ famous nine Tracts,
which relate to Indian rights and Spanish cruelties in the West
Indies and South America, along with the pirate Montauban’s
Relation, describing a voyage along the African coast. 

£300 - 400
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490
Apianus (Petrus) LA CoSMoGRAPHIA, corregida y añadida por
Gemma Frisio, collation: A-Y4, title with large woodcut of globe,
numerous woodcut illustrations and initials including 4 volvelles (C2v,
D1v, I1v & P3r), woodcut on C3v lacking thread pointer, folding woodcut
map of world, contemporary ink manuscript notes on verso of title,
foot of first leaf, verso of final leaf and one or two margins, dedication
(A2) misbound between A3 & A4, title with large holes either side of
woodcut causing loss to notes on verso (repaired), title and dedication
lacking small strip at head of each leaf not affecting text (repaired), a
little soiled and browned, light water-staining towards end, later tree
sheep, rubbed, slight worming to lower joint, [Not in Adams], 4to,
Antwerp, Jan Verwithagen, 1575.

⁂ Including material by dr. Francisque Lopez de Gomara
concerning America at end, and with folding woodcut map
featuring north America as a strip, the islands of Cuba and
Hispaniola very large and showing the mountains of the Moon as
the source of the River nile.

£2,000 - 3,000

491
Clarke (Edward Daniel) TRAveLS In vARIouS CounTRIeS oF euRoPe ASIA
And AFRICA, 6 vol., FIRST edITIon, 185 engraved maps and plates, some
folding, offsetting and occasional foxing and marginal damp-staining,
bookplate of William à Court-Holmes, 2nd Baron Heytesbury to
pastedowns, modern half calf over contemporary marbled boards,
rubbed, [Atabey 253], 4to, 1810-23.

⁂ First edition of this monumental work, the six volumes are
divided into three parts: vol.1 Russia, Tartary and Turkey; vol.2-4
Greece, egypt and the Holy Land; vol.5-6 Scandinavia.

£1,000 - 1,500

492
[Mair (John)] A CoMPendIouS GeoGRAPHICAL And HISToRICAL GRAMMAR,
13 folding engraved maps hand-coloured in outline, 1795; A
Compendious Geographical dictionary, second edition, 6 folding
engraved maps hand-coloured in outline, folding engraved plate of
solar system, 1795, together 2 vol., light offsetting, attractive uniform
red straight-grain morocco, spines gilt, g.e., spines slightly browned,
W.Peacock § Tavernier ( J.B.) Les Six voyages...en Turquie, en Perse.
et aux Indes, 2 vol., engraved additional pictorial title, 33 engraved
plates only (of 36), many folding, errata leaf at end of vol.2, one or
two small stains or minor marginal defects, a few head-lines shaved
in vol.2, handsome contemporary sprinkled calf, spines gilt, red
marbled edges, rubbed, joints cracked, Amsterdam, Johannes van
Someren, 1678, 12mo (4)

£400 - 600

493
Tavernier (Jean Baptiste) CoLLeCTIonS oF TRAveLS THRouGH TuRKy
InTo PeRSIA, And THe eAST-IndIeS...a Relation of the Kingdom of Japan
and Tunkin...[and] description of the Grand Seignior’s Seraglio, 2
vol. in 1, 6 parts, FIRST CoLLeCTed edITIon, 2 folding engraved maps, 28
engraved plates (some printed on both sides), 15 folding, some
engraved or woodcut illustrations, title to vol.2 only (bound as main
title with “second volume” crossed out in contemporary hand),
appears to have all text but lacking some preliminaries (only 12pp.
at beginning rather than 18pp.) and the 4pp. inserted between pp.46
& 47 in part 5 (Tunkin), part 2 with title and first leaf of Index loose,
some plates loose, also map of Japan (torn and frayed), some light
browning and staining, old book-label of Thomas Jones of Enfield,
contemporary calf, worn, [Blackmer 1632; Wing T251-2], folio, for
Moses Pitt, 1684; sold not subject to return

£400 - 600
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494
Archdall (Mervyn) MonASTICon HIBeRnICuM: oR A HISToRy oF THe
ABBeyS, PRIoRIeS And oTHeR ReLIGIouS HouSeS In IReLAnd, FIRST edITIon,
folding engraved map and 18 plates, eARL MACARTney’S CoPy with his
engraved bookplate on front pastedown, some slight browning, later
bookplate on fly-leaf, inner hinges strengthened, contemporary tree
calf, corners bumped, rebacked with the original spine laid down, red
morocco label on spine, Dublin, for Luke White, 1786 § Musgrave (Sir
Richard) Memoirs of the different Rebellions in Ireland..., second
edition, half-title, 10 folding engraved maps and plans, (all but 1 plate
folding), light spotting and offsetting, bookplate on front pastedown,
19th century green morocco, gilt, spine browned, t.e.g., others uncut,
Dublin, 1801, 4to (2).

⁂ First mentioned: George Macartney, first earl Macartney, KB
(1737-1806), statesman, colonial administrator and diplomat. Led
the British embassy to China in 1792.

£400 - 600

495

495
Allen (H.J.) In eRIn’S ISLe, AuToGRAPH MAnuSCRIPT, gilt decorated title,
half-title and c. 80pp., numerous pen and ink illustrations, ruled in
red throughout, 6 photographs, note on front free endpaper, original
green morocco, gilt, spine slightly marked, g.e., sm. 8vo, 1891 § [Bax
(Sir Arnold edward Trevor, composer, 1883-1953)], “dermot
o’Byrne.” déirdre A Saga drama, author’s copy with his signature,
manuscript title and 128pp. typescript, slightly foxed, inner hinges
strengthened, modern half calf, gilt spine, 30th November 1907; and
another, an illuminated address, v.s., v.d. (3).

⁂note reads: “To Mr and Mrs John Allen on the Silver Twenty Fifth
anniversary of their wedding day from their veldest son H.J.A.
1892.”

£400 - 600

496
Bartlett (William Henry) THe SCeneRy And AnTIQuITIeS oF IReLAnd, 2
vol. in 1, engraved additional titles, folding map and 118 plates,
tissue-guards, occasional light foxing but a generally bright, clean
copy overall, attractive contemporary green morocco, gilt, with Irish
harp and shamrocks in gilt to covers and spine, g.e., [c.1842] §
newenham (Robert o’Callaghan) Picturesque views of the
Antiquities of Ireland, 2 vol., 113 lithographed views, occasional
foxing, ?lacking engraved title, vol.1 title repaired at margins,
contemporary half morocco, spine ends and corners repaired,
rubbed, new endpapers, 1830; and 4 others, Irish views, 4to (7)

£400 - 600
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497
Beaufort (Daniel Augustus) A neW MAP oF IReLAnd CIvIL And
eCCLeSIASTICAL, second edition, engraved vignette to head, hand-
coloured in outline, dissected and linen-backed, slip-case, 1135 x
880mm., William Faden, 1797; Memoir of a Map of Ireland, LARGe
PAPeR SuBSCRIBeR’S CoPy WITH THe oWneRSHIP InSCRIPTIon oF JoHn
BRoWnRIGG, one oF THe SuBSCRIBeRS to title, engraved folding map,
hand-coloured in outline, list of subscribers, errata slip, title a little
soiled, contemporary half morocco, a little rubbed, new endpapers,
Dublin, William Slater, 1792, preserved in modern custom clip-
case, 8vo & 4to (2)

£600 - 800

498
Boate (Gerard) IReLAndS nATuRALL HISToRy. Being a true and ample
description of its situation, greatness, shape, and nature... what
diseases it is free from, or subject unto. Conducing the
advancement of navigation, husbandry, and other profitable arts
and trades, FIRST edITIon, errata f. at end, title mounted on stub,
occasional browning, contemporary calf, rebacked and recornered,
rubbed, new endpapers, [Wing B3372], 8vo, John Wright, 1652.

⁂ Scarce. “Boate describes natural resources plainly and
systematically to produce a coherent regional geography... his aim
was systematic description as a prelude to improvement by and
for protestant settlers: consequently the natural features of the
country are described with enthusiasm to interest new settlers,
but the Irish are reproached for their failure to improve the land
and for their unruliness and disorderliness” (odnB).

£500 - 700

499
Boates (Gerard) HISToIRe nATuReLLe d’IRLAnde, FIRST FRenCH edITIon,
contemporary calf, spine gilt, light wear to covers, 12mo, Paris, Robert
de Ninville, 1666.

£400 - 600

498

499
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500
Boates (Gerard) A nATuRAL HISToRy oF IReLAnd, 3 parts in 1 vol., 11
engraved plates, some folding, woodcut initials and illustrations,
occasional light spotting to margins, short note in an early 19th
century hand noting “a remarkable mild winter in the year 1806 Dec.
25” loosely inserted, contemporary calf, sympathetically rebacked and
recornered, rubbed, 4to, Dublin, Geo. and Alex Ewing, 1755.

£300 - 400

501
[Booth (W.J.)] SKeTCHeS AT MoneyMoRe And dRAPeRS ToWn In THe
CounTy oF LondondeRRy on THe eSTATe oF THe WoRSHIPFuL CoMPAny oF
dRAPeRS. Taken during the visit of the deputation in 1827, SIGned
PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM W.J.BooTH to pastedown, vignette title
and 8 lithographed plates on india paper by T.M. Baynes after
W.J.Booth, light spotting, surface soiling and damp-staining, largely
restricted to margins, plate-guards, contemporary cloth,
sympathetically rebacked, gilt morocco label to upper cover, rubbed
and marked, slip-case, [not in Abbey], folio, C.Hullmandel, [c.1827].

⁂ RARe, We CAn TRACe no oTHeR CoPy.

Moneymore and drapers Town were both invested in and
expanded upon by the Worshipful Company of drapers in 1817.
The company sent a number of deputations to the two towns in
the following years to check on their progress.

£300 - 400

502
[Bush (John)] HIBeRnIA CuRIoSA. A LeTTeR FRoM A GenTLeMAn In duBLIn,
To HIS FRIend AT doveR In KenT, folding engraved map frontispiece
(30mm. marginal tear), 2 folding plans and 3 folding engravings,
some with tears (repaired), wood-cut illustration, owner’s
contemporary ink inscription to title, occasional pencil corrections,
author’s name added to title in ink in a later hand, scattered faint
spotting, 19th century half calf, bound by J. Larkins, a little rubbed,
8vo, W. Flexney, [?1764].

£300 - 400

503
Carr (John) THe STRAnGeR In IReLAnd; or, A Tour in the Southern and
Western Parts of that Country in 1805, folding aquatint frontispiece,
15 aquatint plates (4 folding) and a folding engraved map, 2pp,
advertisements at end, slightly browned, inner hinges strengthened,
contemporary half calf, gilt spine, new morocco label, [Abbey Scenery,
455], 4to, for Richard Phillips , 1806.

£600 - 800
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504
Carve (Thomas) LyRA SIve AnACePHALAeoSIS HIBeRnICA In QuA de
exoRdIo, Sue oRIGIne, noMIne, MoRIBuS, TIRIBuSQue GenTIS HIBeRnICAe . . .
TRACTATuR, second edition, 5 engraved plates, including 2 folding and
1 additional portrait of Charles I after van Dyck, portrait of the author
and Irish harp engraved in text, woodcut initials, neatly repaired tears
to title and a4, 19th century green morocco by Bedford, gilt, spine gilt
in compartments, rubbing to joints and extremities, g.e., slip-case,
small 4to, Sulzbach, Michael Sumptibus & Johann Frederick
Endterorum, 1666.

⁂ A handsome copy of this important 17th century work on Irish
history. Thomas Carve (1590-c.1672) served as chaplain to Walter
Butler, then serving in an Irish regiment in the army of Ferdinand
II of Austria, later to Walter devereux in Germany. In 1640, he
became chaplain-general to the english, Scottish and Irish forces,
and seems to have settled in vienna from about 1643 onwards.

£1,000 - 1,500

505
Coulter (Henry) THe WeST oF IReLAnd: ITS exISTInG CondITon And
PRoSPeCTS, FIRST edITIon, lithographed frontispiece, folding map and
35 plates. (some colour), tissue guards, advertisements at end, slightly
browned, original gilt pictorial cloth, a good copy, 8vo, Dublin, 1862.

£300 - 400

506
Curwen (J. C.) oBSeRvATIonS on THe STATe oF IReLAnd, PRInCIPALLy
dIReCTed To ITS AGRICuLTuRe And RuRAL PoPuLATIon, 2 vol., contemporary
half russia, gilt, an attractive set, 1818 § Kütner (K.G.) Briefe über
Irland, engraved folding plate, contemporary half calf, rebacked,
Peipzig, Johann Philipp, 1785 § [Twiss (Richard)] A Tour in Ireland
in 1775, aquatint frontispiece and engraved folding map, occasional
light foxing, contemporary diced calf, rebacked, 1776 § Holmes (G.)
Sketches of Some of the Counties of Ireland, 1 etched and 6
aquatint plates, contemporary calf, rubbed, 1801 § West (Mrs.
Frederic) A Summer visit to Ireland in 1847, lithographed
frontispiece and 2 plates (a little damp-stained), illustrations, ink
ownership inscriptions, original cloth, spine slightly faded, spine ends
and corners a little bumped, rubbed, 1847; and 2 others, Irish tours,
8vo (8)

£400 - 600

507
Dubourdieu (Rev. John) STATISTICAL SuRvey oF THe CounTy oF doWn,
WITH oBSeRvATIonS on THe MeAnS oF IMPRoveMenT, FIRST edITIon,
engraved frontispiece, large folding map and 12 plates (3 coloured
green), title slightly creased and foxed, front free endpaper with small
tear, original boards, slightly foxed, printed paper label on spine,
browned, edges uncut, modern slip-case, 8vo, Dublin, 1802.

£400 - 600
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508
Echard (Laurence) An exACT deSCRIPTIon oF IReLAnd, FIRST edITIon, 5
folding engraved maps, brown damp-stain to lower margin through
approximately half the book causing many leaves to become brittle
with some loss of text and affecting 2 maps, embossed stamp
“Lisnamandra Cavan” to front endpapers, contemporary sheep,
rubbed and scuffed, [Wing E142], 12mo, Printed for Thomas
Salusbury, 1691.

⁂ Rare. Seemingly no copy at auction since 1988.

£300 - 400

509
Fisher (Jonathan) SCeneRy oF IReLAnd ILLuSTRATed In A SeRIeS oF PRInTS
oF SeLeCT vIeWS, CASTLeS And ABBIeS, engraved title, list of subscribers
and 60 fine sepia aquatint plates by Fisher, title imprint cut out and
neatly supplied from another copy, 6 plates remargined, plates 15
and 34 with neat paper repairs to verso, occasional light foxing,
largely restricted to margins, but a clean, bright copy overall, modern
half morocco, gilt, g.e., slip-case, [Abbey, Scenery 452], oblong folio,
J.Debrett, 1795 [plates dated 1792-95].

⁂ one oF THe RAReST And eARLIeST CoLLeCTed vIeWS oF IReLAnd. 

Jonathan Fisher (c.1740-1809), dublin-born landscape painter.
The success of his views contained in Scenery of Ireland was such
that it engendered a new wave of tourism to the Irish countryside,
with proprietors of some hostelries altering the prospects from
their lodgings to best reflect the views depicted by Fisher. 

£3,000 - 4,000
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510
Grose (Francis) THe AnTIQuITIeS oF IReLAnd, FIRST edIToIn, 2 vol.,
engraved vignette titles and 266 plates and plans, occasional foxing
but mostly bright and clean, contemporary half calf, rubbed, for
S.Hooper, 1791 § Ledwich (edward) The Antiquities of Ireland, FIRST
edITIon, engraved frontispiece, title and 38 plates (including 1 duplicate
hand-coloured plate), modern half morocco, gilt, Dublin, Arthur
Grueber, 1790; and 2 others, Irish antiquities, 4to (5)

£400 - 600

511
Guidebooks.- THe CoMPLeAT IRISH TRAveLLeR, 2 vol. in 1, engraved
titles, frontispiece and 15 plates, some folding, 1 plate torn and
repaired with loss, some plates trimmed close at fore-edge, touching
image, occasional soiling or browning, modern half calf, gilt, 1788 §
The Scientific Tourist Through Ireland, engraved frontispiece,
vignette title and 8 plates and maps, interleaved copy with occasional
notes in a 19th century hand, modern half calf, 1818; and 6 others,
18th and early 19th century guidebooks to Ireland, 8vo (8)

£300 - 400

512
Hall (Rev. James) TouR THRouGH IReLAnd; PARTICuLARLy THe InTeRIoR
And LeAST KnoWn PARTS, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, engraved folding map,
bookplate and ink ownership inscription and bookplate of William
Greenwood, original publisher’s boards, spine chipped, rubbed, 1813
§ [Twiss (Richard)] A Tour in Ireland in 1775, engraved folding map,
aquatint plate, occasional light soiling, modern half calf, for the
author, 1776 § Holmes (George) Sketches of Some of the
Southern Counties of Ireland, 1 etched and 6 aquatint plates, light
scattered foxing, contemporary speckled calf, gilt, spine rubbed, 1801
§ Chatterton (Lady) Rambles in the South of Ireland during the
year 1838, 2 vol., half-titles, lithographed frontispiece and 6 plates,
modern half calf, 1839; and 3 others, Irish tours, 8vo (9)

£400 - 600

513
Hamilton (William) LeTTeRS ConCeRnInG THe noRTHeRn CoAST oF THe
CounTy oF AnTRIM. Containing a natural History of its Basaltes: with
an Account of such Circumstances as are worthy of notice
respecting the Antiquities, Manners and Customs of that
Country..., FIRST edITIon, folding engraved map, half-title, bookplate of
William Rashleigh on lower pastedown, original boards, slightly
marked, rebacked, uncut edges, London, G. Robinson & Co., 1786;
and 5 others, Hamilton, v.s., v.d. (6).

£400 - 600
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514
Hill (Lord George) FACTS FRoM GWeedoRe: WITH uSeFuL HInTS To
doneGAL TouRISTS, 3 parts in 2 vol., 11 tinted lithographed plates, one
full-page triple-image plan and one lithographed map, occasional
foxing, remains of envelope from the Gweedore Hotel loosely inserted,
modern half calf, gilt, preserved in slipcase, [not in Abbey], 4to, Dublin,
1845-7.

⁂ A scarce work, especially the third part, describing Hill’s efforts
to improve the appalling agrarian condition of north-west donegal
just before the Great Famine.

£1,000 - 1,500

515
Johnson (James) A TouR In IReLAnd, FIRST edITIon, engraved
frontispiece, slightly stained in one corner, foxed, title offset, later ink
signature on front free endpaper, original blind-stamped cloth, corners
worn, small ink marks on upper cover, rebacked with the original spine
laid down, 1844 § Barrington (Sir Jonah) Historic Memoirs of
Ireland, 2 vol., new edition, 42 engraved plates, portraits and facsimile
letters, foxed and browned, new endpapers, modern half calf, gilt,
1835; and c. 15 others, mostly tours in Ireland, v.s., v.d. (c. 15).

£600 - 800

516
Belfast.- [Joy (Henry)] HISToRICAL CoLLeCTIonS ReLATIve To THe ToWn
oF BeLFAST: From the earliest Period to the union With Great
Britain, engraved frontispiece, title slightly foxed, browned and offset,
modern half calf, gilt, edges uncut, Belfast, 1817 § dubourdieu (John)
Statistical Survey of the County of Antrim, large folding engraved
county map, 17 lithographed plates (10 folding), new endpapers,
modern half calf, edges uncut, 1812; and c. 40 others, Belfast, down
and Antrim, and 26 vol. of the Ulster Journal of Archaeology, v.s.,
v.d. (c. 40).

£400 - 600

517
[King (William)] THe STATe oF THe PRoTeSTAnTS oF IReLAnd undeR THe
LATe KInG JAMeS’S GoveRnMenT, FIRST edITIon, licence before title, page of
advertisements at end, a few small tears in margins, foxed and
browned, bookplate of William Henry Cope on front pastedown, lower
pastedown with booksellers descriptions loose, inner hinges
strengthened, contemporary calf, rubbed, rebacked in modern calf,
gilt, new label on spine, [Wing K538], sm. 4to, Robert Clavell, 1691;
and c. 20 others, Catholics and Protestants in Ireland, including a
vol. of sermons by William Taggart, printed in Strabane, 1788 and
a vol. on the established Church of Ireland with an ALs from
Robert Peel tipped-in, v.s., v.d. (c. 20).

£600 - 800
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518
[La Tocnaye (Joseph de Bougrenet de] RAMBLeS THRouGH IReLAnd;

By A FRenCH eMIGRAnT, 2 vol., slightly foxed and browned, original roan-
backed boards, slightly rubbed, covers a little marked, ink signatures
on upper covers, edges uncut, G. and G. and J. Robinson, 1799; and
another, La Tocnaye, 8vo (3). 

£300 - 400

519
Luckombe (Philip) A TouR THRouGH IReLAnd, FIRST edITIon, folding
engraved map of Ireland, title slightly offset, slightly browned,
contemporary calf, corners a little bumped, gilt spine, red and gilt
morocco label, a fine copy, T. Lowndes, 1780; and another, a second
edition of the same, 12mo (2).

£300 - 400

520
No Lot

521
Milton (Thomas) SeLeCT vIeWS In IReLAnd; FRoM SeATS And deMeSneS
oF THe noBILITy And GenTRy oF THe KInGdoM, printed title and List of
Subscribers in Ireland, 24 fine engraved plates by Milton after Francis
Wheatley, John James Barralet, William Ashford and others, spotting,
heavier in places, light offsetting,, contemporary tree-calf, rebacked
and recornered, 1821 [plates dated 1783-93]; and the 1963
dolmen Press facsimile of the same, oblong 4to, slip-case (2)

⁂ A RARe WoRK eSPeCIALLy So WITH THe TITLe-PAGe WITH WHICH We CAn TRACe
no oTHeR LIKe CoPy AT AuCTIon.

Thomas Milton (1743-1827), english engraver and governor of the
Society of engravers. 

“THeSe enGRAvInGS ARe WoRKS oF SInGuLAR BeAuTy, enGRAved WITH GReAT
deLICACy And STRenGTH, And ConSTITuTe THe MoST CHARMInG ReCoRd oF IRISH
SCeneRy And PLACeS WHICH HAve eveR Been PuBLISHed” - desmond Guiness.

“”[Milton] had a unique power of distinguishing the foliage of trees
and the texture of all bodies, especially water, as it had never been
done before and will never be done again.” - William Bell Scott.

£1,000 - 1,500

522
Ireland.- Milton (Thomas) SeLeCT vIeWS In IReLAnd; FRoM SeATS And
deMeSneS oF THe noBILITy And GenTRy oF THe KInGdoM, lacking printed
title (as often), list of subscribers supplied in facsimile, 21 fine engraved
plates by Milton only (of 24) after Francis Wheatley, John James Barralet,
William Ashford and others, 5 additional plates engraved by W. & J.
Walker after J.Nixon and F. Wheatley, spotting, heavier in places, light
offsetting, modern half calf, oblong 4to, 1821 [plates dated 1783-93]

⁂ Rare in any conditoin, see previous lot. 

The views of the additional plates comprise: Howth, ennischerry,
Londonderry, Belfast and Blarney Castle. 

£400 - 600
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523
Moll (Herman) A SeT oF TWenTy neW And CoRReCT MAPS oF IReLAnd,
FIRST edITIon, printed title-page, folding engraved general map of
Ireland, 17 engraved county/province maps and engraved List of the
Severall Barracks (numbered 1-19), lacking the final map of Great
Britain and Ireland (this also crossed out in ink on title), this copy
extra-illustrated with 4 additional maps, viz: Wilson’s New & Accurate
Map of the Roads of Ireland, folding and hand-coloured in outline,
405 x 351mm.; Wilson’s Plan of the City of Dublin, folding, partially
hand-coloured, Dublin, 315 x 420mm., 1794; Moll’s A Pocket
Companion of Ireland, folding and hand-coloured in outline, 320 x
320mm.; Moll’s A New Map of Great Britain [showing part of Ireland],
folding and hand-coloured in outline, 1068 x 622mm., 1717, old stab-
holes to inner margin of title and some maps, a few repairs to verso,
engraved bookplate of Lyons Library, contemporary half calf over
marbled boards, rubbed, rebacked, modern board slip-case, [Bonar-
Law A10; Chubb, p.409 “the only copy known to me is in the Library
of Trinity College, Dublin.”], oblong 4to, 1728.

⁂ Scarce. Lyons House in Celbridge, Co. Kildare was the seat of
Lord Cloncurry. Much of the contents, including the library, was
sold in 1962. A photocopy of part of the auction catalogue is
loosely inserted, showing that this atlas was part of lot 239.

£1,000 - 1,500

524
Mullen of Dublin Binding.- Hardiman (George) THe HISToRy oF
THe ToWn And CounTy oF THe ToWn oF GALWAy, FIRST edITIon, large
folding engraved frontispiece and 10 plates (2 folding), some slight
browning, ink circular stamp of Henry Thomas Coghlan on title, silk
moiré endpapers, HAndSoMeLy Bound In ConTeMPoRARy FuLL GReen
STRAIGHT-GRAIn MoRoCCo GILT deCoRATed CoveRS And SPIne, SIGned TWICe
In GILT By GeoRGe MuLLen on the fore edge of each cover, g.e., in a
modern cloth box, 4to, Dublin, 1820.

£1,000 - 1,500

524

525
neW And CoRReCT IRISH ATLAS, large folding hand-coloured engraved
general map (torn and repaired), engraved key plate and 36 hand-
coloured engraved provincial and county maps, 3 trimmed and
window-mounted in later paper, a few with repairs to verso, some
foxing and soiling, one with later ink annotations within image,
contemporary green half morocco over marbled boards, rubbed,
oblong folio, Dublin, George & John Grierson and Martin Keene, 1822.

⁂ very rare. no copy traced at auction for almost 40 years.

£400 - 600
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526
North coast.- Nicholl (Andrew) [THe noRTHeRn CoAST oF IReLAnd],
12 tinted lithographed plates and lithographed dedication leaf and
subscribers leaf, tissue guards, without title, dedication leaf soiled
creased and laid down, 1 plate torn and repaired in lower margin not
affecting image, new endpapers, modern half morocco, [Abbey
Scenery, 462], folio,  n.d. [c. 1830s].

⁂ Published as a collection of 12 views of the coast of Ireland.

£800 - 1,200

527
Petrie (George) A. Nicholl and H. O’Neill. [PICTuReSQue SKeTCHeS oF
SoMe oF THe FIneST LAndSCAPe And CoAST SCeneRy oF IReLAnd], vol.1 [all
published], 4 hand-coloured aquatint plates after Petrie, Nicholl and
O’Neill, lacking half-title, title and preface, some very occasional light
spotting or finger-soiling, mostly marginal, [Abbey, Scenery 465],
[Dublin, W.F. Wakeman, 1835] Bound AFTeR nicholl (A.) [The northern
Coast of Ireland], lithographed dedication and 12 views, foxing, [Abbey
462], [Belfast, published by the artist, c.1830] together 2 works in 1
vol., contemporary black half morocco, gilt, morocco label to upper
cover, a little rubbed, g.e., preserved in slip-case, 4to.

£1,000 - 1,500

528
Petty (Sir William).- Lamb (Francis) A GeoGRAPHICALL deSCRIPTIon
oF ye KInGdoM oF IReLAnd. Collected from ye actual Survey made by
Sr. William Petty, third edition, engraved title, index, and 35 miniature
engraved maps only (of 38, lacking general map of Ireland and county
maps no. 3 and 29), hand-coloured in outline, 1 county map with
chip to margin, not affecting image, some occasional light surfacing
soiling or light spotting, largely restricted to margins, contemporary
calf, spine ends a little chipped, corners bumped, slip-case, 12mo, by
Francis Lamb et al., [1695].

⁂ RARe.

£600 - 800

529
Plumptre (Anne) nARRATIve oF A ReSIdenCe In IReLAnd duRInG THe
SuMMeR oF 1814, And THAT oF 1815, FIRST edITIon, half-title, stipple-
engraved portrait by Henry Meyer after James Northcote, 12 aquatint
plates on 11 sheets including one folding of Giant’s Causeway,
advertisement leaf at end, occasional light marginal browning,
attractive contemporary red straight-grain morocco, decorated in gilt
and blind, [Abbey, Scenery 457], 4to, 1817.

£300 - 400
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530
Pool (Robert) and John Cash. vIeWS oF THe MoST ReMARKABLe PuBLIC
BuILdInGS, MonuMenTS And oTHeR edIFICeS In THe CITy oF duBLIn, FIRST
edITIon, list of subscribers, engraved vignette title, 2 folding plans and
29 plates (1 folding), occasional foxing, contemporary calf,
sympathetically rebacked and recornered, preserving original
backstrip, 4to, Dublin, for J.Williams, 1780.

£400 - 600

531
Proctor (E.K.) BeLFAST SCeneRy In THIRTy vIeWS, aquatint pictorial title
and 30 fine aquatint views on india paper, plate-guards, surface
soiling and occasional foxing or spotting (heavier to title), mostly
restricted to margins, bookplate, original green cloth, rebacked,
preserved in custom drop-back box, [not in Abbey], oblong folio,
Belfast, E.K.Proctor, 1832.

⁂ RARe. We CAn LoCATe onLy 2 CoMPLeTe CoPIeS PRevIouSLy AT AuCTIon.

Joseph Molloy (1798-1877) was appointed art minister at the
Belfast Academy in 1828 and in 1830 was elected as master to
the Belfast Academical Institution, a post which he retained until
his retirement in 1870. It was during the years 1828-9 that he
made the drawings of the principal large country houses in the
vicinity of Belfast. 

£1,000 - 1,500

532
Reeves (William) eCCLeSIASTICAL AnTIQuITIeS oF doWn, ConnoR, And
dRoMoRe, ConSISTInG oF A TAxATIon oF THoSe dIoCeSeS, 2 vol., exTRA-
ILLuSTRATed By THe InSeRTIon oF nuMeRouS WATeRCoLouRS, Pen And InK
SKeTCHeS And enGRAvInGS in the text, some scattered foxing, slightly
browned, ink inscriptions on fly-leaf, new endpapers, contemporary
blind-stamped calf, rebacked, gilt spines, 1847; and 8 others, mostly
Irish education, v.s., v.d. (10).

£600 - 800

533
RePoRT FRoM THe CoMMITTee oF SeCReCy APPoInTed To TAKe InTo
ConSIdeRATIon THe TReASonABLe PAPeRS PReSenTed To THe HouSe oF
CoMMonS oF IReLAnd, folding engraved map, John Stockdale, 1798
bound with Report from the Committee of Secrecy of the House
of Lords of Ireland, folding engraved map of Dublin, 1798, slightly
browned, engraved bookplate of Sir James Colquhoun of Luss on front
pastedown, contemporary calf-backed boards, gilt spine, a fine copy,
1798; and 4 others, including a copy of Richard Price’s
Observations on the Nature of Civil Liberty, 1776, v.s., v.d. (5).

£300 - 400
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534
Robertson (James George, editor) AnTIQuITIeS And SCeneRy oF THe
CounTy oF KILKenny, FIRST edITIon, title and dedication within lined
borders, 26 full page aquatint plates, and an extra plate tipped-in on
front pastedown, “In Memoriam Of John J.A: Prim this View of the
Cromlech at Harristown in the County of Kilkenny is Dedicated by the
Publisher JG Robertson”, title, text and first 4 plates water-stained,
some foxing on plates, mostly in margins, new endpapers, modern
calf-backed boards, original gilt morocco label on upper cover,
modern slip-case, [not in Abbey], oblong 4to, Kilkenny, 1851.

£400 - 600

535
Scalé (Bernard) An HIBeRnIAn ATLAS; oR GeneRAL deSCRIPTIon oF THe
KInGdoM oF IReLAnd, FIRST edITIon, engraved title, dedication, index and
37 hand-coloured engraved maps, engraved advertisement for Scalé
& Co. facing title, light offsetting, occasional light spotting,
contemporary calf, sympathetically rebacked and recornered, [Chubb
VIII], 4to, for Robert Sayer and John Bennet, 1776.

£600 - 800

536
Scalé (Bernard) An HIBeRnIAn ATLAS; oR GeneRAL deSCRIPTIon oF THe
KInGdoM oF IReLAnd, engraved title vignette, dedication and 37 hand-
coloured maps, offsetting, occasional light spotting, bookplate of John
Bastard, modern calf, spine gilt with red morocco label, [Chubb X],
4to, Robert Laurie and James Whittle, 1798.

£500 - 700

537
Seward (William Wenman) ToPoGRAPHIA HIBeRnICA, FIRST edITIon,
large folding hand-coloured map at beginning and a folding table at
end, browned, modern bookmplate on front pastedown,
contemporary tree calf, gilt, slightly rubbed, ornate gilt panelled spine,
red gilt morocco label, 4to, Dublin, Alex. Stewart, 1795.

£300 - 400
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538
Smith (George Nelson) KILLARney, And THe SuRRoundInG SCeneRy,
FIRST edITIon, 6 engraved plates and 2 folding maps, slightly browned,
original lithographed board, extensively rubbed, edges and corners
worn, edges uncut, Dublin, 1822 § Hoare (Sir Richard Colt) Journal
of a Tour in Ireland, one of 25 large paper copies signed by W. Miller
the printer, title offset, some foxing and browning, new endpapers,
modern half calf, gilt, edges uncut, 1807; and c. 15 others, mostly
tours of Ireland, v.s., v.d. (c. 15).

£600 - 800

539
Stafford (Thomas) PACATA HIBeRnIA. IReLAnd APPeASed And ReduCed...,
2 engraved portrait frontispieces, folding map and 17 other maps,
plates and plans (1 folding and 16 double-page), first frontispiece
outer margin repaired and lower margin trimmed ?from another
copy, second frontispiece and title inner margins repaired, title slightly
creased, maps and plates trimmed to plate mark, browned, ink
inscription: “Bibliotheca Colbertina” at head of title, later ink signature
of Berkeley Vincent on fly-leaf, latedr endpapers, 19th century
morocco, gilt, gilt panelled spine, g.e., Printed by A[ugustine]
M[athewes], 1633.

⁂ Provenance: Jean-Baptiste Colbert, (1619-83), the French
statesman hired by Cardinal Mazarin to look after his financial
affairs. The Bibliotheca Colbertina was the library owned
successively by Jean Baptiste Colbert de Torcy, Jacques nicolas
Colbert, Archbishop of Rouen (1655-1707), and Charles eleonor
Colbert, Comte de Seignely (d.1747). The Colbert Library was sold
in Paris in 1728.

Brigadier-General Sir Berkeley vincent, KBe, CB, CMG (4
december 1871-1963) was a British Army officer and sportsman.

£2,000 - 3,000

540
Stafford (Thomas) PACATA HIBeRnIA; oR, A HISToRy oF THe WARS In
IReLAnd, 2 vol., LARGe PAPeR CoPy, 2 engraved frontispieces and 18
folding maps and plates, slightly browned, engraved bookplates of
Ferdinand M McVeagh and the L’Olivette on front pastedowns,
contemporary half green straight-grained morocco with marble
boards, gilt, Dublin, Hibernia Press, 1810 § Rogers (eric) A Record
of the City of Armagh from the earliest Period to the Present Time,
photographic frontispiece, faded, title and text extensively soiled,
numerous ink annotations and newspaper cuttings tipped-in or
loosely inserted, original cloth, gilt, Armagh, 1861; and c. 10 others,
including: a work by Horace Plunkett with a bookticket stating that
it was bound by the dun emer Press, v.s., v.d. (c. 10).

£400 - 600
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541
Taylor (George) and Andrew Skinner. TAyLoR And SKInneRS’S MAPS
oF THe RoAdS oF IReLAnd, SuRveyed 1777, FIRST edITIon, large folding
engraved map of Ireland and 288pp. of maps, engraved title, engraved
dedication and page of explanation, list of subscribers at end (slightly
water-stained), slightly browned, bookplate on front pastedown,
contemporary calf wallet, gilt, slightly rubbed, gilt spine, red gilt morocco
label on spine, 8vo, G. Nicol, London and W. Wilson, Dublin, 1778.

£400 - 600

542
Taylor (George) and Andrew Skinner. TAyLoR And SKInneR’S MAPS oF
THe RoAdS oF IReLAnd SuRveyed In 1777 And CoRReCTed doWn To 1783,
second edition, folding engraved general map with several repaired
tears, engraved vignette title, dedication and explanation leaves and
289 hand-coloured road maps (printed on recto and verso) on 145
leaves, light surface soiling to leaves, ink ownership inscriptions of Lord
Rossmore and William Copeland Trimble, modern half morocco,
[Chubb, Ireland XII], 8vo, London & Dublin, for the Author, 1783

⁂ William Copeland Trimble (1851-1941) editor and proprietor
of the enniskillen newspaper The Impartial Reporter. 

£300 - 400

543
THe PReSenT STATe oF IReLAnd, lacking folding map, trimmed at fore-
edge, occasionally touching printed marginalia, A10 repaired with
some minor loss to text, small marginal repair to A11, bookplate, 19th
century calf, gilt, [Wing P3267], by M.D. for Chr. Wilkinson,  1673 §
Barton (Richard) Lectures in natural Philosophy, designed, to be a
foundation for reasoning pertinently upon the petrifications, gems,
crystals, and sanative quality of Lough neagh in Ireland, engraved
frontispiece and 5 plates (3 folding), frontispiece laid down, list of
subscribers, woodcut illustrations, occasional minor soiling, 19th
century half morocco, spine faded, Dublin, by A.Reilly, 1751 § [Smith
(Charles, attrib.) The Antient and Present State of the County of
down, engraved folding map, bookplate, contemporary tree calf,
sympathetically rebacked, Dublin, by A.Reilly, for Edward Exshaw, 1744
§ Mcevoy (John) Statistical Survey of the County of Tyrone, engraved
folding map, illustrations, occasional spotting, bookplate of the Duke
of Leinster, contemporary half calf, sympathetically rebacked, Dublin,
1802; and another, Ireland, v.s. (5)

£400 - 600

544
Tory Island.- Getty (Edmund, Irish antiquarian and naturalist,
1799-1857) THe HISToRy And AnTIQuITIeS oF ToRRy ISLAnd, ?author’s
copy, frontispiece, 4 silhouettes in the style of Auguste Edouart, 8
lithographed plates, 1 lithographed map, 1 pencil landscape and 5
watercolour landscapes, bookplate of John Stafford Reid Byers on
front pastedown, original cloth, gilt, slightly rubbed, spine slightly
faded, housed in a modern card slip-case, 4to, Belfast, Privately
Printed, 1853.

⁂ Tory Island, 9 miles off the north-west coast of County donegal;
the most remote inhabited island of Ireland.

£400 - 600
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545
Twiss (Richard) A TouR In IReLAnd In 1775, FIRST duBLIn edITIon,
engraved frontispiece of “A View of the Salmon-Leap at Bally
Shannon”, browned, contemporary calf, corners a little bumped, gilt
spine, slightly rubbed, gilt morocco label slightly ton on spine, 8vo,
Dublin, Messrs. Sheppard, Corcoran and others, 1776.

£400 - 600

546
Ware (Sir James) THe WHoLe WoRKS... ConCeRnInG IReLAnd, translated
and edited by Walter Harris, 2 vol. in 3 parts, 40 engraved plates
(some folding), vol. II some very slight water-staining, slightly browned
throughout, contemporary diced russia, gilt, gilt spines repaired and
laid down, folio, Dublin, for the Author, by E.Jones, 1739 and Robert
Bell...and John Fleming, 1764.

£400 - 600

547
Young (Arthur) A TouR In IReLAnd, 2 vol., second edition, PReSenTATIon
InSCRIPTIon To TITLeS FRoM J[Ane]. y[ounG]. ink note to titles in 19th
century hand attributing inscription to Jane Young, 5 engraved plates,
ink note in 19th century hand to vol.1 endpaper, bookplates of Arthur
Young, later morocco, gilt, for T.Cadell, 1780; [Another copy], 2 vol.,
second edition,5 engraved plates (3 folding), browned, engraved
bookplates and ink signatures of Thomas Taylor of Bath on front
endpapers, , contemporary calf, gilt spines, rubbed, for T. Cadell,
1780; and 2 others, Arthur young, 8vo (6)

⁂ The note in vol.1 of the first mentioned states “This book was
given to Mrs Bagshaw’s father by his aunt Jane young, wife of
Arthur young, of Bradfield Hall, co. Suffolk, the only son of the
author.”

£400 - 600
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548
Lombard (Peter) de ReGno HIBeRnIAe SAnCToRuM InSuLA
CoMMenTARIuS, FIRST edITIon, woodcut device on title, woodcut initials,
foxed and browned, slight worming at beginning and end, affecting a
few letters of text, contemporary vellum, yapp edges, remains of 2 ties,
ink inscription crossed out at head of title, Louvain, Apud viduam
Steph. Martini, 1632.

⁂ veRy RARe And IMPoRTAnT ACCounT oF 16TH CenTuRy IReLAnd,
SuPPReSSed By THe enGLISH AuTHoRITIeS. A letter to the Lord deputy of
Ireland from Secretary Windebank dated 20 nov. 1633 states “His
Majesty understanding that there is one Petrus Lombardus, or
that calls himself so, who hath lately published a dangerous book,
in three parts, concerning o’neale, requires your lordship to
suppress the book, and send some of the copies to my Lord of
Canterbury, and to call the author to account for it.” (Letters of
Strafford, vol.1, p.161). There are two states of the title-page - this
copy would appear to be from the earlier of the two. Lombard
wrote the work in 1600, a year before his appointment as Catholic
Archbishop of Armagh. originally it circulated in manuscript
copies and Moran describes its importance thus: “ It details the
many resources of our island, its manufactures, mines, natural
wealth, fisheries, &c; it commemorates the sanctity and labours
of our Apostle, and those holy men who made Ireland an insula
sanctorum; it presents a faithful sketch of the apostolate of Irish
missionaries on the Continent; it describes the leading features
of the english invasion, and the attempts to impose the so-called
Reformation on the Catholics of this country; but more important
than all this is the accurate and detailed narrative which it
presents to us of the thrilling contemporary events which marked
the last years of the sixteenth century in Ireland.”

£2,000 - 3,000

549
Spenser (Edmund) A vIeW oF THe STATe oF IReLAnd, 3 parts in 1, FIRST
edITIon, 2 woodcut architectural titles, the first laid down and with
corner defective, second part without separate title but each part
separately paginated, first part with 8pp. “Certaine verses [of the
Faerie Queene]” bound at end ?denoting “A” issue, a few small holes
with occasional slight loss, a couple of tears, part 2 water-stained,
some soiling and browning, contemporary calf, rebacked preserving
original gilt spine, [see STC 25067], folio, Dublin, Printed by the Society
of Stationers, 1633.

⁂ Rare work by Spenser written while at his home at Kilcoleman,
c.1596. It remained in manuscript in Archbishop usher’s Library
until published by Sir J. Ware in 1633. This copy appears to collate
complete: [8], 120, +8pp. Certaine verses; 223 + 2pp blank; 12,
138, 2pp.

Provenance: old ink signature scribbled out from first title, daniel
Jeffers (ink inscriptions on verso of final leaf “Faults escaped”; old
library shelf sticker “FFd” on front pastedown. 

£1,000 - 1,500
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550
A ReMonSTRAnCe oF dIveRS ReMARKeABLe PASSAGeS ConCeRnInG THe
CHuRCH And KInGdoMe oF IReLAnd, browned, new endpapers, modern
morocco-backed boards, [Wing J943; in this edition C4r ends “they”],
Godfrey Emerson, and William Bladen, 1642.

£300 - 400

551
[Marvell (Andrew)] A LeTTeR FRoM A GenTLeMAn In IReLAnd To HIS
BRoTHeR In enGLAnd, ReLATInG To THe ConCeRnS oF IReLAnd In MATTeR oF
TRAde, onLy edITIon, title corner torn and repaired, title and text stained,
some headlines cut at head, browned throughout, new endpapers,
modern half calf, [Wing M871B], sm. 4to, Langley Curtiss, 1677.

£400 - 600

552
[Borlase (Edmund)] THe HISToRy oF THe exeCRABLe IRISH ReBeLLIon,
title in red and black, errata leaf at end, lacks folding table, A4 tear
repaired with tape, H4 small piece torn away from lower margin, 2N3
small piece of corner torn away, a few other small tears in margins, a
few small rust marks, contemporary speckled calf, slightly rubbed, gilt
panelled spine, red morocco gilt label on spine, [Wing B3768], folio,
Robert Clavel, 1680; and 9 others, 17th century pamphlets relating
to Ireland, v.s., v.d. (10).

£400 - 600

553
Bible, Irish. TIoMnA nuAdH AR dTIGHeARnA AGuS AR SLAnAIGHTHeoRA IoSA
CRIoSd, SeCond edITIon oF THe neW TeSTAMenT In IRISH, Irish type, English
preface by Andrew Sall, small woodcut initials, lacks A1 first blank,
extensively damp-stained, slightly browned, new endpapers,
contemporary panelled calf, corners and edges repaired, spine laid
down, [Wing B2759C], 4to, London, Robert Everingham, 1681.

⁂ only 500 copies of the second Irish edition of the new
Testament were printed. The work was funded by Robert Boyle
and the Irish type cast in London by Moxon.

£1,000 - 1,500
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554
[Farewell ( James)] THe IRISH HudIBRAS, oR FInGALLIAn PRInCe, FIRST
edITIon, half-title/licence leaf before title, 4pp. Irish glossary at end, title
slightly marked, browned, new endpapers, modern morocco, gilt, gilt
spine, [Wing F422], 8vo, Richard Baldwin, 1689.

£400 - 600

555
Pamphlets.- Siege of Londonderry.- Walker (George) A TRue
ACCounT oF THe SIeGe oF London-deRRy, FIRST edITIon, folding engraved
map, licence leaf before title, a few small stains at edges and small
tear, [Wing W350], for Robert Clavel and Ralph Simpson, 1689 bound
with observations upon Mr Walkers Account of the Siege of
London-derry, 12pp., drophead title, [Wing O112], R. Simpson, 1689
bound with Reflections on a Paper, Pretending to be An Apology
for the Failures Charged on Mr. Walker’s Account of the Siege of
London-derry, 20pp., [Wing R695], for Robert Clavel and Ralph
Simpson, 1689 bound with Hamilton (Andrew) A True Relation of
the Actions of the Inniskilling-Men, advertisements on verso of last
leaf, one or two small tears to corners, [Wing H476], for Ric. Chiswell,
1690 bound with [d’urfey (Thomas)] The Weesils. A Satyrical Fable,
title trimmed affecting imprint, contemporary ink correction at end of
poem, 1691, together 10 works in 1 vol. (most others relating to
James II, William II and the Scottish Presbyterian Church), browned,
some staining to a few unmentioned pamphlets, contemporary
panelled calf, worn, joints splitting, sm. 4to.

£600 - 800

556
Siege of Londonderry.- Walker (George) A vIndICATIon oF THe TRue
ACCounT oF THe SIeGe oF deRRy In IReLAnd, engraved mezzotint portrait
frontispiece, ?lacking final blank, modern half calf, gilt, [Wing W354],
4to, for Rob. Clavel, 1689.

⁂ Rare with the frontispiece, we can trace no other like copy.

£300 - 400

557
A LIST oF THe CLAIMS AS THey ARe enTRed WITH THe TRuSTeeS AT CHICHeSTeR-
HouSe on CoLLeGe-GReen duBLIn, on or Before the Tenth of August,
1700, without 8pp. ‘An alphabet of the claims’ at end, foxed and
browned, ink note at head of front free endpaper, engraved sepia
bookplate of Sir Lucius O’Brien on front pastedown, inner hinges
strengthened, contemporary panelled calf, corners and edges
repaired, rebacked in modern calfold red morocco label on spine,
modern slip-case, [Wing A2897B; Bradshaw 306], Dublin, Printed by
Joseph Ray and... Sold by Patrick Campbell, 1701.

⁂ In the aftermath of the capitulation of Limerick, and the end of
Jacobite hopes in Ireland, the lands of the supporters of James II
were sold by public auction at Chichester House in dublin. In 1699
this settlement was overturned by the Act of Resumption, and a
court was established at Chichester House to examine all claims.

Sir Lucius o’Brien, third baronet (1733-1795), politician.

£1,000 - 1,500
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558
Swift ( Jonathan) A TALe oF A TuB, FIRST edITIon, second issue with
‘Uterinus’ not present on p.320 line 10, initial advertisement leaf and
final blank leaf both present, 19th century red crushed morocco, gilt,
by F. Bedford, rebacked preserving original gilt spine, g.e., modern
cloth slip-case, [Rothschild 1992; Teerink 217], 8vo, for John Nutt,
1704.

⁂ A very good copy of this classic satirical work on religion, largely
comprising arguments between Peter (Roman Catholicism),
Martin (Protestantism) and Jack (Calvinism). 

£600 - 800

559
[Swift (Jonathan)] SoMe ReMARKS on THe BARRIeR TReATy BeTWeen HeR
MA JeSTy And THe STATeS-GeneRAL, FIRST edITIon, title a little soiled, ink
markings in an 18th century hand, modern half calf, John Morphew,
1712; A Letter to the examiner, Suggesting Proper Heads, for
vindicating his Masters, half-title, light browning, modern boards,
for J.Moore, 1714 § [delany (Patrick)] observations upon Lord
orrery’s Remarks on the life and writings of dr. Jonathan Swift, G6
repaired at margin, contemporary calf, Dublin, Robert Main, 1754,
[Teerink 559; 1578; 1343]; and 17 others, Swift, including 13 vol.,
1808 set of the works, 8vo (20)

£400 - 600

560
[Swift (Jonathan, contributor)] THe eyeS oF IReLAnd oPen. BeInG, A

SHoRT vIeW oF THe PRoJeCT FoR eSTABLISHInG THe InTended BAnK oF IReLAnd,
second edition, light foxing and damp-staining, bookplate to rear
pastedown, later boards, [Bradshaw 7302; Goldsmiths 6143; cf.
Teerinck 909], 8vo Dublin, for J.Roberts, 1722.

⁂ Scarce satirical pamphlet, credited to Swift by some sources.
Includes a reprint of Swift’s Subscribers to the Bank Plac’d according
to Their Order and Quality.

£300 - 400
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561
Swift ( Jonathan) FRAud deTeCTed: oR, THe HIBeRnIAn PATRIoT, FIRST
CoLLeCTed edITIon, woodcut ornaments, small hole in Z3 with slight
loss of a couple of letters,several ink library stamps,contemporary
panelled calf, rebacked, [Teerink Scouten 21; Rothschild 2094], 8vo,
Dublin, Re-printed and Sold by George Faulkner, 1725.

⁂ This issue with sig. dd corrected (catchword on p.213 below
the ornament; p.216 line 17 with comma after “King”). 

£400 - 600

562
Book of Common Prayer in Irish.- Book of Common Prayer.
LeABHAR nA noRnAIGHTHeAdH CCoMHCHoITCHIonn, only edition, double
column, English and Irish text, Element of the Irish Language at end
3pp., browned, later endpapers, modern antique style panelled calf,
red and gilt morocco label on spine, 8vo, E. Everingham, [1712]; and
another Book of Common Prayer, dublin, 1765, 8vo (2).

⁂ An attempt to provide the Protestant Book of Common Prayer
to convert the largely Catholic population of Ireland.

£400 - 600

563
Hamill (William) vIeW oF THe dAnGeR And FoLLy oF BeInG PuBLICK-
SPIRITed, And SInCeReLy LovInG one’S CounTRy; In THe dePLoRABLe CASe
oF THe LondondeRRy And InnISHKILLInG ReGIMenTS: BeInG A TRue And
FAITHFuLL ACCounT oF THeIR unPARALLeLed SeRvICe And SuFFeRInGS, AT And
SInCe THe RevoLuTIon, slightly browned, ink signature of Jno. Claxton
on title, a few ink marks on title, bookplate of the Earl of Leitrim on
front pastedown, contemporary red morocco binding with central
diamond design made up of thistles and other tools, ?of Scottish
origin, slightly marked, corners and edges slightly rubbed, gilt panelled
spine slightly rubbed and dulled, g.e., modern slip-case, [Bradshaw
5784], 4to, for the Author, 1721.

£400 - 600

563A
MacMahon (Hugh) JuS PRIMATIALe ARCAnuM, In oMneS ARCHIePISCoPoS,
ePISCoPoS, eT unIveRSuM CLeRuM, ToTIuS ReGnI HIBeRnIAe, 2 parts in 1,
FIRST edITIon, bookplate of the Earl of Leitrim, later blind-stamped
russia in fine condition, modern marbled board slip-case, 4to, [Dublin,
S. Powell], 1728.

⁂ Important and comprehensive work on the Primacy of Armagh
- a dispute about whether Armagh, because of its association with
Saint Patrick, had the privilege of ecclesiastical precedence over
all dioceses in the country. 

£400 - 600
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564
Belfast.- Bible, English. THe PSALMS oF dAvId In MeTRe, A2 part of
outer margin torn away slightly affecting text and side nos., slightly
browned, contemporary calf, slightly rubbed, [this edition not in ESTC],
Belfast, James Blow, 1735; and 3 others, another Psalms of david
and 2 Irish Books of Common Prayer, v.s., v.d. (4).

£400 - 600

565
Gaelic type.- [Dunlevy (Andrew)] THe CATeCHISM, oR CHRISTIAn
doCTRIne By WAy oF QueSTIon And AnSWeR, text in English and Irish
throughout, lacking final ?blank, occasional light damp-staining and
minor fraying to outer margins, ink ownership inscriptions to front
free endpaper (repaired and laid-down), contemporary calf, rebacked,
preserving original backstrip, corners and extremities repaird and
restored, slip-case, 8vo, Paris, James Guerin, 1742.

£400 - 600

566
Brown (John, Vicar of Newcastle-upon Tyne) An eSTIMATe oF THe
MAnneRS And PRInCIPLeS oF THe TIMeS, FIRST duBLIn edITIon, slightly
browned, contemporary calf, gilt ornate gilt stamp of the Hibernian
Academy on both covers, slightly rubbed, 12mo, Dublin, G. Faulkner,
J. Hoey and J. Exshaw, 1757.

£300 - 400

567
Poetry.- Brooke (Charlotte) ReLIQueS oF IRISH PoeTRy, FIRST edITIon,
list of subscribers, 3A3 torn and repaired at head, a few other marks
in corners, some slight scattered foxing, 19th century ink inscription
on fly-leaf, contemporary tree calf, gilt, edges and corners repaired,
rebacked with the original spine laid down, red morocco gilt label on
spine, spine rubbed, 4to, [Dublin], George Bonham, 1769; and 6
others in the Irish Language and in Irish Type, v.s., v.d. (7).

⁂ First mentioned partly printed in Irish Type.

£400 - 600
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569

568
[Caldwell (Sir James)] deBATeS In THe IRISH PARLIAMenT In THe yeARS

1763 And 1764, 2 vol., The Second Edition, presentation copy third
person from the author to Mr Fitzpatrick with ink inscription on fly-
leaf, the Holland House copy with engraved bookplates on front
pastedowns, water-stained, browned, contemporary red morocco, gilt
diamond centre ornament made up of various tools, ornate gilt
borders of urns and flowers, some dark stained areas on boards,
spines rubbed and dulled, g.e., modern slip-case, [ESTC lists 1 copy
only, not in BL], 8vo, 1779.

⁂ Ink inscription reads: “Sir James Caldwell presents his
Compliments to Mr. Fitzpatrick and requests he will do him the
Honor to accept of these Irish debates as a small mark of his
Respect - Castle Caldwell June the 5th 1782.”

£400 - 600

569
Equestrianism.- O’Reilly (Laurence) THe ART oF HoRSeMAnSHIP,
woodcut frontispiece, modern calf, 12mo, Newry, Dan Carpenter, 1780.

⁂ Rare, eSTC lists 2 copies only (Cambridge and Trinity libraries)

£300 - 400

570
Poetry.- An IRReGuLAR ode, AS IT IS To Be PeRFoRMed In ALL THe
CATHedRALS In IReLAnd, PARTICuLARLy In - CLoyne, 19pp., new endpapers,
modern boards, [ESTC lists 3 copies only; not in the National Library
of Ireland], Dublin, J. Moore, 1787; and 10 others, Irish Poetry, v.s.,
v.d. (11).

⁂ First mentioned a satire on the tithes pamphlet war, with
particular reference to works by Patrick duigenan and Richard
Woodward.

£300 - 400

571
Prisons.- Fitzpatrick (Sir Jeremiah) THouGHTS on PenITenTIARIeS,
half-title, folding table, half-title foxed, new endpapers, modern half
morocco, gilt, [ESTC lists 3 copies all in Ireland], Dublin, H. Fitzpatrick,
1790.

£300 - 400
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572
America.- Paine (Thomas) A LeTTeR To THe eARL oF SHeLBuRne, noW
MARQuIS oF LAnSdoWne, on HIS SPeeCH... ReSPeCTInG THe
ACKnoWLedGeMenT oF AMeRICAn IndePendenCe, [ESTC lists 5 copies only,
not in the National Library or Ireland or BL], Dublin, William Wilson,
1791; Rights of Man: Being an Answer to Mr. Burke’s Attack on
the French Revolution, Dublin, P. Byrne, 1791, together 12 works
in 1 vol. mostly relating to edmund Burke, slightly browned,
contemporary calf, corners bumped, 8vo.

£400 - 600

573
Hincks (William) IRISH LInen InduSTRy, the set of 12, stipple
engravings with etching, printed in brownish-black ink, with hand-
colouring, on wove paper with watermark of ‘Edmeads & Co. 1809’,
and ‘Whatman 1808’,  each platemark approx. 335 x 415 mm. (13¼
x 16¼ in), the sheets 375 x 550 mm. (14¾ x 21¾ in), some handling
creases, some sheets with tears, mainly in margins, published by
Pollard, 1791 but ca. 1808-1810, (12).

£400 - 600

574
O’Halloran (Sylvester) A neW TReATISe on THe dIFFeRenT dISoRdeRS
ARISInG FRoM exTeRnAL InJuRIeS oF THe HeAd, FIRST edITIon, one woodcut
illustration, contemporary ink name on title, contemporary sprinkled
calf, spine ends and label chipped, [ESTC locates 7 copies, none in BL
and only 2 in America], 8vo, Dublin, Printed by Zachariah Jackson,
for W.Gilbert, 1793.

⁂ Rare. o’Halloran (1728-1807) studied medicine in London,
Paris and Leiden. He was the first surgeon at Limerick Infirmary
and the first medic to show that trephining was unnecessary in
certain cases.

£200 - 300

575
Wollstonecraft (Mary) A vIndICATIon oF THe RIGHTS oF WoMen, vol.1
(all published), FIRST duBLIn edITIon, light foxing and browning,
occasional staining, gathering H with patch of increased browning, [cf.
PMM 242], Dublin, J.Stockdale, for James Moore, 1793 Bound WITH
[Williams (John)], “Anthony Pasquin”. A Postscript to the new Bath
Guide. A Poem, occasional spotting and damp-staining, light soiling
to title and final f., old paper repair to title with loss to first 3 letters,
Dublin, Richard White, 1790, ToGeTHeR 2 WoRKS In 1 voL., ink inscriptions
to rear pastedowns, contemporary half calf, rebacked, preserving
original backstrip, rubbed, endpapers supplied, slip-case, 8vo.

⁂ Two scarce dublin imprints, the dublin edition of A Vindication
of the Rights of Women is the likely the rarest of the 18th century
editions.

£600 - 800

576
Newenham (Thomas) A vIeW oF THe nATuRAL, PoLITICAL And
CoMMeRCIAL CIRCuMSTAnCeS oF IReLAnd, FIRST edITIon, folding engraved
map of Ireland (hand-coloured in outline), half-title, slightly foxed and
browned, very small tear in upper margin of title, bookplate on front
pastedown, contemporary half calf, gilt spine, 4to, T. Cadell and W.
Davies, 1809.

£400 - 600
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577
D’Alton (John, historian, of Bessville, co. Westmeath, Ireland,
1792-1867) deRMId; oR, eRIn In THe dAyS oF BoRu: A PoeM, FIRST
edITIon, SIGned PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR with long
inscription on fly-leaf, advertisements at end annotated by the
author, 3H1 small piece of corner torn away, slightly browned,
contemporary half calf, corners and edges a little rubbed, gilt spine
2 black morocco labels on spine, 1814. 

£400 - 600

578
Sodomy.- SKeTCH oF THe LIFe And unPARALLeLed SuFFeRInGS, oF JAMeS
ByRne, LATe CoACHMAn To... JoHn JoCeLyn, BRoTHeR To... THe LoRd BISHoP
oF CLoGHeR, folding hand-coloured etched plate, T. Dolby, [1822]
bound with The Bishop!! Particulars of the Charge Against the Hon.
Percy Jocelyn, Bishop of Clogher, for an Abominable offence with
John Movelly, a Soldier of the First Regiment of Foot Guards, 2
parts, [1822], some slight browning, bookplate on front pastedown,
modern half calf, 8vo.

⁂ Percy Jocelyn (1764-1843), bishop of Clogher; in 1811, Jocelyn’s
brother John’s coachman, James Byrne, accused him of “taking
indecent familiarities” (possibly buggery) and of “using indecent
or obscene conversations with him”. Byrne was sued for criminal
libel by Jocelyn and on conviction was sentenced to two years in
jail and also to public flogging. Recanting his allegations at the
prompting of the bishop’s agent, the floggings were stopped. In
1822 Jocelyn was caught in an act of homosexuality with a
guardsman in a London public house. Jocelyn was deprived of his
see and he absconded to Scotland where he worked as a butler
for the rest of his life.

£400 - 600

579

580
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579
[Moore (Thomas)] THe PRIvATe THeATRe oF KILKenny, WITH
InTRoduCToRy oBSeRvATIonS on oTHeR PRIvATe THeATReS In IReLAnd BeFoRe
IT WAS oPened, FIRST edITIon, apparently one of 50 copies, ink
annotation to p.19, contemporary burgundy morocco, stamped in
gilt and blind, lettered in gilt “Gervase Bushe Glen Cairne Abbey” to
upper cover, modern marbled board slip-case, 4to, [Kilkenny],
Privately Printed, 1825.

⁂ very rare privately printed account of “Theatrical
Representations in Private Houses”, as stated in the introduction.
only two copies have appeared at auction in recent times, the last
in 1993, which was catalogued as having 11 engraved portraits.
There are no portraits in this copy.

Provenance: Benjamin John Plunket (bookplate). The Gervase
Bushe for whom the book was bound is perhaps Mr. G.P. Bushe
who is mentioned in the list of “The Company” for the second and
third seasons (1802-03); there are also several other Bushe family
members mentioned later and “Mr Bushe” in the first season.

£600 - 800

580
Fielding (Henry) A JouRnAL oF A voyAGe To LISBon, WITH A FRAGMenT oF
A CoMMenT on LoRd BoLInGBRoKe’S eSSAyS, FIRST duBLIn edITIon, 2pp.
advertisements, ink ownership inscription in a contemporary hand to
head of title, bookplate of Robert Wright Cope Cope to pastedown,
contemporary calf, [cf. Rothschild 857], 8vo, Dublin, James Hoey, 1856.

⁂ A veRy Good CoPy oF THIS SCARCe edITIon, We CAn TRACe onLy one oTHeR
CoPy PRevIouSLy AT AuCTIon, noT In BL.

Fielding travelled to Lisbon in 1754 in a doomed attempt to improve
his deteriorating health but died there just two months later.

£600 - 800

581
Marcus Ward of Belfast Binding.- ILLuMInATed TeSTIMonIAL To
THoMAS BLAIn, HeAdMASTeR oF THe enGLISH dePARTMenT on HIS ReTIReMenT
FRoM THe RoyAL BeLFAST ACAdeMICAL InSTITuTIon, illuminated address,
coloured by hand by J.W. Carey,  title and 6pp., 28pp. of signatories,
plate guards, autograph note by Blain tipped-in, silk moiré endpapers,
handsomely bound in original brown and red morocco panelled
onlays, the centre panel powdered with stylized fleu-de-lys tools and
with red morocco corner pieces, gilt gauffered edges, modern slip-
case, folio, Marcus Ward, 1862; and another Belfast bindin g, by
Archer & Sons, folio & 8vo (2).

£400 - 600

582
Home Rule Pamphlets.- Gladstone (William Ewart) “eIGHTy”
CLuB. THe IRISH QueSTIon SPeeCH, PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM JAB BRuCe
SeCReTARy oF THe eIGHTy CLuB To MRS GLAdSTone with his ink inscription
on upper wrapper, original yellow wrappers, 1887, bound with 10
other Irish Home Rule pamphlets; and and 5 others, including
another vol. of Home Rule pamphlets with the bookplate of
Herbert John Gladstone, viscount Gladstone (1854-1930),
politician and governor-general of the Union of South Africa, and 2
vol. Gladstone. Gleanings of Past Years, signed presentation copies
from the author to Sir edwin Saunders and an ALs from
Gladstone presenting these vol. to Saunders, v.s., v.d. (6).

£400 - 600

583
Kinnaird (Elizabeth, artist) [BoTAnICAL dRAWInGS In noRTH AnTRIM
And doneGAL], 28 pages of watercolour specimens, some captioned,
some foxed, housed in a modern half calf box, sheets 306 x 282mm.,
1940; and another, James Mackay’s, A Catalogue of the Plants found
in Ireland, dublin, 1825, v.s., v.d. (2).

⁂ Includes drawings of orchids, primrose and fuschia.

Provenance: Given by the artist to e.d. Popper, linen and damask
designer, Malone Road, Belfast.

£600 - 800
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584
Camden (William) CAMden’S BRITAnnIA, newly Translated into
english with Large Additions and Improvements... by edmund
Gibson, engraved portrait frontispiece by R. White, 8 plates of coins
and 50 folding double-page maps by Robert Morden mounted on
stubs, engraved and woodcut illustrations, one or two full-page, with
loosely-inserted later engraved strip road map of road (A6) from
Northampton to Market Harborough, ink inscriptions to title (one
crossed out, the other faint at head) and another to front free
endpaper, portrait and title lightly soiled but generally a good clean
copy, small tear to final two leaves (the last causing hole with loss to
a few lines of Appendix), contemporary calf, rubbed, gouge to rear
cover, corners and spine ends worn, splits to joints, [Wing C359], folio,
by F. Collins for A.Swale...and A & J Churchill, 1695.

⁂ First edition of Gibson’s translation and the first to contain the
fine maps by Robert Morden.

£1,000 - 1,500

585
Ellis (George, publisher) eLLIS’S neW And CoRReCT ATLAS oF enGLAnd
And WALeS..., 45 hand-coloured engraved maps, extensive lists and
tables, title offset and browned, some offsetting and browning
throughout, new endpapers, contemporary half calf, old morocco
label on upper cover, 4to, [1819].

£300 - 400

586
Moll (Herman) A neW deSCRIPTIon oF enGLAnd And WALeS, WITH THe
AdJACenT ISLAndS, 2 folding engraved general maps and 48 county
maps by Herman Moll, 2 folding (Kent and Essex), many incorporating
vignettes of coins, antiquities or views at sides, 2 folding maps soiled
and creased at fore-edge, some light water-staining, text finishes on
2A1 (p.x of Index, Ystwyth River, ?lacking final leaf), contemporary tree
calf, rubbed, small stains to upper cover, rebacked and corners
repaired, folio, for J.Wilford...T.Bowles...C.Rivington...J.Bowles, 1733.

⁂ Scarce atlas first published in 1724. The vignettes include
scenes of the old and new eddystone lighthouses, Stonehenge,
Windsor Castle, Blenheim Palace, and the Royal observatory,
Greenwich.

£1,500 - 2,000

587
Chaplin (S.E.) GeoGRAPHy oF enGLAnd & WALeS, manuscript atlas
with 47 leaves, four illustrating england and Wales, 43 with the
english counties described, pen and black ink, watercolour, traces
of graphite, one cream wove paper, each leaf approx. 245 x 313 mm.
(9⅝  x 12¼ in), occasional spotting and surface dirt, loosely inserted
into contemporary morocco, tooled and gilt with title and date, with
presentation box, oblong 4to, 1853.

£200 - 300
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588
Lewis (Samuel, publisher) A MAP oF enGLAnd And WALeS, dIvIded
InTo CounTIeS, PARLIAMenTARy dIvISIonS, & dIoCeSeS, presented in four
sections, covering the north east, South east, north West, and
South West of england, with large decorative title upper right in
the north east section, and large engraved view of The General
Post office London upper left in the north West, the view by
Griffiths after Allom, engraved folding maps, drawn by R. Creighton,
and engraved by J. Dower, each dissected and mounted on linen, all
with hand-colouring, each approx. 1060 x 880mm., occasional
surface dirt and spotting, folding into original red straight-grain
morocco, gilt decorated borders, 8vo, edges rubbed, spines faded, S.
Lewis & Co., 1840, (4).

£400 - 600
____________________________________

589
Cumberland and Midlands.- Geological maps.- Mudge (Lt. Col.
William) [Geological ordnance Survey Map of Cumberland], a
composite map of single sheets from the ‘Geological Survey of
Great Britain’ joined and presented in two parts, north and South,
also showing part of Westmorland, with numerous keys and
diagrams neatly trimmed and pasted on, engraving with extensive
hand-colouring, with several sheets trimmed and joined, ‘North’
measures 975 x 1990 mm. (38⅜ x 78¾ in), ‘South’ 980 x 1520 mm.
(38½ x 59¾ in), dissected and mounted on linen, minor surface dirt,
folding with marbled endpapers, presented in red cloth slipcase with
printed label, 4to, Edward Stanford, ca. 1850s; together with seven
other single sheet maps from the ‘Geological Survey of Great
Britain’, including three copies of sheet LxII (Lichfield), and one of
LxIII (Leicester), and LxxI (nottingham), and with ‘Horizontal
Sections Sheet no. 24’, and ‘Horizontal Sections Sheet no. 25’,
engravings with extensive hand-colouring, various sizes, majority
between 670 x 495 mm. (26½ x 19½ in), and 675 x 1000 mm. (26½
x 39⅜ in), all dissected and mounted on linen, occasional minor
surface dirt, all folding into various endpapers, several presented in
slipcases, some loose, mainly 8vo, 1850s and later, (9 maps).

£500 - 700

590
Devon.- Donn (Benjamin) A MAP oF THe CounTy oF devon, FIRST
edITIon, printed title, 9pp. list of towns, seats & proprietors and
subscribers, double-page engraved key map and 12 double-page
maps by Thomas Jefferys, in full contemporary hand-colouring, inset
town plans of Exeter and Plymouth uncoloured, some offsetting and
occasional soiling, later half calf, rubbed, [Batten & Bennett, The
Printed Maps of Devon 44], folio, for the Author, 1765.

⁂ The deluxe version of one of the best known large scale county
maps due to the 100 guineas award from the Royal Society of
Arts, conceived in 1762, donn’s being the first map to receive the
award. It was published and sold in a simple twelve-sheet format
for one and a half guineas with an extra five shillings for colouring.
It was also available in a bound state as here, with a printed title
page, index, subscribers list and key map for two guineas plus
extra for colouring. 

£600 - 800

591
-. Mudge (Lt. Col. William) THe SeCond PART oF THe GeneRAL SuRvey
oF enGLAnd And WALeS ConTAInInG THe WHoLe oF devon And A PoRTIon
oF THe AdJoInInG CounTIeS, large scale map in eight sections, nos.
xx to xvII with piano key border (to perimeter sheets only), with
large ornate title in the lower right section laid over the sea area
as issued [?], engraved maps, not joined, each section approx. 615 x
915 mm. (24¼ x 36 in), dissected and mounted on linen, each section
trimmed with light-blue silk, occasional surface dirt and light
offsetting, presented in modern green cloth drop-back box, 4to, 1809.

£250 - 350
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592
Dorset.- Coker (John) A SuRvey oF doRSeTSHIRe, FIRST edITIon, folding
engraved map by John Wilcox, 6 engraved armorial plates, some light
foxing, late 18th century calf, gilt, head of spine chipped, corners
rubbed, folio, for J. Wilcox &c., 1732.

£300 - 400

593
England.- Cary (John) neW enGLISH ATLAS, double-page engraved
title and 46 double-page hand-coloured engraved county maps on
44 sheets, index leaves at end, printed contents slip pasted to front
free endpaper, bookplate of Basil Walcot, Bitterley Court (1899),
contemporary russia, stamped in gilt and bling, joints and spine ends
repaired, very handsome copy, folio, 1809.

£800 - 1,200

594
Essex.- Chapman (John) and Peter Andre. A MAP oF THe CounTy
oF eSSex FRoM An ACTuAL SuRvey, engraved throughout, 26 double-page
engraved sheets, including title, list of subscribers and key map, all
linen-backed and in full contemporary hand-colouring, occasional
light soiling, later red half morocco, gilt, spine gilt with raised bands,
[Rodger 120], folio, Colchester, W. Keymer, 1785.

⁂ This fine large-scale map shows the county in close detail,
including the names of all country houses and cottages, as well
as the owner’s name in many cases. There are also small inset
plans of Colchester and Harwich Harbour. 

£800 - 1,200

594A
Isle of Wight.- English School (19th century) An ALBuM oF 62
dRAWInGS oF CoASTAL vIeWS BeTWeen THe MouTH oF THe THAMeS And
WeyMouTH, And vIeWS In THe ISLe oF WIGHT, with pen and ink title page
dated ‘1814’, graphite on wove paper, all by the same hand neatly
laid onto blue album leaves with pen and ink and wash borders, each
approx. 134 x 225 mm. (5¼ x 8⅞ in), all with contemporary
inscriptions on album leaves in black ink identifying locations, some
cockling and minor surface dirt, bound in contemporay half calf and
marbled boards, oblong large 4to, 1814.

⁂ A detailed and competently executed record of a sailing trip
from the Thames to the Isle of Wight, undertaken in 1814. views
include, amongst others: The launch of HMS nelson, July 4th
1814; Margate; Broadstairs; Ramsgate; dover; Hastings;
eastbourne; Mr drummond’s Cottage; The needles, Isle of Wight;
netley Abbey.

£300 - 500
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595
Lancashire.- Hennet (George, surveyor) A MAP oF THe CounTy
PALATIne oF LAnCASTeR, large map with ornate title upper right,
vignette view of the new Custom House, Liverpool, just below,
engraved map by James Bingley, with bright original hand-colouring,
1630 x 1160 mm. (64¼ x 45¾ in), dissected and mounted on linen,
edged with green silk, very slight offsetting and browning, minor
surface dirt, folding with green marbled endpapers, presented in tree
calf book-style slipcase, rubbed, spine with red morocco label gilt-
lettered ‘Teesdales Map of Lancashire’, 4to, Henry Teesdale, 1830.

£250 - 350

596

596
Lincoln and Rutland.- Colby (Lt. Col. Thomas) [eIGHT oRdnAnCe
SuRvey MAPS CoveRInG LInCoLn And RuTLAnd], including sheets LxIv,
Lxv, LxIx, Lxx, LxxxIII, LxxxIv, Lxxxv, LxxxvI, showing Barton, Gr.
Grimsby, Lincoln, Louth, Grantham, Boston, oakham, and
downham, engraved maps, eight sections, each approx. 650 x 950
mm. (25½ x 37½ in), dissected and mounted on linen, occasional
surface dirt and light browning, all folding into contemporary gilt-
tooled and lettered book-style calf slipcase, rubbed, worn, large 4to,
James Wyld, 1824 § Fowler & Son (William) PLAn oF KInGSWInFoRd
PARISH In THe CounTy oF STAFFoRd, with accompanying 34 pp.
reference booklet, large-scale lithographed map by C.F. Cheffins,
with hand-colouring, 1890 x 1540 mm. (74½ x 60¾ in), dissected and
mounted on linen, some light offsetting and surface dirt, folding with
marbled endpapers, contemporary cloth slipcase with printed label,
1840-1841 § Steen & Blackett (Publishers).- PLAn oF THe ToWn And
BoRouGH oF WoLveRHAMPTon In THe CounTy oF STAFFoRd, large-scale
lithographed map, in nine sections including title, each approx. 660
x 920 mm. (26 x 36¼ in), minor surface dirt, each section folding with
marbled endpapers and printed label identifying location, presented
in red cloth-covered slipcase with green printed label, worn, large 4to,
[ca. 1871], (3).

£400 - 600

597
London.- Braun (Georg) and Franz Hogenberg. LondInuM
FeRACISSIMI AnGLIAe ReGnI MeTRoPoLIS, bird’s-eye plan-view of London
and Westminster, strapwork title cartouche upper centre, with
royal and City arms, figures in the foreground, and with strapwork
text panels to either side, engraved plan with hand-colouring, 335
x 485 mm. (13¼ x 19 in), with good margins, Latin text verso, central
vertical fold with some repaired splitting to lower section, other minor
small nicks and tears to extremity of margins with some small areas
of loss, [Howgego 2 (1-2)], [Cologne], [1572-4].

⁂ The earliest surviving printed plan of London. An unrecorded
impression between Howgego’s first and second states, with
‘Westmester’ altered to ‘Westmuster’, but without the insertion of
the Royal exchange.

£1,500 - 2,500
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598
Monmouthsire.- Heath (Charles) THe exCuRSIon doWn THe Wye,
FRoM RoSS To MonMouTH: InCLudInG HISToRICAL And deSCRIPTIve ACCounTS
oF WILTon And GoodRICH CASTLeS: ALSo oF CouRT FIeLd, THe nuRSeRy oF
KInG HenRy THe FIFTH, 2 parts in 1, exTRA-ILLuSTRATed WITH 12 WATeR-
CoLouR vIeWS, lacking a preface f., some spotting, later half morocco,
rubbed, 8vo, Monmouth, Charles Heath, 1796.

£300 - 400

599
Norfolk.- [Badeslade (Thomas)] THe HISToRy oF THe AnCIenT And
PReSenT STATe oF THe nAvIGATIon oF THe PoRT oF KInG’S-Lyn, And oF
CAMBRIdGe, FIRST edITIon, 7 engraved hand-coloured maps and plans
(3 folding or double-page), woodcut head- and tail-pieces and initials,
some occasional light spotting or marginal browning, but a very good,
clean copy overall, contemporary calf, rebacked, corners bumped,
rubbed, folio, by J.Roberts for the Author, 1725.

£400 - 600

600
Scotland.- Ainslie (John) SCoTLAnd dRAWn And enGRAved, engraved
map in original hand-colouring on 3 sheets, folding in sections and
linen-backed, some light browning and offsetting, imprint trimmed at
foot, original marbled slip-case, each sheet 605 x 1645mm.,
Edinburgh and London, 1800.

£500 - 700

601
South East England.- Mudge (Lt. Col. William) oRdnAnCe SuRvey
MAPS CoveRInG SuRRey, SuSSex, And KenT, four sections, engraved
maps, each approx. 635 x 920 mm. (25 x 36¼ in), dissected and
mounted on linen, folding into blue morocco gilt-tooled and lettered
book-style slipcase, rubbed, worn, 4to, [circa 1810-1820] § Mudge
(Lt. Col. William) [An ‘unfinished proof’ ordnance survey map of
Surrey, no. vIII], engraving, an excellent impression, 645 x 940 mm.
(25½ x 37 in), dissected and mount on linen, with blue silk edge, bears
brown pen and ink inscription lower right that reads ‘Unfinished
Proof’, some spotting and light browning, folding into contemporary
blue morocco gilt-lettered book-style slipcase, rubbed, worn, 8vo,
1816, (2).

£200 - 300
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Both the sale of goods at our auctions and your relationship with us are
governed by the Terms of Consignment (primarily applicable to sellers)
the Terms of Sale (primarily applicable to bidders and buyers) and any
notices displayed in the saleroom or announced by us at the auction
(collectively, the “Conditions of Business”). The Terms of Consignment and
Terms of Sale are available at our saleroom on request.
You must read these Terms of Sale carefully. Please note that if you
register to bid and/or bid at auction this signifies that you agree to and
will comply with these Terms of Sale. If registering to buy over a Live
Online Bidding Platform, including our own BidFORUM platform, you will
be asked prior to every auction to confirm your agreement to these terms
before you are able to place a bid.

Definitions and interpretation
To make these Terms of Sale easier to read, we have given the following
words a specific meaning:
“Auctioneer”  means Forum Auctions Ltd, a company registered in England
and Wales with registration number 10048705 and whose registered office
is located at 8 The Chase, London SW4 0NH or its authorised auctioneer, as
appropriate;
“Bidder”  means a person participating in bidding at the auction;
“Bidding Platform”  means the bidding platform on which an auction isheld
operated by the Auctioneer, or by a third party service provider on the
Auctioneer’s behalf;
“Buyer”  means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot accepted
by the Auctioneer;
“Deliberate Forgery”  means: 
    (a)    an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to authorship,

origin, date, age, period, culture or source;(b) which is described in
the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator without
qualification; and 

    (c)     which at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it
would have had if it had been as described;

“Exclusively Online Auction”  means only an auction held exclusively over
the Website or Bidding Platform and where we have not made the Goods
available for viewing or inspection.  NB this does not apply for any auctions,
howsoever held, where we have made the Goods available for inspection;
“Hammer Price”  means the level of the highest bid accepted by the
Auctioneer for a Lot by the fall of the hammer;
“Lot(s)”  means the goods that we offer for sale at our auctions;
“Premium”  means the fee that we will charge you on yourpurchase of a Lot
to be calculated as set out in Clause 3;
“Premium Inclusive Auction”  means the hammer price is the price the
buyer pays;
“Reserve” means the minimum hammer price at which a Lot may be sold;
“Sale Proceeds”  means the net amount due to the Seller;
“Seller”   means the persons who consign Lots   for sale at our auctions;
“Terms of Consignment”  means the terms on which we agree to offer Lots
for sale in our auctions as agent on behalf of Sellers;
“Terms of Sale” means these terms of sale, as amended or updated from
time to time;
“Total Amount Due”  means the Hammer Price for a Lot, the Premium, any
applicable artist’s resale right royalty, any VAT or import duties due and any
additional charges payable by a defaulting buyer under these Terms of Sale;
“Trader”  means a Seller who is acting for purposes relating to that Seller’s
trade, business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through
another person acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf;
“VAT”  means Value Added Tax or any equivalent sales tax; and
“Website”  means our website available at www.forumauctions.co.uk.
In these Terms of Sale, the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer.
The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. Any reference to a ‘Clause’
is to a clause of these Terms of Sale unless stated otherwise.

1.      Information that we are required to give to Consumers
1.1    A description of the main characteristics of each Lot as contained in the

auction catalogue.
1.2    Our name, address and contact details as set out herein, in our auction

catalogues and/or on our Website.
1.3    The price of the Goods and arrangements for payment as described in

Clauses 6 and 8.
1.4    The arrangements for collection of the Goods as set out in Clauses 7

and 8.
1.5    Your right to return a Lot and receive a refund if the Lot is a Deliberate

Forgery as set out in Clause 12.
1.6    We and Trader Sellers have a legal duty to supply any Lots to you in

accordance with these Terms of Sale.
1.7    If you have any complaints, please send them to us directly at the

address set out on our Website.

2.      Bidding procedures and the Buyer
2.1    You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us

with any requested proof of identity and billing information, in a form
acceptable to us.

2.2    We strongly recommend that you either attend the auction in person
or inspect the Lots prior to bidding at the auction. You are responsible
for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including
by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we
assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself
regarding its condition.

2.3    If you instruct us in writing, we may execute commission bids on your
behalf. Neither we nor our employees or agents will be responsible for
any failure to execute your commission bid. Where two or more
commission bids at the same level are recorded we have the right, at
our sole discretion, to prefer one over others.

2.4    The Bidder placing the highest bid accepted by the Auctioneer for a Lot
will be the Buyer at the Hammer Price. Any dispute about a bid will be
settled at our sole discretion. We may reoffer the Lot during the auction
or may settle any dispute in another way. We will act reasonably when
deciding how to settle the dispute.

2.5    Bidders will be deemed to act as principals, even if the Bidder is acting
as an agent for a third party.

2.6    We may bid on Lots on behalf of the Seller up to one bidding increment
(as set at our sole discretion) below the Reserve.

2.7    We may at our sole discretion refuse to accept any bid.
2.8    Bidding increments will be set at our sole discretion.
2.9    Our Terms of Sale shall remain in force for any purchases made within

48 hours following an auction.

3.      The purchase price
         As Buyer, you will pay:
a.      the Hammer Price;
b.      a premium of 25% of the Hammer Price up to a Hammer Price of

£100,000 plus 20% of the Hammer Price from £100,001 to £1,000,000
plus 12% of the Hammer Price exceeding £1,000,000;

c.       any VAT, Import VAT or other duties applicable to the Lot;
d.      any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and
e.      for Premium Inclusive Auctions there will be no additional fee

4.      VAT and other duties
4.1    You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT and other duties

applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. Please see
the symbols used in the auction catalogue for that Lot and the
“Information for Buyers” in our auction catalogue for further
information.

4.2    We will charge VAT and other duties at the current rate at the date of
the auction.

5.      The contract between you and the Seller
5.1    The contract for the purchase of the Lot between you and the Seller

will be formed when the hammer falls accepting the highest bid for the
Lot at the auction.

5.2    You may directly enforce any terms in the Terms of Consignment
against a Seller to the extent that you suffer damages and/or loss as a
result of the Seller’s breach of the Terms of Consignment.

5.3    If you breach these Terms of Sale, you may be responsible for damages
and/or losses suffered by a Seller or us. If we are contacted by a Seller
who wishes to bring a claim against you, we may at our discretion
provide the Seller with information or assistance in relation to that
claim.

5.4    We normally act as an agent only and will not have any responsibility
for default by you or the Seller (unless we are the Seller of the Lot).

5.5    For Exclusively Online Auction only, Clauses 16 and 17 may apply

6.      Payment
6.1    Following your successful bid on a Lot you will:
         6.1.1      immediately give to us, if not already provided to our

satisfaction, proof of identity in a form acceptable to us (and
any other information that we require in order to comply with
our anti-money laundering obligations); and

         6.1.2      pay to us within 3 working days the Total Amount Due in any
way that we agree to accept payment or in cash (for which
there is an aggregate upper limit of 15,000 euros for all
purchases made in any auction).

6.2    If you owe us any money, we may use any payment made by you to
repay prior debts before applying such monies towards your purchase
of the Lot(s).
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7.      Title and collection of purchases
7.1    Once you have paid us in full the Total Amount Due for any Lot,

ownership of that Lot will transfer to you. You may not claim or collect
a Lot until you have paid for it.

7.2    You will (at your own expense) collect any Lots that you have purchased
and paid for not later than 10 business days following the day of the
auction; or

7.3    If you do not collect the Lot within this time period, you will be
responsible for removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to
that Lot which will be no less than £1.50 per Lot per day.

7.4    Risk of loss or damage to the Lot will pass to you at the fall of the
Hammer or when you have otherwise purchased the Lot.

7.5    If you do not collect the Lot that you have paid for within forty-five days
after the auction, we may sell the Lot. We will pay the proceeds of any
such sale to you, but will deduct any storage charges or other sums
that we have incurred in the storage and sale of the Lot. We reserve
the right to charge you a selling commission at our standard rates on
any such resale of the Lot.

8.      Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases
8.1    Please do not bid on a Lot if you do not intend to buy it. If your bid is

successful, these Terms of Sale will apply to you. This means that you will
have to carry out your obligations set out in these Terms of Sale. If you
do not comply with these Terms of Sale, we may (acting on behalf of the
Seller and ourselves) pursue one or more of the following measures:

         8.1.1      take action against you for damages for breach of contract;
         8.1.2      reverse the sale of the Lot to you and/or any other Lots sold by

us to you;
         8.1.3      resell the Lot by auction or private treaty (in which case you will

have to pay any difference between the Total Amount Due for
the Lot and the price we sell it for as well as the charges
outlined in Clause 7 and 8.1.5). Please note that if we sell the
Lot for a higher amount than your winning bid, the extra money
will belong to the Seller;

         8.1.4      remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense;
         8.1.5      if you do not pay us within 10 business days of your successful

bid, we may charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per
month on the Total Amount Due;

         8.1.6      keep that Lot or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the
Total Amount Due;

         8.1.7      reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions
or impose conditions before we accept bids from you; and/or

         8.1.8      if we sell any Lots for you, use the money made on these Lots
to repay any amount you owe us.

8.2    We will act reasonably when exercising our rights under Clause 8.1. We
will contact you before exercising these rights and try to work with you
to correct any non- compliance by you with these Terms of Sale.

9.      Health and safety
         Although we take reasonable precautions regarding health and safety,

you are on our premises at your own risk. Please note the lay-out of
the premises and security arrangements. Neither we nor our
employees or agents are responsible for the safety of you or your
property when you visit our premises, unless you suffer any injury to
your person or damage to your property as a result of our, our
employees’ or our agents’ negligence.

10.   Warranties
10.1  The Seller warrants to us and to you that:
         10.1.1   the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised

by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction;
         10.1.2   the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the

Lot, subject to any restrictions set out in the Lot description, to
you free from any third party rights or claims; and

         10.1.3   as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot
set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice
displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at
the auction) are correct. For the avoidance of doubt, you are
solely responsible for satisfying yourself as to the condition of
the Lot in all respects.

10.2  If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the
warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing.
Neither we nor the Seller will be liable, under any circumstances, to pay
you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not
be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the
Seller except as set out below.

10.3  Please note that many of the Lots that you may bid on at our auction
are second- hand.

10.4  If in an Exclusively Online Auction a Lot is not second-hand and you
purchase the Lot as a Consumer from a Seller that is a Trader, a
number of additional terms may be implied by law in addition to the
Seller’s warranties set out at Clause 10.1 (in particular under the
Consumer Rights Act 2015). These Terms of Sale do not seek to exclude
your rights under law as they relate to the sale of these Lots.

10.5  Save as expressly set out above, all other warranties, conditions or
other terms which might have effect between the Seller and you, or us
and you, or be implied or incorporated by statue, common law or
otherwise are excluded.

11.    Descriptions and condition
11.1  Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided

to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (b) our
opinion (although we do not warrant that we have carried out a
detailed inspection of each Lot).

11.2  We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots
before the auction. You (and any consultants acting on your behalf)
must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We
shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to
properly inspect a Lot.

11.3  Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness,
origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price
involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be
honestly and reasonably held, subject always to the limitations in 10.1,
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently.

11.4  Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be
in perfect condition. 

         11.4.1   Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the
auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the
condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues
affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of
a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/
or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have
revealed.

         11.4.2   In the case of Exclusively Online Auctions the provisions of
Clauses 16 and 17 may apply

12.    Deliberate Forgeries
12.1  You may return any Lot which is found to be a Deliberate Forgery to us

within twelve months of the auction provided that you return the Lot
to us in the same condition as when it was released to you,
accompanied by a written statement identifying the Lot from the
relevant catalogue description and a written statement of defects
prepared by an accredited expert.

12.2  If we are reasonably satisfied that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery, we
will refund the money paid by you for the Lot (including any Premium
and applicable VAT) provided that if:

         12.2.1   the catalogue description reflected the accepted view of
experts as at the date of the auction; or

         12.2.2   you personally are not able to transfer good and marketable
title in the Lot to us, you will have no right to a refund under
this Clause 12.2.

12.3  If you have sold the Lot to another person, we will only be liable to
refund the Total Amount Due for the Lot. We will not be responsible for
repaying any additional money you may have made from selling the
Lot or any other costs you have incurred in relation to the Lot save for
those Lots purchased in exclusively online auctions from a Trader.

12.4  Your right to return a Lot that is a Deliberate Forgery does not affect
your legal rights and is in addition to any other right or remedy
provided by law or by these Terms of Sale.

13.    Our liability to you
13.1  We will not be liable for any loss of opportunity or disappointment

suffered as a result of participating in our auction.

13.2  In addition to the above, neither we nor the Seller shall be responsible
to you and you shall not be responsible to the Seller or us for any other
loss or damage that any of us suffer that is not a foreseeable result of
any of us not complying with the Conditions of Business. Loss or
damage is foreseeable if it is obvious that it will happen or if at the time
of the sale of the Lot, all of we, you and the Seller knew it might happen.

13.3  Subject to Clause 13.4, if we are found to be liable to you for any reason
(including, amongst others, if we are found to be negligent, in breach
of contract or to have made a misrepresentation), our liability will be
limited to the Total Amount Due as paid by you to us for any Lot.

13.4  Notwithstanding the above, nothing in these Terms of Sale shall limit
our liability (or that of our employees or agents) for:
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         13.4.1   death or personal injury resulting from negligence (as defined
in the unfair Contract Terms Act 1977);

         13.4.2   fraudulent misrepresentation; or
         13.4.3   any liability which cannot be excluded by law.

14.    Notices
14.1  All notices between you and us regarding these Terms of Sale must be

in writing and signed by or on behalf of the party giving it.
14.2  Any notice referred in these Terms of Sale may be given:
         14.2.1   by delivering it by hand;
         14.2.2   by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery; or
         14.2.3   by email, provided that a copy is also sent by pre-paid post or

Recorded Delivery.
14.3  Notices must be sent as follows:
         14.3.1   by hand or registered post:
                       b.  to us, at our address set out in these Terms of Sale or at our

registered office address appearing on our Website; and
                       a. to you, at the last postal address that you have given to us

as your contact address in writing; or
         14.3.2   by email:
                        a.   to us, at the following email addresses:

info@forumauctions.co.uk and office@forumauctions.co.uk
                       b.  to you, by sending the notice to any email address that you

have given to us as your contact email address.
14.4  Notices will be deemed to have been received:
         14.4.1   if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery;
         14.4.2   if sent by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery, two

business days after posting, exclusive of the day of posting; or
         14.4.3   if sent by email, at the time of transmission unless sent after

17.00 in the place of receipt in which case they will be deemed
to have been received on the next business day in the place of
receipt (provided that a copy has also been sent by pre-paid
post or Recorded Delivery).

14.5  Any notice or communication given under these Terms of Sale will not
be validly given if sent by fax, email (unless also delivered Recorded
Delivery), any form of messaging via social media or text message.

15.    Data Protection
         We will hold and process any personal data in relation to you in

accordance with the principles underlying the Data Protection Act.  Our
registration number with the Information Commissioner is ZA178875. 

16.    Conditional Right to cancel following an Exclusively Online Auction only
16.1  If you are contracting as a Consumer and the Seller of a Lot is a Trader,

you will have a statutory right to cancel your purchase of that Lot if you
change your mind for any reason. The provisions below set out your
legal right to cancel. Further advice about your legal right to cancel your
purchase is available from your local Citizens Advice Bureau or Trading
Standards office.

16.2  You may cancel your purchase at any time from the date of the Order
Confirmation up to the end of the fourteenth day after the day of
collection of the Lot by you or the person specified by you for collection
(e.g. if you receive an Order Confirmation on 1 January and you collect
a Lot on 10 January, you may cancel at any time between 1 January and
the end of the day on 24 January).

16.3  To cancel your purchase, you must inform us of your intention to cancel
it. The easiest way to do so is to complete the model cancellation form
attached to your Order Confirmation. If you use this method, we will
email you to confirm that we have received your cancellation.
Alternatively, you can email us at office@forumauctions.co.uk.  If you
send us your cancellation notice by email or by post, then your
cancellation is effective from the date you send us the email or post
the letter to us.

16.4  If you exercise your right to cancel your purchase, you will receive a
refund of the Total Amount Due paid for the Lot in accordance with
Clause 17. When exercising the cancellation right, you must return the
Lots to us immediately at your own cost (as set out below).

16.5  Following purchasing of Lots, you are entitled to a reasonable
opportunity to inspect the Lots (which will include removing them
from their packaging and inspecting them). At all times, you must
take reasonable care of the Lots and must not let them out of your
possession. If you are in breach of your obligations to take
reasonable care of the Lots in this Clause 16.5, we will have a claim
against you and may deduct from the refund costs incurred by us as
a result of the breach.

16.6  Details of this statutory right, and an explanation of how to exercise it,
are also provided in the Order Confirmation. This provision does not
affect your statutory rights.

16.7  The cancellation right described in this Clause is in addition to any other
right that you might have to reject a Lot, for instance because it is a
Deliberate Forgery as set out in Clause 12.

17.    Exercising the right to cancel following an Exclusively Online Auction
only

17.1  Where you have validly returned a Lot to us under your right of
cancellation described in Clause 16, we will refund the full amount paid
by you for the Lot.

17.2  Please note that we are permitted by law to reduce your refund to
reflect any reduction in the value of the Lot, if this has been caused by
your handling of the Lot in a way contrary to the conditions specified
in these terms or which would not be permitted during a pre-sale
exhibition held prior to an auction. If we refund you the price paid
before we are able to inspect the Lot and later discover you have
handled the Lot in an unacceptable way, you must pay us an
appropriate amount.

17.3  You will be responsible for returning the Lot to us at your own cost.
17.4  We will process any refund due to you within the deadlines below:
         17.4.1   if you have collected the Lot but have not returned it to us:

fourteen days after the day on which we receive the Lot back
from you or, if earlier, the day on which you provide us with
evidence that you have sent the Lot back to us; or

         17.4.2   if you have not collected the Lot or you have already returned
the Lot to us: fourteen days after you inform us of your decision
to cancel the Contract.

17.5  We will refund you using the same means of payment that you used
for the transaction.

17.6  Legal ownership of a Lot will immediately revert to the Seller if we
refund any such payment to you.

17.7  For further information on how to return Lots to us, please get in touch
with us using the contact details provided on our Website.

18.    General
18.1  We may at our sole discretion, though acting reasonably, refuse

admission to our premises or attendance at our auctions by any
person.

18.2  We act as an agent for our Sellers. The rights we have to claim against
you for breach of these Terms of Sale may be used by either us, our
employees or agents, or the Seller, its employees or agents, as
appropriate. Other than as set out in this Clause, these Terms of Sale
are between you and us and no other person will have any rights to
enforce any of these Terms of Sale.

18.3  We may use special terms in the catalogue descriptions of particular
Lots. You must read these terms carefully along with any glossary
provided in our auction catalogues.

18.4  Each of the clauses of these Terms of Sale operates separately. If any
court or relevant authority decides that any of them are unlawful, the
remaining clauses will remain in full force and effect.

18.5  We may change these Terms of Sale from time to time, without notice
to you. Please read these Terms of Sale for every sale in which you
intend to bid carefully, as they may be different from the last time you
read them.

18.6  Except as otherwise stated in these Terms of Sale, each of our rights
and remedies are: (a) are in addition to and not exclusive of any other
rights or remedies under these Terms of Sale or general law; and (b)
may be waived only in writing and specifically. Delay in exercising or
non-exercise of any right under these Terms of Sale is not a waiver of
that or any other right. Partial exercise of any right under these Terms
of Sale will not preclude any further or other exercise of that right or
any other right under these Terms of Sale. Waiver of a breach of any
term of these Terms of Sale will not operate as a waiver of breach of
any other term or any subsequent breach of that term.

18.7  These Terms of Sale and any dispute or claim arising out of or in
connection with them (including any non-contractual claims or
disputes) shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of England and Wales and the parties irrevocably submit to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

         Forum Auctions Ltd
         May 2017
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220 Queenstown Road, London SW8 4LP
Tel +44 (0) 20 7871 2640  |  info@forumauctions.co.uk 

www.forumauctions.co.uk

AuCTION NO. 28

DATE: 

ABSENTEE/PHONE BID FORM

Mr/Mrs/Ms (please circle)        PRIVATE BuYER DEALER

Forename    Surname 

Company    VAT No. 

Address 

  County/State 

Post Code/Zip   Country 

Tel.    Mobile/Cell 

Fax.    Email 

Notice to new bidders: Please attach a copy of identification - Passport/Driving Licence and proof of address in the form of
a utility bill or bank statement issued within the last six months. Failure to comply may result in your bids not being processed.

IDENTITY DOCuMENT (PLEASE ATTACH COPY): PASSPORT DRIVER’S LICENSE OTHER (specify) 

For companies: please attach a copy of legal representative

Lot No. Description Bid £ Phone Bid

To allow time for the processing of bids, they should be received at least 24 hours prior to the sale. If you have not
received confirmation by email within one working day please contact info@forumauctions.co.uk.  I authorise Forum
Auctions to bid on the above listed lot(s) on my behalf. I understand that by submitting these bids I have entered into a
bidding contract to purchase the individual lots if my bids are successful. I understand that I will be obliged to pay the
purchase price, including the Buyer’s Premium and all applicable taxes and charges, and I will comply with the Terms of
Sale listed in printed catalogues and Forum Auctions’ website.

SIGnATuRe dATe

Shipping and export: In the event that an item requires an export license we would be pleased to assist you with
the application. We can help you arrange packing and shipping of your purchased lots or you can use your own
carrier. For more information, please contact shipping@forumauctions.co.uk.
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Please note you can submit bids securely through our website at forumauctions.co.uk

I authorise Forum Auctions to bid on my behalf up to the maximum price indicated plus the buyer’s premium plus VAT. 








